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ABSTRACT

STUDENT PEER-GROUP FOCUSING IN PSYCHOLOGY TRAINING:
A PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY

By
Amanda Burleigh Lowe
May 2012

Dissertation supervised by Will A. Adams
The present study is an empirical phenomenological investigation of the influence
of peer group Focusing practice (Gendlin, 1981) on doctoral psychology students‘ senses
of their developing clinical expertise. Focusing, a therapeutic bodily awareness and
symbolization practice, was proposed as a method that would support the development of
student self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care. The present study investigates the
experiences of three female doctoral students who participated in a peer-initiated and
peer-run Focusing group for five semesters. The methodological procedures for a
reflective empirical phenomenological study as articulated by Giorgi and Giorgi (2003),
Robbins (2006), and Wertz (1984) were followed. Procedures adapted from Walsh
(1995) to ensure phenomenological researcher reflexivity and to explicate the
researcher‘s approach to the phenomenon were also used. All participants provided data
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via audiotaped individual interviews, read provisional interpretations and provided
written and verbal feedback to the researcher. The interpretive analyses of these texts
indicated that all participants found their participation in the peer Focusing group to
enhance some aspects of their clinical expertise. The findings support the idea that peer
group Focusing is a helpful method for directly training psychology graduate students in
self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care. Relationships between these findings and
research on the use of mindfulness meditation in graduate psychology training are
discussed. Implications for curriculum development, including a discussion of the
relationship between the findings and the training concepts of personal professional
development and professional development are explored.
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Chapter: 1 Introduction
Regardless of theoretical orientation, being an effective psychotherapist involves
being a person who can consistently relate to others in helpful and empowering ways.
This involves being able to bring one‘s expertise to bear on clients‘ life situations in ways
that are tailored to their particular needs, cultural identities, values, and preferences—
even when they may differ significantly from one‘s own. It further involves being able to
witness and bear considerable pain, anxiety, uncertainty, and even insecurity, while
remaining calm, present, and always acting with the client‘s interests at heart. This can be
as (seemingly) straightforward as the mundane therapeutic task of listening repeatedly to
clients‘ sorrowful, and perhaps horrifying, stories of suffering and doing one‘s best to
make good decisions about how to intervene. It can also be as complex and thorny as
finding ways to address and work through the problems of clients who pose intense
challenges in the realm of interpersonal relating—those clients with whom a helping
relationship is earned only through very careful, steadfast, and skilled therapeutic work.
This is very difficult work that demands tremendous personal resources, skills,
and flexibility on the part of therapists, and that requires support for therapists within
professional cultures and systems of training and practice. Even just a passing glance at
the patient advocacy and recovery movement literature (Deegan, 1990, 2004; Whitaker,
2001, 2010) provides chilling stories of the terrible things that professionals—as
individuals and groups—can perpetrate on clients in the name of ―helping.‖ Often, the
harms that professionals inflict on clients arise from professionals‘ defensiveness and
unwillingness or inability to stay open to their own humanity and that of their clients
(Deegan, 1990, 2004). Moreover, professionals‘ abilities or inabilities to act humanely as
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individuals in treatment contexts are heavily influenced by sociocultural constellations of
theories, standards of practice, ideologies, and political and economic pressures
(Whitaker, 2001; 2010).
The present study is broadly concerned with the question of how therapists
become able to actually embody the kind of psychological maturity, flexibility, skill, and
well-being that enables them to be helpful and to minimize the many pitfalls that might
lead to harming those they are supposed to serve. This question is largely unanswered, in
part because it is often unasked. In the realm of psychotherapy research, there is a
noticeable lack of literature that specifically articulates the role and impact of the
personal psychological functioning and personal development of the therapist on the
practice of psychotherapy (American Psychological Association, 2006; Boswell &
Castonguay, 2007; Geller & Greenberg, 2012; Norcross & Lambert, 2011; Rogers, 1955).
This omission is deeply rooted in historical developments of Western philosophy,
such as mind-body dualism, that have had a large impact on the philosophy of
psychological science (Gendlin, 1962/1996; Giorgi, 1970) and consequently on the way
that the efficacy of psychotherapy is conceptualized and researched (Wampold, 2001;
Wampold & Bhati, 2004). While it has become well established that the therapeutic
relationship has a vital impact on therapeutic outcomes (Norcross & Lambert, 2011), the
impact of the specific personal characteristics of particular therapists on treatment
process and outcomes has been, and to some extent still is, consistently devalued and
obscured in many psychotherapy research designs (Norcross & Lambert, 2011; Okiishi,
Lambert, Nielsen, & Ogles, 2003; Rogers, 1955; Wampold, 2001; Wampold & Bhati,
2004).
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Indeed, the question of the value of conceptualizing and researching therapist
effects on psychotherapy outcome is an extremely political issue within the field. For
example, the evidence-based practice movement has led to an intense polarization
between psychologists who give primary priority to technique and Randomized Clinical
Trial research and those who emphasize the efficacy of therapeutic relationships and who
see other kinds of research as being more informative for practice (Norcross & Lambert,
2011; Wampold & Bhati, 2004). This conflict is intense. Noting the high economic and
political stakes in play in the evidence-based practice movement, Norcross and Lambert
have gone so far as to call the heated controversies and disputes between these two
groups ―culture wars‖ (2011, p. 5).
Nonetheless, in recent years, there has been considerably more evidence that
specific therapists as individuals do have a significant impact on therapeutic outcomes,
even when research studies attempt to control for the influence of particular therapists
(Norcross & Lambert, 2011; Wampold & Bhati, 2004). In 2009, two divisions of the
American Psychological Association (APA), the Division of Psychotherapy and the
Division of Clinical Psychology, commissioned a task force on empirically supported
therapeutic relationships (Norcross & Lambert, 2011). This task force updated the work
of an earlier task force reviewing extant literature on the research base and clinical
practices relating to psychotherapist-patient relationships (Norcross & Lambert). After an
extensive process of review, which included commissioning new meta-analyses on all the
relationship areas they addressed, Norcross and Lambert assert that therapist influences
on treatment outcome are comparable to, and potentially exceed, the influence of specific
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treatment techniques. This influence includes variables related to specific therapists as
individual persons as well as their abilities to create effective therapeutic alliances.
Importantly, however, Norcross and Lambert (2011) explicitly assert that they
would rather not set up rigid boundaries between the various aspects of the
psychotherapy process. They see their work as hopefully contributing to overcoming
some of the intense polarization of the evidence-based practice ―culture wars‖ by offering
evidence that acknowledges the ―inseparable context and practical interdependence of the
[psychotherapeutic] relationship and the treatment [technique]‖ (p. 5). In their view, the
influence of the particular therapist, the therapeutic relationship, and specific therapeutic
techniques are always integrated with the most influential factor on treatment outcome—
the contributions of the client.
In this vein, I think it is important to go beyond the polarization of technique vs.
relationship. We can take seriously the idea that the therapist influences the process of
treatment in multiple interdependent ways. From this perspective, we might
conceptualize therapist effects as including both the therapist‘s personal characteristics
and interpersonal skills, as well as his or her commitment to mastering and skillfully
applying theoretical principles, therapeutic techniques, and therapeutic meta-skills.
Thinking of the therapist‘s influence in this way, we can see that the personhood of the
therapist is an integral component of therapeutic practice that extends beyond the
therapeutic relationship and into the realm of technique, theory, and professional
development.
As we have seen, these therapist influences on treatment occur within professional
cultures and systems. At the level of graduate training, future professionals are socialized
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into these cultures and provided with instruction and modeling regarding appropriate
professional behavior. The present study is concerned specifically with the question of
how clinical, counseling, and educational psychology graduate students can be trained to
provide effective and humane care by learning to reflect on themselves and develop
themselves as persons in professionally relevant ways.
In line with the historical issues with examining the role of the therapist in
treatment, this area of training has been neglected. It is poorly researched and poorly
conceptualized. It is unknown how well clinicians are trained in therapeutically helpful
self-reflection and self-development, although the literature on self-care suggests that
these areas are often poorly modeled and trained (Baker, 2003; Norcross & Guy, 2007).
When we consider the real harms perpetrated on clients that arise from mental health
professionals‘ individual and systemic barriers to questioning and reflecting on the actual
helpfulness of their interventions, it becomes clear that this is a serious clinical issue.
The present study contributes to the small body of literature on professionally
relevant self-reflection and self-development in training by investigating how
participating in a peer Focusing 1 (Gendlin, 1981) group for five semesters influenced
clinical psychology graduate students‘ developing clinical expertise. I designed the
present study to investigate this because clinical expertise is the main area where the
APA gives self-reflection and self-assessment a professional role (APA, 2006). As this is
a phenomenological study, it investigates this question from the participants‘ points of

1

In the literature on Focusing, there is no standard convention regarding capitalization of the term. Since
the words ―focusing‖ and ―focus‖ are frequently used words, I have chosen to capitalize ―Focusing‖ and
―Focus‖ where relevant in order to clearly differentiate the practice of Focusing from the ordinary uses of
these terms.
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view, and their views are interpreted and placed into dialogue with the current status quo
of training and the opportunities that are yet untapped.
The present study is based on the idea that it may be helpful to approach training
students in rigorous, professionally relevant self-reflection by teaching them specific
practices that foster these skills. To be optimally helpful, these practices should be
compatible for development in supervision, clinical practica, academic coursework,
and/or peer groups. They should also be able to be utilized independently by students for
themselves.
Focusing practice (Gendlin, 1981, 1996) is a particularly useful method for
training professionally relevant self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care. It is a
therapeutic reflective practice that specifically engages with each of these three domains.
Further, Focusing arises from within the field of psychotherapy. It was developed from
psychotherapy research on client variables (Gendlin, 1981, 1996; Hendricks, 2001), and
has been developed into a therapeutic approach that can be integrated with many
theoretical orientations (Gendlin, 1996). Focusing has an extensive research base and has
been shown to enhance the effectiveness of psychotherapy when used by clients and/or
therapists (Hendricks, 2001). Focusing can be done in dyads and groups and thus be
adapted to fit various training modalities, such as clinical supervision, classes, and peer
groups (Gendlin, 1981, 1996). Finally, once learned, Focusing can be used by individuals
on their own (Gendlin, 1981), so students leaving the training context can continue to
practice across the career lifespan without being dependent on the presence of other
Focusers.
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In the next chapter, I will review relevant literature on the issues with training
students in self-reflective skills. This will include a discussion of the relationships
between personal and professional development as well as of how self-reflection, selfassessment, and self-care are conceptualized and trained in the United States and the
United Kingdom. In Chapter 3, I will describe relevant aspects of Focusing practice,
including its research base and its procedures. I will also describe the structure and
process of the peer Focusing group that served as the site of the present study.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature Relevant to the Study
Understanding the Relationships between Personal and Professional Development
Conceptualizing the place of personal reflection and student psychological
development in professional psychology training requires understanding the relationships
between personal development and professional development. There are a number of
theoretical traditions that value the personal development and personal psychotherapy of
clinicians as an aspect of training and/or ongoing clinical development (Geller, Norcross,
& Orlinsky, 2007); for example, the psychoanalytic, humanistic, and existential traditions
are well known for this. Presently, even some trainers in cognitive behavioral therapy, a
theoretical tradition without a strong history of valuing the personal development or
personal therapy of clinicians (Geller, Norcross, & Orlinsky), are beginning to advocate
that students apply CBT techniques to themselves as a means of becoming better
therapists (Bennett-Levy, 2006; Boswell & Castonguay, 2007).
Nonetheless, it is challenging to find comprehensive trans-theoretical
philosophical considerations of the broad issue of the distinctions between the realms of
personal and professional in psychology. I was able to find one article that addressed this
issue of how the relationships between the personal and professional are officially
defined. In their 2005 article ―Examining the personal-professional distinction: Ethics
codes and the difficulty of drawing a boundary,‖ Pipes, Holstein, and Aguirre explore a
variety of conceptual and practical difficulties for addressing ethical issues due to the
separation of the personal and professional in the American Psychological Association‘s
ethics code. One issue they mention regarding the training of clinical and counseling
psychologists, who deliver psychological services to the public, is the importance of
8

training programs screening for ―character and fitness for duty‖ (p. 330) in the selection
of trainees. In their discussion of the impact of character and other personal
characteristics on professional functioning, they highlight the ability to be self-reflective
as a key competency. Seen in this light, ―a personal skill, self-reflection, is implicitly a
professional skill‖ (p. 330).
In their discussion of the ethical implications of the ―fuzzy boundary‖ (Pipes,
Holstein, & Aguirre, 2005, p. 332) between personal and professional, they emphasize
that ―a stance of self-reflection and self-knowledge should be modeled and fostered in
[clinical and counseling] graduate programs‖ (p. 332). Moreover, they see the ―lifelong
personal development of the psychologist‖ as ―crucial‖ for identifying and addressing the
personal problems and conflicts that are ―ongoing threats to effective professionalism‖
and which can lead to clinician impairment (p. 332).
The question of how to actually foster clinician self-reflection, self-knowledge,
and lifelong personal development through conceptual and practical models of
psychotherapy practice and training, however, was beyond the scope of their article. The
research in this dissertation attempts to fill this gap. In the next section, we will explore
clinical expertise and self-care as areas of professional competence that can be
understood as implicitly or explicitly depending on the personal reflection and personal
development of clinicians. We will also begin to look at how the problems in the field
with understanding the relationships between the personal and professional development
of clinicians negatively impacts professional competence in the realm of self-care.
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Areas of Professional Competence that Rely on Personal Development
Clinical expertise: self-reflection, self-assessment, and proactive
development.
One area of professional competence that heavily relies on the personal
development of the clinician is clinical expertise. According to the Report of the
Presidential Task Force on Evidence Based Practice in Psychology (EBPP) and the APA
Policy Statement on EBPP (re-printed together in APA, 2006), clinical expertise is an
integral component of EBPP due to its pronounced influence on treatment planning,
decision making, and service delivery. In their view, clinical expertise functions:
…to integrate the best research evidence with clinical data (e.g. information obtained over the
course of treatment) in the context of the patient‘s characteristics and preferences to deliver
services that have a high probability of achieving the goals of treatment ( p.284).

Here, clinical expertise is conceptualized as the clinician‘s responsibility to
appropriately select, evaluate, synthesize, and apply information from a number of
sources. In this view, expert clinicians must integrate relevant research evidence,
relevant details gleaned from his or her own observation of and participation in the
ongoing process of service delivery, and relevant dimensions of the specific needs and
preferences of individual clients into a coherent approach to effecting appropriate
psychological change.
Clinical expertise is comprised of a variety of different competencies (APA,
2006). (See Table 1, below, for a complete list.) Although self-reflection and selfassessment skills are implied across all clinical expertise competencies, the APA
describes one specific competency that defines them. This is specified in Section d,
―continuing to self-reflect and acquire professional skills‖ (APA, 2006, p. 284).
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Table 1
Components of clinical expertise, as defined by the APA (2006, p. 284)
a) Conducting assessments and developing diagnostic judgments, systematic case
formulations, and treatment plans
b) Making clinical decisions, implementing treatments, and monitoring patient
progress
c) Possessing and using interpersonal expertise, including the formation of
therapeutic alliances
d) Continuing to self-reflect and acquire professional skills
e) Evaluating and using research evidence in both basic and applied psychological
science
f) Understanding the influence of individual, cultural, and contextual differences on
treatment
g) Seeking available resources (e.g. consultation, adjunctive or alternative services) as
needed
h) Having a cogent rationale for clinical strategies

Regarding self-reflection skills, the APA says that ―[c]linical expertise requires
the ability to reflect on one‘s own experience, knowledge, hypotheses, inferences,
emotional reactions, and behaviors, and to use that reflection to modify one‘s practices
accordingly‖ (2006, p. 277). This self-reflection process must lead to ―explicit action‖ (p.
277) to limit the effects of biases that can negatively affect clinical judgment (e.g. those
that could lead practitioners to ignore the need to revise case conceptualizations or
treatment strategies that are ineffective). Additionally, competency in this area requires
clinicians to be aware of how their personal ―characteristics, values, and context interact
with those of the patient‖ (p. 284). In this way, interpersonal expertise is included as a
self-reflective skill.
Further, competence in this area requires that expert clinicians be able to
recognize and evaluate the impact of the limits of their knowledge and skills (APA,
2006). This also entails explicit action on the part of clinicians, in that they should
11

―continually incorporate new knowledge and skills‖ that develop their expertise beyond
the limitations they have recognized or been made aware of through feedback from others
(p. 277). In this way, self-assessment and proactive professional development are key
dimensions of the self-reflective competency.
To summarize, embodying the reflective competency of clinical expertise requires
that clinicians be able to self-reflect in ways that enable accurate self-assessment of their
own personal psychological functioning, including their cognition, affect, behavior, and
interpersonal relating. They must also be able to recognize their own specific
psychological characteristics, such as personality, values, and cultural identities, and see
how these interact with their clients in specific treatment contexts. Finally, clinicians
have to be competent in appropriately questioning, assessing, and developing their own
competence. To achieve this, they must be open to receiving and integrating feedback
from others, to discovering, preventing, and ameliorating the effects of their
psychological biases on their clinical judgment, and to assessing, admitting, and
redressing the limitations of their knowledge and skills.
Looked at in this comprehensive way, we can see that, in addition to requiring
very well developed personal reflection skills, the reflective dimensions of clinical
expertise also require significant psychological maturity. Clinicians must be willing and
able to scrutinize themselves very intensely. They must also be able to face and skillfully
address what they discover, no matter how threatening or painful it might be. Baker
(2003) highlights this in her discussion of the importance of self-awareness for therapists:
Being self-aware is not always easy or pleasant. It involves becoming conscious of our internal
conflicts and the tensions that exist between our different kinds and levels of needs. Sometimes
the content of our impulses and feelings can seem very raw, primitive, and threatening to our view
of our self (2003, p. 15).
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Self-care: applying reflection actively in life.
Self-care is not included in the APA‘s official concept of clinical expertise (APA,
2006). However, professional psychologists are bound by professional ethical guidelines
established by the APA to develop, maintain, and monitor their personal psychological
well-being such that they are not professionally impaired by psychological problems or
other significant life stressors (APA, 2002). This ethical requirement can be seen as
being fulfilled by clinicians taking up an ongoing lifestyle of self-care (Baker, 2003;
Norcross & Guy, 2007). Such a lifestyle involves continually becoming aware of and
addressing one‘s own psychological disturbances, and perhaps more importantly,
proactively fostering one‘s own psychological well-being and development (Baker, 2003;
Barnett, Baker et. al., 2007; Geller & Greenberg, 2012; Geller, Norcross & Orlinsky,
2005; Norcross & Guy, 2007).
This kind of lifestyle is particularly important for professional psychologists as a
population. They have special needs and psychological vulnerabilities that are different
than other health professionals (Baker, 2003; Barnett, Baker et. al., 2007; Norcross &
Guy, 2007). Personally, professional psychologists have higher incidences than other
health professionals of historical experiences of their own significant psychological
suffering, as well as dysfunctional families of origin, childhood abuse, and parental
alcoholism (Barnett, Baker, et al.). In the course of their professional duties during
training and beyond, psychologists are likely to be repeatedly exposed to others‘
significant personal suffering and to be in challenging and stressful interpersonal
situations (Barnett, Baker et al.; Baker, 2003; Norcross & Guy, 2007). There is also some
evidence that trainees, and particularly trainees who have a specific defense style and a
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trauma history, are particularly susceptible to experiencing vicarious trauma during their
training (Adams & Riggs, 2008).
Although it is extremely important, self-care is poorly researched (Baker, 2003)
and sometimes explicitly devalued in practice settings (Baker, 2003; Barnett, Baker, et.
al., 2007). Also, there is a substantial lack of training opportunities for both students and
professionals in particular self-care practices (Baker, 2003; Barnett, Baker, et. al.). There
is also some significant research evidence that suggests that psychologists do not
necessarily live up to their ethical self-care responsibilities (Norcross & Guy, 2007).
Research indicates that psychologists are at increased risk for overlooking their own wellbeing while attending to the needs of those they care for (Barnett, Baker, et al.; Norcross
& Guy, 2007). Somewhat disturbingly, there is also evidence that suggests that when
psychologists are impaired due to distress, they are unlikely to seek help or even actively
modify their practice to minimize the impact of their impairment on their clients, even
though it is their ethical responsibility (Barnett, Baker, et al.).
In my view, these can be understood as not only as ethical failures, but as failures
of clinical expertise. Professional competence and professionals‘ personal psychological
functioning, development, and well-being are intertwined with one another in ways that
are impossible to fully separate. As we saw above, the self-reflective dimensions of
clinical expertise include a comprehensive understanding of the professional relevance of
one‘s own psychological functioning, characteristics, and biases. They also include the
ability to admit one‘s personal and professional limitations and to actively ameliorate
their effects. In this way, actualizing the reflective dimensions of clinical expertise
fundamentally involves self-care, even though this is typically unacknowledged.
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Importantly, the tendencies for psychologists to ignore or inadequately attend to
their own psychological functioning, even when it is potentially harmful for their clients,
may be due, in part, to the ways psychologists are trained (Barnett, Baker, et al. 2007). In
the next section we will explore the theme of how the personal functioning and
development of students is conceptualized as an aspect of the professional training
process. Then, we will look more closely at how self-reflection, self-assessment, and selfcare are addressed in training in the United States and the United Kingdom.
Professional Self-Reflection in Graduate Training: Concepts and Models
In my research for the present study, I found evidence that few training programs
in the United States provide an institutionalized approach to integrating student selfreflection and professional training (Council of Chairs of Training Councils, 2004; Elman
& Forrest, 2004; Oliver, Bernstein, Anderson, Blashfield, & Roberts, 2004); as far as is
known, most do not (CCTC, 2004). I did, however, find that I was not alone in my
interest in the relationships between professional competence and the psychologist‘s
personal engagement in ongoing self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care. There are
a number of psychologists in the American training community interested in exploring
ways to appropriately articulate and safely address the relationships between students‘
psychological functioning and development and professional training (Adams & Riggs,
2008; CCTC, 2004, 2007; Barnett, Baker, Elman & Schoener, 2007; Behnke, 2008;
Campbell & Christopher, in press; Christopher & Maris, 2010; Dearing, Maddux, &
Tangney, 2005; Elman & Forrest, 2004; Elman, Illfelder-Kaye & Robiner, 2005;
Forrest& Elman, 2008; Forrest, Elman, & Shen Miller, 2008; Geller, Norcross &
Orlinsky, 2005; Hatcher & Lassiter, 2007; Hensley, Smith, & Thompson, 2003; Johnson,
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2008; Johnson & Campbell, 2002; Kirsch, 2005; Kurash & Schaul, 2006; Laireiter &
Willutzki, 2005; Lasky, 2005; Lebow, 2005; Oliver et. al., 2004; Robiner, 2008; Rodolfa
& Schaffer, 2008; Ronnestad & Orlinsky, 2005; Shapiro, Brown & Biegel, 2007; Wells
& Bell Pringle, 2004).
Importantly, the Association of Directors of Psychology Training Clinics
(ADPTC), the Council of Chairs of Training Councils (CCTC), and several working
groups within the APA have developed some specific ways of developmentally
articulating self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care competencies in psychology
graduate training (CCTC, 2004, 2007; Hatcher & Lassiter, 2007). Despite this, there is
very little literature that addresses specific ways of teaching students how to procedurally
engage in ongoing, rigorous, and effective self-reflection, self-assessment and self-care
practices in ways that are integrated with other domains of training (Kurash & Schaul,
2006; Campbell & Christopher, in press; Christopher & Maris, 2010; Elman, IllfelderKaye, & Robiner, 2005; Shapiro, Brown & Biegel, 2007; Wells & Bell Pringle, 2004). In
the following sub-sections, we will explore how self-reflection, self-assessment, and selfcare competencies are conceptualized in training settings and which pedagogical
strategies are suggested for cultivating them.
Student psychological functioning, development, and well-being in training.
As we have seen, the personal psychological functioning, development, and wellbeing of clinicians is important for competent clinical practice. The ability of clinicians to
reflect skillfully on themselves and act responsively to what they discover is a key
component of clinical expertise. In my view, the ways that training programs address the
psychological functioning of the student lays the groundwork for both formal training and
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informal role modeling of professionally relevant self-reflection, self-assessment, selfcare, and proactive professional development.
Although this another area that has been conspicuously poorly researched, there is
some evidence that many training directors and graduate programs in the United States
take a ―hands off‖ approach to addressing student psychological well-being and
development, including addressing students‘ psychological problems, unless absolutely
necessary (Elman & Forrest, 2004, p. 125). This can also be seen in that comprehensive
self-care is usually ignored by training programs (Baker, 2003; Barnett, Baker, et. al.,
2007; for a notable exception see Christopher & Maris, 2010). Further, attention to selfcare is sometimes actually explicitly devalued in training settings (Baker, 2003; Barnett,
Baker, et al).
Avoiding the issue of student psychological functioning can possibly be
understood as well-intentioned attempt on the part of programs to preserve student
confidentiality, but it often ends up leaving student psychological functioning without
any official way of being addressed (CCTC, 2004; Elman & Forrest, 2004; Hensley,
Smith, & Thompson, 2003). Even when forced to address problems related to student
competence and psychological functioning, many departments do not have policies for
due process in student dismissal or the remediation of student impairment (CCTC, 2004;
Elman & Forrest, 2004; Hensley, Smith, & Thompson, 2003). This is anxiety provoking
for training directors (Elman & Forrest, 2004) and for troubled students and their peers
(Oliver, Bernstein, Anderson, Blashfield & Roberts, 2004; Shen Miller et al., 2011), who
all find themselves in ambiguous circumstances when crises occur.
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As a result of this ambiguity, training faculty may have difficulty facing the
interpersonal issues that arise when giving students poor evaluations. They may feel
reticent to address, or outright avoid addressing, trainees‘ problems of professional
competence, including those that arise from student psychological functioning or
character issues (Forrest, Elman, & Shen Miller, 2008). They may also experience role
confusion in their relationships with trainees that heightens these issues, such as when a
supervisor does not know how to balance nurturing and evaluation in supervision
(Johnson, 2008; Robiner, 2008).
Students‘ clinical development can be understood as a function of the overall
ecological context of training, which is comprised of multiple interacting systems
(Forrest, Elman, & Shen Miller, 2008). When this is not acknowledged, student
competency issues may not be addressed, or may be addressed ineffectively, because of
inadequate faculty communication or other systemic issues that are not the fault of the
individual student in question (Elman & Forrest, 2008; Forrest, Elman & Shen Miller,
2008). For example, poorly articulated evaluation standards and/or lack of official
policies for remediation of professional deficiencies in student performance may lead
faculty to err on the side of passing students along (Hensley, Smith, & Thompson, 2003;
Johnson, 2008).
These issues in addressing trainees‘ problems of professional competence can
lead to poor outcomes for troubled students, and can negatively impact their peers and
training faculty, alike (Elman & Forrest, 2004; Oliver et al., 2004). The particular
inability of training programs to adequately address student psychological issues can be
seen by troubled students -- and their peers -- as a betrayal of professional ethics on the
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part of their training departments (Oliver et al., 2004). It also may teach trainees not to
intervene, even though they are ethically required to do so, when they witness a fellow
psychologist who is impaired or demonstrates other competence issues (Shen Miller et
al., 2011).
In my view, the common occurrence of training environments that take a ―hands
off‖ approach to student psychological functioning may be directly related to
psychologists‘ failures to proactively develop their own well-being (Norcross & Guy,
2007) and ethically address their distress once their careers are established (Barnett,
Baker et. al., 2007). There are many implicit and explicit messages that students might
learn from such training environments. Most generally, students may learn to
underestimate or devalue the impact that their own personal functioning has on their
clinical practice. In settings where self-care is implicitly devalued by omission or
explicitly devalued by overt faculty expectations, students may learn to systematically
overlook their own well-being in favor of attending to those they care for.
Further, students may see attention to their own self-care as a sign of weakness, a
luxury, or as something done only in response to crises, rather than as an important
ongoing lifestyle integral to competent practice and clinical expertise. This may lead
them to have difficulty acknowledging when they are impaired and to be reluctant to
adjust the way that they practice. Lastly, students may learn that professional selfreflection and self-assessment that involve addressing sensitive personal material or
outright psychological problems should not be revealed to authority figures or even to
peers. This may prevent them from seeking help—or offering help to others—as
professionals.
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Approaches to defining self-reflection competencies and training activities.
In light of this state of affairs, there has not been much literature available in the
United States on the topic of self-reflection in clinical practice or training. This has left
both students and educators in the dark regarding how to conceptualize and train selfreflection competencies (CCTC, 2004). In the 2000s, there has been a movement within
the professional psychology graduate training community in the United States to try to
articulate conceptual rationales for the inclusion of, and models for assessment of,
comprehensive student self-reflection, including self-assessment and self-care, into
graduate training curricula (CCTC, 2004; Hatcher & Lassiter, 2007; Hensley, Smith, &
Thompson, 2003; Wells & Bell Pringle, 2004). This has been part of a larger movement
involving various working groups. One group formed through the APA, the Association
of Directors of Psychology Training Clinics (ADPTC), and the Council of Directors of
Training Councils (CCTC) has tried to establish a clear and comprehensive overview of
the entire range of professional psychology competencies and their developmental
sequences in training (Hatcher & Lassiter, 2007).
According to this model, self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care
competencies are explicitly considered to depend upon student psychological
characteristics and basic self-reflection skills (CCTC, 2007; Hatcher & Lassiter, 2007).
Although this is one of the areas that is also conspicuously lacking in research, this
assertion is based on conventional wisdom among a wide variety of practitioners and
educators in psychology that considers beginning students‘ personal characteristics and
skills to be the basis of professional training in psychology (CCTC, 2004; Hatcher &
Lassiter, 2007; Johnson, 2008; Johnson & Campbell, 2002; Pipes, Holmes, & Aguirre,
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2005). In this view, over the course of training, students build on, refine, and hone these
characteristics and skills for use in professional contexts (CCTC, 2004; Hatcher &
Lassiter, 2007; Johnson & Campbell, 2002), but may not be able to develop them if they
are not there to begin with (Johnson & Campbell, 2002).
This view dovetails with some practitioners‘ and educators‘ assertions that
psychology educators should take seriously their role as professional gatekeepers, and
attend to the personal characteristics of graduate students as they are relevant in
evaluating them for fitness to be psychologists (CCTC, 2004; Johnson, 2008; Johnson &
Campbell, 2002; Pipes, Holmes & Aguirre, 2005; Rodolfa & Schaffer, 2008). Indeed, this
is one reason that the CCTC (2004) has advocated for training departments to utilize a
comprehensive student evaluation policy that integrates assessment and evaluation of
student psychological characteristics and skills in training.
Specific goals and competencies: the CCTC‟s model.
As students begin training and develop through entry to professional practice,
self-reflection skills are specifically delineated in terms of training goals and
competencies (CCTC, 2007; Hatcher & Lassiter, 2007). In the specific competency
domain of ―reflective practice‖ as delineated by the CCTC (2007), students ready for
practicum work should demonstrate ―willingness to consider one‘s own material‖ and
―basic mindfulness and self-awareness‖ (p. 1). By the time they reach the predoctoral
internship, students should demonstrate ―broadened self-awareness across a spectrum,
self-assessment/monitoring, and reflectivity regarding professional practice (reflectionon-action)‖ (p. 1). When students have completed their training and are ready for
professional practice, emerging professionals should be able to engage in ―reflectivity in
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[the] context of professional practice,‖ making sure that they ―act upon‖ their reflections,
and know how to incorporate ―use of self as a therapeutic tool‖ (p. 1).
Regarding the competency domain of ―self-assessment and self-care‖ (CCTC,
2007, p. 2), students beginning practicum work should demonstrate ―knowledge of core
competencies‖ involved in professional functioning, ―emerging self-assessment‖ related
to those competencies, ―understanding of the importance of self-care in effective
practice,‖ ―knowledge of self-care mechanisms,‖ and ―attention to self-care‖ (p. 2). By
the time they reach internship, students should be able to make ―accurate‖ selfassessments; demonstrate ―consistent monitoring and evaluation of practice activities‖;
demonstrate consistent ―willingness to acknowledge and correct errors‖; evidence the
ability to ―accept and use feedback effectively‖; regularly ―monitor issues related to selfcare‖ in supervision; and have an understanding of the ―central role of self-care to
effective practice‖ (p. 2). By the time they are emerging professionals, they should be
able to ―accurately critique [their] own performance,‖ employ ―self-corrective practice‖
and ―self-monitoring of issues related to self-care,‖ as well as promptly intervening
―when disruptions occur‖ without needing much direction from supervisors in this regard
(p. 2).
The CCTC‟s approach to training: clinical supervision.
In the comprehensive competencies documents developed by Lassiter & Hatcher
(2007) and the CCTC (2007), competencies related to self-reflection, self-assessment,
and self-care are considered to have their greatest developmental place in practicum
training. This is where students have direct experience delivering psychological services
to patients. In these documents, it appears that clinical supervision is considered the main
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training modality that provides the opportunity for nurturing and assessing this kind of
learning (CCTC, 2007; Lassiter & Hatcher, 2007). Within the field clinical supervision is
a highly valued pedagogical method that is ubiquitous in training and in many
professional practice contexts (Barnett, Cornish, et al., 2007). Much of the development
of trainees‘ clinical expertise is assumed to happen through supervisory relationships;
however, this has not been thoroughly studied (Barnett, Cornish, et al.).
One issue with relying solely on clinical supervision for the development of these
self-reflective skills is that there is significant evidence that a very large proportion of
clinical supervisors receive no training or inadequate training in supervision (Barnett,
Cornish, et al., 2007). Further, many psychologists-in-training have negative experiences
in clinical supervision (Barnett, Cornish, et al., 2007; Wells & Bell Pringle, 2004). It is
not clear how students and their professional development are affected by negative
supervision experiences or how students may recover from them (Barnett, Cornish, et
al.).
Expecting students to candidly self-reflect, self-assess, and address issues of selfcare in supervision would require implementing a supervisory model that actively
addresses student psychological functioning. Such use-of-self models require that
students take personal risks in self-disclosure (Wells & Bell Pringle, 2004). This involves
learning to negotiate the sometimes conflicting demands for personal confidentiality,
professional accountability, and the importance of asking for help from authorities (Wells
& Bell Pringle, 2004).
Consequently, it is my view that expecting clinical supervision to handle these
issues in the absence of comprehensive ways of conceptualizing the role of student
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psychological functioning in training programs is inappropriate. On the one hand, it
places a heavy burden on supervisors. Put in this position without other institutionalized
support, supervisors may be even more likely to succumb to role confusion or other
anxieties regarding giving students poor evaluations. Supervisors may also be unclear
regarding how to respond to student disclosure of troubling material.
Students would also be put into a vulnerable position. Students may not have the
opportunity to choose supervisors, and they may be required to address sensitive topics
with supervisors they do not trust. Even in good relationships, students may be unclear
regarding the nature and limits of confidentiality regarding their disclosures. Further, as is
currently the case in many programs, the absence of comprehensive policies for
addressing student psychological material in the training context can leave students who
have a bad experience with a supervisor without clear rights of due process. Such
students may be inappropriately evaluated in a negative manner because of their selfdisclosure in supervision, and may have no way to proactively address the issue in the
training context.
While they mainly emphasize the role of supervision in training the self-reflective
competencies, there is also an understanding in the CCTC model that these specific
competencies cut across all aspects of graduate training, and are not only a part of
practicum work (CCTC, 2007; Hatcher & Lassiter, 2007). In this sense, these documents
acknowledge, but do not have a way of conceptualizing, that these competencies may be
understood in a more global way and that other training modalities might be used to
cultivate them. In the next two sections, we will explore more global ways of
conceptualizing these competencies and look at different approaches to training.
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A more comprehensive conceptual approach: professional development.
One approach to articulating a more global way of defining these competencies,
unrelated to the CCTC and Lassiter and Hatcher efforts, arose from the Professional
Development Work Group (PDWG) of the 2002 Competencies Conference: Future
Directions in Education and Credentialing in Professional Psychology (Elman, IllfelderKaye, & Robiner, 2005). This conference was initiated by the Association of Psychology
Postdoctoral and Internship Centers (APPIC) and co-sponsored by 34 other organizations
in the United States. The PDWG was comprised of members representing clinical,
counseling, school, and professional psychology training programs, internship and
postdoctoral fellowship training directors, and regulators, as well as a graduate student.
In their article, Elman, Illfelder-Kaye, and Robiner publish the PDWG‘s
comprehensive definition the concept of ―professional development‖ (PD) (2005). They
conceptualize it as a global competency that includes the personal qualities and initiative
of the student in the development of professionalism:
PD is the developmental process of acquiring, expanding, refining, and sustaining knowledge,
proficiency, skill, and qualifications for competent professional functioning that result in
professionalism. It comprises both (a) the internal tasks of clarifying objectives, crystallizing
professional identity, increasing self-awareness and confidence, and sharpening reasoning,
thinking, reflecting and judgment and (b) the social/contextual dimension of enhancing
interpersonal aspects of professional functioning and broadening professional autonomy (Elman,
Illfelder-Kaye, & Robiner, 2005, p. 368).

This definition highlights students‘ agency and personal responsibility for the
development of their professional functioning. This involves the ―internal‖ responsibility
to actively take on a variety of personal tasks from clarifying an individual‘s objectives to
developing professional identity, self-awareness, confidence, and an array of cognitive
and judgment-related skills—including the ability to reflect. It also involves students‘
active cultivation of the ―social/contextual dimension‖ such as interpersonal relating.
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Elman, Illfelder-Kaye, and Robiner (2005) do not provide a comprehensive model
of how this can be implemented in training contexts, but they do offer some general
examples of some training activities and evaluation methods might be used. For example,
promoting self-understanding and self-reflection in training might happen in the areas of
supervision, student journaling, perhaps in the context of a ―journal club‖ (p. 370),
directed readings courses, student psychotherapy as a client, and peer consultation. These
might be assessed by training faculty through ―supervisory discussion and evaluation‖ (p.
370) and student self-evaluation. Fostering ―awareness of personal identity‖ (p. 370)
could happen in supervision, directed readings courses, cultural diversity training, group
projects, and academic courses on individual and group differences. Development in this
area could be assessed through supervision, examinations related to diversity, ABPP
examination (after training), and self-reflection.
I see the concept of professional development as being an important step forward
in highlighting the active personal role of the student in developing, and ultimately
attaining and maintaining, professional competence. I also appreciate the way that Elman,
Illfelder-Kay, and Robiner demonstrate that professional development should be fostered
across the curriculum through a variety of different kinds of training activities, including
academic, clinical, experiential, and peer group work. While this understanding of
professional development could be of real help for training departments to frame their
understanding of the role of student self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care in
training, it still leaves the dimensions of the process that intimately involve the personal
characteristics and history of the student undefined. In the next section, we will look at a
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complementary concept from the United Kingdom that clearly defines this personal
component of professional development.
A comprehensive concept from the United Kingdom: personal professional
development.
In the early 2000s in the United Kingdom, National Health Service (NHS)-funded
training programs in professional psychology added a training module called ―Personal
Professional Development‖ (PPD) (Gillmer & Marckus, 2003; Sheikh, Milne, &
MacGregor, 2007). PPD specifically addresses the personal dimensions of professional
development. This appears to have grown out of some conceptualizing and training in
this area that came before the NHS requirement (Knight, Sperlinger, & Maltby, 2010;
Loewenthal & Snell, 2006; Walsh & Scaife, 1998; Wilkins, 1997). Subsequent to the
requirement, a number of articles and books about how to define, conceptualize, and
implement PPD in training contexts have been published (Gillmer & Marckus, 2003;
Hughes & Youngson, 2009; Knight, Sperlinger, & Maltby, 2010; Loewenthal & Snell,
2006; Sheikh, Milne, & MacGregor, 2007; Zhao-O‘Brien, 2011).
There are diverse ways of defining personal professional development. I did not
find one definition of PPD that was embraced by all authors. However, the most
comprehensive definition I found was from Walsh & Scaife (1998):
Personal and professional development is the process of developing understanding of the
relationship between one‘s own life history and clinical work. The focus of personal and
professional development can range from reflection upon a person‘s values, expectations, and
prejudices, to the impact of life events on self in work. [….] Within this framework specific
personal qualities and the experience, or lack of experience, of particular life events are not seen as
having particularly positive or negative valence. Personal and professional development is an
orientation to the work which includes a focus on oneself in the professional role. Continuing
effort to develop understanding of personal qualities and experiences as they affect and are
affected by the work is seen as central to a model of good clinical practice. The process of learning
about psychological methods, approaches, and techniques is viewed as occurring in the context of
these personal qualities. Whilst personal growth is not a primary goal of training, it is an
instrumental goal that works in the service of making the trainee a better clinical psychologist
(Bernard & Goodyear, 1992) (Walsh & Scaife, 1998, p. 21).
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From this perspective, the personal and professional are integrated by viewing the
student‘s life history and personal qualities as the ―context‖ within which clinical skills
and theoretical orientations are learned. The student‘s personal qualities and history are
seen as neither inherently positive nor negative in themselves, but as dimensions to be
attended to as the student takes up the ―professional role.‖ These qualities affect and are
affected by clinical training and clinical work. Here, coming to an understanding of the
work-self relationship is seen as something that is ongoing and that requires deliberate
effort. This effort ends up effecting ―personal growth‖ as a means to help students learn
to become good clinicians and to help them view their own personal growth as an
important dimension of ―good clinical practice.‖
In this way, clinical training is not reconceptualized to become therapy for
students, but it is recognized that the personal development of students is an important
aspect of professional development in training and beyond. It brings the personhood of
the student (and their professors) squarely into the frame of training. This provides a
conceptual grounding for training faculty to wrestle outright with the philosophical and
policy-level issues of addressing student psychological functioning and development in
the training context. It also provides grounding for working through the curriculum
development challenges of adapting existing training modalities, or creating new ones, to
cultivate students‘ self-reflection skills.
Personal professional development is often, although not exclusively, instituted in
UK training programs in the form of some kind of group devoted to exploring it (Gillmer
& Marckus, 2003; Knight, Sperliger & Maltby, 2010; Loewenthal & Snell, 2006; Rose,
2008; Sheikh, Milne & MacGregor, 2007; Walsh & Scaife, 1998). These groups are
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conceptualized and integrated into training models in a wide variety of ways. Some
models include groups that are facilitated by psychologists independent of the training
program and that include some kind of process work (Knight, Sperlinger & Maltby,
2010; Rose, 2008; Walsh & Scaife, 1998). Another involved in-depth psychodynamic
group process work wherein faculty and students reflect together on the dynamics of their
encounters and the processes of training, and faculty members interpret students‘
transferences to them (Loewenthal & Snell, 2006). A third model includes a variety of
different kinds off formal and informal training activities and relationships that are seen
as facilitating PPD; this model includes multiple levels of group work, from peer groups
to Balint groups that explore the dynamics of specific psychologist-patient relationships,
and which are attended by faculty and students together (Sheikh, Milne, & MacGregor,
2007).
In my view, it is important to emphasize the variation in the different models for
conceptualizing and training PPD. Diverse programs have approached the problem from
different angles and have created new training practices that address this area of student
competency, rather than relying solely on traditional pedagogical methods such as
clinical supervision. The present study was created with this sort of training innovation in
mind.
In the United States, there appears to be one main way that some programs have
made similar innovations, integrating a new training practice that fosters self-reflection
and self-care. This involves the use of mindfulness meditation in various forms. In the
next section, we will explore this innovation in training and briefly look at how Focusing
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relates to mindfulness. In the next chapter, we will examine Focusing in depth, and
describe the structure of the practice group that served as the site of the present study.
Mindfulness meditation as a new training practice.
I found several articles on ways that mindfulness meditation is used in graduate
psychology training. One article discussed using mindfulness based stress reduction
(MBSR) for self-care training (Shapiro, Brown & Biegel, 2007). More comprehensively,
others discussed using mindfulness to help develop a wide range of clinical skills,
including self-reflection and self-care, either in master‘s level counselor training
(Campbell & Christopher, in press; Christopher & Maris, 2010), or as a voluntary
training rotation during the clinical psychology predoctoral internship training year
(Kurash & Schaul, 2006).
Promising research on students‘ experiences of one of these programs indicates
that when mindfulness practices are taught in order to foster self-care and to teach
students about mind-body medicine, they have positive influences on a wide range of
domains (for a comprehensive review of five studies, see Christopher & Maris, 2010).
These domains include: students‘ personal physical, emotional, and spiritual well-being;
interpersonal functioning; clinical practice; theoretical orientation; ability to tolerate
ambiguity; and acceptance of self and others (Christopher & Maris, 2010). There is also
some important evidence that student clinicians who meditate have better client outcomes
than student clinicians who do not (Grepmair et al. 2007). As such, it appears that
mindfulness practice positively influences students‘ self-reflection, self-assessment, and
self-care in ways that are both personally and professionally relevant.
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Mindfulness meditation practices that were developed within the Buddhist
religious traditions are rapidly becoming very widely accepted and respected within the
field as a topic for basic research as well as an applied clinical modality (Campbell &
Christopher, in press). However, as we saw in the variation in ways that PPD was
conceptualized and trained, it may not be acceptable for use in all training contexts. In
my view, one key limitation of mindfulness meditation practices of Buddhist origin is
that traditional mindfulness meditation practices do not have psychological development
as their goal (Aronson, 2004; Engler, 2003; Welwood, 2000). This is not disputing that
they do have important psychological effects (Aronson, 2004; Christopher & Maris,
2010; Engler, 2003; Kurash & Schaul, 2006; Welwood, 2000), including developing such
important clinical skills as therapeutic presence (Campbell & Christopher, in press;
Geller & Greenberg, 2012; Welwood, 2000).
Nonetheless, these practices were not traditionally designed to develop
meditators‘ skills in discovering, addressing, and productively working with
psychological material of any kind, either for themselves or within a practice community
(Aronson, 2004; Engler, 2003; Welwood, 2000). Indeed, mindfulness meditation training
typically involves the direction to avoid engaging or being "caught up" with
psychological material because it is an obstacle to realizing a more fundamental and nonpersonal level of identity (Aronson, 2004; Engler, 2003; Welwood, 2000). Mastering the
self-reflective competencies of clinical expertise and creating a lifestyle of self-care
requires significant cultivation of psychological maturity and well-being that mindfulness
meditation does not specifically provide (Aronson, 2004; Engler, 2003; Welwood, 2000).
Focusing, on the other hand, directly fosters psychological development and well-being
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through persons‘ engagement with their own psychological functioning (Hendricks,
2001). It was also developed from psychotherapy research and can be easily integrated
with most of the major theoretical traditions (Gendlin, 1981; 1996; Hendricks, 2001). In
that regard, it may be of particular use in training contexts. In the next chapter, we will
explore Focusing practice, including its research base, procedures, and the structure and
process of the peer Focusing group that served as the site of the present study.
Literature Review Summary
The review of the literature makes a substantial case for the importance of directly
training graduate professional psychology students in self-reflective and self-care
practices. Rigorous and ongoing self-reflective practice is a professional responsibility
integral to the development and maintenance of clinical expertise, a key aspect of
evidence-based practice in professional psychology. This kind of practice is also integral
to the development and maintenance of psychological well-being, an ethical requirement
of professional practice that is fundamentally related to clinical expertise. As we have
seen, self-reflective practice, self-care and student psychological well-being, and
remediation of student competency and psychological dysfunction have not been
adequately conceptually or practically addressed in institutional training contexts in the
United States. This is directly related to a deficiency of research related to the impact of
the person of the therapist in psychotherapy and a lack of ways to conceptualize the
personal professional development competency. Therefore, it seems clear that Focusing
as a specific practice could have potential benefits for use in professional psychology
training contexts.
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Chapter 3: Focusing
Phenomenology, Felt Experiencing, and Focusing
In part, the historical lack of research and theory in the area of the personal
dimensions of professional practice is related to longstanding methodological and
philosophical commitments within the field. In particular, the decision to reduce the
embodied experiential dimensions of human psychological functioning to measurable
"objective" physical or behavioral correlates is specifically problematic (Chalmers, 1995;
Farthing, 1992; Giorgi, 1970; Thompson, 2007; Varela, Thompson & Rosch, 1999;
Wampold, 2001). This way of understanding experience, meaning, and human behavior
involves the idea that experiences are subjective, arbitrary, internal, private
representations of an inherently meaningless ―objective‖ world (Merleau-Ponty,
1945/1962). This reductionism distorts experiential phenomena and inhibits the direct
scientific study of experience on its own terms (Gendlin, 1962/1996; Giorgi, 1970;
Rogers, 1955).
The developer of Focusing, Eugene Gendlin, is a philosopher and
psychotherapist. His work is specifically oriented toward overcoming this reductionism
such that human experiencing can be addressed more adequately in philosophy (Gendlin,
1962/1996; Levin, 1997), scientific research (Gendlin, 1962/1996, 1978), and
psychotherapy practice and research (1962/1996, 1978, 1981, 1989, 1996). Gendlin
developed Focusing practice through combining his philosophical work on experience,
embodiment, logic, and language with research on psychotherapy that he and others
conducted with Carl Rogers at the University of Chicago. That research will be discussed
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in depth in the next section. In this section, we will briefly outline some of Gendlin‘s
philosophical commitments and introduce his concept of felt experience.
Much of Gendlin‘s philosophical work can be situated in the field of
phenomenology, most particularly hermeneutic and existential phenomenology. This is a
complex philosophical tradition, and a full discussion of it is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. Generally speaking, however, we can characterize the project of
phenomenological philosophy as carefully and vividly describing or interpreting the
structures of experience as they are actually lived by people (Smith, 2011). This includes
the careful study of such experiences as perception, cognition, memory, imagination,
emotion, desire, volition, bodily awareness, embodied action, relationships, sociality,
culture, religion, language, and other symbolic systems like mathematics (Smith, 2011).
Within the realm of existential and hermeneutic phenomenology, this project
carries with it the awareness that each person‘s experiences are always embodied and
contextually situated in a lifeworld (Heidegger, 1927/1962; Merleau-Ponty, 1945/1962).
In this view, human experiences and practical behaviors are inherently meaningful and
purposive or directed. The meanings of experiences and behaviors (as well as the
behaviors and experiences themselves) are ever shifting, not static: they arise from and
change with individuals‘ ongoing, present concerns and interests, personal histories, and
anticipated futures, as well as their interpersonal relationships, cultural identities,
historical eras, and linguistic contexts (Heidegger, 1927/1962; Merleau-Ponty,
1945/1962). Simply stated, ―[w]e are always situated, in situations, in the world, in a
context, living in a certain way with others, trying to achieve this and avoid that‖
(Gendlin, 1978, p. 2).
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In this view, the inherent meaningfulness of a person‘s experiences is articulable,
at least in principle (Heidegger, 1927/1962). However, any given conceptual or symbolic
articulation simultaneously reveals some specific meanings while obscuring other
meanings—the meaningfulness of lived experiences always exceeds what can be said
about them (Gendlin, 1978; Heidegger, 1927/1962). Because of this, even though the
structures and meanings of experiences are articulable, no particular conceptualization or
symbolization is ever considered to be complete or final. The process of explicating
experiences is understood to be a reflective and recursive interpretive process that does
not end.
Gendlin calls the pre-conceptual inherent meaningfulness of people‘s experiences
the ―implicit‖ (Gendlin, 1978, p. 3). In his view, the implicit is directly accessible to
awareness as it is embodied viscerally at the level of mood or feeling. ―Feeling‖ in this
sense is quite different from the normal understanding of feelings as specific emotions or
affects like sadness, happiness, or disappointment. Such specific emotions are already
more symbolically or conceptually formed than the level of feeling meant here (Gendlin,
1978, 1981, 1996). Rather, this level of feeling is more diffuse and unclear than an
emotion, and also more complex and intricate. This ―felt‖ experience is a holistic sense of
the entire situation a person finds him or herself living in at a particular moment (1978, p.
3). For example, using the concept of mood to exemplify felt experience, Gendlin says:
We may not know what the mood is about, we may not even be specifically aware of our mood,
nevertheless there is an understanding of our living in that mood. It is no merely internal state or
reaction, no mere coloring or accompaniment to what is happening. We have lived and acted in
certain ways for certain purposes and strivings and all this is going well or badly, but certainly it is
going in some intricate way. How are we faring in these intricacies is in our mood. We may not
know that in a cognitive way at all; it is in the mood nevertheless, implicitly (1978, pp.2-3).
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We will describe the process and procedures of Focusing in depth in the next
sections. At this point, it is important to note that Gendlin developed Focusing practice as
a method to help people systematically and directly engage with the implicit, preconceptual dimensions of their experiences by attuning to their felt experiencing and
carefully articulating it or explicating it verbally (Gendlin, 1978, 1981, 1996). In this
way, Focusing practice helps people to explicate important, meaningful aspects of their
life situations that they embody but may not be aware of in a conceptual or symbolic
way. This, in turn, changes their understanding of their situations in productive ways. We
will see how this relates to psychotherapy research and practice in the next section.

Psychotherapy Research, Experiencing Level, and the Development of Focusing
In the 1950s, Gendlin worked closely in collaboration with renowned clientcentered therapy pioneer Carl Rogers at the University of Chicago in researching
processes of psychotherapeutic change, personality change, and specific client variables
that impact these changes (Gendlin, 1981; Hendricks, 2001). Gendlin‘s approach to
understanding psychotherapeutic change involves looking at the way that the client
relates to his or her experiences and how he or she speaks about them, rather than by
looking at psychotherapy procedures of different orientations or at the specific
psychological themes that clients talk about (Gendlin, 1962/1996, 1978, 1981, 1996;
Hendricks, 2001). Out of this and other research, Gendlin and others developed the
Experiencing Level (EXP) variable and a research validated, reliable Experiencing Scale
used to measure it (Hendricks, 2001).
EXP measures how clients relate to their experiences in terms of their ability to be
present in their experiences in an ongoing, accepting way, as well as their ability to
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effectively engage with their immediate ongoing experiencing as the primary referent of
their speech (Hendricks, 2001). The EXP variable and experiencing scale have been
extensively studied and found to be powerfully influential on psychotherapy process and
outcomes (for an extensive review of 89 studies, see Hendricks, 2001). One major finding
of many studies is that clients who are successful in therapy, where success is measured
by therapist and client ratings as well as objective outcome measures, have higher ratings
on the experiencing scale. Therapist proficiency in Focusing and use of experience
―deepening‖ rather than experience ―flattening‖ responses are also correlated with better
psychotherapy outcomes (Hendricks, 2001, p. 33).
These studies also revealed that psychotherapy does not explicitly help clients
who are low on the experiencing scale to increase their experiencing level. Clients who
are low experiencers may not be able to be helped by psychotherapy that does not include
some kind of experiencing instructions or explicit training. Focusing as a practice was
developed by Gendlin (1981; 1996) out of research that showed that it was possible to
teach people how to increase their experiencing level, and, as we have seen, has been
shown through research to positively influence psychotherapy outcomes (Gendlin, 1996;
Hendricks, 2001).
Focusing and Training in Self-Reflection and Self-Care: Potential Benefits
Since the late 1960s, Focusing has been developed and taught to thousands of
people, both therapists and ―civilians‖ alike, in the United States and internationally in 43
countries (www.focusing.org). It is a thriving practice that is utilized in diverse
professional, educational, and cultural contexts (www.focusing.org). This shows that
Focusing is a culturally viable practice that many people find to be accessible and
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compatible with their life activities, including educational activities and professional
academic practices. It also has a significant research base within the field of psychology,
which we will discuss later in this chapter.
As previously mentioned, Focusing practice (Gendlin, 1981, 1996) may be of
special usefulness in psychology training contexts (Hendricks, 2001) as a method of
training personal professional development. Focusing is an inherently therapeutic practice
that directly cultivates self-awareness, bodily attunement, psychological maturity and
well-being (Gendlin, 1981, 1996; Hendricks, 2001; Welwood, 2000). It can be used by
individuals, or in dyads or groups (Gendlin, 1981; Hendricks, 2001), and has been
developed into an approach to psychotherapy, known as Focusing-oriented therapy
(FOT) (Gendlin, 1996). FOT can be integrated with most of the major psychotherapy
traditions currently in use (Gendlin, 1996; Welwood, 2000). Thus, Focusing practice
could be used by students and faculty from most theoretical orientations. It could be used
for personal work in ways that help students learn to take a therapeutic-yet-critical
attitude toward themselves. When used in dyads or groups, it could help students learn to
do this in interpersonal relationships, as well. Further, the practice itself trains students in
specific clinical skills which could then be integrated into their clinical practices, as well.
Focusing Practice: Experiential Engagement with Embodied Meaning
Focusing practice specifically helps people to recognize and work with the
prereflective, implicit dimension of human meaning (Gendlin, 1978, 1981, 1996;
Hendricks, 2001). This is experienced as a vague-yet-intricate bodily feeling, or sense,
that is meaningful but neither an emotion nor cognition (Gendlin, 1978, 1981, 1996;
Hendricks, 2001). This is known as a ―felt-sense‖ (Gendlin, 1981, p. 32). A felt-sense
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arises from a person‘s embodied immersion in his or her lifeworld and implicitly holds
the overall prereflective meaning of entire situations. Felt-senses, as implicit prereflective
meanings, can always be partly explicated or cognized and communicated to others
through symbols (e.g. language, music, visual art, mathematics, etc.), but they can never
be symbolized completely—there is always more meaning that can be felt than be
symbolized focally (Gendlin, 1962/1996, 1978, 1981, 1996; Heidegger, 1927/1962).
Two commonly experienced situations that reveal the presence of felt-senses
include: when a person forgets what he or she wanted to say and can no longer speak
(Gendlin, 1981), or when he or she forgets someone‘s name, but has a clear sense of the
person he or she is referring to (Gendlin, 1978). In the first situation, the felt-sense of the
meaning that the person wanted to express in words is suddenly absent, and the person
typically searches for it, trying to ―remember‖ what he or she wanted to say. When the
felt-sense is encountered again, there is an ―aha‖ moment of bodily felt relief, and the
ability to go ahead with his or her speaking suddenly returns. In this situation, the person
does not remember a speech he or she memorized, but regains contact with the vague, yet
specific and complex bodily felt meaning which he or she spontaneously symbolizes into
a narrative. In the second case, the felt-sense is present, but the word that symbolically
names the entirety of that sense is absent. When the name is remembered, there again is
the feeling of bodily felt relief.
This feeling of relief is what happens when a felt-sense is symbolized in a
resonant way, where the symbol ―lifts out‖ some aspect of the complex feeling so that it
can be understood reflectively, focally cognized, and ―lived further‖ (Gendlin, 1978, p.
9). This living further involves transforming the felt-sense into symbolic meaning that
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can be worked with psychologically. The bodily experience of relief or release is the
feeling of productive meaning transformation, and is known as a ―felt shift‖ (Gendlin,
1981, p. 36).
In this way, the criteria for accepting or rejecting a symbolic understanding of
one‘s situation are based upon one‘s bodily felt experience of the accuracy of the new
way of symbolizing. If a word, phrase, or image does not unlock or unstick the felt-sense
and produce a felt shift, however slight, it is rejected as an appropriate symbol for that
felt-sense. Focusing practice, then, involves a dialectic of feeling and symbolizing that
has clear criteria for circumventing inaccurate habitual beliefs, interpretations, or theories
about one‘s self (Gendlin, 1978, 1981, 1989, 1996).2 This allows one to articulate the
details of one‘s meaningful, but implicit and presymbolic, orientation to the situations of
one‘s daily living in ways that can rapidly and effectively access and transform the places
where one is psychologically stuck into new ways of understanding and acting (Gendlin,
1978, 1981, 1996; Hendricks, 2001).
Each time someone achieves a felt shift, he or she has taken an ―experiential step‖
(Gendlin, 1996, p. 304), rather than a logical step (Gendlin, 1989). This involves
discovering and developing meanings that were previously unrecognized, disowned, or in
other ways covered over. Because of this, the new understanding that comes through an
experiential step cannot be arrived at through logical reasoning, although it is logical in
retrospect (Gendlin, 1989). By experientially discovering new, previously unaddressed
prereflective meanings that are not included in one‘s habitual beliefs, theories, and
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Further developments of Focusing also address using Focusing to change deeply ingrained worldview
characteristics or personality traits (cf. Bronson & Christensen, n.d.).
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narratives about one‘s self, these are circumvented, interrupted, and transformed into new
ways of understanding and living one‘s life that one would not have previously
anticipated.
Focusing Procedures
Focusing practice involves following a set of procedures for achieving these
experiential steps. It is usually practiced in dyads (or ―partnerships‖) or by individuals
alone once the practice has been learned, (Cornell, 1996; Gendlin, 1981, 1996;
Hendricks, 2001). It has also been used in groups (Gendlin, 1981). Even though Gendlin
and others (cf. Cornell, 1996) have formulated these procedures as a way of teaching
people to take experiential steps, Gendlin emphasizes that this ability is an aspect of
human process that is available to all people to discover on their own (Gendlin,
1962/1996; 1978, 1981, 1989, 1996). Additionally, once a person learns to focus, they do
not necessarily need to use the procedures step by step. Hence, once people learn to
focus, they can formulate Focusing procedures for others in ways they find most helpful
and that meet the needs of particular situations. As an example, research shows that
therapists who know how to Focus well are better able to teach clients to do it because
they can adapt or generate procedures to suit each individual client‘s needs (Hendricks,
2001).
The peer Focusing group in the present study used Gendlin‘s (1981) book as its
―official‖ text, and his formulation will be described here. According to Gendlin (1981),
Focusing as a series of six ―movements‖ (p. 51) or ―inner acts‖ (p. 3), which are preceded
by a preparatory process and ended with an evaluative step that involves choosing
whether or not to go for ―another round‖ and go through the process again (p. 62). Each
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of these steps is done within ―a climate of safety and receptivity to anything that arises
from the inside‖ (Gendlin, 1996, p. 303), which requires a gentle attitude on the part of
the guide and the Focuser toward the Focuser‘s emerging experiences. Research shows
(Hendricks, 2001) that part of the personal and clinical benefit of Focusing practice
involves learning to embody this kind of gentleness and openness toward one‘s self and
others. Preparation for Focusing involves sitting quietly and comfortably and seeking a
feeling of well-being from which this gentle attitude can emerge (Gendlin, 1981).
The first Focusing movement is called ―Clearing a Space‖ (Gendlin, 1981, p. 52).
It begins with the guide asking some variant of the question ―How do [you] feel?‖ ―What
is bugging [you] on this particular day?‖ (p. 52). Then, both members of the dyad wait,
and the Focuser ―lets what comes come‖ (p. 52). There may be many different problems
that come forward to be addressed, and at this stage, the important thing is for the
Focuser to acknowledge each problem that comes forward while staying ―cheerfully
detached‖ (p. 52) and not getting caught up in any one in particular. The person mentally
stands back and surveys them, and once he or she feels satisfied that everything
problematic has come forward and been acknowledged, she can move on to the next step.
The second movement is called ―Felt Sense of the Problem‖ (Gendlin, 1981, p.
53). This step involves selecting one particular problem to work with. Either the guide
asks the Focuser or the Focuser asks him- or herself which of the problems ―feels worst,‖
―hurts the most,‖ or otherwise feels the most intense at that moment (p. 53). This problem
comes forward, and the Focuser remains somewhat detached and feels the whole sense of
the problem, the sense of ―all that‖ about the problematic situation (p. 53). At this stage,
it is common for people to experience a lot of mental activity such as ―self-lectures,
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analytic theories, clichés‖ and ―much squawking and jabbering‖ (p. 53). When this
occurs, the Focuser takes a ―firm and polite‖ attitude toward his or her thoughts, asking
them to be quiet for this time and seeking to engage with the full, unclear felt-sense of the
problem in its entirety. This can be quite difficult for people to do at first, and Gendlin
(1981, 1996) provides a number of ways of working with this in the book that are beyond
the scope of this review.
The third movement is called ―Finding a Handle‖ (Gendlin, 1981, p. 55). This
step entails the guide asking the Focuser to see if she can find one particular word, twoword phrase, or image that encompasses the overall quality of the felt-sense. These do not
analyze the felt sense, but emerge from it, spontaneously. Gendlin offers word and phrase
examples such as ―sticky,‖ ―heavy,‖ ―helpless,‖ ―tight,‖ ―scared-tight‖ and ―jumpyrestless‖ (p. 55). An image, for example, might be ―a heavy leaden ball‖ (p. 53). The
Focuser tries out words mentally and verbally, and the guide may repeat the word the
Focuser has used to help the process. The Focuser knows when he or she has found the
right word or image because it produces a felt-shift, which may be subtle or quite
pronounced. In this way, the symbol is validated as being resonant or accurate because it
produces a specific, noticeable felt bodily experience of relief or release.
The fourth movement is ―Resonating Handle and Felt Sense‖ (Gendlin, 1981, p.
56). This step involves taking the word, phrase, or image that came up in the previous
movement and checking if it ―perfectly‖ fits the felt-sense. The guide invites the Focuser
to move back and forth between the word, phrase, or image and feeling the felt-sense to
see if it continues to produce a felt shift. If it does not, then the Focuser goes back to the
felt-sense and lets another word, phrase or image emerge. This step may take several
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iterations before a strongly resonant handle is found. When the handle is found, the
Focuser feels a very distinct felt shift. Gendlin recommends allowing a moment to simply
sit with the felt shift to let it develop in its own time before moving into the next
movement.
The fifth movement is ―Asking‖ (Gendlin, 1981, p. 56). If the focuser has already
experienced a significant felt shift that has transformed his or her understanding of the
problem, he or she can skip this movement and go directly to the sixth. In this movement,
the guide invites the Focuser to directly ask the felt-sense what it is. This involves the
Focuser spending time (a minute or so, which can feel quite long) quietly staying with the
full, unclear felt-sense of the problem. At this stage, the Focuser can use the handle to
help bring the felt-sense into a more vivid presence. Once the sense is strongly present,
the guide or the Focuser can use the handle to form an open question of the felt-sense.
For example, if the handle is ―tight,‖ the person can ask ―What is it about this whole
problem that makes me feel so tight?‖ Alternatively, they can use a question like ―What
does this felt sense need?‖ or ―What would it take for this to feel OK?‖ (p. 60).
In response to this question, the Focuser may again have problems with intruding
thoughts that come from his or her habitual understanding of the problem and do not
emerge from the felt-sense itself (Gendlin, 1981). The Focuser again gently sets the
thoughts aside and waits patiently for something to emerge from the felt-sense directly.
Again, he or she will recognize when this has occurred because he or she will feel a
significant felt shift and understand the problem in a new way. When this has occurred,
Gendlin again recommends taking a moment to simply experience the shift and the new
insight that accompanies it.
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The sixth movement is ―Receiving‖ (Gendlin, 1981, p. 60). This involves the
guide inviting the focuser to actively welcome the new understanding that the Focusing
process has brought. Embodying a friendly, accepting attitude toward what has emerged
as a part of the climate of safety and gentleness that helps the Focusing process to work.
This step is important because the material that emerges in a Focusing session might be
quite unexpected, and a person may not necessarily wish to ―believe, agree with, or do
what the felt sense just now says‖ (p. 60). This may seem counterintuitive—if one has
experienced a felt shift and gained a new understanding that is grounded in one‘s living
experiencing, how could this feel foreign? It is important to remember that Focusing
practice makes available prereflective views people hold that may directly contradict
their logical understanding or habitual personal narratives about our situations. As an
example, Gendlin notes that sometimes ―with a shift you may get something you need to
do, that is a need from deep inside you,‖ but ―the first form in which it comes might be
quite impossible for you‖ (p.60). For example, ―it might seem to require that you leave
your spouse and children and job,‖ or it may seem to require more money than is
available (p. 60).
This step helps to remind the Focuser that it takes many experiential steps before
a genuinely new direction may take a clear form that is actually realizable in one‘s life
(Gendlin, 1981). The first form a new understanding takes is important, but not the last
word; it will develop over time with an accepting attitude and with further Focusing
practice. This awareness that the specific content of any particular Focusing session is not
the final form of any problem makes it possible for people to encounter quite jarring new
understandings without being overwhelmed by them. After this final step, the Focuser
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decides whether he or she would like to continue and go further with the process or
whether he or she has reached a satisfying place to stop for now. This, too, emerges from
the felt-sense, and it usually is easily recognized by the Focuser (Gendlin, 1981).
With practice, these step-by-step procedures become integrated into one smooth
flow of therapeutic self-reflection (Gendlin, 1981). Further, one ―round‖ of Focusing,
once it has been learned, can be accomplished silently and quickly, in 5-10 minutes spent
sitting quietly with one‘s self. In this sense, it can be used whenever necessary anywhere
that one can take a few moments away from others. When engaged in as a regular
practice, Focusing fosters intimacy with one‘s own psychological functioning,
characteristics, and the habitual cognitive and affective biases involved in systematically
overlooking significant personal meanings. As a therapeutic practice, it fosters
psychological development and well-being. Finally, a long-term Focusing practice also
fosters an open and gentle way of relating to one‘s own emerging experiences and those
of others (Gendlin, 1981, 1996; Hendricks, 2001). As such, I think Focusing practice can
be particularly useful for direct, practical self-reflection and self-care training for
professional psychologists.
The Peer Focusing Group in the Present Study
The peer Focusing group that served as the site of the present study was formed
by four female doctoral-level clinical psychology students: CJ, 3 Anna, Robin, and
myself. Two group members, CJ and myself, had extensive previous experience with
Focusing. Together, the four of us in the Focusing group managed to carve out regular
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Participant names are pseudonyms.
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weekly structured time devoted to interpersonally exploring Focusing and its implications
for our psychotherapy practices. We also used our practice experiences as a basis for
discussing the complex intertwining of personal, cultural, technical, and theoretical
factors that are at the heart of the practice of psychotherapy.
We did this for five semesters, with all of our original members. Given the intense
time demands of our graduate training program, this says quite a bit about the groups‘
value for each member. I found participation in the group to be personally and
professionally helpful in both my clinical and academic work. I designed the present
study to find out more about how the group experience impacted the clinical development
of the other members and to learn more about the strength and weaknesses of the peer
group context for training students in self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care
competencies.
Local peer group process structure and procedures.
In our peer Focusing group, we chose to use Gendlin‘s (1981) original Focusing
book as the "official" source of our procedures. Two members (Anna and myself) also
consulted Cornell‘s (1996) set of procedures as well. Gendlin‘s (1981) procedures
involve instructions that are meant to be used by an individual alone, but in our group, we
always had one person as the Focusing guide and another person as the Focuser. The
Focusing guide was responsible for listening to the Focuser and leading the Focuser
through the steps. Gendlin acknowledges that this is often helpful for people, and this is
why Focusing is often practiced in dyads (1981, 1996). One rule that we followed was
that people would take turns guiding and Focusing, so that no one person always guided
or always Focused.
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As mentioned above, CJ and I both had extensive personal experiences with
Focusing practice prior to the formation of the group. We both learned to Focus with
others‘ facilitation. CJ also had a considerable amount of professional experience using
Focusing with clients prior to her entrance into our Ph.D program. From a practical point
of view, this is why we initially chose Focusing as our peer group practice—we judged
that we knew enough to do it safely, and that it could be beneficial for our clinical
development.
By mutual agreement, our group met in the therapy rooms in our student
psychology clinic, which were comfortable, confidential, and conducive to practice. CJ
and I, due to our previous Focusing experiences, initially took a leading role in
suggesting ways that could create a group practice and discussion format that suited our
purposes of exploring the practice in a peer group setting. The first semester, the four of
us met as a group for an hour a week. CJ and I alternated guiding a Focusing session for a
particular group member that would last approximately 30-40 minutes. Immediately
afterward, we would talk about the experience together for the remainder of the hour.
Robin and Anna wanted to learn to guide without being watched by the entire
group, so we adjusted our group practice structure. For the remaining four semesters, we
met in dyads (CJ and me; Robin and Anna) for the first half of our sessions, weekly
alternating the guiding and Focusing roles within the dyads. For the second half of our
time, we would come together to discuss significant aspects of the experience. We found
that structuring our time in this way worked well, but that an hour-long meeting time was
inadequate to do justice to both the Focusing practice and discussion aspects of the group.
In our third semester, we increased our meeting time to an hour and a half to allow for
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45-50 minutes in the dyads and approximately 30-45 minutes of group discussion time.
Across all these changes in the group, the members were consistently devoted to selfexploration as related to their personal and professional development.
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Chapter 4: Method
Research Questions and Method Overview
Research question:
How has practicing Focusing, in the context of a peer Focusing group, influenced
participants‘ senses of their developing clinical expertise?
Method Overview:
I answered the research question via an empirical phenomenological study. The
present study utilizes procedures explicated by Giorgi & Giorgi (2003), Robbins (2006),
Walsh (1995; 2004) and Wertz (1984). These comprised four main steps: 1) Identifying
the phenomenon to be investigated; 2) Creating a research situation appropriate for
investigating the phenomenon; 3) Data generation; and 4) Data interpretation. The first
step has been actualized through the literature review, and will not be discussed further.
Steps 2 through 4 will be discussed in depth in the next section.
The setting of the study is the peer Focusing group I co-founded with three of my
peers; hereafter, referred to as ―the group‖. The participants in the study are the three
members other than me. The main data of the study consists of transcribed protocols
generated by audio recordings of individual interviews with each participant. The
interviews involved two phases modeled on the Focusing process employed by our
group: an embodied reflection phase, similar to Focusing practice (Gendlin, 1981), and a
collaborative discussion phase, modeled on our group discussions. These protocols have
been interpreted following procedures outlined by Giorgi & Giorgi (2003), Robbins
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(2006), Wertz (1984), and Williams (2006). Initial interpretations examined how
practicing peer group Focusing influenced each individual participant‘s sense of her
developing clinical expertise. Then, I identified structural aspects of the phenomenon that
were generalized across all participants‘ descriptions. In addition, I generated reflexive
data and interpreted it following a three-step procedure outlined by Walsh (2004) in order
to explicate my approach to the research phenomenon.
Research Situation and Participants
Choosing the research situation and participants.
According to Wertz (1984), after the initial research process of identifying the
phenomenon of interest—in this case, the influence of peer group Focusing on
participants‘ understandings of their developing clinical expertise—the next step is to
select participants, research situations, and the data to be utilized in manifesting the
phenomenon for research purposes. According to Wertz, this involves choosing or
devising ―situations (including tasks) wherein the phenomenon will best manifest its full
structure and lend itself to data generation and analysis‖ (1984, p. 37). Our clinical
psychology graduate student group has a variety of characteristics that provided a basis
for an in-depth investigation of the phenomenon.
One important characteristic of our group in this regard is that it was specifically
designed to encourage and facilitate each person‘s exploration of the relationship(s)
between her Focusing practice and its implications for her clinical development. In
practice, our group process was sensitive to the various and developing interests and
needs of each participant across diverse training experiences over five semesters. We
adapted both the process and content of our group time to provide maximal relevant and
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safe opportunities for each member to practically and discursively explore both the
Focusing guide and Focuser roles. As such, at the time of the participant interviews,
which took place toward the end of our fourth semester, each participant in the group had
roughly 16 months of weekly hour-long practice and discussion sessions, which is a
substantial amount of experience. This provided ample opportunities for participants to
integrate Focusing insights into the wider processes of clinical training.
Participant confidentiality.
Another key aspect of creating a situation where the phenomenon of interest can
fully come forth for study (Wertz, 1984) involves informed consent and confidentiality.
In the present study, there were dual relationships between the participants, the
researcher, and the faculty dissertation committee. In the participant interviews,
participants were asked to discuss their perceptions of their developing clinical expertise.
This involved the potential for participants to discuss personal psychological issues,
clinical mistakes, clinical shortcomings, frustrations with our training program, and other
personally sensitive material. As the dissertation committee is comprised of faculty
members who know the participants, each participant was given a pseudonym. However,
faculty members may still have been able to identify participants in some unanticipated
way. In our discussions of the potential confidentiality and safety issues and other
unexpected impacts of our particular research situation, CJ, Anna, Robin and I decided in
advance that in the context of our interviews, we wished to err on the side of greater
disclosure. We decided that any of the participants could ask for a line-item veto on
something that they revealed at any time during the research process. We also established
an agreement that the participant and I would discuss the content to be edited out, and
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that we could potentially negotiate ways to utilize the content in a relevant, but less
personally revealing, way. Participants also reviewed and gave feedback on my
interpretations of their protocols before they were finalized.
A copy of the consent form is provided in Appendix D.
Data Generation: Tasks and Procedures
Facilitating experiential accounts.
Phenomenological research utilizes experiential accounts as data in order to gain
insight into the way that the phenomenon being investigated is lived by those persons
(and potentially others, as well). It is important, then, in phenomenological research, to
devise ways to generate accounts that were as experientially accurate as possible. The
word ―accurate‖ here does not mean that one should seek accounts that are internally
consistent or veridical in the sense of looking for what "actually happened" in an
objective sense (Walsh, 2004). Rather, accuracy in this context means that a participant
describes her experience as it is given to her experientially—how it appears to her (Giorgi
and Giorgi, 2003). This can be difficult to achieve; when we describe experiences as they
given to us, we soon notice that there are many aspects of experience that are
indeterminate or ambiguous (Gendlin, 1978, 1981, 1987, 1996; Giorgi and Giorgi, 2003;
Merleau-Ponty, 1945/1962; Todres, 1999; Walsh, 2004). Additionally, there may be
aspects of an experience that can easily be described, but that may not obviously make
sense or fit with the other aspects of the experience in a linear or logical way (Gendlin,
1978, 1981; 1989; Walsh, 2004).
Participants can be easily influenced by various factors involved in the research
context to veer away from describing their experiences as they are present to them
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(Todres, 1999; Walsh, 2004). Participants often feel they are expected to provide
accounts that avoid ambiguity and to create logical or narrative precision, which is in fact
antithetical to a good experiential description (Gendlin, 1989; Walsh, 2004). Following
this perceived expectation, they provide accounts that characterize their experiences by
providing explanations, interpretations, or opinions about the experiences (Walsh, 2004).
Thus, it is important to attend to the way that the method(s) of data generation (Robbins,
2006), the researcher‘s stance in the interview (Todres, 1999; Walsh, 2004), and the
participant‘s implicit or explicit understanding of her own role in the data generation
process (Todres, 1999) all work together to facilitate or inhibit experientially accurate
accounts.
One important aspect of the way that data generation methods influence quality of
participant accounts has to do with how much they support the participant‘s remembering
process for the event she is asked to describe. In his phenomenological study of the
experience of joy, Robbins (2006) noted that there is a large body of research evidence on
the phenomenon of state-dependent memory. This research indicates that ―the retrieval of
memories is dependent upon the degree to which a person‘s state of mind at retrieval
coincides with the person‘s state of mind at the time of the remembered event‖ (2006, p.
193). In other words, when people are in a particular state of mind or ―mood‖ (p. 194)
they easily remember events that happened when they were in a similar state of mind or
mood—and they generally have difficulty accessing memories or remembering the
specific details of events that originally occurred when in a different state of mind. Thus,
it is important to methodologically acknowledge that participants may be in any of a wide
range of states of mind when they arrive for an interview, and that this may inhibit
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detailed remembering. If this is not acknowledged, the protocols generated may be
compromised by hazy recollections.
Robbins (2006) advocates for asking participants to engage in tasks that help them
to shift from whatever state of mind they happen to be in at the beginning of the
interview into a state of mind that allows for the ―vital, lived, reexperiencing of an
emerging memory‖ (Robbins, 2006, p. 194). In the present study, there are three main
ways wherein this was accomplished. First, the interviews were held in one of the rooms
that we used for our group sessions. Secondly, the two-phase interview process of
embodied reflection and collaborative discussion was modeled on the two phases we used
in our practice group. Both of these factors provided contextual and procedural cues that
supported participants‘ shifting into a similar state of mind as they had during our
Focusing sessions.
Additionally, the embodied reflection phase of the interview was a data
generation task that structured a vivid recollection process for each participant.
Facilitated by the researcher, this involved the participant: a) centering her attention in
her bodily being, b) being asked to remember a significant experience relevant to her
clinical practice that occurred in the group, c) allowing time for a memory or memories to
become present, d) selecting a memory to work with according to her felt-sense of its
relevance, and e) articulating it as it presented itself to her. In this way, the embodied
reflection step involved moving, step by step, through a dialectic of bodily sensing and
articulation that brought a vivid, living, embodied recollection of that memory and an
experientially accurate description of that memory into presence.
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In addition to constructing data generation tasks that facilitate state-dependent
recall, it is important to remember that interviews happen in a social context. The
researcher‘s stance during the interview has a considerable influence on the participant‘s
understanding of her role and how she constructs her account (Todres, 1999; Walsh,
2004). As mentioned above, if a participant feels the researcher is calling on her to ―issue
precise characterizations of the facts,‖ as in an interrogation, she may be motivated to
distort her account toward coherence and clarity (Walsh, 2004, p. 112). In order to avoid
becoming such a ―demanding other,‖ the researcher can choose an interview stance that
explicitly seeks to facilitate the participant‘s developing sense of and description of the
memory to which she is present (Todres, 1999, p. 293). This is an engaged, active stance
that understands each party as co-researchers (Todres, 1999) or co-participants (Walsh,
2004). This is not to say that the researcher does not, in fact, have a powerful position
that requires a keen ethical awareness (Walsh, 2004). Rather, it means that the researcher
acknowledges that she and the participant are constructing the account together, that the
account is created through their different interests and mutual influence and participation
(Todres, 1999; Walsh, 2004).
In light of this awareness of her influence, the researcher then conducts the
interview in a way that gives the participant permission to let go of the social expectation
to characterize, so she can instead describe the way she inhabits, or lives, that experience
(Walsh, 2004). This involves the researcher taking a participatory stance that reveals her
interests through questions and conversational moves, which lets the participant know
what the researcher is interested in without having to guess (Walsh, 2004), and that also
explicitly and implicitly sends the message that the researcher values the participant‘s
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experience as it is present to her, without characterization (Todres, 1999). One key way
the researcher can do this involves using an interview style that allows, accepts, and
facilitates an open account, with all of the non-logical transitions (Gendlin, 1981, 1989,
1996), sloppiness, inexactness, digressions and grammatical slack, or ―noise,‖ that comes
when a person articulates an experience as it is present to her (Walsh, 2004, p. 111).
In the present study, this research stance was supported by the embodied
reflection and collaborative discussion data generation tasks. In the embodied reflection
process, my role was as a facilitator of the recollection process that was led by the
participants. Further, the embodied reflection process was modeled on Focusing practice
(Gendlin, 1981), which we have seen is specifically designed to bypass analysis and
opinion and get to the phenomenon as it is lived in a prereflective way. Indeed, Focusing
practice, and my adaptation of it into the embodied reflection procedure we used,
facilitates a very ―noisy‖ descriptive style that invites the participant to let go of the
social expectation to provide clear, logical, and/or narrative descriptions. Further, the
participants were expected to articulate their experiences in a way that was grounded in
their felt-senses and authenticated by the felt shifts they experienced rather than by
following expectations of what I might have been looking for (Todres, 1999). In this
context, my actions as the researcher were designed to help the participants discover, stay
with, and return to their felt-senses of the experience and to describe them in ways that
felt experientially accurate to them.
The collaborative discussion phase of the interview was modeled on our practice
group discussions. Our group discussion time allowed us to work with the very open,
―noisy‖ embodied experiences we had during Focusing practice in such a way that we
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could develop a more narrative or conversational understanding of them. Also,
considering that the Focusing guide‘s role is exclusively oriented toward the Focuser‘s
process, the discussions allowed both Focusers and guides to come onto a mutual footing
where we could share impressions, ask questions, and generally explore the experience in
its relevance to our wider training and life experiences. Since these discussions occurred
directly after the Focusing sessions, they naturally had a somewhat different quality than
ordinary conversations do: each person in the dyad was still dwelling in a heightened
sense of her embodiment and often speaking out of her felt-sense of the experience that
occurred. The gentle and welcoming attitude required in Focusing also remained as a
heightened sense of respect for one another, openly valuing and trusting that we each had
our own experiences and positions that might not make sense to each other in an
analytical way, or even to be oriented toward the same meanings (Todres, 1999; Walsh,
2004). In other words, in our group discussions we allowed each other a great deal of
―noise‖ even as we collaborated and came together to seek greater understanding.
In the research context, I actively grounded my behavior in this kind of
relatedness during the collaborative discussions. The research context differed from our
practice group in that I took a more active role in unpacking the embodied reflection
experience with participants to seek specific information. In this way, each participant
was able to discover my interests and my research position was visible to them. This
research position also meant that I was not engaging in the discussion with my
participants to explore my own experience, as was the case in our practice group
discussions; rather I was interested in the contours and details of their experiences. As I
have been involved with each of the participants for several years in the Focusing
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practice group, some of my own experiences were salient during this part of the
interview. However, my stance as researcher instead of peer meant that I was careful that
any impressions I shared, questions I asked, or implicit or explicit details or themes I
offered for elaboration were centered on helping to elucidate the phenomenon as it is
experientially presented to them, and not to exploring my own experiences for their own
sake.
There are also ways that the participants in the present study were involved in an
explicit process of developing their roles in the research process. In developing the data
generation methods during the proposal phase, I had discussions with each participant
individually and in the group setting about potential procedures and expectations for their
participation. As my peers, not my research participants, they each had opportunities to
ask me questions, to offer ideas, express concerns, and to decide whether or not they were
interested in or willing to participate.
In this sense, the participants in the present study have had greater exposure to
explicit discussion of their role in the research process than participants in other studies
might. Due to their previous experiences with Focusing practice and group discussion,
they were also familiar with the procedures they were asked to follow in the research
context, including the way they were expected to articulate their experiences and the kind
of relationship I created with them in the interviews. Finally, during the proposal phase of
the present study, each participant indicated to me that they had some personal interest in
participating. Due to the explicitness of their understandings, their relationship with me
as a peer, their familiarity with the processes they needed to follow, and their own
interests in participating, I think it is fair to say that my research stance of constructing
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them as co-researchers or co-participants was not merely rhetorical, but something they
embodied in some way for themselves, as well.
Individual participant interviews: concepts, procedures and access questions.
As mentioned above, generating data with my participants involved a two-phase
interview process comprising: 1) Embodied Reflection, and 2) Collaborative Discussion.
After I received IRB approval, I scheduled interviews with each participant. At the
beginning of the interviews, I reviewed the consent form with each participant, and
obtained her signature. The interviews were held in one of the therapy rooms where we
met for our Focusing group. This was a confidential setting. The interviews ranged
between 75 and 120 minutes in length. I conducted a single interview with each
participant. The interviews were audio recorded. I transcribed them, attempting to
preserve as much ―noise‖ as possible in the transcription by indicating long pauses and
laughter. After the transcripts were completed, I provided each participant with a copy
she could review before I began working with it as data. None of the participants
requested that any material from the transcripts be omitted from my analysis.
Interview phase 1: embodied reflection.
Over all, the embodied reflection phase of the interview involved five general
steps: 1) Evoking a bodily-reflective state of mind for both the participant and researcher,
and helping the participant to remain in this state of mind throughout the further steps; 2)
Asking the participant to vividly recall (or "become present to") her felt sense of: a) a
significant experience in the Focusing group that influenced her clinical work in some
way, and b) the clinical situation that was influenced by the Focusing group experience
she described; 3) Facilitating recall and articulation of the experience(s); 4)
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Collaboratively deciding when the articulation has reached an appropriate degree of
thoroughness or depth; and 5) Inviting the participant to shift out of the bodily-reflective
mode and into a discussion mode.
Embodied reflection procedures and access questions.
Embodied Reflection Step 1: Evoking a Bodily Reflective State of Mind
1a. In a gentle tone of voice, the researcher asks the participant to quietly settle in
and become physically comfortable, to close her eyes, and to take a few deep breaths.
1b. The researcher follows these instructions as well. Note: For steps 1 and 2, the
researcher closes her eyes as well, but opens them for the remainder of the embodied
reflection process.
2a. When comfortable, in the same voice, the researcher asks the participant to
become attuned to her bodily presence by bringing her awareness to her feet, then to
slowly bring her awareness to fill her entire body starting with the ankles and moving
step by step to the top of her head.
2b. The researcher follows these instructions as she gives them to the participant
as well.
3. During the reflection process, if the researcher notices she is slipping out of the
bodily reflective state of mind, or if she notices that the participant seems to be
disengaging from her felt-sense, as evidenced by experience-characterizing rather than
experience-articulating language, the embodied reflection mode can be re-induced or revivified by the researcher silently taking a moment and return her attention to her
breathing and/or to re-establish the fullness of her bodily presence or verbally inviting the
participant to do so.
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Embodied Reflection Step 2: Asking the Participant to Recall a Significant
Experience
1. Ask the participant to remember a significant experience she had during a
Focusing session that influenced her clinical practice in some way.
Access Question 2.1: ―As we‘ve discussed before, my research project is
exploring the relationships between our peer Focusing practice and our clinical work. I‘d
like you to remember a time in the Focusing group that was particularly significant in
influencing an aspect of your clinical practice. Take your time; there is no hurry. Allow
whatever bodily sensations and whatever memory or memories come forward to be
present and simply acknowledge them and set them aside. If there is more than one, after
acknowledging them all, see if one in particular stands out as most wanting to be worked
with today.‖
2. If the participant begins to describe the impact on her clinical practice, and not
the significant group situation, ask her to come back to the Focusing practice experience
first.
Access Question 2.2: ―For right now, let‘s focus on the experience you had in the
group that was significant, and then we can focus on its specific influence on your
clinical practice.‖
3. If the participant has difficulty locating a memory, help her to find one by
inviting her to go slowly or to work with any blocks that she describes.
Access Question 2.3a: ―There is no hurry. Just sit quietly and ask yourself to
remember a time that was really meaningful for you in the Focusing group. See what
comes forward, and we can just begin to work with that.‖
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Access Question 2.3b: ―Why don‘t we just see if that feeling that is blocking you
can be worked with now? Ask it gently what it wants to tell you about this process.‖
4. If the participant is still not able to locate a memory or is not willing to work
with what is blocking her, discontinue the procedure and discuss what seems to have
gone wrong. If the participant is willing after the discussion, re-start the process from
Embodied Reflection Step 1. If not, discuss whether the participant would like to do
another interview at another time, resolve the issue in some other way, or withdraw from
the project.
5. After developing a thorough description of the significant experience in the
Focusing group, repeat Embodied Reflection Steps 2-4, asking the participant to
remember and describe a specific clinical situation that the remembered experience
influenced.
Access Question 2.4: ―I‘d like to ask you now to shift your focus and spend some
time dwelling with a specific clinical situation [if she has already named or partially
described one that seems appropriate to work with, ask if we should go to that situation]
that was influenced by the [memory she just described]. Allow yourself to let go of the
memory we have been working with. Take a few deep breaths and re-center yourself in
your body. Allow the bodily sense of the memory or memories of a relevant clinical
situation to form. Take your time. If more than one comes, simply acknowledge them and
set them to the side. When you are done with that, select one that seems the most ready to
be worked with now.‖
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Embodied Reflection Step 3: Helping the Participant to Articulate Her Embodied
Memory
1. When the participant locates her memory and begins to describe it, listen to her
carefully, keeping researcher participation to a minimum.
2. Facilitate the participant‘s embodied description by employing one or any of
the following procedures during pauses in her verbal description:
a. Repeating words or phrases that seem particularly significant to her.
b. Inviting her to check with her bodily sense of the memory in relation to
her articulation of it.
Access Question 3.1: ―When you say ______, how does that feel in your body
now?‖
c. Inviting her to welcome difficult aspects of the experience that she has
trouble opening to or articulating.
Access Question 3.2: ―Don‘t worry about getting all of it. Give it some space.
Even though you are having difficulty with this now, welcome what you are feeling.
Gently, if it feels right, maybe you can ask this feeling what it is here to show you.‖
d. Inviting her to go slowly and let her experience and articulation unfold
without forcing.
Access Question 3.3: ―I‘d like to invite you now to slow down. Just let yourself
be open to what you are feeling [or experiencing]. There‘s no reason to push for more
than what is present. Take a few breaths.‖
Embodied Reflection Step 4: Collaboratively Deciding on the End of the
Reflection Process
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1. When the participant has described the Focusing group experience in depth and
she seems to be at a good stopping place, as evidenced by a shared sense that the
description has reached a resolution (roughly 20-40 minutes), ask her if she is ready to
shift to describing a relevant clinical situation.
Access Question 4.1: ―We seem to have come to a thorough description of [name
the experience]. It seems that you have come to a good place to stop. Are you ready to let
go of working with this experience and move into working with a clinical situation now?
Access Question 4.2: ―We still have about [5 to 15] minutes left for this portion of
the interview. It seems that you may have come to a good place to stop. Are you ready to
let go of working with [name the experience] and move into our discussion time now?‖
2. If the participant does not wish to stop, acknowledge that while affirming that
we need to close the description soon, and repeat Step 1 in 5-15 minutes.
Access Question 4.3: ―Ok. Let‘s stay with this a little while longer.‖
3. If the participant comes to a spontaneous stopping point before I ask, she can
signal that she feels she is finished with the process and ask to shift out of it. I will accept
this unless it happens in the very beginning of the process, at which point I will ask the
participant if something is wrong or if she would like to try by beginning again.
Embodied Reflection Step 5: Inviting the Participant to Shift Out of Reflection
1. When she is ready to stop, invite the participant to shift out of the embodied
reflection mode.
Access Question 5.1: ―Ok, spend a moment thanking your memory for coming
forward, and let go of it. When you‘re ready, bring yourself back to the room—stretch,
open your eyes.‖
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Interview phase 2: collaborative discussion.
The general steps involved in the collaborative discussion were: 1) Inviting the
participant to begin the conversation with the researcher, and 2) The researcher and
participant discussing significant aspects of the embodied reflection phase. This included
the participant‘s spontaneous elaboration of the experience, as well as the researcher
asking specific questions and venturing initial interpretations for discussion, and
collaboratively deciding when to close the interview.
Procedures for conducting collaborative discussion.
Collaborative and Interpretive Discussion Step 1: Inviting the Participant into
Discussion
1. When the participant has shifted out of the embodied reflection mode, allow
her the opportunity to start speaking about her embodied reflection experience without
any questions first.
2. If the participant does not begin speaking spontaneously after several minutes,
ask her an open-ended general question about her experience of the embodied reflection
phase of the interview.
Access Question 1.1: ―How was that for you?‖
Collaborative and Interpretive Discussion Step 2: Researcher and Participant
Discussion
1. As the participant begins to spontaneously or responsively describe the process
of the embodied reflection session, ask the participant to elaborate on any relevant
explicit or implicit dimensions of the remembered situation and its influence on her
clinical development.
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2. During the discussion, ask the participant to clarify any aspects of the
remembered situation that are unclear to the researcher.
3. After approximately 45-60 minutes of discussion, the researcher and the
participant mutually decide when the discussion about the remembered situations is
complete.
Data Interpretation: Tasks and Procedures
The goal of phenomenological research is to develop a structural understanding of
the phenomenon being studied and to interpret its psychological significance (Giorgi and
Giorgi, 2003; Robbins, 2006; Wertz, 1984). This involves eight steps (Giorgi and Giorgi,
2003; Robbins, 2006): 1) Bracketing, 2) Reading for a Sense of the Whole, 3)
Establishing Meaning Units, 4) Organizing Meaning Units, 5) Transformation of
Meaning Units into Psychologically Sensitive Expressions, 6) Writing Situated Structural
Descriptions, 7) Identifying General Themes, and 8) Writing the General Structural
Description.
Data interpretation step 1: bracketing.
Bracketing involves loosening the hold that the researcher‘s preconceptions,
assumptions, and biases have on his or her experience of the data such that the
phenomenon as described can be seen as freshly as possible (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2003;
Merleau-Ponty, 1945/1962/1962; Wertz, 1984; Walsh, 2004). Here, "seeing freshly"
means to try to look at familiar situations in such a way that novel features that the
researcher commonly takes for granted or ignores can be noticed (Giorgi and Giorgi,
2003). My bracketing procedures included: 1) the reflexive procedures outlined in the
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next section, and 2) dwelling with the transcribed accounts exactly as they were
presented.
The reflexive procedures included in this research design are part of a dynamic
conception of bracketing that integrated specific and varied procedures for explicating
my assumptions, presuppositions, and expectations about the phenomenon at various
stages in the research process (Walsh, 2004). These procedures facilitated my awareness
of how these implicit aspects of my approach to the phenomenon influenced the way I
interviewed participants and interpreted the data. It is impossible for anyone to fully
explicate all of the implicit meanings that constitute their approach to a phenomenon
(Merleau-Ponty, 1945/1962). However, to the extent that I was able to bring these
influences on my research process and findings to light, my findings can be
contextualized by the reader in light of the situation in which they were developed.
The second procedure for bracketing included dwelling with the transcribed
protocols exactly as they were—staying close to the data and allowing the interpretations
I made to flow directly from the data (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2003; Wertz, 1984). This
second process helped me to overcome tendencies to simply seek interpretive
confirmation of my presuppositions. During the later stages of the data interpretation
process, when I was writing the situated structural descriptions and the general structure,
I returned again and again to the data to confirm that I was remaining faithful to it as the
ground of my interpretations.
Data interpretation step 2: reading for a sense of the whole.
Since phenomenological research is interested in the full manifestation of an
entire phenomenon, no interpretation on a protocol can take place until it has been read in
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its entirety. Thus, the first step with a protocol is to read it from beginning to end at least
twice to get a sense of the overall account (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2003; Wertz, 1984). As I
worked on the transcriptions of the protocols, I listened closely to each interview several
times. While I was refining the transcripts, I read them in their entirety twice each. After I
finished the transcription process, I set them aside and didn‘t begin to interpret them for a
couple of months. There were also a few interruptions during the data interpretation
process. Each time I began working interpretively with an account after a significant
break, I began by reading each transcribed protocol at least twice to refresh my sense of
the whole account. Also, at later stages in the data interpretation process, I occasionally
got lost in all of the details, so I returned to this step to re-establish my sense of the whole
account and shift my perspective.
Data interpretation step 3: establishing meaning units.
As the title of this step implies, it involves breaking up the verbatim account into
its constituent parts. This is done by reading the protocol and breaking it up into meaning
units (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2003). I did this by re-reading the protocol with the
phenomenon in mind delineating with a mark each time there was a shift in psychological
meaning in the account (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2003). This was a dynamic process that
involved reading each protocol, making meaning unit demarcations, and then reviewing
the demarcations and revising them until I was satisfied with them. The meaning units are
correlated with my perspective as a researcher, and no two researchers would likely do
this in exactly the same way; this is why it is particularly important to have reflexive
procedures that help me to explicate my approach to the phenomenon.
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When I had broken the account into meaning units, I then entered them into a
Microsoft Excel file, which I used for the procedures in steps 4 and 5, below. The reader
can find meaning unit tables for each participant in Appendix A. All names in the
meaning units are pseudonyms. These have been redacted and/or disguised to protect
participant and client confidentiality.
Data interpretation step 4: organizing meaning units.
This step involves organizing the meaning units and grouping them together
thematically (Robbins, 2006). First, I looked through the meaning units and grouped
them according to redundancies—aspects of each individual protocol that described or restated the same details. Then, I re-read all of the meaning units and made judgments
about their relevance in describing the research phenomenon. Meaning units that were
not relevant (e.g. personal histories, tangential client details) were set aside. At this stage,
I made an initial rough thematic grouping of the meaning units. Then I proceeded to Step
5. After completing Step 5, I returned and re-read each meaning unit and its
psychological description and revised the thematic groups. For each protocol, I went
through several revisions of the thematic grouping process that proceeded until I was
finished with each situated structural description.
Data interpretation step 5: transformation of meaning units into
psychologically sensitive expressions
This step involves transforming the everyday language used by participants to
describe their experiences into psychological language that elucidates the meanings that
are constituent of the phenomenon being researched (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2003).
Following Williams (2006), I modified Giorgi and Giorgi‘s process by keeping
participants‘ original words as an integrated aspect of the interpretive process. Instead of
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developing entirely new language for each meaning unit, my psychologically-sensitive
interpretations are located mostly at the level of the main themes and sub-themes in the
situated structural descriptions and the general structure. Participants‘ own language is
used in quotations to illustrate these themes and sub-themes.
Data interpretation step 6: writing situated structural descriptions.
After initially completing Steps 2-5, and continuing to be informed by the
bracketing procedures of Step 1, I wrote a situated structural description for each
participant (Robbins, 2006). These descriptions are an interpretation of the psychological
meaning of the situation for each individual. They were written as thematically grouped
narratives that highlighted the psychological meanings of each participant‘s account as
they related to the research phenomenon (i.e. how peer group Focusing practice has
influenced participants‘ senses of their developing clinical expertise). During this
process, I went back and forth between organizing the meaning units thematically,
constructing an overall view of the situated structural description, reading the protocols in
their entirety, and writing the description detail by detail.
Each situated structural description was revised several times as I sorted through
the most resonant and robust ways to thematically organize and interpret each
participant‘s account. When I was satisfied with each situated structural description, I
sent it to each participant for their review and feedback (see reflexive procedures below).
Final revisions of the situated structural descriptions were informed by this feedback.
Data interpretation step 7: identifying general themes.
After completing the situated structural descriptions for each protocol, I compared
each situated structural description and looked for themes that generalized across all
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participants (Robbins, 2006). The goal of this step was to ask ―what general themes,
meanings or constituents are present in these descriptions of the phenomenon that are
essential to the phenomenon‖ (Robbins, 2006, p. 191). This involved dwelling with each
situated structure and reading them in relation to all of the others. Following Robbins‘
(2006) advice, I will began by working with the most obvious themes that carried across
all of the situated structures. Then, I looked for less obvious themes that were not
immediately apparent to me. Finally, I employed imaginative variation as a technique for
exploring whether the presence of each of the themes was necessary to the structure of
the phenomenon (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2003; Robbins, 2006; Wertz, 1984). This involved
considering each theme and imagining whether the peer Focusing group experience‘s
influence on each participant‘s developing sense of her clinical expertise would have
been possible without it. If the theme could be removed without changing the
psychological reality of the participants, it was non-essential and was excluded.
Data interpretation step 8: writing the general structural description.
Finally, the last step of the data interpretation involves drawing on the essential
general structural themes identified in Step 7 and interpretively organizing them into
another thematically grouped narrative structural description—but one that describes the
general structure, as it occurred across participants, rather than for each participant
individually. Each theme of the general structure had at least one sub-theme that was
common to all three participants. However, I also chose to include some sub-themes that
were only shared by two participants. I did this because these sub-themes were essential
to those participants‘ accounts of the phenomenon and it seemed inappropriate to discard
them. In my view, it appeared that the experience of peer group Focusing and its
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influence on participants‘ developing clinical expertise involved important shared
variants that were not universal. It is important to note that this general structure may or
may not be generalizable beyond the sample of participants in the present study.
Reflexive Tasks and Procedures
The reflexive procedures described below were designed to explicate my
approach to researching how peer group Focusing practice influenced participants‘ senses
of their developing clinical expertise. The term ―approach‖ here means ―the total of
presuppositions and expectations that guide a research project‖ (Walsh, 1995, p. 334).
Phenomenological research theory is predicated on an understanding that the researcher‘s
approach is inseparable from the design and implementation of any scientific study and
its findings. In light of this, it is important to explicate the researcher‘s approach as much
as possible in order to evaluate the findings in context. Adapted from Walsh (1995), the
reflexive procedures were: 1) Acknowledgement of A Priori Assumptions, 2) Ongoing
Researcher Reflection, and 3) Explication of the Researcher‘s Assumptions.
Reflexive step 1: acknowledgement of a priori assumptions
This step involved writing down my assumptions about the phenomenon of study
before I engaged in any interviewing, so that after the initial interpretations of the
protocols were completed, I could go back and interpret how my initial assumptions
influenced my interpretations and how they may have changed in light of my research. In
writing this document, I strove to be as honest as possible with myself, and to look
unflinchingly at my motivations, interests, and fears. This was of great help in the
research process. My a priori assumptions document is provided in Appendix C. As I
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wrote this document honestly for my own reflexive use, I have omitted irrelevant and
confidential information.
Acknowledgement of A Priori Assumptions Procedure
1. After I obtained IRB approval and before I engaged in any protocol data
generation I wrote a document that answered three questions designed to help me become
aware of my presuppositions and expectations regarding the findings of the present study.
Access Question 1.1: ―What is my interest in the impact of peer group Focusing
experience on clinical psychology graduate students‘ developing senses of their clinical
expertise?‖
Access Question 1.2: ―What are my expectations, hopes, and fears for the findings
that will emerge from this study?‖
Access Question 1.3: ―Am I aware of any personal interests or motivations that
predispose me to act defensively in the face of disconfirming participant accounts or
research findings?‖
2. I saved this document and kept these insights in mind as I collected data and
interpreted the protocols. However, I did not formally interpret its content until after the
initial interpretations of all of the protocols, including the general structure, were
completed.
Reflexive step 2: ongoing researcher reflection.
This step involved engaging in reflection regarding the process and content of the
present study at each step of the way. It involved keeping notes about my experiences of
the research process, including ―reactions and impressions while carrying out [the]
reflective empirical procedures‖ (Walsh, 1995, p. 341), as well as my developing
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interpretations and spontaneous associations to the process or data I was working with at
any given time. This step was realized through my keeping of a research journal in which
I wrote my developing ideas about the research, and in which I wrote after each Focusing
group practice meeting, after reading relevant literature, and after writing research-related
documents. During the data generation and interpretation phases of the present study, I
also wrote in the journal after each interview or work session (when relevant). I began
writing this journal when I began developing the present study, so it contains a
comprehensive reflection on the entire process, from inception to completion. It is
comprised of seven notebooks, several multiple-page word processing files, and one two
hour audio recording of myself going through the same interview procedures as I used
with my participants. I reviewed the journal in light of the findings of reflexive Steps 1
and 3.
Reflexive step 3: explication of the researcher’s assumptions.
This procedure was actualized after the preliminary interpretations of the data
were completed. At this stage, ―either the researcher or colleagues can scrutinize results
in light of the researcher‘s own reflections and acknowledgment of a priori assumptions‖
(Walsh, 1995, p. 341). This involved three steps: 1) When I finished each situated
structural description, I asked each research participant to read my initial interpretations
and write a short response of their views regarding my findings. With these completed, I
then met with them individually (or spoke with them on the phone) for a feedback session
where they gave me their written response and we discussed it. Verbatim participant
feedback documents are located in Appendix B. 2) I then re-read my interpretations
looking for ways that they resonated with or were challenged by participants‘ written
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feedback and my notes about our feedback sessions. I made some revisions to some of
the situated structural descriptions based on participant feedback when I thought it was
appropriate. 3) Lastly, after finishing the general structure, I explicated my own
assumptions by formally interpreting my a priori document and comprehensively
reviewing my research journal. This explication is located at the end of the findings
section.
Procedure for Explication of the Researcher‘s Assumptions Step 1: SelfInterpretation
1. After the initial formulations were completed I returned to the document I
created in reflexive step 1 that explicated my a priori assumptions.
2. I read each question and answer in its entirety at least twice.
3. Then, I went through the answer and informally marked off each distinct idea
expressed in the answer. I put all of these in a Microsoft Excel file, as I had with
participants‘ meaning units.
4. Then, I worked with each idea in relation to the general situated structure and
each individual situated structure. To accomplish this, I read the ideas, and then looked
for ways that my findings resonated with, disconfirmed or otherwise differed from each
particular idea. I took notes on this process.
5. After completing step 4, I reviewed my research journal looking for instances
of the a priori ideas, seeing how they remained the same and/or changed over the course
of the research process.
6. These reflexive procedures served to make more explicit the influence of my
personal and theoretical approach to the phenomenon and the research process. I then
wrote the final document that explicated my approach to the research phenomenon. I
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chose to organize this thematically, similarly to the situated structural descriptions and
the general structure. It is located at the end of the Findings chapter.
Procedure for Explication of the Researcher‘s Assumptions Step 2: Receive
Participant Feedback
1. At least two weeks before our scheduled feedback meeting, I provided each
participant with copies of my initial interpretations of their individual protocols. Included
with this there was a cover sheet asking for specific feedback.
Cover Sheet Statement: ―Dear [name of participant]: This is the initial interpretive
finding I have generated from your protocol. The research question I formulated is: How
has practicing Focusing, in the context of a peer Focusing group, influenced participants‘
senses of their developing clinical expertise? Please read it carefully and write a brief,
typewritten note of: 1) what findings seem resonant for you, 2) what findings seem to be
at odds with your sense of the phenomenon, and 3) any of my assumptions about the
research phenomenon that are apparent to you as you read. In our individual feedback
session, we will discuss these in depth, and you will leave the written note with me so I
can use it as data that will help me explicate my approach to the phenomenon. I look
forward to hearing your insights.‖
2. During the meetings (one of which took place over the phone), I took notes for
myself.
3. After the meetings, I carefully reviewed each participant‘s written feedback,
and then referred to the interpretations and my a priori document to find resonant
material. I also considered whether or not to revise any interpretation on the basis of this
feedback. Two participants, CJ and Robin, felt my initial interpretations were very
resonant with their experiences. In the case of Anna, she felt my interpretation was
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mostly resonant, but that I had missed an important aspect of her experience. Her
feedback prompted me to thoroughly revise one of the themes of her situated structural
description.
Method Section Summary
This phenomenological research design allowed for a thorough exploration of the
way that participants experienced the influence of their participation in the peer Focusing
group on their developing clinical expertise. The attention to facilitating experiential
accounts, including the adaptation of Focusing practice for use as a methodological step
in a research context, and the integration of reflexive procedures that enabled me to
explicate my approach were important, and often neglected, components of
phenomenological research. The inclusion of them within this study served to further
these procedures‘ development in the phenomenological psychology research
community. They may also contribute to further interest in and use of Focusing practice,
existential-phenomenological philosophy, and phenomenological psychology research
methods in the wider psychology research community. Additionally, this research design
itself, as a phenomenological study that sought to learn more about participants‘ living
experiences, and as one that especially attended to facilitating experiential accounts that
were grounded in participants‘ own self-validated understanding of their experiences,
directly contributes to giving voice to neglected dimensions of being a psychologist-intraining.
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Chapter 5: Situated Structural Descriptions
Introduction to the Format of the Situated Structural Descriptions
In each of the following situated structural descriptions, I will use the same
interpretive format. Each participant‘s account will be articulated via major themes (in
bold print) followed by constituent sub-themes (in bold with italics). The sub-theme
sections will include my interpretations and supporting verbatim quotations. The general
structure of the phenomenon is a whole comprised of interrelated and intertwining parts
that mutually support one another. Readers will notice that in describing the themes, I
often reference their relationships to other themes—how they resonate with, inform, and
are informed by the others. In some cases, the same verbatim material is interpreted with
slightly different emphasis and included under more than one theme. At the beginning of
each situated structural description will be a demographic description of the participant, a
brief summary of the section and an outline of themes and sub-themes to be reviewed.
Regarding transcriptions of direct quotations, ellipsis with brackets […] indicate
omitted text, while ordinary ellipsis … indicate a pause in the flow of speech. Quotations
will be followed by a number or numbers in parentheses. These numbers refer to the
number of the meaning unit from which the direct quotation is drawn. Each participant‘s
meaning units are indexed in Appendix A. Note that quotations in this section without
meaning unit numbers are drawn from the participant feedback documents or feedback
conversations. Appendix B contains the participant feedback documents.
All names of participants, clients, and any other persons mentioned are
pseudonyms. Client material has been disguised to protect confidentiality.
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Situated Structural Description: Anna
Demographic information.
Anna is a Caucasian woman. At the time of our interview, Anna was thirty-five
years old and she was in her fourth year of doctoral training in clinical psychology. At
that time, she had 3 years‘ experience practicing psychotherapy. Anna had also
participated in three and a half years of individual psychotherapy as a client, in three
different therapies. Prior to participating in the peer Focusing group (hereafter, referred to
as ―the group‖), Anna had some interest in somatic approaches to therapy. She had been
exposed to a variety of practices such as Rubenfeld Synergy work and the Feldenkrais
Method, and she had a sixteen week training in the Rosen Method. In addition to these
experiences, she had taken many ―dance your bliss‖ dance therapy workshops. Anna
described various motivations for participating in the Focusing group that applied both to
her personal and professional development. She wanted to ―be a part of a student-led
group,‖ ―to have a greater sense of community within the department,‖ and to ―be a part
of a female-only support group.‖ She also said she wanted ―to learn Focusing […] in
order to work with my patients on a somatic level‖ and ―to do self-Focusing as well.‖
Brief summary of findings.
Anna‘s account showed a complex interweaving of how the personal work she did
in the Focusing group, her relationship with her peer Focusing partner, Robin, and her
experience practicing Focusing itself informed and helped shape her clinical work.
Throughout her account, she described a courageous process of encountering and
exploring some longstanding personal issues in the peer Focusing context. This process
directly helped her develop greater trust in herself as a person and a clinician, her felt
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connections to others, including clients, and in the process of psychotherapy itself.
Focusing in the peer group context also helped Anna to develop her understanding of her
role as a therapist and her ability to embody ―sacred‖ therapeutic presence. She found
value in the peer Focusing experience, and highlighted the unique and beneficial structure
of her peer Focusing partnership with Robin as having been particularly helpful.
Outline of Anna’s themes and sub-themes.
Theme 1: ―Moving beyond defense to presence, agency, and power.‖
Recognizing and exploring an old defense: working with not
“disappearing.”
Staying present and speaking directly: exploring new ways of being with
one‟s peer Focusing partner.
Theme 2: ―Deepening trust.‖
Trusting felt experience in relation to intellect.
Making room for everything that is there: accepting, allowing, and
trusting ambivalence.
Trusting in self-knowledge.
Trusting in shared felt experiencing: moving together.
Trusting the process: slowing down and allowing things to happen in their
own time.
Growing capacity to reflect on difficulty trusting in and sharing feeling in
therapy.
Theme 3: ―Embodying a therapeutic presence that makes space for the ineffable:
blessing and holding the space.‖
Blessing and benediction: deep respect for life and reverence for the
wisdom of psyche.
Holding the space: witnessing and creating a container for the soulmaking process.
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The feeling of doing therapy well: embodying sacred therapeutic presence.
Theme 4: ―Appreciation for working in the Focusing group.‖
Being able to take a risk and explore: fumbling through new experiences
together.
Creative multiple relationships: friendship, collegiality, and therapeutic
work.
Managing the multiple relationship roles: the necessity of trust.

Theme 1: “Moving beyond defense to presence, agency, and power.”
Recognizing and exploring an old defense: working with not “disappearing.”
One key set of experiences Anna had in the group involved working repeatedly
with some longstanding anxiety about engaging with life. This anxiety had roots in her
childhood experiences and continued to be challenging in some ways in her adult life,
including in her graduate training. At the beginning of our interview, Anna had an intense
bodily experience similar to many experiences she had while Focusing with Robin:
It‘s like a bubble, like my skin is stretched to monstrous proportions and yet my body sinking into
the couch and disappearing from sight. I feel like I could just disappear, like…I felt so small in
that session, simultaneously stretched and also like small and like I was disappearing (6).

Anna identified this experience as one identical to experiences she had in childhood when
she would lay in bed and try to become invisible, so she could hide from monsters and
―bad things‖ who could see her (10, 11). As we worked with this ―disappearing‖(6)
experience and discussed it at various points throughout the interview, it became clearer
that it is a longstanding defensive pattern of ―retreat‖(12) and withdrawal that occurs in
the face of Anna‘s lifelong difficulties with ―putting [herself] out there‖ (12) and
―speaking directly‖ (236) to people. Toward the end of our interview, we came to see her
issue in this area as a global problem with ―using my voice‖ (236), that is, Anna‘s
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difficulty being comfortable with being noticed, vocalizing her opinions and truths, and
acting in accordance with her own judgment in a variety of social contexts. We will see
below in the following sub-theme how having the opportunity to work with this defensive
response and the anxiety that underlies it in the Focusing group directly impacted Anna‘s
developing clinical practice.
Staying present and speaking directly: exploring new ways of being with one‟s
peer Focusing partner.
Anna described her anxiety about using her voice and her tendency to retreat into
disappearing as in some ways negatively impacting her interpersonal relationships.
These included casual social interactions, her relationship with Robin, her relationship
with her own therapist, her ability to approach faculty members to talk about her
dissertation, and her ability to stay present with her clients. She said that Focusing on
this issue with Robin in the context of the group generally helped her to ―learn to stay
present to it even when I want to disappear myself‖ (125). She said her work with Robin
―provided me with a safe, comfortable enough space to really get into the
emotional/visceral level of the defensive pattern.‖ In this way, the peer Focusing practice
helped Anna to become more tolerant of and more able to explore her anxiety about
entering life and being seen by others, rather than getting caught in reactive withdrawal.
Additionally, Anna identified a particularly transformative moment in her peer
Focusing relationship with Robin when she was able to risk strongly disagreeing with
Robin during a Focusing session, and thus try out a new, more interpersonally assertive,
way of relating. In this experience, Anna was able to ―draw the line‖ (217) with Robin
when she didn‘t want to follow Robin‘s suggestions during the session. Anna
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characterized this as being able to ―let in a little bit of darkness‖ (235) to their
relationship by coming right out and saying ―no, I don‘t want to go in that direction‖
(217). She related this specifically to her own sense of one of her key limitations in
clinical contexts as a therapist or a client, highlighting that her clinical skills and her
personal ability to relate to her therapist are intertwined:
And it was so powerful to be able to do that [with Robin] ‗cause that‘s so much what I‘m not able
to do with my clients—like speak directly to them (219), and speak directly to my own therapist
(220)
[A]nd I think…a lot of my problem with my therap therapy in being a therapist has been my
difficulty confronting clients (228), and […] of course, it‘s ‗cause it‘s life all things fit together—it
it‘s it‘s the problem I‘m having in my own therapy, being able to confront my therapist (229).

She said this experience allowed her to ―try out a new way of being therapeutically in the
context of a friendship‖ (224) and cited it as one of the beneficial things that came out of
being part of a student group that has a horizontal, rather than hierarchical, power
structure. Anna also emphasized that her work with Robin in this regard was able to help
her when her own personal psychotherapy couldn‘t because she ―didn‘t feel safe enough‖
with her therapist. An in-depth discussion of Anna‘s view of the structure, process and
impact of the peer group context will be discussed further in Theme 4 ―Appreciating
working in the peer Focusing group‖ below.
Theme 2: “Deepening trust.”
Trusting felt experience in relation to intellect.
Related to the issue of using her voice, Anna repeatedly thematized experiencing
a separation and competition between two ways of engaging with herself and her clients.
One approach is situated in the intellectual realm of language, concepts, and ―figur[ing]
things out‖ (52). From this stance she might find herself caught up in ―social role
playing‖ (313), and ―the extraversion‖ of ―the performative world‖ (311). She described
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the second way of engaging as more grounded in dwelling with more ambiguous bodily
feelings and sensations at a more ―basic [….] animal level of being‖ (304), and that
involves a more ―receptive‖ (261) stance similar to the Focusing attitude. Anna
emphasized that it is vulnerable and ―almost embarrassing‖ (303) for people like herself
who ―hide out in the higher levels of language‖ (303) to try to ―fumble through bringing
to language‖ (304) this more basic felt level of being.
Importantly, Anna described her experiences Focusing with Robin as a time when
she could practice ―feeling into‖ (262) her experiences and her connection with Robin in
a way that helped her feel greater trust in the basic felt-sense level of being. In particular,
she described a Focusing session during which she Focused on her romantic relationship
with Jeff. Even though she had ―intellectually […] sort of talked myself into how he‘s a
good companion [and] it sort of fits on paper‖ (39), Anna became unambiguously aware
through her felt-sense and an image she developed from it that this relationship wasn‘t
what she wanted. This experience stood out for Anna in part because of the clarity of the
sensation of her felt-sense and the image that came from it, which might ordinarily have
been covered over by her more intellectual opinions.
Experiences like this one helped Anna to learn to rely on her ability to feel what is
going on in her sessions more. Specifically, Anna said she is better able to ―tune into‖
(52) her felt-senses of her clients in session, ―rather than just trying to figure things out
intellectually‖ (52). This, in turn, allays some of her anxiety about expressing herself and
leads her to relax somewhat and be more spontaneous, fluid, and natural in responding to
her clients. This includes allowing herself to associate to her clients‘ images or ideas, and
to put herself ―out there a little bit more with them [when] an image comes to mind‖ (56).
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Importantly, Anna considers her ability to attune to her felt-senses in therapy to be
an improvement in her therapeutic presence and skill. She said she would like to be able
to be more in touch with her felt-senses during therapy so she can work in that way more
of the time. She views this as especially important with clients with whom she finds
herself getting caught up in expectations that place ―pressure‖ (238) on her to know how
to ―fix‖ (269) their problems. This will be discussed more fully in the sub-theme
―Growing capacity to reflect on difficulty trusting in and sharing feeling in therapy:
getting caught in intellect and social role playing” in this section, below.
Making room for everything that is there: accepting, allowing, and trusting
ambivalence.
Another important aspect of Anna‘s experience Focusing on her romantic
relationship with Jeff was the attitude of acceptance and allowing that she and Robin
were able to embody in relation to the material that came forward for her. Anna felt
deeply ambivalent—she described not being ready to end her relationship right away,
even though she knew she was ―betraying myself […] on some level‖ (184) by
continuing with it. Anna found it to be particularly meaningful that Robin, in her role as
peer Focusing guide, was able to help Anna to acknowledge and accept the full range of
her thoughts and feelings on the matter without being directive or triggering Anna‘s own
self-shaming or defensive attempts to force a unified opinion or premature course of
action. She said:
[….] Robin was so good at helping me…really just accept it and she…I knew that she didn‘t
really…I don‘t know, say, ―approve‖ of the relationship but yeah she was good ‗cause she just let
me be where I was with it which was I‘m not ready to end this [….] and it was like that acceptance
and allowance of like…that was really good (46) and that allowed me to stay with him a few more
months until I was ready so it wasn‘t like the feeling in my body or Robin was telling me, was
shaming me (47).
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From this accepting stance, Anna was able to stay open to her ambivalence,
holding her intellectual opinions and ―remember[ing]‖ (42) the image from that session in
the time that passed afterward. Ultimately, Anna ended the relationship after a couple of
months and she said ―[….] it was like I was fulfilling that feeling, like I was I was
making good on that […] truth that I tapped into‖ (43). This experience helped her to see
that it is possible to respectfully accept and hold conflicting thoughts and felt-senses. This
allowed her to be patient and compassionate with herself as she worked with each aspect
of the conflict, developing over time toward a more satisfying course of action.
Anna indicated that this experience of accepting, allowing, and working over time
with her complex and competing thoughts and feelings or felt-senses helps her
―tremendously‖ (50) with her clients. She described how it deepened her understanding
of the importance of being able to help her clients ―realize their deep ambivalence about
things‖ (50). For her, helping clients to be able to allow the simultaneous existences of
―[a] strong felt-sense about something‖ (50) and ―how their mind has other plans for
them‖ (50) opens clients to a greater range of possibilities while still allowing them to be
where they are and to develop at their own pace. Accordingly, with this knowledge, she
felt more able to help clients accept and respectfully explore their own intellect-feeling or
intellect-felt-sense conflicts. Working with her own personal material directly helped
Anna to improve her clinical practice.
Trusting in self-knowledge.
Being able to fully inhabit her ambivalence and move with it in her own time
helped Anna develop greater trust in herself and her clients. She said that as a result of
this experience, she realized that in her life ―[….] I know what I should do, (181) I mean,
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of course things are never clear cut, but I know more so what I should do than less so‖
(182), and that this is true for her clients, as well. In this way, the experience helped her
recognize that clients have access to knowing about themselves, and that she can
understand her role as a therapist somewhat differently: she does not have to be entirely
responsible for ―point[ing] out patterns‖ (186) and moving the therapy by identifying
problematic dynamics. She can be there to ―hold the space‖ (89) where clients can ―just
be‖ (89) and do their own work.
Trusting in shared felt experiencing: moving together.
Anna also found that her peer Focusing practice has given her greater trust that
she can share the felt-sense level of experience with others in some way. Anna does not
believe this sharing is a direct sharing of identical feelings with others, rather, she
described it as entering into a ―similar imaginary zone‖ (260) with the other person. This
happens through entering into a kind of receptive, looser attitude and ―diffused
consciousness‖ (261). She described this mode of awareness as characteristic of her
experiences in her Focusing partnership with Robin.
Importantly, she also said that this sharing of felt experience is an important
aspect of good therapy sessions. Anna said the feeling of being ―moved‖ (165), ―a little
disoriented‖ (169) and ―like my view of myself and the world has shifted‖ (169) seemed
to characterize the ―soul work‖ (165) that happens from being in this intimate, shared
imaginal space. She spoke at length about one client in particular, Jake, with whom
working in this way is easier for her. She said of her relationship with Jake ―there‘s some
feeling level that…we have together, and that is really powerful‖ (95) and ―it‘s like we go
somewhere in our sessions together‖ (73). She elaborated this as involving welcoming,
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greeting, and dwelling with the felt presence of the ―deeper being‖ of her client. She said
that working at this level allowed her and Jake to do ―good therapeutic work‖ (69)
together that had a ―sacred‖ (85) quality. In this sense, Anna‘s Focusing practice with
Robin has helped her to deepen her trust in allowing her own felt-sense of shifts and
changes in the shared experiential field of the therapeutic encounter to be a gauge of the
effectiveness of her therapeutic sessions. The ―sacred‖ (85) dimensions of this will be
discussed at length in Theme 3 ―Embodying a therapeutic presence that makes space for
the ineffable: blessing and holding the space‖, below.
Trusting the process: slowing down and allowing things to happen in their own
time.
In addition to having greater access to and trusting personal and shared feeling in
therapy, Anna saw Focusing‘s emphasis on ―moment to moment arisings‖ (153) as
having helped her to ―slow down‖ (146) with her clients. She said she got better at
allowing things to ―come up at their own pace‖ (176) and she has greater trust that the
psyche ―has its own schedule‖ (147). This included improving her ability to tolerate
silences without getting caught up in interpersonal anxiety by feeling self-conscious or
embarrassed if her clients don‘t respond to her assertions immediately. In part, this
improvement was due to Anna‘s greater trust that that there is ―something‖ (254) there in
silences and other ambiguous moments. After practicing Focusing regularly, she has
learned ―that the silence and the staying put isn‘t gonna bring about nothing‖ (252).
Anna deeply valued the improvements in her ability to slow down, be patient,
allow silences and clients‘ development at their own pace. She saw these as important
therapeutic interventions that provide a ―remedy‖ (148) for the suffering brought about
by our fast-paced cultural situation. Practicing Focusing in the group helped Anna to
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better embody a therapeutic presence that directly counteracts the cultural demands for
unrelenting efficiency, rational sense-making, and having ―answers for everything‖
(152)—answers which often over-value the intellectual understandings of situations and
which deny and devalue our complex, ambivalent positions on the issues of our lives.
Growing capacity to reflect on difficulty trusting in and sharing feeling in
therapy.
In stark contrast to her experiences with Jake, Anna described feeling ―futile‖ (84)
with some of her clients. She characterized those sorts of therapeutic encounters as
staying at an intellectual level and remaining in ordinary social roles: ―we‘re just
checking in with each other, they‘re telling me about their week or whatever‖ (84). As an
example, she talked at length about her therapy with a long-term client, Sandy, with
whom she feels like she is ―having a tea party‖ (158). Rather than be able to shift into a
shared imaginal zone grounded in receptivity and feeling, Anna indicated that both she
and her client feel tense and that ―there‘s no soul‖ (158) in their work together.
Although she indicated that Sandy‘s life improved in some ways during their
therapy, Anna described being concerned about how helpful she was being. In part, her
concerns arose from her felt-sense of an ―icky feeling‖ (201) of something ―blocked‖
(201) between them. Anna described extensive efforts at trying to improve her therapy
with Sandy over a period of several years. She mentioned working in supervision and
expending a great deal of effort on her case conceptualization, which included writing
many papers about Sandy for classes. Even though these papers were well received by
professors, demonstrating good case conceptualization skills on her part, Anna found that
trying to intellectually figure out Sandy‘s situation ―got in the way in some ways‖ (242).
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Anna suspected that working at the level of felt sensing and felt experiencing
might help her and Sandy shift into a more intimate and shared therapeutic relationship.
She described a time when she did something like Focusing with Sandy in a session.
Anna said this was a powerful experience, and Sandy was able to get in touch with a feltsense and articulate it in a therapeutically fruitful way. However, it was frightening for
Sandy. Anna described this experience as a positive experience for herself clinically, in
that she was able to trust herself and affirm the value of Sandy‘s experience to Sandy
without ―back[ing] up‖ (251) from it because Sandy became afraid. However, Anna
wasn‘t entirely sure that it had had the most ideal therapeutic impact, citing it as an
example of her difficulty finding a balance between being ―gentle and also trying to push
someone beyond their comfort zone‖ (250). In this experience, Anna took a first step
toward learning to use Focusing as a way to shift out of ordinary social roles and
intellectual discussions. This is discussed further in Theme 3 ―Embodying a therapeutic
presence that makes space for the ineffable: blessing and holding the space.‖
Theme 3: “Embodying a therapeutic presence that makes space for the ineffable:
blessing and holding the space.”4
Blessing and benediction: deep respect for life and reverence for the wisdom of
psyche.
As we saw in the previous section, practicing Focusing in the context of the group
helped Anna to understand her role as a therapist in a somewhat different way. She
developed greater trust in the felt-sense level of being, her and her clients‘ selfknowledge, the meaningfulness and therapeutic value of shared felt experiencing, the
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In our feedback session, Anna and I discussed this theme at length. It has been revised in light of her
comments.
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wisdom and timing of the psyche, and the process of psychotherapy itself. Anna saw that
she, as the therapist, is not entirely responsible for making sense of things intellectually,
for pointing out her clients‘ patterns and dynamics, and for moving the therapy in specific
helpful directions. These insights helped Anna to see that there is another important
aspect to her role that has to do with developing the ―sacred‖ (85) quality of her
therapeutic attitude and presence.
In her interview, Anna described her experiences in the group as helping her to be
more able to take a more patient, accepting, trusting, and respectful stance that she
described as a ―benediction‖ (93) and a ―blessing‖ (193). Anna described her ―blessing‖
(193) therapeutic stance in this sense as involving a ―deep respect for life‖ (298) which
brings with it a careful, curious, and appreciative exploration of each person‘s existence
in all of its complexity and its potential darkness:
You know, it‘s like a deep respect for life and life is complicated and messy and dirty and
beautiful (298)…and when we‘re in here, in therapy, it‘s like it is trying to make things
better…but it‘s also trying to just…appreciate and be curious about all the different tones and
textures of experience and life and….like painting a vivid portrait, writing a really […] great novel
(299)…

From this stance, Anna gives the client ―permission to be […] without collusion‖ (295).
This is a kind of authentic, lived, felt experience of ―unconditional positive regard‖ (198),
in which she simultaneously sees clients as fundamentally belonging to themselves and
―having their own […] integrous being‖ (268) while also recognizing that they have
problematic ways of living that cause them suffering. Anna‘s ―blessing‖ (193) and
―benediction‖ (93) stance also involves an attitude of compassion and deeply respectful
well-wishing on her part, as well as a genuine desire for her clients‘ greatest possible
well-being and genuine happiness in life.
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Anna also emphasized a deeper, more sacred quality that the terms ―benediction‖
(93) and ―blessing‖ (193) evoke. These terms imply a spiritual frame of reference on
Anna‘s part that understands clients‘ healing and development to be part of a larger,
ineffable process that can‘t be fully understood, anticipated, manipulated, or controlled.
Anna elaborated one of the key aspects of her ―blessing‖ stance as involving a healing
attitude toward her clients that invites, acknowledges, and welcomes this larger
intelligence and order into the therapeutic encounter. She called this ―a reverence for the
wisdom and process of psyche or soul.‖
Holding the space: witnessing and creating a container for the soul-making
process.
Anna emphasized that from this stance, she doesn‘t see her therapeutic role as
having ―great wisdom to impart‖ (89) or to ―give advice‖ (89). Rather, it entails a
therapeutic role where she ―hold[s] the space‖ (272), as a ―witness and container for the
client‘s own soul-making process, a process of which I am a part but never an equal
partner in.‖ This invites the typically covered-over aspects of the client‘s ―deeper being‖
and the often ignored larger wisdom of the client‘s psyche to be welcomed in,
acknowledged, and allowed to guide the therapy. This goes beyond a therapeutic stance
that emphasizes ―creating an interpersonal relationship‖ or ―trying to analyze a person‘s
psychological life.‖ From this position, Anna avoids getting stuck at the level of ordinary
social relating. She is also able to avoid getting caught up in up in ―trying to fix‖ (269)
and ―trying to help‖ (269) her clients in a way that does not invite or acknowledge their
deeper being and that overshadows or tries to control the soul-making process. She
emphasized that these latter two issues were what happened in her therapy with Sandy.
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Anna also notes that Focusing practice has helped her to develop this dimension
of her therapeutic presence and role because of the ―sacred‖ quality of the practice itself.
Anna views Focusing practice as inviting and welcoming the ineffable aspects of
ourselves that are ordinarily marginalized in daily living. This allows for acknowledging
and relating to dimensions of our beings that are present with us all the time, but exceed
our ordinary understandings of ourselves—and which perhaps also exceed certain ways
of conceptualizing psychological issues in talk therapy. She said:
[…] there does seem to be something that happens in Focusing that is tapping into the ―invisibles‖
that are always with us but rarely are accorded center stage…an acknowledgement of the
presences that are more than ego, narrative or memory; an acknowledgement of and a way of
comporting ourselves toward the ineffable. Of course I don‘t mean to imply that Focusing is like
doing a séance, but there is something about it that usually feels more ―sacred‖ than traditional
talk therapy.

The feeling of doing therapy well: embodying sacred therapeutic presence.
Anna described her relationship with Jake as one in which she found herself
particularly able to embody a blessing stance and to hold the space in the ways described
above. With Jake, she described feeling ―more natural‖ (57), ―of use‖ (70) to him, and
like she was ―a good therapist with him‖ (69). She further indicated that she was satisfied
with her ability to embody her therapeutic presence with him, saying, ―I like who I am in
the sessions with him‖ (87).
Anna identified her work with Jake as the kind of therapy she would like to do
with all of her other clients. In her written feedback, Anna highlighted the radical
difference between this experience of working with Jake and her experience of working
with Sandy as being directly related to being able to embody—or not—this kind of
therapeutic stance. She said,
Blessing and benediction […] [are] about comporting myself in such a way, not only toward the
client‘s psychological life, but also toward her deeper being, which is in a sense ―in‖ her but also
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in the room and felt almost as a presence of its own. And we both greet that presence, visit and
dwell with it, at least for a little while. That‘s the magic I felt with Jake but not with Sandy.

In our shared musing about her experiences with Sandy in our interview, we came to see
that Anna gets called out of this stance by her own insecurities and the cues from Sandy
that bring them out in her. When this happens, she also loses her more trusting attitude
toward herself and the process of therapy. We wondered together whether Anna might be
able to create a better therapeutic relationship with clients like Sandy if she concentrated
on strengthening her own ability to embody this sort of presence in their sessions. Anna
thought it would, based on the ways that experiential work like Focusing and meditation
had helped her work so far. Accordingly, she identified doing more experiential practice
work like meditating or Focusing as a specific way she could increase her therapeutic
effectiveness with clients who trigger her defenses.
Theme 4: “Appreciation for working in the Focusing group.”
Being able to take a risk and explore: fumbling through new experiences
together.
As we saw in Theme 1 ―Moving beyond defense to presence, agency, and power,‖
Anna‘s personal work in the Focusing group involved, in part, addressing her difficulty
―using my voice‖ (236), ―putting myself out there‖ (12) and ―speaking directly‖ (236) to
her clients, her own therapist, faculty members, and other people in her life. As
mentioned above, Anna highlighted the importance of being part of a ―student group‖
(224) in enabling her to take a chance and ―try out a new way of being‖ (224) while
Focusing with Robin. The horizontality and mutuality of the peer relationships seemed to
be very important to her in this process. She said:
…also I think because there wasn‘t a hierarchical structure really helps out because we‘re both
doing this thing together. It‘s not like she has a skill that she‘s bringing to me or vice versa, we‘re
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really sort of fumbling through this thing together, which makes it very, a very unique situation,
(322).

In this sense, Anna felt freer to explore, take risks, and make mistakes than she might
have with a client, with a supervisor, or even with her own therapist because of the shared
process of discovery and experimentation in the peer group context.
Creative multiple relationships: friendship, collegiality, and therapeutic work.
Although she highlighted the mutuality and horizontal power relationship of the
peer Focusing context, Anna emphasized that the peer Focusing relationship wasn‘t just
―friends hanging out‖ (323). Rather, being a peer in this context included ―respect for the
abilities of the other person‖ (323) and required that each person ―hold the space‖ (326)
for the other. Anna indicated that there was something specifically therapeutic about her
peer Focusing relationship with Robin that went beyond an ordinary friendship. This
came forward more clearly when Anna made a telling slip regarding the impact of
confronting Robin during the Focusing session described in Theme 1. She said:
In fact, I think it helped our therap- er relationship er friendship (232) our therapy, our friendship,
our therapy, cause we are doing therapy, in a way, um…(233) it‘s deepened it and complexified it
because we‘ve in some ways kept our relationship on the nice and nice on the nicer and nicer
(234).

Here, and in other meaning units, Anna highlighted the beneficial complexity and
uniqueness of the kind of relationship she developed with Robin as being a ―dual
relationship‖ (321) that involved multiple roles: friendship, collegial competition, and
―upholding the rules of the establishment‖ (317) as well as ―doing therapy‖ (233) or
―doing soul work together‖ (317).
Managing the multiple relationship roles: the necessity of trust.
Anna clearly valued the experience of Focusing in the peer group context, and
saw Robin as having helped her—through their shared Focusing practice—to grow as a
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person. She even recommended Focusing for use in other graduate programs and said that
the Focusing group ―worked out quite nicely‖ (227). However, she also emphasized the
importance of trust and the specificity of the particular relationship she had with Robin as
an individual in enabling this kind of complex relationship to work:
[Y]ou have to have a strong relationship you have to have an incredible amount of trust for that to
work (318) like if […] it was almost any other person in our […] you know amongst the students
here I don‘t think I could do it very well, you know something would have to give somewhere
(321).

It isn‘t difficult to see why such trust would be important when we recall the
intimacy and challenging quality of Anna‘s descriptions of her Focusing experiences.
Importantly, while Robin was able to help her in many ways, Anna did mention one
significant issue in their peer Focusing relationship. In her interview, Anna described
some difficulties she encountered with Robin while Focusing on her felt-sense of
―disappearing.‖ 5 She said,
[I]t‘s scary and it‘s almost painful and Robin has been frightened by it I think or at least, like
worried about it (109) and she always asks like do you want to stop, and I always say no, let‘s go
cause I wanna go there I wanna like face this thing or like I wanna explode or like I wanna push it
to the limit (110).
[…] when that happens to me she gets nervous (143).

Anna very much valued working with the intense and challenging experiences of
disappearing and felt some tension in her relationship with Robin about Robin‘s fears of
Anna‘s experience. This was somewhat frustrating for Anna, and she and Robin were
able to address it positively between them. This helped them to deepen and develop their
relationship further.

5

Indeed, one of these Focusing sessions was significant enough to be the main experience Robin discussed
during her interview. Robin‘s experiences of her challenges will be discussed at length in her situated
structural description.
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Further work: learning to guide.
As we have seen, Anna was able to integrate her peer Focusing experiences as a
Focuser in ways that she applied clinically. Anna said she also wanted to be able to more
directly use Focusing in her work with clients. While she did do something like Focusing
with Sandy in one session, she said that she had not yet truly been able to feel
comfortable taking on the role of Focusing guide for others, even in the peer Focusing
context. Anna described feeling ―embarrassed‖ (138), ―afraid‖ (210), ―nervous‖ (140),
and ―uncomfortable‖ (141) guiding others. She felt inept, like she didn‘t ―know really
what I‘m doing‖ (141). Anna identified a ―lack of official training in Focusing‖ (140) as
part of the issue, even though she considered that somewhat of an ―excuse‖ (140),
perhaps recognizing her difficulty guiding others as being related to her longstanding
difficulty ―using my voice‖ (236) and ―putting myself out there‖ (12). In this regard,
further work, and perhaps formal Focusing training, might help Anna to feel more
confidence in taking on a guiding role and to integrate Focusing practice into her
repertoire of therapeutic interventions.
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Situated Structural Description: Robin
Demographic information.
Robin is a Caucasian woman. At the time of our interview, Robin was 31 years
old and she was in her fourth year of doctoral training in clinical psychology. At that
time, she had 3 years‘ experience practicing psychotherapy. Robin had also participated
in approximately 2 years of psychotherapy as a client in two different therapies. Prior to
participating in the peer Focusing group (hereafter referred to as ―the group‖ in
commentary), she had significant previous experience with experiential practices. This
includes approximately seven years of meditation practice and five years of yoga
practice. She practiced meditation and yoga concurrently with her participation in the
group. Robin described her motivations for participating in the Focusing group as
involving a ―curiosity and desire to explore and do something different,‖ both clinically
and personally. From a clinical perspective, Robin was interested in Focusing-oriented
therapy, but had not had much ―experience actually practicing it.‖ Personally, the ―who‖
of the group was ―essential‖—she enjoyed spending time with each of the group
members, had trust for each of us, and wanted to explore Focusing with us.
Brief summary of findings.
Of all three interviews, Robin‘s was the shortest. She gave a tight description of
how her experiences with Focusing in the group and in Focusing-oriented therapy
workshops helped her to discover and work with a particular limitation in her therapeutic
skills and presence. This mainly included her difficulty working with clients‘ intense
distress. She also discussed how this limitation grew out of her personal history, how she
worked with it in supervision, and how she saw it in action in her clinical work. Lastly,
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she described how the structure of the peer group Focusing process facilitated this
process. Robin‘s account frankly discusses her experiences of some genuine distress and
facing of the growing edges of her clinical practice. It provides a very clear picture of
how she was able to use her participation in the Focusing group, and in further Focusingoriented therapy training, to directly promote her clinical development.
Outline of Robin’s themes and sub-themes.
Theme 1: ―Discovering and facing limitations in therapeutic skill: assessment,
judgment and skillful relating in the face of distress.‖
Facing distress while guiding Focusing.
To deepen or not to deepen: fear of hurting someone while trying to help.
Working with developing her skills in clinical practice.
Theme 2: ―Facing important challenges to therapeutic presence.‖
Fear and self-protection in the face of others‟ pain.
Cultivating one‟s capacity to bear pain: supervision and therapy.
Discovering and working with one‟s own childhood dynamics.
Working with identification and differentiation: embodied connection,
empathy, and vicarious trauma.
Theme 3: ―Appreciation for working in the peer Focusing group.‖
The peer Focusing relationship: different responsibility, greater freedom
to explore.
Valuing of peer Focusing group practice and the desire to develop the
practice.
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Theme 1: “Discovering and facing limitations in therapeutic skill:
assessment, judgment and skillful relating in the face of distress.”
Facing distress while guiding Focusing.
Robin described an important experience she had while guiding Anna‘s Focusing
practice. In this particular session, ―what was opening for [Anna] was something that was
really uncomfortable and it was getting bigger as our session continued‖ (6). 6 As Anna‘s
discomfort and difficulties grew, Robin found this to be ―really distressing‖ (6). Robin
described feeling ―overwhelmed‖ (33) and a ―low grade panic‖ (7). She felt the situation
was becoming unsafe, and she found herself ―surprised‖ (40) by how the uncomfortable
experience was ―growing‖ (40) rather than resolving itself. Even though Robin
emphasized that she was able to retain her composure and presence in the session, and
that nothing harmful came of it, this experience of her own distress in the face of Anna‘s
discomfort was intense. It provided Robin with some key insights regarding her
limitations and challenges as a therapist. These will be discussed in the subtheme below,
and in Theme 2: Facing important challenges to therapeutic presence.‖
To deepen or not to deepen: fear of hurting someone while trying to help.
One key concern about her therapeutic work that became particularly noticeable
for Robin through this session was her general fear ―of being…responsible for hurting
someone‖ (28) by ―helping them drop into something very painful and then not
know[ing] how to deal with it‖ (29). As the person guiding the Focusing process, Robin

6

Anna‘s account described a similar event in their Focusing practice together, but from her perspective.
She even mentioned her awareness of Robin‘s difficulties dealing with her distress. Anna indicated that she
had many experiences of working with the specific distressing experience that Robin is speaking about
here, but Robin only discussed one particular session. Refer to Anna‘s situated structural description for the
full discussion.
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felt responsible to do something that would help Anna shift in a therapeutic direction. In
her distress, however, she lost some of her therapeutic poise and felt ―confused‖ (31), and
unable to accurately assess the situation decide what to do.
Specifically, Robin said she did not know whether it would be ―productive‖ (8) to
continue allow the feeling to grow, or whether it would be best for her to invite Anna to
―come away from it‖ (8). Even when she checked in with Anna, and Anna affirmed
multiple times that she wanted to continue to work with the feeling, Robin was not sure
that it was ―really ok‖ (11) for them to do so. Robin‘s own ―anxiety about leading people
in to places of pain was really strong‖ (13) and she was afraid they were going to get
―stuck‖ (35). She characterized her concerns this way:
[….] are we gonna be able to get a shift in this or is are we gonna end this session and she‘s got all
these really uncomfortable somatic feelings that I haven‘t been able to help her shift because my
skill isn‘t great enough (37), and I didn‘t know how to relate to it, [….] (38) and then then that
responsibility of helping her to get somewhere but not knowing, not having the skills to deal with
it then, to take the next step, and to know how to skillfully relate (39).

We can see that in relation to the issue of whether to go farther into the difficult
experience or not, Robin experienced her therapeutic knowledge and skill to be
inadequate. She wasn‘t sure whether she should fully trust Anna‘s consent and desire to
go forward. She didn‘t know how to make an accurate assessment, she believed she
didn‘t know how to relate to Anna in a helpful way, and believed she couldn‘t make a
good therapeutic judgment about how to proceed.
Nonetheless, Robin indicated that this was a positive experience in that she was
able to encounter some of the real edges of her therapeutic practice and skills more
clearly than she might have been able to see them in an ordinary therapy context, because
she allowed herself to become more frightened than she would have with a client. This
was possible because in the group context, she didn‘t carry the same ethical responsibility
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she would have had with a client. In this context, she was both allowed and expected to
experiment and take risks. Robin‘s view of her role and the possibilities of the group
context will be explicated at length in Theme 3: ―Appreciation for working in the peer
Focusing group‖ below.
In the feedback Robin provided, she emphasized the importance of this
experience in her continuing clinical development. She said this theme of being afraid of
hurting someone while trying to help has ―kept unfolding and shifting into a deepened
awareness of my fears and fantasies about being a therapist.‖ Further, looking back at this
experience by reading this situated structural description ―underscored what an important
encounter this was, and how much it set off for me in my clinical development.‖
Working with developing her skills in clinical practice.
Robin described how she took the concerns about her therapeutic knowledge and
skills discovered in her experience with Anna and directly worked with them in her
clinical training—both in terms of her goals for herself in supervision as well as in
describing work with a long term client. Generally, Robin described her clinical style
(19) as being ―cautious‖ (27) and ―reluctant to push‖ (49). In terms of supervision, Robin
indicated that, partly due to this experience with Anna, she recognized that she wanted to
learn more about how to skillfully embody ―a certain kind of inviting or making space‖
(137) for difficult and painful experiences in therapy. She said that she set supervisory
goals of working with the questions of ―pushing or not pushing‖ (137) and how to assess
when it is helpful or harmful to ―deepen‖ (22) and ―invite a bit more experiencing of
some painful things‖ (52) in therapy.
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She also described at length her therapy with a client, Carla, with whom these
questions were central issues. She described Carla as someone who is often out of touch
with ―what she‘s experiencing‖ (98). Part of their therapeutic work together involved
Robin helping Carla to deepen her ability to experience her own thoughts, feelings, and
desires, including those that are painful or distressing. Toward this end, Robin would
occasionally work with Carla ―in a Focusing way‖ (99), inviting Carla to ―attend
inwardly‖ (90) to see if she could locate a felt-sense of what was happening for her in
that moment. At the time of our interview, Carla was the only client that Robin had felt
comfortable using some Focusing techniques with. Robin reported that they had some
success working in this way.
However, Robin‘s discussion of her work with Carla included an example of a
time that was in some ways similar to her experience with Anna. In one particular
session, she felt she erroneously tried to lead Carla to deepen into attending inwardly to
her bodily experiencing, after Carla asked to pursue more of that way of working.
However, Carla became panicky and too distressed to continue in that direction, and they
had to back off quickly and unexpectedly. This was unpleasantly surprising for Robin,
and she said she felt ―a little hoodwinked‖ (143) because she had thought it was okay
with Carla to go in that direction.
Rather than being harmful, Robin viewed this experience as therapeutically
fruitful because it highlighted a previous experience of Carla‘s feeling ―manipulated‖
(110) by an old friend, and Robin was able to take this up with her in the therapy. It was
also positive in that Robin was able to see that stumbling a little by erring on the side of
trying to deepen didn‘t hurt their therapeutic relationship, which she was afraid might
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happen. However, Robin described ways in which she had come to see that her own lack
of therapeutic skill had contributed to creating the panicky experience. These included
not noticing cues that could have helped her appropriately question both her and Carla‘s
motivations for going in that direction—similar to the issue she had with Anna, in not
knowing whether it was safe for them to proceed even though Anna wanted to. In this
regard, she had the sense it would be helpful for her to deepen her understanding of how
to relate to clients‘ ―ambivalence‖ (146). Also, Robin was able to see that she had a
helping ―agenda‖ (117) for Carla that was related to her lack of skill in knowing ―how to
just really be with her with what was there‖ (117). This brings up Robin‘s challenges
with maintaining her therapeutic presence in the face of distress, which is discussed in the
next section.
Theme 2: “Facing important challenges to therapeutic presence.”
Fear and self-protection in the face of others‟ pain.
Robin noted that her concern about going into painful material with clients also
involves her own personal ―difficulty being okay with intensity‖ (70) and her need to
protect herself from being hurt by others‘ distress. She said her experience with Anna
was a key moment in developing her ―real salient awareness‖ (50) of how ―freaked out‖
(25) she can get when ―things get scary for my client, [or] in this case, my focuser‖ (25).
As a result, Robin said she realized that her caution with clients is in part due to her own
fear, which is ―about me and that‘s a limitation that I‘m bringing to my therapeutic work‖
(52). After attending a Focusing-oriented psychotherapy workshop on vicarious trauma,
Robin said she recognized that some of this fear comes directly out of her difficulty
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accepting the existential truth that painful and traumatic things happen to people and that
these difficult experiences cannot be avoided.
Cultivating one‟s capacity to bear pain: supervision and therapy.
The experience with Anna ―was a real opening of‖ (25) recognition that Robin‘s
own fear was ―something I want to work on as a therapist‖ (25). She described setting a
complementary supervisory goal to the one she has established regarding improving her
assessment and clinical skills in deepening painful experiencing described above. Rather
than centering on clinical assessment and therapeutic skills per se, this goal had a valence
of developing her personal ability to embody therapeutic presence in the face of clients‘
difficult experiences—including difficult experiences of their relationship with her. This
goal involved working on ―letting more negative stuff come up in therapy‖ (70) in
particular by letting go of ―guarding against a certain range of experiences [….]
implicitly in how I am‖ (75). This goal also involved addressing her fear that clients will
be ―mad‖ (71) at her if she isn‘t a ―nice therapist‖ (74) and she doesn‘t ―protect them‖
(73).
Discovering and working with one‟s own childhood dynamics.
Robin said the experience of feeling ―overwhelmed‖ (33) and ―frightened‖ (33)
while witnessing Anna‘s struggle was ―old‖ (33) and ―familiar‖ (33), from childhood.
Robin described the fearful aspect of her difficulty assessing what to do as losing her
―observer self‖ (181), ―fall[ing] into that little person‖ (183) she used to be, and as
finding herself ―slip[ped] into the part of me that doesn‘t know how to handle‖ (189)
being with persons in distress. She said that she recognized that improving her ability to
maintain her therapeutic presence requires working through her ―own unresolved things‖
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(182) such that she can have a stronger ―observer self‖ (181) in triggering situations
rather than getting lost in her reactivity.
Importantly, the language Robin used to describe the childhood roots of her
difficulties in this regard came out of her experiences participating in some Focusingoriented therapy workshops on trauma and vicarious trauma. These workshops clearly
helped her to see more about the childhood roots of this dynamic. Although she didn‘t
mention this explicitly, they also helped her to have a practical way of recognizing, in a
bodily way, when she has slipped into the childhood position. They also provided her
with some practical solutions for how to come out of that position once she finds herself
there.
Working with identification and differentiation: embodied connection, empathy,
and vicarious trauma.
Robin sees herself as able to connect well and be empathic with others, including
clients, and she values this. However, she also described recognizing that part of her
problem being comfortable with intense experiences comes from identifying with others
too much, particularly when they are distressed. In her experience with Anna, she
experienced ―confusion‖ (42) trying to assess and differentiate ―whose distress is whose‖
(45). She described having difficulty identifying where the sensations of distress she was
both feeling and witnessing were coming from. Robin seemed to be indicating that there
is some way in which she experiences empathy at the level of feelings or felt-senses, but
she has difficulty recognizing which feelings or felt-senses are her own, and which are
others‘, particularly in the case of distress.
Robin said her experience with Anna was similar to experiences with clients
wherein it has not been clear to her if she has held back from exploring difficult issues
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because she is protecting the client or protecting herself. After the Focusing-oriented
therapy workshops on trauma and vicarious trauma, she described being able to see her
problem as difficulty sorting out ―is it […] you that‘s not ok, it is me that‘s not ok, I‘m
not sure, [I‘m] not ok watching you be this not ok‖ (62). At times, her problems
differentiating between herself and her clients led to some painful experiences of
―vicarious trauma‖ (65). In this passage, she more clearly fleshes out the role of a bodily
experience of carrying others‘ distress. She said:
[I]t‘s weird ‗cause I can hold the space in the session but it‘s like everything is coming into me
and I feel like it‘s a really genuine connection because I‘m there with them in their little outpost of
hell (67) but then they leave and you know there‘s been a few times where I‘ve had
extremely…vivid palpable somatic symptoms for like the rest of the evening [….] I‘m carrying it,
(68) and it‘s you know this classic vicarious trauma thing in my head, I‘m like ok, why am I
feeling this way, and after a couple of times I‘m like I know that this isn‘t me, but I don‘t know
how to get rid of these feelings, I don‘t know how to liberate this discomfort (69).

Robin said these painful experiences of carrying her clients‘ disturbances with her
bodily in an undifferentiated way influences where she does and doesn‘t go with clients,
and contributes to her implicitly guarding against certain kinds of experiences. Although
she did not describe full-blown vicarious trauma in her experience with Anna, she
indicated that being able to encounter her problem with becoming confused about where
to locate the source of her felt experiences of distress with Anna was important. It helped
her to discover the nature of her problem with identifying with others too strongly, which
is one of the factors in her experiences of vicarious trauma. Further, as we saw above,
exploring the issue in Focusing-oriented therapy training has helped her deepen her
understanding of this issue. This included helping her to be able to specifically formulate
that learning to cultivate greater differentiation in her therapeutic attunement and bodilyfelt connection would help her to develop her ability to work with difficult material and
circumstances in clinical practice.
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In feedback she provided, Robin said that the theme of identification and
differentiation was particularly resonant for her. She highlighted it as a ―fundamental‖
aspect of her learning that ―continues to be an active space of development‖ in her
clinical practice. She emphasized that she continues to work with this at a bodily level,
saying, ―I am finding different places in my body sense from which I can listen which
provide me with more distance, without breaking contact.‖
Theme 3: “Appreciation for working in the peer Focusing group.”
The peer Focusing relationship: different responsibility, greater freedom to
explore.
In discussing the implications of her experience with Anna relative to her
understanding of her own childhood fears and the need to work them through to improve
her clinical work, Robin said a thought came up for her that in the Focusing group ―we‘re
toying with something really powerful‖ (193). As she explored this further, she seemed to
feel that in the peer setting, this was more like ―playing‖ (194). She noted that ―playing‖
has a more positive connotation than ―toying,‖ which implies carelessness and treating
things lightly, without appropriate engagement or seriousness. She indicated that if she
were working as experimentally with clients as she was in the Focusing group, this would
be ―toying‖ and unethical on her part (196). In feedback Robin provided, she emphasized
the particular resonance of the ―play‖ quality of the group experience, and her ―gratitude‖
for the opportunity of being in the group. She said:
Grad school was not a very playful time, but in this group, even though it was challenging, there
was some play. Serious play! It‘s remarkable to have had the chance to explore and have
adventures and even get into some scrapes with each other—follow the leader for psychologists in
training, where the Focuser is the leader. Yes, there are dangers to be alert to, but the possibility of
exploration is something that I don‘t think I encountered in the same way anywhere else.
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Here, we can see clearly that Robin deeply valued the challenging nature of her
experiences with Anna as an important aspect of her development as a psychologist-intraining.
Robin described working in the Focusing group as being different from working
with clients in ways that allow her greater freedom to encounter and work with her own
clinical and personal limitations and challenges. Robin said of her experience with Anna
that she wouldn‘t have ―risked things getting that uncomfortable‖ (26) with a client, and
that it was ―safer‖ (15) to do this with Anna, because of their different relationship.
Specifically, she described differences in her role, the structure or frame of the Focusing
relationship, and in her trust in Anna‘s ability to take care of herself as being the
important factors in this regard.
In terms of her role in the peer Focusing relationship, Robin said she had ―a little
bit more freedom‖ (198) than she does with clients because they were doing something
―experimental‖ (197). Between Anna and herself, ―it‘s acknowledged that I don‘t have to
be the one that‘s responsible‖ (198) to be the expert and to handle whatever happens in
session. She said Anna was ―getting what she expects and I‘m not betraying her in any
way by going into something that then it turns out I‘m not expertly skilled enough to
handle‖ (200). Regarding the structure or frame of the Focusing relationship, Robin said
that because the Focusing group sessions were longer than therapy sessions, more time
was available to address difficult experiences. Additionally, Robin said that she could
―check in‖ (204) with Anna any time she liked, rather than having to wait between
sessions to find out how she was. She added that ―it‘s not unusual that we might continue
the conversation‖ (205) outside of the Focusing group. Lastly, Robin said she could trust
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Anna to ―hold herself‖ (202) more than she could a client. In part this was because she
knew that Anna was in therapy and had other ―support‖ (26). But, it also included
trusting Anna ―to know herself and her limits‖ (26) and trusting that ―she would stop with
me if she didn‘t want to‖ (202) go on in a certain direction.
Valuing of peer Focusing group practice and the desire to develop the practice.
As we have seen, in our interview, Robin talked about a Focusing group
experience and a clinical experience wherein she confronted some growing edges to her
clinical practice. Because of time constraints on our interview, we did not have time to
explore more explicitly how she broadly understood the value of her participation in the
group and her engagement with Focusing practice itself. Importantly, in feedback
provided, Robin stated her valuing of Focusing practice and its use in training explicitly.
She said she takes ―Focusing deeply seriously [and] find[s] it profoundly helpful and
illuminating, and feel[s] like it could be really beneficial for other training clinicians and
people in general.‖
I also wanted to note explicitly that Robin actively sought to deepen and develop
her theoretical understanding of and practical competence in Focusing practice—both for
personal and clinical use. She, along with CJ and me, attended a five-day Focusing
oriented psychotherapy conference just before our interview. We decided to go together
as an outgrowth of our peer group practice. Robin negotiated a workshop experience that
would provide initial certification in Focusing for she and I. Attending this conference
demanded taking almost a week off from school and required a substantial financial
investment (both difficult to afford in the life graduate student) and demonstrated Robin‘s
interest in growing her Focusing skills. Throughout our interview, she made references
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to our shared experience at the conference by using terms that we had learned there as
well as explicitly noting significant experiences there that enhanced her understanding of
her experiences with Anna and Carla and her general understanding of her own
dynamics. In my view, this indicates a strong endorsement of the peer Focusing group
experience and Focusing practice itself.
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Situated Structural Description: CJ
Demographic information.
CJ is a Caucasian woman. At the time of our interview, CJ was thirty-seven years
old and she was in her fourth year of doctoral training in clinical psychology. At that
time, she had thirteen years‘ experience practicing psychotherapy, including ten years‘
experience as a master‘s-level clinician in private practice. CJ had also participated in
approximately eight years of individual psychotherapy as a client, in four different
therapies. Prior to participating in the peer Focusing group (hereafter referred to as ―the
group‖), CJ had twelve years of experience with Focusing. She was exposed to Focusing
through a faculty member in her original master‘s program. She took a weekend-long
training in Focusing, practiced regularly with a friend in her master‘s program, and
integrated Focusing into her work with her clients as a student and through her years in
private practice. CJ said that her motivations for starting the group were for the four of us
to form ―a community of support, openness, healing, and attunement to each other‖
similar to what she developed with her friend and Focusing partner in her master‘s
program. CJ said she felt a particular connection with each member of the group that
―dramatically‖ impacted her ability to relax her tension and defensiveness and that felt
like ―a home.‖ Further, she said she wanted to form the group so we could have ―a
ground for us to enter into dialogue with each other differently.‖
Brief summary of findings.
In her account, CJ described a variety of ways that her long term Focusing
practice and her experiences in the group setting influenced her clinical expertise.
Initially, she described the way that practicing Focusing in the group helped her to notice
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when she was distracted and develop her ability to become more fully present in an
embodied way. This brought with it an opening to a wider range of experience that
included attuning to feelings and felt-senses as a way of knowing and cultivating
receptivity in both Focusing and clinical situations. CJ also described at length how
practicing Focusing in the group setting helped her to develop a more nuanced and skilled
understanding of how she is—and isn‘t—able to empathically connect with others at the
level of the felt-sense. It also helped her to develop her ability to use the dimension of felt
experiencing reliably as an important basis for clinical action. She indicated that there
were many more instances in the group that influenced her clinical practice than we had
time to address in our interview. She felt strongly that the group had been very positive
for her, in terms of developing her clinical practice as well as providing her with valuable
peer support and the feeling of community. She was grateful for it.
Outline of CJ’s themes and sub-themes.
Theme 1: ―Being present: centering attention in bodily-felt experience.‖
Working with distractions to being present: moving into bodily presence
and feeling.
Clarifying what it means to be present: contrasting „thinking about‟ and
feeling.
Theme 2: ―Cultivating receptivity: inviting and allowing what is.‖
Taking an actively receptive stance toward what is.
Active receptivity in the therapeutic relationship.
Trusting in being present and being receptive.
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Theme 3: ―Relating with others in a bodily way: empathy and encounter.‖
Meeting, embodied empathy, and witnessing in the way of feeling.
Self-awareness and the process of distinguishing between self and other.
The intersubjective field: trusting in the validity and reality of empathic
bodily feelings.
Using embodied empathy in clinical practice.
Theme 4: ―Appreciation for working in the peer Focusing group.‖
Gratitude for a meaningful and supportive community experience.
The safety to explore.
The power and mutuality of the collective and the peer Focusing
partnership.
Communities of safety and support as the foundation of clinical work.

Theme 1: “Being present: centering attention in bodily-felt experience.”
Working with distractions to being present: moving into bodily presence and
feeling.
In our interview, CJ described a significant time for her that happened very early
on in the Focusing group. CJ and I had previously done two demonstrations of Focusing
where we each had guided the other in front of Anna and Robin. Anna and Robin, who
did not have previous experience Focusing, felt somewhat self-conscious about Focusing
in front of the group. On this occasion, CJ guided Anna in her first Focusing session. In
light of Anna‘s inexperience and nervousness CJ found herself ―doing a lot of worrying
[…] about doing a good job‖ (6).7 She also felt responsible to provide an authentic,

7

Transcription reminder: ordinary ellipsis … indicate a pause in the flow of speech, and ellipsis in brackets
[…] indicate omitted text.
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prototypical Focusing experience. Although CJ had extensive previous experiences with
Focusing and knew how to guide others without the use of external materials, she wanted
to provide this guidance ―by the book‖ (7). Accordingly, she strove to ―be close to the
way and the language that [Gendlin] used‖ (7) in his 1981 Focusing text and chose to try
to follow the written instructions in the text as she was guiding Anna.
As she held onto her intention of trying to do it ―the right way‖ (10) by reading
the steps from Gendlin‘s (1981) book, CJ described found herself feeling ―selfconscious‖ (10) and ―disconnected‖ (9) from Anna. This was uncomfortable for her and
she sensed this approach wasn‘t working. Instead of continuing to struggle on with this,
CJ decided to let go of her intention to be technically precise and ―stop trying to do it by
the book‖ (11). When she did that, she put the book down, closed her eyes, centered
herself in her body, and ―let myself just…reach out with my feeling‖ (11). She said, ―I
remember feeling…like a stream […] that‘s been blocked up and then as soon as I put the
book down, it would flow‖ (13). She felt relieved, calm, and better able to guide Anna in
this more receptive and intuitive way.
CJ said this experience stood out in particular because of how clearly she could
see that her first approach didn‘t work, and her second approach did. There was a sharp
contrast for her between the discomfort and awkwardness of feeling ―disconnected‖ (9)
and ―self-conscious‖ (10), and the centered and calm feeling of ―really deep trust‖ (81)
she perceived when relating by reaching out with her ―feeling‖ (11). She described
entering into this second way of relating by closing her eyes, centering her attention in
her body, and actively attending to Anna through her bodily feelings. She said:
[W]hen I closed my eyes I could see more than I could with them open ……I was able to let go of
being self-conscious I was able to kind of reach out with my feeling and really meet….meet where
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she was (14) […] I felt like I was able to encounter […] where she was by letting go of
myself…and really just being…being in my body […] not in my eyes or in my thoughts (15).

Here, we can see that being grounded in her bodily presence helped CJ overcome
her feelings of disconnection because she felt she ―could see more‖ about Anna than
before, and she was able to ―encounter‖ and ―meet where [Anna] was.‖ This was a direct
result of CJ ―letting go of myself,‖ and of ―being self-conscious,‖ that is, shifting her
attention away from her distracting and constricting thoughts and intentions. She was
then able to proceed with guiding Anna in Focusing by using her own style. This
involved CJ relying on her embodied presence as a way to access, understand, and move
with Anna‘s process. The clinical implications of CJ‘s ability to use her own style and
trust that attuning to her embodied presence of situations will provide good information
will be discussed more fully in Theme 2 ―Cultivating receptivity: inviting and allowing
what is‖ and Theme 3 ―Relating with others in a bodily way: empathy and encounter‖
below.
Clarifying what it means to be present: contrasting „thinking about‟ and
feeling.
CJ described how experiences like the one with Anna have helped her to see more
about the difference between these two approaches. She characterized it as a difference
between ―thinking…about things and…feeling them‖ (81). She described ―thinking
about‖ (81) as approaching situations while being unreflectively caught up in thoughts,
expectations, and predetermined agendas. She said, ―if any task that I undertake if I‘m
like ‗arrgh, I gotta do this,‘ I‘ve already got a position set up for myself around how I‘m
going to go about the whole thing‖ (185). She also described the experience of ―thinking
about‖ (81) as involving ―another spectating‖ (84) or an inappropriate ―superimposed
analysis‖ (84) laid ―on top of‖ (84) her felt experiencing. In this sense, she seemed to
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experience ―thinking about‖ (81) as intruding on and inappropriately distancing her from
her lived participation in situations. ―Thinking about‖ (81) also seemed to involve
following an agenda of an outside authority or abstract set of standards or rules to do
things ―the right way‖ (10). Accordingly, while guiding Anna in Focusing, ―thinking
about‖ (81) doing it ―by the book‖ (11) heightened CJ‘s worry, emphasis, on technique,
and her self-consciousness, which led to her feeling disconnected from her experience of
Anna. It also led her to try to read and use the steps from the text rather than to trust in
her own well-developed ability to guide others in Focusing.
When she recognized this wasn‘t working, CJ relaxed and grounded her
awareness in her body and actively sought to attune to Anna through ―feeling‖ (14). In
contrast to ―thinking about‖ (81), CJ described ―feeling‖ (81) as a receptive stance that
involved widening her awareness into her ongoing visceral, felt-sense, and affective
bodily experiences. Importantly, she described the ―feeling‖ (81) stance not as a rejection
of thinking, but as involving thinking that arises naturally from within her embodied
presence, rather than being imposed from without. ―Feeling‖ (81) involved CJ opening to
a fuller range of her lived experience of the immediate situation as it appeared to her
through her body. CJ described this as ―being fully present‖ (104). She emphasized that
relating to others in this fashion allows her to individually tailor Focusing or therapeutic
interventions for each person. CJ indicated that working from this ―feeling‖ (81)
dimension of her embodied experience of situations is a crucial aspect of her therapeutic
style. She said,
…[I]t has to be an embodied experience it HAS to be….if I….am just thinking about what
somebody says to me then…I‘m not giving them I‘m not really being fully present (104) […] and
that‘s the type of clinician that I am (105).
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Thus, CJ‘s experience with Anna in the group clearly helped her to develop her
ability to be ―fully present‖ (104) in the way she strives to be in her clinical encounters.
After reading this section and providing feedback, CJ emphasized the importance of this
theme in her clinical development. She said,
The times that I have been the most anxious and even panicked in my clinical work have been
times when I have been caught up in thinking and unable to allow myself to feel what is going on
in the room.

CJ further stressed that she believes that being able to make the distinction between
―thinking about‖ and ―learning how to trust what one is feeling in the present moment
with the client‖ is a ―core issue in training to become a therapist.‖

Theme 2: “Cultivating receptivity: inviting and allowing what is.”
Taking an actively receptive stance toward what is.
CJ indicated that Focusing practice itself has been helpful to her as ―a cultivated
openness to what is‖ (187) and as ―the cultivation of receptivity‖ (190). She emphasized
that her ability to choose to let go of expectations and take a receptive attitude was a key
part of the process of transforming her approach to Focusing with Anna. CJ credited both
Focusing practice and the ability of everyone in the room to be ―able to let go and allow‖
(97) as facilitating this process for her. She further described both the attitude involved in
practicing Focusing and the mood in the Focusing group that day as involving feelings of
―gentleness and patience and welcoming‖ (97) which allow ―whatever is to BE‖ (97). By
adopting a Focusing attitude, the group was able to create an accepting, calm, hospitable,
and respectful environment. CJ simultaneously participated in creating this environment
as the person guiding the Focusing and also used it to support her process of centering
herself, becoming more present, and releasing her distracting expectations. This will be
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discussed further in Theme 4 ―Appreciation for working in the peer Focusing group‖,
below.
Active receptivity in the therapeutic relationship.
CJ emphasized that it is important for her to take a receptive attitude similar to the
Focusing attitude in creating therapeutic alliances with clients. She indicated that it
creates an overall ―atmosphere of gentleness, patience, and allowing and welcoming‖
(149) that ―has long fingers‖ (149) and ―reaches pretty far‖ (149). CJ elaborated ―long
fingers‖ as meaning that this attitude helps clients to ―internalize the therapist as they
move in the world.‖ Taking this attitude creates a trusting and hospitable environment
that allows her and her clients to jointly explore the clients‘ issues in a caring and
affirming way. She remarked that one of the most important aspects of this is the way
creating this kind of atmosphere extends an ―invitation‖ (183) for the difficult and
habitually excluded dimensions of clients‘ experiences to come forward. She believes
that embodying a receptive attitude and creating a receptive atmosphere that welcomes
―what is‖ (188) as a key intervention itself. She said,
[W]e carry this stuff within us but […] there‘s no admittance for so much of it (195), and how
much does that stuff haunt us or how much does it sort of […] become cancerous at some level
that […] stuff that we say ‗you don‘t get to come‘ but‘s there anyway (196).

CJ described a specific experience of being able to help a client center himself in
his bodily presence and take a receptive attitude toward himself that was influenced by
CJ‘s experience with Anna in the Focusing group. One day, CJ‘s client, John, came in
for his regular session and he was feeling physically sick as well as depressed. He wasn‘t
able to stick with any trains of thought, and their work wasn‘t going anywhere. CJ
suggested using Focusing with John, and John was interested. CJ was able to invite John
into being present and receptive to however he found himself to be in that moment. This
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included giving him permission to ―settle‖ (35) into a new way of relating to himself, his
body, and therapy. Like Anna, John was not immediately comfortable with this. CJ was
able to embody a receptive and grounded presence that held the space while John shifted
his expectations about how they would relate to each other and how John would relate to
the project of therapy. Importantly, as she had done for herself in letting go of working by
the book, CJ was able to help John let go of needing ―a plan for the day‖ (37) or ―an
agenda‖ (37) or needing to know ―where to begin‖ (37). CJ indicated that this session
deepened their therapeutic alliance. This will be discussed more fully in Theme 3
―Relating to others in a bodily way: empathy and encounter‖ below.
Trusting in being present and being receptive.
CJ said that her long term Focusing practice helped her learn to be present in an
embodied way and to be receptive to what is. Moreover, her experience with Anna and
other experiences in the group strengthened her trust in the validity of relating to clients
in this way. From this more trusting place, she has found that she doesn‘t have to rely on
carefully ―figured out‖ (75) strategies, techniques, or conceptual formulations to work
productively with her Focusing partners and her clients. Instead, she can trust that being
present and receptive to what arises in the moment will lead in important directions, and
she can use additional techniques and conceptual understandings to develop the process
as appropriate. This has also continued to influence her clinical development since the
group has ended. In her feedback, CJ indicated that her experiences with the group
―continue to influence my clinical work today in my sense of confidence and trust in
myself and in my clients, and being able to ‗let go of the book‘ more and more.‖
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Additionally, CJ‘s experiences in the group helped her to trust that being present
and being receptive are fundamental aspects of her therapeutic style. This helped her rely
on these dimensions of her practice when learning new therapeutic modalities that may
not recognize presence and receptivity as key therapeutic skills. In a discussion of
learning family therapy, CJ described struggling with some concerns about the theoretical
language she was expected to use and the culture of her family therapy practicum site.
This could have put CJ in a position where she found herself being caught up in ―thinking
about‖ (81) the therapy, uncomfortably disregarding her concerns while expecting herself
to perform in a way that felt forced. Instead, she was able to trust that relying on her
ability to be receptive and present in an embodied way would help her to authentically
integrate the theoretical principles and techniques of family therapy. She also was able to
trust that learning this way would help her to be present to her clients and create the kind
of receptive and trusting atmosphere that she sees as the heart of a strong therapeutic
alliance. She said,
I know things, I have to trust myself and I have to trust myself differently (209) I have to learn
how to do [family therapy] differently […] I have to find a way and only when I‘ve been able to
do that will I be able to be trusted (210).

Practicing Focusing over the long term and in the group helped CJ to deepen her
grounding in some well-developed and central aspects of her clinical style. She was
further able to use these therapeutic skills to ground herself as she opened into a new
learning experience and worked to evaluate and appropriate the new approach for herself.
In her feedback document, CJ highlighted the importance of this, saying ―[u]sing
Focusing helped me make my family therapy practicum one of the most powerful
training experiences I have ever had.‖
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Theme 3: “Relating with others in a bodily way: empathy and encounter.”
Meeting, embodied empathy, and witnessing in the way of feeling.
CJ said that being receptive to and carefully attending to her embodied ―feeling‖
(81) experience allowed her to ―meet‖ (14) Anna, and also allows her to ―meet‖ (75) her
clients—to make contact with them, join with them, and work collaboratively with them
to develop greater well-being. One aspect of this ―feeling‖ approach seemed to include
experiences of bodily-felt empathy. She described these empathic experiences as actively
―taking [something] up in my body in being with another person in that way‖ (90). CJ
further described them as involving ―witnessing‖ (75) the other ―on a bodily level‖ (75)
and receiving ―important information‖ (74) about them in the form of bodily feelings. In
her experience with Anna, this involved sharing a felt-sense, but she also described it as
sharing emotions or moods:
I remember [Anna] had [….] a flower that was opening and revealing (17) [….] it was right at her
heart. I remember feeling […] right in my own heart […] this warmth and this unfolding and this
vitality (18).
[…] I feel it on real basic levels like I said […] when the grief comes and you feel grief coming in
the room with clients […] or anybody […] you feel it rising, it‘s coming, and it comes within me
too.

In these descriptions, we can see that this is a dynamic experience of understanding the
other that happens over time—an empathic sensing of how the other person‘s state of
being is developing moment by moment. As a source of ongoing information, we can see
how these bodily empathic experiences provide a basis for CJ to relate helpfully to others
in clinical situations.
In its most elaborated form, as in her experience with Anna and with her client
John, CJ called this experience ―witnessing in the way of feeling‖ (29). She described this
as a profoundly moving and ―incredibly intimate‖ (71) way of relating that involves
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being extremely receptive and attuned to a person who is contemplating their own
existence. CJ said that the greater intimacy and understanding that comes from this kind
of engagement is ―a totally different way of knowing of being with someone‖ (91) than
ordinary, day to day social relating. As such, CJ also characterized it as ―not easy to do‖
(73), and indicated that it may be too intense for many clients. Nonetheless, CJ found the
opportunity to develop her ability to relate in this intimate way in the Focusing group to
be extremely valuable because it helped her ―cultivate‖ (92) her ability to work at this
level with clients when appropriate. She also found it to be a valuable experience in itself
because it allowed for a feeling of closeness and mutual exploration with the other
members of the group, which provided support and community during her training
experience. This will be discussed more fully in Theme 4 ―Appreciating working in the
Focusing group.‖
Self-awareness and the process of distinguishing between self and other.
CJ‘s participation in the group also helped her to cultivate her clinical use of
empathic bodily feelings by helping her to develop her skills in reliably distinguishing
between her own felt experiences and those of others. She said that her experiences being
guided in Focusing in the group helped her to ―really get to know…myself‖ (88) and
have ―some familiarity or baseline‖ (88) regarding her sense of her own presence,
ongoing issues, and what she brought to situations. Likewise, her experiences guiding
Focusing in the group helped her become more familiar with recognizing when her
bodily feelings were empathic experiences of others. As a guide, she was able to feel ―my
own part in the Focusing, like there‘s something being taken up, I‘m taking it up in my
body in being with another person in that way‖ (90). Her increased self-awareness of how
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her own and others‘ feelings appeared in her experience improved her ability to relate
helpfully to her clients. She said, ―when I know […] that‘s coming from a really deep
places within them and I‘m able to know what‘s within me and what‘s coming from us
being together…it helps me meet them‖ (77).
CJ also emphasized that part of what she learned about her empathic bodily
experiences of others is that her ―access‖ (102) to others is ―relative‖ (124). That is to say
she participates in others‘ experiences and understands them in important ways, but she
maintains her own perspective. For example, with Anna, she described both sharing
Anna‘s felt-sense, but also having a vivid set of feelings and thoughts of her own about
Anna‘s experience. In another example, she talked about her experience of feeling
―punched in the stomach‖ (107) during a family therapy session. CJ said, ―it‘s
relative…you know the meaning I had, […] that‘s a fraction of what [the family] felt‖
(123). She emphasized that her Focusing practice helps her rely on her empathic bodily
experiences as a way to get ―good questions‖ (145) regarding others, rather than
believing she has the answers. She said a crucial aspect of using her empathic bodily
feelings in both Focusing and therapy involves taking the stance of being a ―student‖
(141) of the other person‘s experience, always ―coming back to‖ (161) the other for
clarification or disconfirmation. She said:
Focusing] helps me get good questions in just a really general sense, you know if there‘s
something that‘s sticking me […] or there‘s something that‘s coming for me I‘m able to sort of
find it and say ―is this how you‘re feeling?‖ You know, I‘m getting this, is that what‘s going on
for you? (145)

The intersubjective field: trusting in the validity and reality of empathic bodily
feelings.
CJ spoke at some length regarding the way that these empathic bodily experiences
are often not given ―credit‖ (153) in our culture because we don‘t see them ―with our
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eyes‖ (154). She said that her long term Focusing practice and her participation in the
group helped to deepen her trust in their reality and validity. This includes trusting that
she has ―access‖ (102) to the world of the other through her bodily presence. CJ
described this as her being able to access the intersubjective field of what‘s ―in the room‖
(101) and happening ―in the space between‖ (100) her and others. She said, ―It‘s not you
over there feeling your stuff, it‘s in me, too‖ (101). CJ sees her recognition of and trust in
empathic bodily feeling as a way to understand her clients to be an ―essential‖ (102)
aspect of her clinical expertise. Further, she indicated that her Focusing experiences
strengthened her trust in herself as a clinician in this domain. She said:
I mean not blind trust like whatever I do is fine, but (159) [….] it‘s a real trust in…what you are
being taught by the client that this is what they‘re teaching you this is what they are evoking or
you know in you and that listening really carefully to those things helps you to really meet them
(160).

Using embodied empathy in clinical practice.
In discussing how Focusing practice and her experiences in the group influenced
her use of her empathic bodily feelings in therapy, CJ gave two specific examples. In one
example, CJ described a challenging experience with a client family at her family therapy
practicum. In this session, she tried to ―gently‖ (107) bring up the painful topic of a
family tragedy. Beverly, the mother, sharply refused to discuss it at all in therapy, while
the other members of the family responded to this anxiously, ―scrambling‖ (108) to
recover their equilibrium. CJ‘s experience in that moment was a relatively simple and
clear feeling of being ―punched in the stomach‖ (107). In the midst of the turmoil, CJ
sensed that this sensation gave her more information about what Beverly and the other
family members were feeling.
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CJ described being grounded in her empathic felt-sense as allowing her to keep
her therapeutic stance rather than panic in the face of Beverly‘s strong refusal and the
family‘s intense anxiety:
[…] all this stuff was going on that if I wasn‘t in touch with it in my body […] I could either have
freaked out and run from the room, like ‗Holy crap, what did I do? Did I just say something
wrong?‘ (116) […] instead […] being able to access what I felt…and what they all feel around this
topic. Which is ―Don‘t go there. Let‘s not talk about it, it‘s too painful‖ (117).

Also, because of her experiences in the Focusing group, CJ had the courage to choose to
talk to them about the feeling she had. She described being able to share her feeling with
them as a way to thematize how her comment had ―changed‖ (109) what was happening
in the intersubjective field of the room. The family also felt what she was feeling, and CJ
was able to acknowledge to them that she understood that that their family tragedy was
important and ―not to be trifled with‖ (131). CJ was also able to show that she respected
that Beverly did not want to address the topic at that time while gently suggesting the
importance of the family beginning to address it together at home. CJ‘s group experience
thereby helped her to successfully navigate a challenging therapeutic moment that could
have ruined their therapeutic alliance.
CJ also described her experience Focusing with John. In this example, CJ
described a much more intimate, temporally extended process of carefully listening to
and dwelling with John‘s experience while they co-created the therapy session together.
While Focusing, John found a felt-sense of a ―very high‖ (38) and ―thick‖ (38) wall
between himself and the world, including between him and CJ. CJ described at length the
way that she and John related from each side of the wall, ―throwing stuff over‖ (47) it and
talking with their ―backs pressed up against‖ (52) it, ―bridging this loneliness for a while‖
(53). This included a ―peaceful‖ (55) silence that lasted about twenty minutes, in which
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John was able to ―relax‖ (57) and be ―calm‖ (57) in CJ‘s caring and receptive presence.
She characterized this experience as her and John having ―done something together‖ (61)
and ―shared something‖ (61). CJ‘s bodily empathic experience of John‘s wall was
extremely vivid, complex, and elaborate. It included not only a variety of sensations, but
also shared imagery, and a well-developed shared metaphor. The way she described it
showed both her understanding of how it arose out of their shared situation and that she
maintained her own perspective. She said:
We found the wall (44), we created the wall (45), we welcomed the wall (46) […] and I sat with
him and I felt myself on the other side of the wall. I felt the wall, I felt the texture of the wall […]
it was red brick, high, solid masonry (49), and he invited me to see it and to feel it (50), and I felt
it in my own body (51).

CJ said that working in this way with John had important therapeutic
consequences. During the session itself, John was able to shift from feeling depressed to a
more refreshed and balanced perspective. John was also able to change his relationship to
the ―wall,‖ noticing that it had positive and protective qualities, as well as being isolating.
The session also influenced the way CJ and John were able to work together afterward.
CJ said the session ―deepened‖ (62) their ―trust‖ (62)—both John‘s trust of CJ and CJ‘s
trust in John‘s inherent wisdom as to the ―things he needs‖ (63). CJ said that after this
session there were more ―friendly silences‖ (66) between them, and John seemed to feel
more comfortable pausing, asking himself questions, and relating to CJ in such a way that
―we could just be with each other […] he could just reflect…we didn‘t need to rush in
and fill all the gaps‖ (67). CJ said her experience with Anna in the group helped her
create this session with John because it helped her ―close my eyes and trust in the things
that I‘m feeling…with my clients‖ (68). As such, it helped CJ to intervene with John in a
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transformative way that deepened their therapeutic alliance and that helped John take a
more reflective attitude toward himself.

Theme 4: “Appreciation for working in the peer Focusing group.”
Gratitude for a meaningful and supportive community experience.
Overall, CJ found the group experience to be deeply meaningful and beneficial
for her personally and professionally. She was aware of many more experiences in the
group that influenced her clinical practice and development than we could address in the
context of our interview. This included many experiences of Focusing on her own
personal issues, not only experiences guiding. She did not mention any negative
experiences or negative feelings. This is important considering that CJ thematized the
challenging and intensely intimate nature of the ―witnessing in the way of feeling‖ (29)
that she experienced with Anna. As she discussed her experiences in the group, CJ was
deeply moved by the intimacy of the group experience. She further said that she felt
―filled with gratitude‖ (27) for her experiences with the group.
The safety to explore.
CJ said that her experience of ―courage‖ (28), ―trust‖ (28), and ―support‖ (27)
were important aspects of the group experience for her. She said of her experience with
Anna and the rest of the peer group, ―that feeling was reinforced again of how
much…strength and wisdom was in that collective with us‖ (27). In this quote, we can
see that CJ had a lot of respect for the ability of the group members to responsibly engage
with the intimacy and challenges of Focusing together. She further described this as ―the
safety to go exploring because we are tied into each other somehow‖ (28). In this sense,
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she felt safe delving into Focusing practice with everyone because of the group members‘
care for each other and our willingness to trust in and develop connections with each
other.
The power and mutuality of the collective and the peer Focusing partnership.
CJ also valued the way the group functioned as a ―collective‖ (27) that in some
ways transcended each person‘s individual experience. She described the importance of
the collective experience as including ―support‖ (27) and ―the sense of discovery in each
other‖ (27). As an example, one of the themes of Anna‘s first Focusing session was
Anna‘s struggle with holding problematic expectations for herself. Interestingly, CJ‘s
own struggle with her expectations had a somewhat parallel process to Anna‘s concerns.
In this sense, the collective endeavor of the group to embody a receptive Focusing
attitude and create an accepting environment was thematically relevant to both CJ‘s and
Anna‘s processes. CJ described this experience as a ―mutuality in the unfolding‖ (96). In
this respect, CJ learned not only through her own personal discoveries, but also through
the non-reducible intersubjective context of mutual encounter and influence between the
group members.
In this, and other experiences in the group, CJ found a feeling of interpersonal
closeness, healing, and community with the other members of the group. She emphasized
how the group became a ―real haven of friendship, community, and even healing‖ during
a time when she was experiencing ―intense stress, exhaustion, and prolonged emotional
fatigue.‖ She said, ―[s]pending time with these powerful and compassionate women truly
sustained me while I learned and grew with them.‖ CJ also emphasized how important
our peer Focusing partnership has been for her personal and professional development.
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She said, ―[m]y relationship with Amanda has been one of the most profound personal
and professional blessings of my life, which continues to shape and support me.‖ She
further indicated that while she found the situated structural description to be resonant for
her, she thought my participation in her learning was occluded. She said, ―[i]n this
description, I greatly missed the voice of my partner‘s experience and her voice in cocreating the movement of these thoughts in the moment.‖
Communities of safety and support as the foundation of clinical work.
In feedback provided, CJ indicated that she felt it was important to emphasize
more strongly how much she felt the group provided ―a foundation for everything we do
as clinicians.‖ She highlighted the need for student therapists to have ―communities of
safety and support‖ because of the ―inherent vulnerability‖ and ―radical personal and
professional transformation‖ that students go through during training. She believes that
the kind of ―firm foundation‖ of support that she found in the group is what allowed her
to more fully trust herself, and that this kind of support is required for any student to learn
to ―truly trust themselves in movement with the vulnerability of their clients.‖
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Chapter 6: General Structure
Introduction to the Format of the General Structure
Like the situated structural descriptions, the general structure is articulated via
major themes (in bold print) followed by constituent sub-themes (in bold with italics).
The sub-theme sections include my interpretations and supporting verbatim quotations.
Every effort has been made to include a supporting quotation from each participant for
each sub-theme. However, some interpretations are based on implicit meanings or were
derived by relating explicit assertions from different parts of a participant‘s account, and
a clear and concise quotation was not available. Each main theme has at least one subtheme that is shared across all participants. However, some sub-themes include important
variations that were described by only two participants.
As in the situated structural descriptions, the general structure of the phenomenon
is a whole comprised of interrelated and intertwining parts that mutually support one
another. Readers will notice that in describing the themes, I often reference their
relationships to other themes—how they resonate with, inform, and are informed by the
others. To give the reader an overview of the entire general structure, the themes and subthemes are presented in outline format following the introduction and immediately
preceding the full interpretation.
It is important to note that the order and naming of the themes in the general
structure do not directly parallel those used in the situated structural descriptions. There
was only one theme title that was shared across all participants‘ situated structural
descriptions: ―Appreciation for working in the focusing group.‖ This theme was placed
last in the situated structural descriptions, and is placed first in the general structure. The
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concept of therapeutic presence was named in theme titles across all three situated
structural descriptions, and is discussed in the final theme of the general structure. The
remaining three themes in the general structure, however, describe aspects of the
phenomenon that were shared across all three participants, but which were not
necessarily named explicitly in the theme titles in the situated structural descriptions.
Regarding transcriptions of direct quotations, ellipsis with brackets […] indicate
omitted text, while ordinary ellipsis … indicate a pause in the flow of speech. Quotations
will be followed by a number or numbers in parentheses. These numbers refer to the
number of the meaning unit from which the direct quotation is drawn. For clarity, in the
general structure, the meaning unit numbers are preceded by the first letter of the
participant‘s name: (A10) (C25) (R107). Each participant‘s meaning units are located in
Appendix A. Participant quotations that are not followed by meaning unit numbers are
quotations from written feedback documents. Participant feedback (fb) quotations are
noted in the general structure similarly to the meaning units: (Afb) (Cfb) (Rfb). Each
participant‘s written feedback is located in Appendix B. All names of participants,
clients, and any other persons mentioned are pseudonyms and client material has been
altered to protect confidentiality.
General structure outline.
Theme 1: Appreciating the peer Focusing group as a unique site of learning.
Freedom to explore therapeutic learning through trusting peer
relationships.
The professional impact of personal psychological work: valuing the role
of Focuser.
Working with vulnerability and self-trust: expanding clinical expertise.
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Valuing Focusing practice in itself.
Theme 2: Enhancing self-awareness and personal-professional development.
Learning more about one‟s self and developing as person-andprofessional.
Theme 3: Developing attunement to felt experiencing and integrating it into
therapy.
Developing one‟s own felt experience as an aspect of clinical practice.
Inviting clients to attend to their felt-senses.
Working with thinking and feeling: developing trust in felt experience.
Theme 4: Working with intersubjectivity and enriching interpersonal relating.
Developing new ways of relating therapeutically to clients.
Developing embodied empathy and interpersonal differentiation.
Engaging with the intersubjective field in therapy.
Theme 5: Developing therapeutic presence.
Working with one‟s own anxiety and developing trust.
Cultivating receptivity to what is: inviting in the deeper being of the client.

Theme 1: Appreciating the peer Focusing group as a unique site of learning.
Freedom to explore therapeutic learning through trusting peer relationships.
All three participants indicated that they valued the peer Focusing group as an
important site of exploration and learning about therapy that was unlike any other
experience they had in their graduate training. The uniqueness of the peer Focusing
learning experience was characterized by all participants as having to do with the
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intimacy, trust, support, and safety in their peer Focusing partnerships, and in CJ and
Robin‘s cases, the group as a community.
You have to have a strong relationship, you have to have an incredible amount of trust for that to
work (A318), like if it was almost any other person in our you know amongst the students here I
don‘t think I could do it very well […] (A319).
Grad school was not a very playful time, but in this group, even though it was challenging, there
was some play. Serious play! It‘s remarkable to have had the chance to explore and have
adventures and even get into some scrapes with each other—follow the leader for psychologists in
training, where the Focuser is the leader. Yes, there are dangers to be alert to, but the possibility of
exploration is something that I don‘t think I encountered in the same way anywhere else (R fb).
And that feeling was reinforced again of how much…strength and wisdom was in that collective
with us. The support…and just the sense of discovery in each other. […] it‘s just really, really
moving. I‘m filled with that gratitude again (C27) [for the] courage…and trust. And safety to
go…exploring […] because we‘re tied in somehow to each other (C28).

All three highlighted that they felt freer to explore their experiences and safer to
take greater chances than they would in other training contexts. In part, this was due to
the horizontality of the power relationships and mutuality of learning experience, which
was different than working with clients, supervisors, or, in Anna‘s case, her own
therapist.
[A]lso I think because there wasn‘t a hierarchical structure really helps out because we‘re both
doing this thing together. It‘s not like she has a skill that she‘s bringing to me or vice versa, we‘re
really just sort of fumbling through this thing together, which makes it very, a very unique
situation (A322).
[…] we both know that there‘s an experimental we both know that the other person isn‘t an expert
in doing this (R197) and so…there‘s a little bit more freedom there where I don‘t, where it‘s
acknowledged that I don‘t have to be the one that‘s responsible…(R198) yeah, you know, versus
if I do something like that with a client that‘s what I am and they‘re relying on me for that (R199).
Anna knows that I‘m you know, fumbling through it […] she‘s getting what she expects and I‘m
not betraying her in any way by going into something that then it turns out I‘m not expertly skilled
enough to handle (R200).
[…] there was some mutuality in the unfolding…that there was a way that we were we were all
with each other that, you know, was able to kind of bring that about with her […] (C96)

Importantly, another key dimension of the uniqueness of the learning experience
was that in Focusing together, participants took responsibility for supporting one another
in therapeutic ways. All three participants indicated that Focusing in the group created
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some kind of therapeutic dimension to their relationships that was different than working
with clients, but that also went beyond an ordinary friendship. In this sense, the
exploration and learning through participation in the group involved directly developing
therapeutic skills and understanding, but through an equal relationship that had different
responsibilities and possibilities than a client-therapist relationship.
In fact, I think it helped our therap- er relationship er friendship (A232) our therapy, our
friendship, our therapy, ‗cause we are doing therapy, in a way, um…(A233) it‘s deepened it and
complexified it […] (A234).
[W]e really are peers, and yet we respect the abilities of the other person like, it‘s not just like
we‘re friends hanging out (A323) [….] I have to when I‘m on the couch believe that she has some
abilities [….] (A324) for me to be able to let go and do it because a person‘s gotta hold the space
for the other person (A326).
[…] she, as the Focuser in some ways was more autonomous than working with a client and so
part of me felt like I could trust her more to mean it when she said it was ok for us to be working
on it and so in some ways it felt safer for me to allow some things to open up or get uncomfortable
(R15).
The focusing group became a real haven of friendship, community, and even healing for me
during a time when I was in real need of that. Spending time with these powerful and
compassionate women truly sustained me while I learned and grew with them (C fb).

The professional impact of personal psychological work: valuing the role of
Focuser.
While practicing Focusing together required participants to support one another in
therapeutic ways, participants differed in how important taking the role of Focuser or
guide was to their clinical development. Those that found the Focuser role to be
important indicated that doing their own personal psychological work in the group
impacted their clinical work. CJ, and Anna in particular, emphasized the role of their
personal work in the group as being professionally significant.
[…] thinking about how [my experience Focusing on a personal issue] helps me with my clinical
work, it helps me tremendously cause it‘s…you know helping clients like realize their deep
ambivalence about things and their strong felt-sense about something, and how their mind has
other plans for them and that they can both exist at the same time and that they have options then
if they realize the full range of their….your know (A50).
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[…] I guess just having been able to do this and really get to know…myself on the one hand as the
[Focuser], like have some familiarity or baseline or not sure what I mean by that ‗baseline‘ but like
that there‘s something like an ‗oh yeah!‘ (C88).

Working with vulnerability and self-trust: expanding clinical expertise.
All three participants talked about ways that their greater freedom to explore and
take risks helped them to encounter dimensions of their clinical expertise that they felt
needed further development. In these areas, participants felt vulnerable and lacked selftrust in some ways. They found the experience of working in the group to offer them a
safer opportunity to cultivate their skills.
And it was so powerful to be able to do that [with Robin] ‗cause that‘s so much what I‘m not able
to do with my clients—like speak directly to them (A219).
[B]ut this session for me with her was a real opening of this is something that I want to work on as
a therapist the really beginning of the realization of how freaked out I got when things get scary
for my client, in this case my Focuser (R25)…and I just don‘t think that I would‘ve risked things
getting that uncomfortable with a client […] (R26).
[A]nd I was Focusing with Anna and I found, I found it really hard to have the book in my hand
and do it that way as I was trying to think […] (C8) I was trying to read…and I felt disconnected
from her (C9), I felt like I couldn‘t reach her ‗cause I was trying to…I was self-conscious and I
wanted to make sure I was doing it the right way (C10)...and then I found that […] when I stopped
trying to do it by the book and I closed my eyes and I let myself just reach out with my feeling
[…] I could find her (C11).

Importantly, both Robin and CJ indicated that the insights they developed regarding their
clinical expertise in the peer Focusing group continue to be active areas of clinical
development in their current work.
As for the first theme, it‘s kept unfolding and shifting into a deepened awareness of my fears and
fantasies about being a therapist. Revisiting it here underscored what an important encounter this
was, and how much it set off for me in my clinical development (R fb).
My experiences with this focusing group continue to influence my clinical work today in my sense
of confidence and trust in myself and my clients, and being able to ―let go of the book‖ more and
more (C fb).
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Valuing Focusing practice in itself.
It is difficult to separate the influence of the group context and the actual practice
of Focusing. All three participants indicated that they valued Focusing practice as
important and helpful in itself.
[…] we take focusing deeply seriously, find it profoundly helpful and illuminating, and feel like it
could be really beneficial for other training clinicians and people in general (R fb).
[…] there does seem to be something that happens in Focusing that is tapping into the ―invisibles‖
that are always with us but rarely accorded center stage…an acknowledgement of the presences
that are more than ego, narrative, or memory; and acknowledgement and a way of comporting
ourselves toward the ineffable (A fb).

All of the following themes in the general structure spell out the various ways that
practicing Focusing had an impact on each participant. Specifically, however, it is
important to note here that CJ and Robin found Focusing practice to be valuable enough
to actively work to integrate it into their theoretical orientations and therapeutic styles.

Theme 2: Enhancing self-awareness and personal-professional development.
Learning more about one‟s self and developing as person-and-professional.
All the participants in the group learned some significant things about themselves
as persons, and were able to see how these applied to their clinical work and
development. Participants had some overlap and some differences in what they
discovered about themselves. Both Anna and Robin learned something about their own
personal fears and psychological defenses through their participation in the group. For
both, these had roots in childhood experiences. Both discussed how these personal fears
and defenses directly impacted their clinical work.
I want to stay in touch with my felt-sense in therapy more […] (A124) and doing the Focusing
with Robin has really helped me to learn to stay present to it even though I want to disappear
myself (A125).
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[…] and it showed me both the ways that I‘m cautious and that‘s good but also that I‘m scared and
that‘s about me and that‘s a […] limitation that I‘m bringing to my therapeutic work […] (R52).

Engagement with these fears was important for these participants in many ways, and the
details of these experiences will be explicated more fully in each of the following three
themes.
CJ and Anna both learned something about their personal tendencies to become
exclusively attentive to thinking and conceptualizing such that other potentially important
aspects of their experiences of themselves and others were obscured. Both of them found
practicing Focusing in the group improved their abilities to overcome their problematic
overreliance on intellectual engagement in clinical situations. Primarily, they both found
they were able to develop greater trust in their abilities to appropriately rely on the felt
dimension of their experiencing in clinical encounters.
I think in general I‘ve become more, more…better able to tune into what I‘m feeling in session
rather than just trying to figure things out intellectually, and so I can access my felt-sense about a
client more easily and then respond spontaneously from that. Well, not completely
spontaneously…of course tempered and thought about, filtered (A52).
[…] just the difference between …like thinking about things and feeling them. And really deep
trust (C81). It‘s not a NOT thinking (C82)[…] There‘s not another spectating going on there‘s not
a sort of superimposed analysis…on top of it, you know […] (C84). And I don‘t know if that
would‘ve always been the way it was…you know, like when I was first learning Focusing I don‘t
know if it was always that way (C85).

This is discussed more fully in Theme 3 ―Developing attunement to felt experiencing and
integrating it in therapy,‖ below.
Robin and CJ both learned something about their abilities to experience others in
an embodied way. Both also worked with the issue of differentiating their experiences of
their own personal felt-senses and feelings from those that were empathic experiences of
their clients.
[…] there‘s an identification part there like is it the you that‘s not ok, is it me that‘s not ok, I‘m not
sure, [I‘m] not ok watching you be this not ok, you know (R62), […] the few times where clients
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have gone somewhere it‘s been really disturbing in the session I‘m ok, like I hold it together but
it‘s an afterwards stuff comes rushing in for me (R63).
[B]ut then as the [Focusing guide], um figuring out, or not figuring out, but, feeling my own part
in the Focusing, like that there‘s something being taken up, I‘m taking it up in my body in being
with another person…in that way (C90).

Their experiences will be discussed more fully below in Theme 3 ―Developing
attunement to felt experiencing and integrating it into therapy‖ and Theme 4 ―Working
with intersubjectivity and enhancing interpersonal relating.‖

Theme 3: Developing attunement to felt experiencing and integrating it into
therapy.
Cultivating one‟s own felt experience as an aspect of clinical practice.
All three participants talked in some way about how participating in the group
helped them to recognize the role of their own bodily felt experiencing in their
therapeutic practice and to further develop their use of it in therapy. All participants
described attending to the flet-sense dimension of their experiencing as a way of
monitoring some aspect(s) of their therapeutic practice. While this varied in some ways
across participants, all three described attuning to their own felt experiences of clients.
This was an important aspect of connecting with clients. Further, all three indicated that
this felt experience of connection was a kind of sharing or togetherness with their clients
at the level of feelings or felt-senses.
And there‘s some feeling level that…that we have together, that is really powerful (A95).
[…] I can hold the space in session but it‘s like everything is coming into me and I feel like it‘s a
really genuine connection because I‘m there with them in their little outpost of hell (R67).
[…] I feel it on real basic levels like I said […] when the grief comes and you feel grief coming in
the room with clients […] or anybody […] you feel it rising, it‘s coming, and it comes within me
too. It‘s not you over there feeling your stuff, it‘s in me too (C101).
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Further aspects of the experience of connecting and sharing feeling with clients will be
discussed at length in Theme 4 ―Working with intersubjectivity and enriching
interpersonal relating.‖
CJ and Anna both described how participating in the group helped them to
become better able to tune into their felt experiencing in therapy. They both described
this as a way to stay grounded, relax, let go of self-consciousness, allow for more
silences, and to relate to clients in a more natural and spontaneous way.
I think in general I‘ve become more, more…better able to tune into what I‘m feeling in session
rather than just trying to figure things out intellectually, and so I can access my felt-sense about a
client more easily and then respond spontaneously from that (A52). Well, not completely
spontaneously…of course tempered and thought about, filtered (A53). […] I find myself doing
more of my own, like associating to my client‘s images or ideas they have (A55)…it‘s good
because I feel I put myself out there a little bit more with them [when] an image comes to my
mind (A56).
He when we were in session would pause and reflect and ask himself questions (C64) there would
be silence, more silences. But…friendly silences (C65)…the idea that we could just be with each
other he could kind of he could just reflect…we didn‘t need to rush in and fill all the gaps (C66).
He knew I was looking for him still and it helped him look for himself (C67) and it came from, in
some ways, our group and sort of being able to close my eyes and trust in the things that I‘m
feeling…with my clients (C68).

They both also described being attuned to the felt level of their experiencing as
helping them to become present and receptive to the immediate situation. Further, they
both described being attuned to their felt experiencing as a way to monitor the moment
by moment process of therapy sessions. CJ‘s and Anna‘s experiences in this regard will
be discussed further in Theme 4 ―Working with intersubjectivity and enriching
interpersonal relating‖ and Theme 5 ―Developing therapeutic presence.‖
Inviting clients to attend to their felt-senses.
All three participants mentioned that their experiences in the peer Focusing group
had led them to invite a client to attend to his or her felt-sense during at least one therapy
session. Anna and Robin both described an experience of being able to help a client get in
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touch with a felt-sense in a way that was therapeutically helpful. However, they also both
described having some question about how skillfully they were able to do this.
What I planned to talk about in here was her [Sandy] and how I asked her to tune into her felt
sense and how frightening it was for her (A208) and the one time she was able to tune into it we
got so many images and memories that came out of it (A209) and I want to do more of that with
her. And I‘m afraid somehow to do that (A210).
[…] she‘s really the only client that I‘ve felt comfortable doing a little preliminary Focusing with
[…] (R88) […] over the years as we were working on it, she started to talk about like I would just
invite her to attend inwardly and see if there was some kind of…um feeling or, if she could get a
sense of what that not knowing felt like […] (R90)
[S]o one time she came in and I invited her to do something like Focusing, she had all these
tremendous shifts and realizations and she was all about it (R103)…and then she came in next
time and was like ‗I didn‘t bring anything in today I wanna do what we did the last time‘ and […]
had all these expectations about how she would have an experience (R104) and I also had
expectations which weren‘t totally clear to me (R105). […] but then….you know, she‘d be like ‗I
can‘t, I don‘t know how I feel I don‘t know I don‘t know I don‘t know‘ […] (R108) It was like,
she just had to not do it, you know that was at the point which with her it was like ‗ok why don‘t
we just, you know, drop that, take a step back, get the hell outta here‘(mutual laughter) (R109).

CJ had used Focusing with clients before, but she indicated that her participation in the
group helped her to further refine her ability to do this following her own personal style
My experiences with this focusing group continue to influence my clinical work today in my sense
of confidence and trust in myself and my clients, and being able to ―let go of the book‖ more and
more (C fb).

Working with thinking and feeling: developing trust in felt experience.
As mentioned above, CJ and Anna both had experiences in the group that helped
them to learn more about their personal tendencies to inappropriately get caught up in
thinking and conceptualizing rather than being able to simultaneously be present to their
thoughts and the wider range of their bodily felt experiencing. Both of them were able to
develop the ability to ground themselves more fully in the feeling dimension of their
experience. For both, this increased their trust in themselves, their clients, their abilities
to share experiences with clients, and their abilities to trust in feeling as a way to monitor
the ongoing process of therapy.
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[A]nd it‘s that is a lot of what…Focusing is about it‘s not just about like…tapping into the
prereflective felt sen-you know, it‘s like the body, you know the body is the soul, […] (A164) you
know you‘ve done soul work, that corny phrase bay area, whatever, you know you‘ve done soul
work when the person, when you feel moved […] (A165). Like when someone has had an
encounter it doesn‘t feel like there‘s been violence done, but there has been an encounter with
something…and you feel slightly different walking out of the room (A166).
I mean not blind trust like whatever I do is fine, but (C159) […] it‘s a real trust in…what you are
being taught by the client that this is what they are evoking […] in you and that listening really
carefully to those things helps you to really meet them (C160).

It also helped both of them to learn to be more receptive and to create therapeutic
environments that invited disowned or covered-over aspects of clients‘ experiences to be
present in the therapeutic encounter. This is discussed further in Theme 5 ―Developing
therapeutic presence‖.

Theme 4: Working with intersubjectivity and enriching interpersonal relating.
Developing new ways of relating therapeutically to clients.
All three participants described ways that their experiences in the group helped
them to identify and/ or cultivate new ways of relating therapeutically to their clients.
And that‘s what I‘m doing more with my own clients lately, allowing them to take their time, and
I‘m not if I ask them a question and they don‘t respond immediately, I don‘t get embarrassed and
feel like I have to immediately like, maybe that wasn‘t like you know… I can allow them (A177).
[…] this was one of my goals for supervision I mean this whole piece about…working with clients
and pushing a little, or I don‘t know if I framed it in terms of differentiation but that‘s implicit in
my difficulty being ok with intensity (R70), but I mean that made its way into my supervision
because I knew at the outset like I need help like letting more negative stuff come up in therapy
[…] (R71)
[…] just like in our group we have each other‘s you know visceral experiencing going on, you
know in family you‘ve got that as well, it‘s it‘s it‘s bringing it literally in the room (C125). And I
don‘t know if I would have had the courage to say something like that to them [the client family]
[Researcher: To say what?] ‗This is here. I‘m feeling this way. Am I off base?‘ if we [the group]
hadn‘t been able to…and I say because I think it was important that I said that (C126).

Participants‘ experiences in this regard will be discussed further in Theme 5:
―Developing therapeutic presence‖.
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Developing empathic felt-senses and interpersonal differentiation.
Robin and CJ both described experiences that could be characterized as empathic
bodily feelings or felt-senses. They differed, however, on how well they could
differentiate their own bodily feelings or felt-senses and those that were evoked by
others, and in the way their participation in the group helped them in this regard. For
Robin, working in the group and attending Focusing-oriented therapy trainings helped her
to identify her problems with interpersonal differentiation and work toward greater clarity
in that regard.
[…] there‘s like the undifferentiation there, there‘s something about my own reaction to other
people like that‘s the point where it gets harder for me to tell like whose distress is whose? (R45).
but then they leave and you know there‘s been a few times where I‘ve had extremely…vivid
palpable somatic symptoms for like the rest of the evening […] I‘m carrying it (R68) and it‘s and
it‘s you know this classic vicarious trauma thing […] (R69).
As for the second [theme in my situated structure], this too continues to be an active space of
development. I am finding different places in my body sense from which I can listen which
provide me with more distance, without breaking contact (R fb).

CJ, on the other hand, described her experiences in group as helping her to continue to
refine and trust in her ability to recognize and differentiate her own personal feelings and
felt-senses from those evoked in her by others.
I‘m still witnessing…on a bodily level and if I listen really closely to what I‘m feeling, you know
what my body is saying, I‘m able to…meet them where they are. And sense where they wanna go
[…] (C75).
[Focusing] helps me get good questions is a really general sense, you know if there‘s something
that‘s sticking me […] or there‘s something that‘s coming for me I‘m able to sort of find it and say
―is this how you‘re feeling?‖ You know, I‘m getting this, is that what‘s going on for you? (C145).

Engaging with the intersubjective field in therapy.
Both Anna and CJ found that their experiences in the group helped them to
deepen their abilities to engage with clients at a shared experiential level. They both
described a mutually transformative participation between themselves and their clients
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that in some way transcended each individual. This also involved some kind of sharing at
the level of feeling or felt-sensing.
[…] it‘s like we go somewhere in our sessions together (A74).
And there‘s some feeling level that…that we have together, that is really powerful (A95).
And even moreso because language doesn‘t get in the way, concepts don‘t get in the way, history
doesn‘t get in the way as much, which is language […] (A255) [Researcher: and you can feel it,
right?] yeah, and if you can share that with another person (A256) […] It‘s like when I was talking
about leaving the therapy room and things feeling shifted…it‘s because we went into that [shared
imaginal] space (A263).
We found the wall (C44), we created the wall (C45), we welcomed the wall (C46) […] and I sat
with him and I felt myself on the other side of the wall. I felt the wall, I felt the texture of the wall
[…] it was red brick, high, solid masonry (C49), and he invited me to see it and to feel it (C50),
and I felt it in my own body (C51). And…for awhile he was so sick and he was feeling so
bad…we talked to each other from other sides of the wall, like our backs pressed up against this
wall (A52) and talked to each other bridging this loneliness for a little while […] (C53).
And, that […] is essential for me to be a good clinician. If I in some ways am not able to feel that
rising or get […] an idea of what I‘m holding of what‘s being held in the room, what‘s being
invited, what is needed, you know whatever those may like whether it‘s anger, whether it‘s grief,
whether it‘s frustration, you know all of those things we have access to and that that provide so
much good information (C102). And it‘s shared (C103).

Theme 5: Developing therapeutic presence.
Working with one‟s own anxiety and developing trust.
All three participants discussed some way that working in the group helped them
to notice their own anxiety and how it impacted their therapeutic presence. One aspect of
this that all three participants shared was recognizing how their anxieties and self- or
other-imposed performance pressures have led them to have inappropriate expectations or
an overzealous agenda to help on some occasions. This prevented each of them from
being able to be fully present in some clinical situations.
[A]nd there‘s something about how I am with that woman that I was talking about with the tea
party like, where I‘m not coming from that space, I‘m trying to fix her, I‘m trying to help her, I‘m
trying to (A269) and she‘s asking me to help her and she‘s kind of being like this with me (A270),
so there‘s this whole dynamic there (A270).
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[…] I feel like I‘m guarding against a certain range of experiences of them toward me implicitly in
how I am (R75)
[…] there‘s the my fear about not being able to really hold the space if they drop into something
and be able to keep my own wits about me you know help them help them close things up well
(R77).
I felt like I couldn‘t reach her ‗cause I was trying to…I was self-conscious and I wanted to make
sure I was doing it the right way (C10).
[…] we don‘t even know that we‘re expecting anything of ourselves until we just put things down
and just put the book down you know and just start to just be with each other (C99).

As we have seen in previous themes, Anna and CJ both discussed how working in
the group helped them to develop their abilities to ground themselves in their bodily felt
experience and to have greater trust in the feeling dimension of their experiences. This
led them to have greater trust in themselves, their clients, and the therapy process, and to
let go of their anxieties and be present and receptive in clinical situations.
It‘s like a trust that […] I know what I should do (A181), I mean of course things are never clear
cut, but I know more so what I should do that less so, you know? (A182) […] and so
clients…most of the time know, they don‘t have to rely on the therapist to call them on something
or even try to figure out like yes, the client, the therapist can help them point out the patterns and
stuff and the triangular connections between the present day person, the childhood person, and that
sort of thing (A186), and that‘s important, but that‘s not all of therapy […] (A187).
The times that I have been the most anxious and even panicked in my clinical work have been
times when I have been caught up in thinking and unable to allow myself to feel what is going on
in the room (Cfb)
[A]nd in those moments with each other, leaning against this wall, and we really feeling the wall
and him too, just we felt like we‘d done something together like we were we had shared
something (C60), and it really had deepened our trust, his trust in me (C61) and me the trust in
this intelligence and wisdom as to the things he needs (C62).

For CJ, this also included helping her take an approach to learning family therapy that
honored her use of her felt experience as a fundamental aspect of her clinical style.
I know things, I have to trust myself and I have to trust myself differently (C209) I have to learn
how to do [family therapy] differently […] I have to find a way […] (C210).
Using Focusing helped make my family therapy practicum be one of the most powerful training
experiences I have ever had (Cfb).
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Cultivating receptivity to what is: inviting in the deeper being of the client.
CJ and Anna both described how their experiences in the group, and in CJ‘s case,
her long term Focusing practice, helped them to cultivate a more receptive therapeutic
presence. Both of them described this as a key intervention in itself because of how
unusual it in our culture for people to relate to each other in a patient and welcoming
way.
Yeah, and I think Focusing has helped me slow down (A146) and […] my supervisor talks to me
about really um...allowing the psyche to take its time and that the psyche has its own schedule, and
it‘s the same thing with Focusing ‗cause […] Focusing is the psyche I mean this the felt-sense is
the psyche in part (A147) and…I mean so much of therapy is about slowness and that‘s sort of the
remedy to what ails us in the outside world (A148) I mean, ‗cause so much of the suffering,
suffering today at least is about the fast paced-ness (A149) and the trying to make sense of things
rationally (A150) be efficient as possible (A151) have answers for everything and (A152)
Focusing is like…just moment to moment sort of arisings (A153).
[J]ust being able to let go and allow and ALLOW. And that‘s that feeling of gentleness and
patience and welcoming and allowing whatever is to BE (C97). That way of being with yourself
and with other people is so unfamiliar to us, typically (C98).

Further, both CJ and Anna indicated that this kind of receptive therapeutic presence
invites in the rejected, disowned, ignored, or otherwise unknown aspects of the client‘s
being that are typically covered over in day to day life and ordinary social relationships.
Blessing and benediction [Anna‘s words], as you say, imply a ―spiritual frame of
reference‖[quoted from the researcher‘s interpretation] and there does seem to be something that
happens in Focusing that is tapping into the ―invisibles‖ that are always with us but rarely are
accorded center stage…an acknowledgement of the presences that are more than ego, narrative, or
memory; an acknowledgement and a way of comporting ourselves toward the ineffable. […]
Blessing and benediction […] [are] about comporting myself in such a way, not only toward the
client‘s psychological life, but also toward her deeper being, which is in a sense ―in‖ her but also
in the room and felt almost as a presence of its own. And we both greet that presence, visit and
dwell with it, at least for a little while (Afb).
Yeah, I mean it‘s really just about an openness a cultivated openness to what is (C187) and the
only way those things of what is and what‘s there and present and sort of manifesting all the time,
the ‗more‘ stuff is gonna come is if it has some kind of invitation (C188) […] And how just that
alone, that saying it‘s ok, come, what‘s here […] that is the […] cultivation of receptivity (C190).
[W]e carry this stuff within us but […] there‘s no admittance for so much of it (C195), and how
much does that stuff haunt us or how much does it sort of […] become cancerous at some level
that […] stuff that we say ‗you don‘t get to come‘ but‘s there anyway (C196).
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Both CJ and Anna thought that improvements in their abilities to embody such receptive
therapeutic presences enhanced their clinical expertise.
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Chapter 7: Explication of the Researcher’s Approach
Introduction to the Reflexive Explication of the Researcher’s Approach
As the reader will recall from the description of the method for the present study,
the reflexive explication of the researcher‘s approach to the research phenomenon is an
important methodological step in a phenomenological study (Walsh, 2004). It is designed
to help the researcher become aware of his or her presuppositions, assumptions, and other
implicit meaningful orientations to the research phenomenon. It also serves to help the
reader contextualize the research findings in light of the researcher‘s perspective. The
reader may refer to Chapter 3: Method for a full description of the theoretical basis and
the reflexive processes followed in the present study.
In reflexively explicating my own approach to the research phenomenon, I have
chosen to organize it thematically, similarly to the situated structural descriptions and the
general structure. The thematic structure of the explication was derived from the a priori
reflexive document I created before conducting the research interviews. The full
explication of my approach was constructed by breaking the a priori document into
separate ideas, then reviewing the situated structural descriptions, general structure,
participant feedback, and my research journals looking for resonances, disconfirmations,
and changes in those ideas over the course of the research process. My research journals
include all of my own personal notes and thoughts about the research, and date back from
the time when I was first preparing the dissertation proposal. They were comprised of
seven full notebooks, a two-hour audio recording of myself discussing the impact of the
group on my own clinical development, and several multiple-page word processing files.
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Quotations in this section are followed by a number in parentheses. This number
signifies the particular idea from the a priori reflexive document being quoted. The a
priori reflexive document in its entirety and the table with it broken into separate ideas
are both located in Appendix C.
Reflexive explication of the researcher’s approach: Outline
Valuing the peer Focusing group personally and professionally.
Looking for ways to integrate experiential practices and personal development in
training.
Valuing the cultivation of therapeutic presence in training.
Wondering about the potential for quasi therapeutic peer relationships in training.
Issues and struggles in the research process.
Conclusion.

Valuing the peer Focusing group.
Looking through my a priori reflexive document, I saw many instances of my
own personal valuing of the peer Focusing group. This personal valuing influenced my
interest in studying the group, my expectations and hopes for the study, and my sense of
the motivations I had that might predispose me to act defensively in the face of
disconfirming data. Importantly, my valuing of the group was intertwined with my
understanding of how the group functioned, including seeing how it was of value to the
other participants and how it might be of potential value to others.
Focusing used between peers provides the opportunity to develop attention and presence skills
while simultaneously facilitating one‘s own healing and that of a peer. In my view, the greater
transparency possible in the peer relationship makes it a great opportunity for learning as well as
providing real support during the training years. I think this could be very beneficial, but it also
carries real risk due to the intimacy of the process (3).
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I am also specifically interested in how this particular peer focusing group affected the clinical
development of the specific students involved. I‘d like to know more about whether our group was
successful in helping to facilitate our clinical development, as that was a key part of the goal in
creating it (7).
My expectations are that focusing in the context of the focusing group will have had a
significantly helpful impact on the development of at least one aspect of each participant‘s clinical
expertise (8).
My expectations also include some sense that each participant will be able to describe in some
ways the limitations of the peer focusing context and also perhaps the focusing practice itself on
influencing their clinical expertise (9).
I value focusing and I have had the personal experience that focusing practice has been very
helpful to me and to the other participants in the focusing group, and if any of the participants say
that it hasn‘t been helpful to them—in the sense of focusing being neutral/ineffective, that will be
difficult for me to take. However, I would also find that to be deeply interesting because it goes
against my sense of what will happen, and that would ―spice up‖ the findings (15).

One key dimension of my approach to the study included an understanding that I may
have found out that my sense of the group‘s clinical value to the other participants was in
some way mistaken. This was connected with a real concern for the safety of any students
participating in groups like this.
I am interested in how experiential practices like focusing can be used in training contexts, and
how best to use such practices for the greatest safety and benefit of the students (and their clients).
As such, I am curious about the specific positive or negative ways that focusing as an experiential
practice done in a peer relationship context has influenced—or not—each participants‘ clinical
development (1).

In reviewing the findings and my research notebooks in light of this idea, I feel
confident that I took these issues seriously. While there were many ways that
participants‘ accounts were resonant with my own understanding of the phenomenon, I
spent a significant amount of time and effort to try to understand each participant‘s
account on its own terms. I worked hard to create interpretations that were faithful to
participants‘ accounts and that were based only on the data. CJ and Robin found my
drafts of their situated structural descriptions to be very faithful and resonant. Anna felt I
did not interpret of one of the themes of her situated structural description in a way that
was strongly resonant for her. In conversation with her, I felt her concerns were
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warranted, and I revised that section by returning to the data and incorporating her
feedback.
I also am confident that I was able to honor the limitations of the group and the
aspects of participants‘ experiences that were contrary to my expectations. Most notably,
I was in some ways surprised by Robin‘s account. She did not describe finding clinical
value in working with her own psychological material. She also did not describe using
the Focusing group to improve her therapeutic skills directly. This was strongly
disconfirming of my pre-understanding of the value and function of the group as being a
key site of clinically relevant support, healing, and skills development for everyone
involved.
Looking for ways to integrate experiential practices and personal
development in training.
In reviewing my a priori document, I found several instances of my belief that
experiential practices and personal psychological development should be integrated into
professional psychology training. This belief strongly influenced my interest in creating
the study, and I was concerned that it might predispose me to overlook disconfirming
findings. As in the previous theme, however, my knowledge of how experiential practices
work and how personal psychological development occurs led me to temper my interest
with a genuine concern for student safety.
I am interested in how experiential practices like focusing can be used in training contexts, and
how best to use such practices for the greatest safety and benefit of the students (and their clients)
(1).
I think this is important because I view psychotherapy and other similar clinical practices as
requiring the ability to embody a specific kind of healing presence and attention that is cultivated
primarily through experiential practices (2).
I am interested in how working with one‘s own psychological development impacts one‘s clinical
development. I am curious to see how this is—or isn‘t—described in participants‘ accounts (4).
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This interest involves a belief that one must work with one‘s own psychological development in
order to develop clinically and to be an ethical practitioner. As such, I am interested in focusing in
particular because it is an experiential practice that trains both attentional/presence skills and
qualities as well as directly developing the practitioner‘s psychological position (5).
I very much would like to advocate for experiential practices that are therapeutic or quasi
therapeutic to be used in training, so it will be difficult to take it if I discover something in one of
the participants‘ accounts that indicates that such an approach would be contraindicated because it
is harmful. However, I understand very clearly that Focusing practice could be dangerous without
certain kinds of safety structures in place, so I would hope that I would be able to use that as good
information that would inform me (and others) about how NOT to structure such groups (16).

In reviewing the findings, participant feedback, and my research journals in light
of this theme, I found that I have not significantly changed my belief in the importance of
integrating experiential practices and personal psychological development into training.
My concern for student safety has also not been significantly impacted by doing this
study. In light of the challenges of the process, particularly for Anna and Robin, I
continue to believe that the way these dimensions of training are structured is of the
utmost importance for their ethical use as well as their effectiveness.
Valuing the cultivation of therapeutic presence in training.
In the a priori document, I found that my interest in creating this study was
strongly influenced by my valuing of the cultivation of therapeutic presence in graduate
training.
I think this is important because I view psychotherapy and other similar clinical practices as
requiring the ability to embody a specific kind of healing presence and attention that is cultivated
primarily through experiential practices (2).
Focusing used between peers provides the opportunity to develop attention and presence skills
while simultaneously facilitating one‘s own healing and that of a peer (3).
As such, I am interested in focusing in particular because it is an experiential practice that trains
both attentional/presence skills and qualities as well as directly developing the practitioner‘s
psychological position (5).

In reviewing the findings in light of this idea, it is important to note that therapeutic
presence is the only specific clinical concept that was shared across all participants. In
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reviewing my research notebooks, I found many instances where I spent significant time
reading about therapeutic presence and writing about the materials I was reading.
Therapeutic presence has been a key interest for me since before I began my clinical
training, in a large part because of my many years of doing experiential work in
meditation, yoga, and Focusing.
I assumed that participating in the peer Focusing group would help all participants
develop greater therapeutic presence in a direct way. Robin did not describe that,
however, and that was part of my surprise regarding her account. This has led me to
change my view that simply engaging in experiential practices will be transformative for
or directly transferrable to clinical practice. For achieving the goal of developing
therapeutic presence in training, I now am interested in exploring how various different
kinds of curricular structures might facilitate this kind of experiential learning.
Valuing the potential for quasi-therapeutic peer relationships in training.
Another key interest in creating this study was the value I saw in the potential for
quasi-therapeutic peer relationships to be an important aspect of training.
Focusing used between peers provides the opportunity to develop attention and presence skills
while simultaneously facilitating one‘s own healing and that of a peer. In my view, the greater
transparency possible in the peer relationship makes it a great opportunity for learning as well as
providing real support during the training years. I think this could be very beneficial, but it also
carries real risk due to the intimacy of the process (3).
Going back and forth between guiding and Focusing sort of breaks down the therapist/client
distinction in that one practices being in both roles equally—and I‘m curious about the effects of
that on clinical development (6).

Reviewing the findings, feedback, and my research notebooks in light of this idea, I see
that my assumptions going into the study were based on my experiences of my Focusing
partnership with CJ. Our partnership experience involved both of us valuing the Focuser
and guide roles as important aspects of our clinical development. The therapeutic
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mutuality of going back and forth between holding and being held by the other was a
profound experience that was healing for both of us. Anna and Robin‘s Focusing
partnership did not work in quite the same way. Nonetheless, they both strongly valued
the experience of Focusing in the group and developing a therapeutic component to their
relationship. Based on this, I am still interested in the role that therapeutic or quasitherapeutic peer relationships could have in training, but I have many further questions
about how they might—or might not—work.
Issues and struggles in the research process.
In reviewing my a priori document, I found that many of my fears regarding the
study hinged on concerns I had about the research design and the process of doing the
research.
My fears are that I will have difficulty being able to explicate participants‘ accounts clearly and in
a way that does each of them justice (12).
While I am not specifically fearful that focusing and/or the focusing group context will not have
some significant positive impact on one or more of the participants, I am somewhat fearful that the
data generation procedures I have created will not elucidate the phenomenon well enough. I am
fearful that the findings I produce will have a mediocre, ―so what‖ quality that will not be of any
contribution to the field (13).
I am fearful that the small number of participants in this study will severely limit the variation in
findings and as such will not be very useful. I am fearful that the findings will not be respected by
people find the small n of the study to be an egregious limitation (14).

In reviewing the findings, feedback, and my research documents in light of these ideas, I
think that several of these fears were warranted. I genuinely struggled with finding a way
to explicate participants‘ accounts clearly, and this took the bulk of my dissertation
writing time. It was quite difficult.
Regarding the data generation procedures, I think they worked well enough, but if
I were to design another study, I would do it differently. I would like to have done two
interviews for each participant, and have the second interview scheduled after breaking
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the initial account into themes. There are a number of questions I would have liked to ask
each participant after delving into their accounts, and the feedback sessions were not
structured to accommodate that process.
I also found that the parallel quality of Anna and Robin‘s accounts led me to wish
strongly that I had found a way to include my own data somehow into the study. Both CJ
and I felt that my voice and my experience of the group were missing. I wonder how
including my experience would have influenced the findings. This feeds into the concern
I had about the small number of participants in the study, which I still think is a key
limitation. While I think my fear that the small number of participants would dramatically
limit variation was unwarranted, I wonder if the addition of my account might have
increased some resonance that would have expanded the findings of the general structure.
Lastly, in reviewing my a priori document, I found that I was concerned that my
own insecurities might motivate me to respond defensively to disconfirming data.
At a more basic level, I want very much for my work and my interests in practices like focusing
and the personal psychological development of clinical students to be respected in the field. As
such, I might be tempted to inflate the significance of what is present so that it validates my
interest in this topic. At one level, I believe I will be able to see anything each participant might
say could be interesting and fruitful; on another I know that I would like to see the process be
helpful. I have a deep commitment to scientific integrity, and I hope that this serves as a strong
enough counterbalance that I will be able to admit things that I find hard to deal with because they
play on my fears (17).

Interestingly, in reviewing the findings, feedback, and my research journal in light of
these ideas, I found that I was much more aggressive in looking for limitations and
disconfirming data than I would have imagined. I took a somewhat ruthless attitude
toward myself and my interpretations of participants‘ data. This led in part to some of the
greatest struggles in creating the situated structural descriptions. I was especially careful
to substantiate every claim meticulously and interpret every nuance and detail
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exhaustively. This was a difficult process, and I believe I was able to uphold my
commitment to scientific integrity.
Summary.
Overall, I believe the various reflexive procedures I followed in the present study
helped me to carefully examine my approach to how the peer Focusing group experience
influenced participants‘ senses of their developing clinical expertise. The research
process itself, including the reflexive components, transformed some of my
preconceptions and assumptions about the phenomenon into new, or in some cases, more
nuanced, understandings. I also think that the explication of my approach will be helpful
to readers who wish to understand the context within which this study was designed and
executed.
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Chapter 8: Discussion
Introduction to the Discussion
As we have seen in the participants‘ situated structural descriptions and the
general structure, participants viewed the peer Focusing group experience as influencing
their developing clinical expertise in several important ways. In this chapter, I relate the
general findings to selected work discussed in the literature review, discuss the
limitations of the present study, and suggest directions for future research. It is important
to note that some of the individual nuances of participants‘ experiences that might be of
interest to some readers are unfortunately not addressed in this discussion. These most
notably include the ―sacred‖ quality of Anna‘s developing therapeutic presence, and CJ‘s
experience of the intimacy of ―witnessing in the way of feeling.‖ I recommend that
readers with an in-depth interest in these topics or in individual differences in training
study the situated structural descriptions.
Regarding the relationships between the general findings and the literature, there
are four main sections. In the first section, I discuss the findings in relation to the general
concepts of personal professional development (PPD) (Walsh & Shapiro, 1998) and
professional development (PD) (Elman, Illfelder-Kaye, & Robiner, 2005). The second
section explores how the findings relate to the development of specific therapeutic skills.
This includes some specific competencies of clinical expertise (APA, 2006) and
therapeutic presence (Geller & Greenberg, 2012). The third section explores how
participants‘ experiences in the peer Focusing group relate to the literature on
mindfulness training as an integrated aspect of graduate training programs (Campbell &
Christopher, in press; Christopher & Maris, 2010; Kurash & Schaul, 2006). The fourth
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section explores the implications of the findings for models of training and curriculum
development. It draws on insights from the literatures on personal professional
development (Gillmer & Marckus, 2003; Loewenthal & Snell, 2006) and mindfulness
training (Campbell & Christopher, in press; Christopher & Maris, 2010; Kurash &
Schaul, 2006). This includes a discussion of faculty preparation, curriculum
considerations, and boundary concerns.

Personal Professional Development and Professional Development
In the literature review, I argued that it is important to understand and
acknowledge that the domains of psychologists‘ personal psychological characteristics
and their professional competence are fundamentally intertwined. As we saw, in the
United Kingdom, this fundamental intertwining is comprehensively conceptualized in
both training and professional contexts as personal professional development (PPD)
(Walsh & Scaife, 1998). As defined by Walsh and Scaife, PPD understands students‘ life
histories, personal qualities and experiences to be the ―context‖ within which students
learn ―about psychological methods, approaches, and techniques‖ (p. 21). These personal
characteristics are seen as neither positive nor negative in themselves, but as important
areas for reflection in the process of learning and developing across the career lifespan. In
this view, ―[c]ontinuing effort to develop understanding of personal qualities and
experiences as they affect and are affected by the work is seen as central to a model of
good clinical practice‖ (p. 21) and, as such, personal growth functions instrumentally to
make trainees better clinical psychologists.
The findings from the present study show that the peer Focusing group experience
provided all of the participants with a method and a setting within which they could
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cultivate their own personal professional development. In the group, all of the
participants explored aspects of themselves as individuals that were implicated in their
development as clinicians. The specifics varied across the participants in some ways, but
included such personal characteristics as particular fears and anxieties (that may or may
not have had childhood roots), implicit expectations and helping agendas, selfconsciousness and pressure regarding clinical performance, defensive patterns, and
patterns of interpersonal relating. Also included were the processes of developing
attunement to and trust in the felt-sense level of experiencing, noticing and overcoming
exclusive reliance on thinking, and cultivating the ability to be receptive and present in
the moment with self and others.
All three participants framed the personal material that they encountered in the
group as facilitating important professional reflections that led to important changes in
their therapeutic work. These changes happened both in terms of participants‘
professional identities or understandings of their professional roles, and in terms of their
in-session behavior. For CJ and Anna in particular, their participation in the group helped
them to grow as persons and develop greater trust in themselves as clinicians while they
directly cultivated their skills and ways of being in therapeutic encounters. For Robin,
her group experiences helped her identify key areas of needed personal and professional
growth.
These same findings can also be understood as promoting students‘ professional
development (PD) as defined by Elman, Illfelder-Kaye, and Robiner (2005). From this
perspective, participants‘ work with personal experiences in the group helped them to
develop ―internal‖ PD competencies such as ―clarifying objectives,‖ ―crystallizing
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professional identity,‖ and ―increasing self-awareness and confidence‖ (p. 368).
Additionally, work with personal experiences helped sharpen skills in ―reflecting and
judgment‖ (p. 368) regarding their performance as clinicians. Participants‘ explorations
of their interpersonal relating and abilities to embody therapeutic presence also addressed
the ―social/contextual dimension‖ of PD by ―enhancing interpersonal aspects‖ of their
professional work (p. 368).
Cultivating Specific Skills: Clinical Expertise and Therapeutic Presence
Clinical expertise.
In the literature review, I discussed the APA‘s definition of clinical expertise as
an aspect of the evidence-based practice of psychology (APA, 2006). This definition
broadly understands clinical expertise to comprise competencies that enable clinicians to
identify and integrate:
…the best research evidence with clinical data (e.g., information about the patient obtained over
the course of treatment) in the contexts of the patient‘s characteristics and preferences [in order] to
deliver services that have the highest probability of achieving the goals of therapy (p. 275).

From their list of seven competencies of clinical expertise (for the complete list, see
Table 1), I highlighted one as being particularly dependent upon clinicians‘ personal
development of self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care. This was: ―d) continuing to
self-reflect and acquire professional skills.‖ After interpreting the protocols, I found two
other areas of clinical expertise that were impacted by students‘ participation in the
group. These were: ―b) making clinical decisions, implementing treatments, and
monitoring patient progress‖ and ―c) possessing and using interpersonal expertise,
including the formation of therapeutic alliances.‖ As the latter is the most overarching
and the most related to personal professional development, I will discuss it first.
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Self-reflection and the acquisition of professional skills.
Competency d), ―continuing to self-reflect and acquire professional skills‖ is the
clinical expertise competency that most comprehensively addresses the role of clinician
self-reflection, self-assessment, and self-care in clinical practice. This competency
involves ―the ability to reflect on one‘s own experience, knowledge, hypotheses,
inferences, emotional reactions, and behaviors and to use that information to modify
one‘s practices accordingly‖ (p. 277). It also involves having ―an awareness of the limits
of one‘s knowledge and skills as well as a recognition of the heuristics and biases (both
cognitive and affective) that can affect clinical judgment‖ (p. 277). Lastly, it includes the
―continual incorporation of new knowledge and skills‖ (p. 277) derived from wide
variety of sources. In my view, the findings demonstrated a variety of ways that
participation in the group enhanced students‘ competencies in these domains.
In particular, the personal and professional learning discussed in the last section
clearly demonstrates participants‘ use of the peer Focusing group experience to develop
professionally relevant self-reflection. This was most notably the case in terms of
reflecting on ―experience,‖ ―emotional reactions‖ and ―behaviors.‖ However, to the
extent that participants revised their understanding of their therapeutic roles, this also
included reflecting on their knowledge. Further, all three worked with some particular
form of bias that interfered with clinical judgment—for CJ and Anna this was cognitive,
and for Robin, it was affective.
All three also described actively modifying their clinical work on the basis of
these reflections. In CJ and Anna‘s case, they both directly developed their clinical skills
through the reflective process of participating in Focusing practice in the group, which
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then led to shifts in the way they practiced. On the basis of her group experiences, Robin
self-assessed some key limitations in her therapeutic skills. She then created specific
supervisory goals and sought further Focusing-oriented therapy training to actively
develop them further. CJ chose to modify her approach to learning family therapy on the
basis of her experiences in the group, which she saw as enhancing her ability to integrate
this new set of skills into her existing therapeutic style. Both CJ and Robin indicated that
Focusing was an important aspect of their theoretical orientations and that the insights
they developed in the group continued to affect their clinical development two years after
their initial interviews. In this way, it had lasting effects for at least two members.
Implementing treatment.
As we have seen, students‘ learning in the group positively influenced their actual
clinical work. In this way, participation in the group enhanced students‘ competencies in
the domain of treatment implementation. According to the APA, clinical expertise
competency b), ―making clinical decisions, implementing treatments, and monitoring
patient progress‖ addresses the ―skillful and flexible delivery of treatment‖ (2006, p.
276). Here, skill is understood as both proficiency in delivering interventions and the
ability to adapt treatment to individual clients. Flexibility is understood as ―tact, timing,
pacing, and framing of interventions; maintaining an effective balance between
consistency of interventions and responsiveness to patient feedback; and attention to
acknowledged and unacknowledged meanings, beliefs, and emotions‖ (p. 276). This
competency also includes monitoring the client‘s progress and changing life situation for
evidence that the therapy is proceeding adequately and that therapeutic goals remain
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relevant. If not, clinicians are required to actively identify and change the problematic
aspects of the therapy, up to transferring the client, if necessary.
Each participant articulated ways that their participation in the group influenced
her competencies in terms of their skill and flexibility in providing treatment. In terms of
influencing the use of specific interventions related to the technique of Focusing practice
itself, CJ found that her group experiences helped her to deepen and refine her preexisting ability to use the practice with clients. She also described the group experience
as helping her to successfully go into new territory by thematizing her own felt-senses
with clients as an intervention. Both Robin and Anna talked about transferring some of
their learning of Focusing practice into their clinical work by making some initial
attempts to invite clients to attend to felt-senses in therapy. They both had some success
with this as well as some developmentally appropriate awkwardness and caution. The
difficulties were more pronounced in Anna‘s case. Anna also reported the most
difficulties with learning to guide Focusing in the group, and did not feel she had a good
grasp of how to guide at the time of our interview. I think it is likely that Robin, and
perhaps most especially, Anna, would have felt more comfortable trying Focusing related
interventions in their clinical work had the group been supported by official training,
supervision, theoretical work, and/or more formal experiential learning practices (e.g.
journaling).
CJ and Anna both described cultivating the ability to be receptive and present, and
saw this as the development of greater therapeutic skill, flexibility, and attunement to
client progress. CJ and Anna viewed their greater receptivity and presence as an
important intervention because it created a therapeutic atmosphere and relationship that
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was patient, welcoming, and different from ordinary social relating. This was implicated
in helping them to connect more effectively with clients and to individualize treatment.
The development of this receptivity and presence also helped CJ and Anna to
have greater trust in themselves such that they became more flexible in their therapeutic
work. One area of flexibility involved being able to let go of feeling self-conscious and to
slow down, tolerate greater ambiguity and silences, and to generally relate to clients in a
more natural and spontaneous way. Another area of flexibility involved their abilities to
ground themselves in their felt experiencing. This allowed them to attune to the felt-sense
dimension of the therapeutic encounter and to allow that awareness to contribute to
guiding and assessing the process of therapy. This counteracted both of their difficulties
with being inappropriately focused on their own expectations or helping agendas and
getting caught up in cognitively figuring out what to do. CJ and Anna both felt that
working in this way allowed them to engage with clients in an intimate, shared
intersubjective encounter that invited clients‘ acknowledged and unacknowledged
meanings to come forward and be addressed in the therapeutic work.
Interpersonal expertise.
Participation in the group helped participants to reflect on and further develop
clinically relevant dimensions of their patterns of interpersonal relating. In this sense, it
helped them to develop the competency of interpersonal expertise. According to the
APA, competency c), ―possessing and using interpersonal expertise, including the
formation of therapeutic alliances,‖ addresses the area of interpersonal skill and the
creation and maintenance of effective therapeutic relationships (2006, p. 284). This
includes ―forming a therapeutic relationship, encoding and decoding verbal and
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nonverbal responses, creating realistic but positive expectations, and responding
empathically to the to the patient‘s explicit and implicit experiences and concerns‖ (p.
277). Interpersonal expertise also includes being able to ―challenge patients in a
supportive atmosphere that fosters exploration, openness, and change‖ (p. 277).
As we saw above, CJ and Anna‘s cultivation of greater receptivity and therapeutic
presence directly impacted their abilities to create, develop, and maintain therapeutic
alliances. Their attunement to the felt-sense level of the therapeutic encounter also
specifically helped them to understand clients‘ verbal and nonverbal communication and
to respond empathically to their clients‘ explicit and implicit experiences and concerns.
In turn, this created a supportive atmosphere that fostered exploration, openness, and
change. In Anna‘s case, she also discussed how not being able to maintain her
receptivity, therapeutic presence, and attunement to the felt-sense level negatively
impacted her ability to create a more effective therapeutic alliance with one of her clients.
In this way, the group experience helped her self-assess one of her therapeutic
limitations.
CJ and Robin both discussed their participation in the group as directly
contributing to the development of their empathic relating to clients. For both, this
included working directly with empathic felt-senses, and in CJ‘s case, being able to
thematize her empathic felt-senses of clients as a therapeutic intervention. Robin and CJ
also both worked on their abilities to differentiate between self and other at the felt-sense
level. In CJ‘s case, this largely involved refining her skills and deepening her trust in her
empathic abilities. With Robin, who had considerably less experience with both therapy
and Focusing, it involved discovering some difficulty with interpersonal differentiation at
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the felt-sense level, particularly in moments of shared distress. She self-assessed this as
an important impediment to her ability to create therapeutic relationships that welcomed
the full range of clients‘ experiences, and actively addressed this in her clinical work.
Therapeutic presence.
As we have seen, therapeutic presence was a key area of clinical development for
each participant, although most pronounced for Anna and CJ. Therapeutic presence and
related concepts (e.g. congruence) have most explicitly been discussed and valued in
humanistic and existential psychology literature (Bugental, 1978; Campbell &
Christopher, in press; Geller & Greenberg, 2012; May, 1983; Rogers, 1961; Welwood,
2000), but other traditions, such as certain branches of psychoanalysis, recognize its
importance as well (Geller & Greenberg, 2012; Kurash & Schaul, 2006). Therapeutic
presence addresses the quality of the awareness and participation of the therapist in the
therapeutic encounter, and involves the specific ability to attend to a wide range of
intrapersonal and intersubjective phenomena simultaneously. According to Geller and
Greenberg (2012), therapeutic presence can be defined as:
… the state of having one‘s whole self in the encounter with a client by being completely in the
moment on a multiplicity of levels—physically, emotionally, cognitively, and spiritually.
Therapeutic presence involves being in contact with one‘s integrated and healthy self, while being
open and receptive to what is poignant in the moment and immersed in it, with a larger sense of
spaciousness and expansion of awareness and perception. This grounded, immersed, and expanded
awareness occurs with the intention of being with and for the client, in service of his or her healing
process. The inner receptive state involves a complete openness to the client‘s multidimensional
internal world, including bodily and verbal expression, as well as openness to the therapist‘s own
bodily experience of the moment in order to access the knowledge, professional skill, and wisdom
embodied within. Being fully present then allows for an attuned responsiveness that is based on a
kinesthetic or emotional sensing of the other‘s affect and experience as well as one‘s own intuition
and skill and the relationship between them (p. 7).

All three participants described ways that their participation in the group helped
them to notice specific anxieties and cognitive (CJ and Anna) or affective (Robin) biases
that negatively impacted their abilities to be present in this rich and spacious way. As we
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have seen, Anna and CJ specifically described ways that their participation in the group
helped them to become more physically and emotionally present, and in Anna‘s case,
more spiritually present, as well. For both, this involved a lessening or relaxing of tight
cognitive focus that allowed for the other dimensions to be included in awareness. CJ and
Anna both described being able to embody a profoundly receptive stance toward their
clients‘ presences and wisdom, as well as toward themselves and their therapeutic
insights. This receptivity manifested in part through their attunement to their felt
experiencing, which they both used as an important basis for their responsiveness to their
clients and their ongoing assessment of the interpersonal and psychodynamic
developments occurring in the therapeutic encounter.
Finding ways to cultivate therapeutic presence in training settings is very
challenging (Campbell & Christopher, in press). I think that the findings of the present
study indicate that Focusing could be a very helpful practice for programs that would like
to integrate official training in therapeutic presence into their curricula. One important
consideration in this regard, however, involves helping students to tailor the experience to
their particular issues with developing this skill.
For example, Robin did not describe her experiences in the Focusing group as
directly cultivating her therapeutic presence, and I found this to be surprising. However,
it appears that Robin had difficulties with therapeutic presence that were in some ways
quite different from the issues that CJ and Anna described. It is important to note that
Robin described having a very strong ability to connect with clients at the level of felt
experiencing, and she struggled with differentiating herself from them at this level,
particularly in moments of clients‘ distress. She described this as resulting in vicarious
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trauma experiences in her clinical work. In this sense, Robin needed help learning how to
remain connected with others while strengthening her experience of herself as an
individual, whereas CJ and Anna described feeling disconnected from others by being
caught up in their thoughts.
The contrast between different participants‘ issues in the area of developing
therapeutic presence highlights the importance of considering how different students‘
needs can be met when using experiential practices like Focusing in training settings. Had
there been more institutionalized support of our group, Robin might have been helped to
articulate goals for her work in the group that would have helped her use the group more
directly to cultivate the needed differentiation in her presence skills. Even without this
help, however, Robin‘s experiences in the group and her participation in Focusingoriented therapy training did help to develop her understanding of this issue. She also
indicated that further work with Focusing in her therapeutic work beyond the group has
helped her to develop greater differentiation in clinical encounters while still remaining
connected to and present with clients. So, even though the group experience may not
have optimally helped Robin to develop her therapeutic presence, it was still importantly
and lastingly impactful.
Specific Methods for Self-Reflective Practice in Training: Mindfulness
As discussed in the literature review, mindfulness training appears to be the most
commonly used practice in the United States for cultivating self-care skills (Campbell &
Christopher, in press; Christopher & Maris, 2010). It has also been used more
comprehensively. In the master‘s program in counseling at Montana State University,
mindfulness training is integrated into a required course on ―Mind/Body Medicine and
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the Art of Self-Care,‖ which trains students in self-care and helps students integrate
mind-body medicine theory and research into their counseling (Christopher & Maris,
2010). Mindfulness is also used in the SUNY Stony Brook Counseling Center clinical
psychology predoctoral internship program as an optional training rotation. This includes
both regular practice and didactic training that is designed to help students learn the
practice and understand how it is related to clinical work. As such, it is used as a method
for cultivating self-reflection and self-care and for training students in a broad range of
personal-professional therapeutic skills (Kurash & Schaul, 2006).
In both of these programs, training faculty have found mindfulness training to
have a profound impact on the personal professional development of students across a
wide range of domains, both intrapsychic and interpersonal (Campbell & Christopher, in
press; Christopher & Maris, 2010; Kurash & Schaul, 2006). These domains are
conceptualized and discussed differently by the different authors, who are informed by
different discourses. Christopher and Maris‘ article comprehensively summarizes the
findings of five different qualitative studies run on students‘ experiences of the course.
Campbell and Christopher, coming from a primarily humanistic orientation, use the
concept of therapeutic presence as a way of characterizing the influence of mindfulness
on student therapeutic competence. On the other hand, from a primarily psychoanalytic
orientation, Kurash and Schaul do not use the concept of therapeutic presence. They
discuss related characteristics such as: developing ego strength, observing ego, awareness
of personal defense mechanisms and the ability to create a holding environment; being in
touch with felt experiencing; and developing more general skills of presence, evenly
hovering attention, and compassion. Both programs also emphasized that mindfulness
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training had a positive impact on students‘ experiences of community within their
training cohorts—both in terms of strengthening the experience of community and
improving community dynamics.
The findings of the present study are resonant with the outcomes of these
mindfulness training programs, particularly in the areas of positively working with
anxiety and cultivating the broad set of attentional and participatory skills comprising
therapeutic presence, and students‘ awareness of and compassion toward their own
psychological dynamics. CJ and Anna, in particular, also found the group to be an
important area of self-care. They both also found participation in the group to help them
create intimate, intersubjectively shared experiences with their clients that in some way
transcended each person‘s individuality. CJ and Robin saw the group as an important
and positive experience of community within the training experience. In Anna‘s case, she
particularly valued the way the group deepened her relationship with Robin, who was her
peer Focusing partner.
I characterized mindfulness practice in the literature review as having important
psychological effects, but as not having been being specifically designed to foster
psychological development per se as it has been traditionally practiced. I contrasted
Focusing practice with mindfulness in this regard. In my own view, I had initially
conceptualized group Focusing practice as potentially ―hotter,‖ and more challenging in
terms of boundaries, than mindfulness practice because of its direct engagement with
psychological material. Indeed, one important finding in the present study was that a key
area of learning for Anna and Robin involved experiences of difficulty in their Focusing
partnership. For Robin, this included difficulty tolerating Anna‘s distress during Focusing
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practice, while Anna wanted to be able to go further into the intense experience. Anna
specifically thematized the helpfulness of working through conflicts with Robin
regarding Anna‘s personal psychological work in their Focusing partnership. With less
mature participants or people who did not have such a strong friendship to begin with,
this might not have worked so well. Nonetheless, the group was universally perceived to
be very beneficial and positive.
Interestingly, both Kurash and Schaul (2006) and Campbell and Christopher (in
press) discussed how their mindfulness practice groups require training faculty to address
students‘ psychological development. They both emphasized the responsibility of faculty
to create and maintain a safe space for practice and dialogue, which includes a significant
dimension of personal and group process work. Both further emphasized the challenging
nature of this responsibility due to the way that mindfulness practice brings forward
students‘ anxieties and sometimes quite intense and/or frightening experiences of
previously unrecognized psychological material.
In this sense, it seems that mindfulness practice, when integrated into a training
setting, may not be less ―hot‖ than the use of Focusing. Rather, the aspects of
psychological development that arise through mindfulness training remain in some ways
informal and potentially obscured. This is consistent with some authors‘ discussions of
the cross-cultural issues that arise when postmodern Westerners engage in contemplative
practices that were developed in traditional Asian cultures (Aronson, 2004; Engler, 2003;
Rome, 2004; Welwood, 2000). One of the most salient of these cultural issues is the often
experienced need for Westerners to work through psychological issues that are uncovered
through their practice.
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In reviewing the findings of the present study in relationship to the findings of the
mindfulness training literature (Campbell & Christopher, in press; Christopher & Maris,
2010; Kurash & Schaul, 2006), it is my view that mindfulness and Focusing practice
offer similar (but not identical) benefits and are complementary. Mindfulness
foregrounds the development of the ability to cultivate attention and awareness in a way
that tolerates and compassionately holds experience, and Focusing foregrounds the
development of a gentle and compassionate approach to psychological process work.
The complementary quality of the two practices and the benefits of Western
meditators using them in conjunction have been discussed by mindfulness meditation
teacher and Focusing trainer David Rome (2004) as well as Buddhist existential
psychologist John Welwood (2000). In light of this, training programs that implement
comprehensive mindfulness training might benefit in terms of student psychological
process work by including some kind of Focusing training as well. Likewise, training
programs that wish to foreground the psychological development work and emphasize
the use of Focusing interventions in students‘ therapeutic work might choose Focusing
over mindfulness training, while still gaining some of the benefits of mindfulness for
trainees. Further, while mindfulness has been shown in one study to have positive effects
on meditating student clinicians‘ clients (Grepmair et al. 2007), it is important to
remember that Focusing has a considerable research base that demonstrates the benefits
of therapist Focusing practice on client outcomes as well (Hendricks, 2001).
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Implications for Curriculum Development and Models of Training
What do the findings of the present study imply when considering issues related
to creating specific curriculum structures or models of training that would integrate a peer
Focusing group into a graduate training program? Participants in the present study valued
their experiences in the group, in large part because they were able to explore their own
personal experiences and take risks, going into sensitive personal material and trying out
new ways of being and relating with each other. Each identified the intimacy, support,
trust, mutuality, and safety of the group as making this possible. Thus, if a training
program was interested in creating something similar to this kind of peer Focusing group,
faculty would need to think carefully about how to create a training environment that
creates this kind of safety. Drawing insights from the literature on personal professional
development curricula (Gilmer & Marckus, 2003; Loewenthal & Snell, 2006), and
integrated mindfulness training (Campbell & Christopher, in press; Kurash & Schaul,
2006) I suggest that this requires substantial and careful conceptual and practical work on
the part of faculty.
Faculty preparation.
Campbell and Christopher (in press) and Kurash and Schaul (2006) each
discussed the importance of faculty extensively preparing before trying to integrate
mindfulness training into a program curriculum. Both articles emphasized the need for
some number of training faculty members to get extensive training and practice in
mindfulness, including learning how to teach it. Overall, faculty preparation for
integrating mindfulness into training explicitly entails the practice becoming a way of life
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for those faculty who teach it. It also entails developing significant support for the
practice amongst the rest of the faculty.
In my view, Focusing, may require less training than mindfulness for proficiency
on the part of faculty. It is a Western psychological practice that was developed from
research on psychotherapy, and clinical faculty may find it easily accessible. However, it
does seem important that faculty would pursue Focusing training and certification,
including becoming certified to teach. There are a variety of different training programs
offered through the Focusing Institute and other related Focusing Coordinators
(www.focusing.org), some of which include extensive training and supervision in
teaching Focusing. Faculty might also want to get training in Focusing-Oriented therapy,
as well. Similarly with mindfulness, Focusing-trained faculty would need to build support
for the practice amongst their colleagues, but as this is a therapeutic practice, and not a
practice that has an overtly religious history, this may be in some cases easier to do than
with mindfulness.
Curriculum development.
Another area of faculty preparation involves specific curriculum development
tasks. Programs would need to develop clear definitions of the nature and role of
students‘ personal psychological work in the curriculum both philosophically and as a
specific training competency (Gilmer & Marckus, 2003). Further, faculty would need to
create specific training objectives, tasks, and methods of evaluation for students (Gilmer
& Marckus, 2003). In my view, this would also include developing ways to help students
harness their learning in the peer Focusing practice context by integrating journal work
(Christopher & Maris, 2010) or some other task that promotes experiential learning.
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Another key would be for faculty to think ecologically about how this learning would
support and be supported by other training activities, such as clinical supervision,
academic coursework, and research training.
Boundary issues.
Boundary concerns include faculty-student relationships as well as the structure of
peer-to-peer Focusing relationships. One way to approach faculty-student relationship
boundary issues would be for training faculty to clearly define faculty roles in relation to
students‘ personal psychological work and understand how these influence and are
influenced by the other roles they take with students (for a comprehensive model of this,
see Loewenthal & Snell, 2006). In discussing their program‘s commitment to facultystudent group process work and the relationship between the multiple roles they take with
students, Loewenthal and Snell say:
A respect for the boundaries of each group and role, especially regarding the experiential groups,
is necessary; but these boundaries can also—like those grounded in the shifting parental roles in a
family—be semi-permeable. We argue in this paper that the move from the experiential groups to
other kinds of group—lecture/seminar, reading group, business meeting, case presentation,
tutorial—can allow for playful and very fruitful forms of interaction, interpretation, and learning.
It is hard to sustain this kind of participatory and experiential teaching and learning in a
managerial/consumerist culture; we argue that it is all the more important to try (p. 62).

One key aspect they mention as being helpful involves faculty peer support in terms of a
peer reflection process that allows faculty the opportunity to discuss their own
participation with one another and to help one another consider power dynamics that may
be playing out with students (Loewenthal & Snell, 2006).
In the process of understanding their roles, it would be especially important for
faculty to consider how their evaluation of students both inside and outside of the group
would impact the peer Focusing process. Confidentiality rules regarding faculty
knowledge of student personal material and peer-to-peer conflicts would also need to be
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clearly defined. This would perhaps be disseminated to students through informed
consent procedures that would also give students a clear understanding of due process
procedures to follow in case of conflicts either with faculty or peers.
Regarding the peer relationships that students would form with each other, it is
important to recall that the participants in the present study all found that their
participation in the peer Focusing group entailed taking responsibility for one another in
therapeutic ways. In this sense, students who would Focus together would be going
beyond role-play and actually supporting one another in their psychological development.
In the present study, this also included two students experiencing and working through
some difficulties with each other. While this would likely bring some challenges to the
training context, it is important to remember that Focusing was developed as a practice
that could be taught to any person, not only to experts or therapists. It is regularly and
reliably successful in that regard and is used by ―civilian‖ people as a way of addressing
their own psychological and vocational development in many cultures around the world
(www.focusing.org).
In the context of a training program, one important boundary rule would most
certainly involve some confidentiality rules for students Focusing together. This would
need to be clearly defined, and possibly involve informed consent and due process
procedures as well. Further, one of the foremost Focusing trainers, Ann Weiser Cornell
(2000), has developed three rules for safety in Focusing partnerships that might be
particularly helpful in establishing good peer boundaries. These clearly differentiate a
peer Focusing relationship from ordinary friendship and psychotherapy relationships. 8

8

Our peer Focusing group did not implement these rules, except for the last one.
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Cornell‘s (2000) first rule is ―Never mention the content of the Focusing session,
even after the session is over, unless the Focuser brings it up‖ (para. 1). Even when the
Focuser does bring up the content of a particular session, this rule includes prohibitions
against giving any kind of unsolicited advice or opinion and making any kind of
comment that implies judgment or criticism of the Focuser. This rule creates a contrast
between a Focusing partnership and a friendship. The second rule is ―Remember that it is
the Focuser‘s session, and it is not your responsibility as Guide to make something good
happen in their Focusing, or even to make sure they‘re Focusing at all‖ (para. 15). This
allows the guide to take responsibility only for holding the space, and places the
responsibility firmly in the Focuser‘s lap for the quality of his or her practice. The last
rule is ―Divide your time together into equal turns‖ (para. 22). This helps Focusers make
sure that one partner does not inappropriately sacrifice his or her time to the other in ways
that may create resentment and dependency. Overall, the last two rules create a clear
difference between a psychotherapy relationship and a Focusing partnership.
An additional boundary issue involves the question of group process. In the peer
Focusing group we created, we discussed the Focusing process with one another after our
Focusing sessions. This provided the opportunity for us to explore the personal and
professional impacts of the Focusing practice, including its relationship to clinical work
and theory. During these discussions, we talked about our experiences both of Focusing
and of guiding one another‘s Focusing sessions. I would suggest that Cornell‘s (2000)
rules be adapted for use in the discussion process as well, with students only bringing up
their own material, rather than discussing the content of other students‘ Focusing
sessions. Further, it should be anticipated that students might on occasion have difficult
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experiences while guiding another students‘ Focusing session that are related to their
response to the content of the other students‘ session. It would be helpful for informed
consent and due process to include a clear understanding of when and how students
should confidentially seek guidance from a faculty facilitator in this regard.
Lastly, there is the question of whether or not student participation in a peer
Focusing group should be voluntary or required. In their evaluation of the quality of
different training programs‘ PPD curricula, Gillmer and Marckus (2003) indicated that it
is important for such curricula to have some way to acknowledge and address the
individual nature of students‘ development—in many situations one size does not fit all.
Kurash and Schaul (2006) indicated that they believe it is important to keep their
meditation rotation a voluntary activity, while acknowledging that students may feel
pressured to participate because mindfulness plays a central role in the functioning of
their counseling center. Christopher and Maris (2010) note that the research they have
done on the effectiveness of their mindfulness course work was done when the class was
offered as an elective, and it is not clear how the class becoming required has impacted
students‘ experiences with it.
In my view, making something like a peer Focusing group a required aspect of
training would not necessarily be problematic. However, it would require that faculty be
committed to the highest standards of preparation and curriculum development in order to
foreground the educational effectiveness of integrating the practice, which inherently
includes student safety. In settings where faculty are not interested in—or do not have
adequate political support for—creating such a comprehensive approach, peer Focusing
group practice might function best as an optional activity. Perhaps in these cases, it might
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be helpful to have such a group be facilitated by someone who is outside the department
or who does not serve in certain evaluative capacities (e.g. not the director of clinical
training or the chair of the department).
Limitations of the Present Study and Suggestions for Future Research
Limitations of the present study.
The present study has a variety of salient limitations. One key limitation is the
participant sample. The present study utilized a convenience sample of a small size (n=3).
While many qualitative studies use very small sample sizes because of the labor-intensive
nature of data interpretation and the rich nature of qualitative findings, a larger sample
would likely have produced a wider variety of important experiences. Also, the sample
included students who self-selected to join a student-initiated and student-run group that
involved no faculty oversight. Because of this, the findings are likely to be in many ways
different from those that might be encountered from a sample of students who
participated in a Focusing group (either compulsory or voluntary) that was organized by
training faculty and that was somehow integrated into their training curriculum. All of the
participants in the sample also had previous experiences with experiential practices of
various kinds, and it is unclear how students who have never had such exposure would
experience Focusing practice in the context of graduate training.
The sample also was not diverse. All participants had some kind of depth-oriented
theoretical orientation that valued the somatic dimension of psychological experience.
Further, the sample consisted of white American women in their 30s. Information
regarding participant sexual orientation was not collected. Research on samples that
varied in terms of participant theoretical orientation, worldview, ethnicity, nationality,
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gender, sexual orientation, and age would need to be researched before conclusions that
are representative of psychology graduate students in the United States could be reached.
Another limitation of the present study involved the research design. I think that I
was largely able to facilitate experiential accounts as required by a phenomenological
research design. As described in ―Chapter 4: Method,‖ this included allowing for a great
deal of ―noise‖ (Walsh, 2004) in the accounts—not forcing participants‘ comments to be
carefully crafted interpretations of or characterizations of their experiences. One of the
consequences of this was an expected dimension of ambiguity in participants‘ accounts.
However, it is my belief that some of the ambiguity I encountered when interpreting
participants‘ accounts might have been made clearer if I had been able to interview
participants a second time. I would like to have had the opportunity to follow up with
participants regarding particularly resonant words they used repeatedly but did not
expand on and aspects of their experiences that I wanted to know more about.
Directions for further research.
One important direction for future research on the use of peer Focusing groups in
graduate psychology training would be for programs that currently use some form of
Focusing in training to publish information on their models. Those programs could also
create process, outcome, and/or program evaluation research on their pre-existing
Focusing training component. Another important direction for research would be for a
training program that does not currently use Focusing to design and implement a peer
Focusing group. Such a program would have the opportunity to begin a research program
before the group was implemented. This would allow for research on the differences
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between students who participate and those who do not, as well as the impact of
developing such a group on the training community and curriculum.
Regarding process and outcome research, designs that include pre-, mid-, and
post-group data collection might better capture students‘ development across their
temporal participation in the group. Research designs that included some investigation of
whether students‘ participation in peer group Focusing influences their delivery of
psychological services in terms of process or client outcomes would substantially
contribute to an understanding of the clinical effectiveness of the practice and supplement
Focusing‘s research base. Research designs that somehow include supervisor, academic
faculty, and/or peer views of the impact of the peer Focusing group process on student
development would also provide helpful information. In light of the example of the
differences between Robin and CJ and Anna regarding the specific issues they faced
related to cultivating therapeutic presence, I think it would be relevant for programs to
devise ways to investigate differences between students that have implications for
individually tailoring Focusing practice learning goals.
Research designs that somehow include supervisor, academic faculty, and/or
student views of the impact of the peer Focusing group process on program dynamics
would also fill an important need. Given the challenge of addressing the personal and
professional development of students in training programs, it would be particularly
valuable and interesting to see research that investigates the impact on faculty of having a
Focusing group or other experiential group in the curriculum. In my view, to be optimally
helpful, this research would include all faculty, not only those who are directly involved
with designing or running the group or who are involved in clinical training. The impact
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of such groups is likely to influence how students approach supervision, academic work,
and research training, and it would be helpful to discover how academic faculty and
clinical faculty from diverse theoretical orientations view their interactions with
participating students and with other faculty members.
Conclusion
I would like to conclude the discussion of the findings by taking a wider view.
One of my personal and professional goals in the creation of the present study was to
contribute to the larger question of how to improve the quality of care available for
clients. This includes, perhaps most especially, the most challenging and most vulnerable
clients—those whose care depends on clinicians living up to the highest standards of
personal and professional development. These are the clients whose voices we often hear
in the patient advocacy and recovery movement literature—the ones who tell us how we
have harmed, instead of helped (Deegan, 1990; 2004). Considering current controversies
regarding the trustworthiness of psychotropic medication research, the overprescribing
and oppressive use of medications by physicians, and the evidence that psychotropics
might actually worsen the prognosis for psychiatric patients over time (Whitaker, 2002;
2010), I think this issue particularly salient.
In my view, it is not surprising that professionals who work with the most intense
psychological suffering might unintentionally mistreat their clients, considering the
intense anxiety, fear, distress, and defensiveness that witnessing and being expected to
solve the psychological suffering of others can provoke. In light of these issues, it seemed
appropriate to me to consider the question of improving client care by looking into how
professional psychologists are trained to work with their own experiences. I was
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disappointed, but not surprised, to find that there is a large absence of discussion in the
American competency and training literature on this issue.
I wondered if peer Focusing practice might provide a means for helping to
improve student clinicians‘ awareness, presence, and skill by giving them both a method
and a safe opportunity to work with their own experiences of real issues—both their own
and their peers‘. Clearly, the findings demonstrate that Focusing is such a means. It
positively helped students to further develop self-reflection, self-assessment, self-care,
treatment skill and flexibility, interpersonal expertise, and therapeutic presence. These
findings support and add to the already considerable research base on Focusing as an
effective therapeutic practice (Hendricks, 2001).
More broadly, however, I wondered if peer Focusing practice might help to create
a culture of support that foregrounds the importance of clinicians being willing and able
to ethically help one another. On the one hand, this kind of culture would facilitate
clinicians being willing and able to skillfully and ethically intervene when they see other
clinicians impaired. More positively, it would also facilitate a professional culture that
actively promotes the well-being of psychologists and removes the taboo on
acknowledging that psychologists are persons who suffer and struggle themselves, just as
clients do.
The findings of the present study support the idea that student clinicians can
safely work together while addressing their own psychological material. In the present
study, this had significant positive influences both on the personal functioning of the
students and on their clinical work. Obviously, more research is needed to develop a
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much clearer understanding both of how this may positively influence clients, as well as
how such practices and cultures could be most effectively and ethically structured.
In my view, the development of training settings where faculty can effectively
and safely help students learn how to support one another in the face of their anxieties,
fears, and biases would be an important step in cultivating such a culture. This involves
thinking of the training program not only as an instrumental means by which students are
trained to become psychologists, but also as a learning community. In such a community,
it would be acknowledged that faculty and students differ in their roles and
responsibilities, but also that the work of education involves both groups working and
learning together personally and professionally. This recognizes the importance of
serving the public by having the courage to address the difficult issues of the personhood
of practitioners. Loewenthal and Snell (2006) beautifully describe what this looks like in
their program:
Central to our understanding of the learning community is the idea that it is a place in which we
might learn to be less caught up and immobilized, as groups and individuals, in past patterns, and
as a result be a little bit clearer that we are responding to and for our clients rather than just
ourselves. We view the learning community as having the primary function of modeling and
enabling a developing of the capacity to learn from experience, through helping community
members to manage conscious and unconscious anxiety: through confronting, within the group
setting, the anxiety which this setting, with its leaders, invariably seems to produce. In the process,
we argue, learning and an expanding of the person can take place, on different levels: from what
can more easily be spoken of, and is nearer consciousness (it might be commonly called ‗stress‘),
to unspeakable anxieties, around the culturally and individually repressed (p.64).

Reflecting on this quotation, I realize that one of the most important motivations I
had in creating this study grew from my profound appreciation for the struggles and gifts
of my fellow students and the faculty members in my training program. I was deeply
touched by how much the intelligent and sensitive people I studied with had to offer, and
how they each had to contend, in their own unique ways, with the anxieties of training—
and being trained to be—clinical psychologists. It is my hope that training programs and
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faculty who see the value of creating learning communities—settings in which both
student and faculty personhood is honored, respected, and cultivated as part of the
professional work—move forward in these efforts. Faculty and students have much to
offer each other.
I am grateful to have had the opportunity both to participate in this peer Focusing
group and to study in depth how it influenced the clinical development of the other
women involved. Each participant gained a more intimate knowledge of themselves, their
limitations, and their strengths as a therapist. They each took the work that we did
together and applied it to their clinical practices in ways that enhanced their abilities to
respond to and for their clients more skillfully and more flexibly. Importantly, they
learned to do this by working with each other, as fellow human beings, in an intimate,
trusting, and supportive community. This was a profoundly meaningful relational
experience for each member of the group, and it made each a better therapist.
It is my hope that the voices of my fellow clinical psychology graduate students
will help the wider professional psychology training community by informing how future
students can be safely, compassionately, and rigorously trained to professionally value
and cultivate themselves as persons. This means working to develop their own
psychological well-being and also committing themselves to a life of actively learning
from their personal and professional experiences—and to helping clients, peers,
researchers, and future students to do the same. It is my hope that professional
psychologists as a community can do more to foster this kind of rich, supportive and
challenging learning such that we can all be happier, healthier, and better at serving the
clients who so urgently call for our assistance.
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Appendix A: Meaning Unit Indices
Notes applicable to all Meaning Unit Indices:


Parentheses are used in three ways in Appendix A Meaning Unit Indices:
o To indicate non-word expressions by the speaker, e.g. ―laugh‖, or
o To indicate non-word expressions both participants, e.g. ―mutual laughter‖, or
o Responses by the other person in the conversation, either words or non-words
e.g. ―yeah, right‖, ―hmm‖, etc.



Brief pauses in the flow of speech and mid-sentence breaks added to form meaning
units are marked with an ellipsis: …



All names are pseudonyms. Some material has been omitted for reasons of lack of
significance or altered or redacted to avoid identification of clients or others.
Removed material is identified by an ellipsis enclosed in brackets: [… ]; words
revised to protect confidentiality or add context are also enclosed in brackets: [Client
B faced a serious family crisis]



The transcript has NOT been edited for correct pronunciation or usage. Examples:
‖ta‖ means ―to‖; ―yer‖ means ―your‖.



Speaker identification:
o ME: Amanda Lowe
o A: Anna
o R: Robin
o C: CJ



If the speaker is not identified at the beginning of the meaning unit, it is the
participant. In that case, comments in parentheses are the researcher‘s.
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Meaning Unit References Index: Anna
Interview Date: 11-16-2009
Meaning Meaning Units: Anna
Unit No.
1
A: I have something that happened a few weeks ago that stands out.
2
ME: Ok, why don‘t you go ahead and ask that if it‘s alright to work with
that right now.
A: Ok. <PAUSE> (Mhm).
ME: that‘s a yes?
A: (Mhm)
ME: Ok.
3
A: it‘s a little vague and fuzzy to me, the recollection, but I know that it
was it was an important experience.
4
A: (Mhm). <PAUSE> I‘m having a sensation in my body like I had during
that session.
5
A: It‘s like my body is simultaneously blowing up to huge proportions and
disappearing at the same time.
6
A: It‘s like a bubble, like my skin is being stretched to monstrous
proportions and yet my body sinking into the couch and disappearing from
sight. (hmm). (hmm) I feel like I could just disappear, like…I felt so small
in that session, simultaneously stretched but also like small and like I was
disappearing.
7
A: like a bubble, like a bubble, stretched like a bubble
8
A: yeah like flattened down into such a small thin papery…something like
that, not papery, but…like if I lie here and close my eyes and just I used to
do this when I was little I used to lie on my back and I I used to imagine I
could just become invisible.
9
A: and as long as I didn‘t move I could like become it was wonderful I
could go into this this invisible place
10
A: yeah because there were monsters around
11
ME: Mmmm. So this wonderful invisible place protects you from the
monsters
A: Yeah, from the bad things from the things that can see me (ah ha)
12
ME: … there‘s something delightful about that (YES) wonderful
A: YES! Although, I mean, at the time there was, now, I feel like I retreat
to that space too much (mmm) what we were Focusing on that day with
Robin had to do with my, my fear of putting myself out there and talking to
people (mmm) extending myself (mmm)….my desire to just not have to
deal with that, just go, just just retreat from it.
13
ME: into that wonderful invisible space
A: Yes. I feel it now like lying here, I feel like, I‘m so numb I can‘t I‘m
almost like, I‘m almost like not even here, it‘s very strange (mmm)
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14
A: it‘s like a numbness but it feels like good, I feel like I‘ve taken drugs or
something
15
A: like you could a little euphoric like you could take your hand and you
brush it over me where my body is and go right through my body
16
A: spacious, but not, no.
17
A: nervous, like a tingling sensation through my body like I‘m afraid of
something (mmm) and so I‘m gone, and yet I feel huge (mutual laughter) it
feels very strange
18
A: Just have this feeling of myself as huge like a bear (like a bear)
>laughs< it‘s very strange..(Strange) it‘s strange cause I‘m lying here and I
know that you‘re very close to me and yet I feel so far away from you
(mmm).
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26

27
28
29

30

ME: so you feel far away
A: I do,
… (and like a bear) (mutual laughter) and like a bear
… (and like a tingly) yeah
… (and afraid) a little bit, I‘m nervous about this.
… I‘m always nervous during Focusing a little bit (mmhm) probably
because I‘m being seen and my eyes are shut so I can‘t see back (mhm).
ME: and it‘s it‘s it‘s scary to be seen (it is) it‘s nervous to be seen (it is) and
it would be nice to just be able to go into that invisible space (uh huh)
whenever you want (yes!) instead of having to bother with extending
yourself and being out there (mhm).
A: Should I talk about what the fo what the session was about with Robin
that time?
A: Well, actually the thing that actually stands out for me from this session
is not so much, I mean it was what we were talking about, what the
session‘s theme was (mhm) but…it was mostly because I got upset with
her (hmm)
… and I I I like….she kept trying to push it I felt in one direction
(mmm)…and I had to just tell her No, Stop It…
A: I felt like she was trying to help me greet something or accept
something and she was looking for a certain response from me and I wasn‘t
willing to give it to her because it wasn‘t real to me.
A: Yes. I just want to comment on the fact that I feel myself right now to
be COMPLETELY blown up.
ME: as the bubble again
A: YES.
A: it‘s… <laugh> I feel almost out of my body I feel like, I‘m in my body
but I‘m in a bubble the size of Chicago
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31
ME: there‘s no hurry to go anywhere, we don‘t have any particular
direction (ok) ok, so just try to let what‘s appearing now appear in a way
that is helpful to you (ok).
A: I feel better now….I feel warm. Human size (hmm)
32

A: I think that….the…..the idea of having to come up with a an example is
very nerve wracking for me (mmm) cause I can‘t think of one example
ME: so you feel pressure to find something
A: Yes. (mmm)

33

… there‘s a lot of specific things I can think of but I feel like it gets too
intellectual and I try to figure out the significance of them or tie them into
my clinical work (mmm)

34

… I (wel) can write about it but when I try to feel into it it becomes too…I
feel like there‘s a competing demand between my head and my body
(mmm)
A: Well there‘s something that I‘m thinking about that happened in the
session A: yeah, It wasn‘t that session a few sessions ago it was a couple
months ago (mhm) shall I speak about that? A: I keep thinking about it
ME: it‘s it‘s if it‘s calling for your attention, let‘s pay attention to it
A: Ok…
… well…I was Focusing on my relationship with Jeff we were in room 911
I was lying down on the couch….and I [talked about issues with the
relationship]

35

36

37

A: [continued to talk about issues with the relationship] it‘s like it was very
clear after that session that…where my sense was about him, like…that I
knew…it wasn‘t serving me being in a relationship

38

ME: So it became very clear
A: and it wasn‘t what I wanted
ME: it wasn‘t what you wanted (and needed, yeah)
A: it wasn‘t what I wanted
ME: what was that?
A: It wasn‘t what I wanted like it wasn‘t

39

… like my feeling about him was […] but intellectually I sort of talked
myself into how it‘s he‘s a good companion it sort of fits on paper (mmm)

40

… and I didn‘t act on it after the session I didn‘t actually put a stop to it
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41
… but I always sort of checked back in with that feeling or I remembered
that image from the session, you know
42
A: I actually didn‘t check in with it, but I remembered I could recall that
sticky quality (mmm) ahh more in my head, not in my body,
43
… but, I knew then when I finally put an end to it recently in the last week,
it was like I was fulfilling that feeling (mmhm) like I was I was making
good on that…it‘s not a promise, but…on that truth that I tapped into
(mhm)
44
45
46

47

48
49
50

51

52

53

… but it was just two months later…
A: mhm…..I guess it stands out for me because it was a very
clear….sensation
… and Robin was so good (mmm) at helping me….really just accept it and
she….I knew that she didn‘t really…I don‘t know, say ―approve‖ (laugh)
of the relationship but yeah she was good cause she just let me be where I
was with it which was I‘m not ready to end this (mmm) but she said
something at the end of the session like […] and it was like that acceptance
and that allowance of like…that was really good (mmm)

… and that allowed me to stay with him for a few more months until I was
ready so it wasn‘t like the feeling in my body or Robin was telling me, was
shaming me (mmm)…
A: And humor about it, cause it‘s funny (laugh) I knew I shouldn‘t be with
him (mhm), in certain ways, but yet, uh, I want to be with him (mmm)
ME: So it was ok to have all of those things there
A: Yeah.
ME: You didn‘t have to do anything else, you could just be right there
A: I guess, you know, and thinking about how that helps me with my
clinical work, it helps me tremendously cause it‘s…you know helping
clients like realize their deep ambivalence about things (mmm) and their
strong felt-sense about something, and how their mind has other plans for
them (hm) and that they can both exist at the same time and that they have
options then if they realize the full range of their….ya know
ME: So yeah, they don‘t have to just pick one aspect of their self or
experiencing or just one set of motivations or one set of interests they can
(mhm) have all of that be there (mhm).
A: I think in general I‘ve become more, more…better able to tune into
what I‘m feeling in session rather than just trying to figure things out
(mmm) intellectually (mmm) and so I can access my felt-sense about a
client more easily (mmm)
A: And then respond spontaneously from that
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54
A: Well, not completely spontaneously but…of course tempered and
thought about, filtered (mhm) that‘s why I‘m
55
ME: So it‘s grounded in you and you think about it but also maybe you‘re
not doing tons of strategizing or something
A: Yeah, exactly, I find myself doing more of my own, um…like
associating to my client‘s images or ideas that they have…
56
A: It‘s good um because I feel I put myself out there a little bit more with
them (mmm) an image that comes to my mind
ME: so you‘ll share with them some aspect of your own experience of your
own experience of them (mhm) you‘ll put yourself out there a little bit
(mhm)
57
A: Yeah, I especially have a new client, he‘s really the only new client that
I‘ve had in…the past I don‘t know…number of months (mmm) and I just
find myself so much more natural with him (mmm)
ME: So there‘s a real difference in the way that you work with him than the
people you started with before (YES, Definitely, definitely) natural, natural
is the word you used (natural)
58
A: It flows…
59
… and I‘ve helped him, I think
60
… we haven‘t done Focusing, but I‘ve asked him to tune into his felt-sense
just very subtly (mmm)..I almost feel like I I‘m afraid to go there with him
a little bit because it‘s a very scary place for him, but um, he‘s been able to
pinpoint some….put some words to a sensation that he gets (mmm)
um….when he….starts to get afraid of things and sort of has a obsessive
compulsive way of being (mmm)…
61
ME: So he goes to an obsessive place (Yes.) a compulsive place
A: Yes, very much so, it really…takes over his existence
62
… and…you know as he points out things in the room that he is getting
nervous about, like the positioning of the tissue box (mmm) like he‘s um if
it‘s not right in the middle of the table he gets very nervous and, uh, I‘ve
asked him to really look at that feeling he gets before he feels the need ta
move something (mmm)
63
A: Instead of just talking about like why he might need to do that or what it
is that he‘s trying to achieve (mmm) what is that actual feeling in the body
that he gets (mhm)
64
… I‘d like to be able to do more more Focusing into that…(with him) yes,
65
… but he was able to speak very quickly about how…it‘s like a feeling of
dread and a burning sensation in his chest (wow)…and uh, and he said he‘s
going to explode (mmm), so it‘s not something that I feel…feel like we
have to touch into it very lightly
66
… I feel very gentle with him. I have such feelings for him. He‘s, he‘s such
a beautiful young man, I just, I feel soft towards him (mmm)….he‘s just a
wonderful person (hmm)…
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67
A: I do, I feel that way towards him I haven‘t felt this way towards, I‘ve
felt a lot of care towards my other clients, but he I just feel, um….this
maternal thing that gets sort of sparked in me (a maternal thing) yeah
around him…and he‘s so earnest and sensitive and…wanting to know
(mmm)
68

69

70

71
72
73
74

75

76

77

78

… you know I don‘t know…he just, I really like working with him (mmm)
I feel like we‘re moving together like I feel like we‘re moving into things, I
feel like we‘re doing something
A: I feel like a good therapist with him
ME: AHhhh. Good therapist.
A: Yeah, I feel like we‘re doing good therapeutic work.
ME: mmmm…..Good therapist…..
A: yeah, rather than a friend, or a counselor…I don‘t know I just feel like
I‘m I‘m doing good therapy with him I don‘t mean it like I‘m the good
therapist I feel like I‘m doing therapy for the first time >laugh< (mmm)
A: It feels great…..I feel like I‘m of use (mmm).
A: Oh It feels very good, it feels I feel it feels sad almost (mmm)….(sad)
yeah, like…I can be of use (mmm)
… like, I I I just it‘s like we we it‘s like we go somewhere in our sessions
together,
… like like um…like life is deeply meaningful (mmm) like he
understands…the seriousness and beauty of life (mmm) and it touches me
to see that cause I feel the same way (mmm)
… we don‘t have any kind of like….it‘s not like an erotic transference
feeling (laugh) I have to say that because it almost feels like it might sound
that way and it‘s not..He‘s like a sort of androgynous like, I don‘t know
he‘s just like this beautiful being and I want to help him or at least I want to
walk with him on the journey (mutual laughter) it‘s a very good feeling,
you know I don‘t feel like I‘m faking it
ME: So this is really genuine…connection
A: Yeah, and I really like him and I really like what he‘s doing and the
questions he‘s asking
… I feel useful, he had a therapist before me and was transferred to me and
he didn‘t connect with the therapist at all, um…and he saw them for like a
year and a half (you saw or they saw) they saw each other for a year and a
half, and uh
… I just feel like he‘s like ready to do the work he comes in like having
thought about all this stuff and like he‘s not not waiting for me to fix him
(hmm) he‘s not looking at me like
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79
… I feel some of my patients are waiting for me to give them advice or
waiting for me to…like resentful or that I‘m not helping them he…I don‘t
know,
80
… I just I really like working with him…he‘s been a great gift, almost
ME: so this therapy that you‘re doing with him is a gift
A: it is….
81
ME; you can be of use
A: and I‘m good
ME: And you‘re good at it
A: I‘m good at it. I can honestly say I feel…good at whatever it is that I‘m
doing in there with him.
82

83

84
85
86

87
88
89

90

91

… I feel like he leaves the sessions, like he thanks me…and it‘s not
because I have these great powers it‘s just something that it is that we‘re
doing together moves him in what I think is the right direction
ME: and maybe what he thinks is the right direction
A: I think so.
ME: so there‘s a way in which you‘re in touch with what the right direction
is here there‘s something about that
A: It doesn‘t feel futile.
A: Yeah I feel futile with some of my clients that we‘re just checking in
with each other (mm) they‘re telling me about their week or whatever
… with him I feel like something sacred is going on (sacred) like he‘s in a
space of….importance and initiation of some kind (mmm)
ME: where are you in that space, in that sacred space?
A: I feel like I‘m in the same place, cause I‘m being initiated into the craft,
it‘s like I‘m
….I like who I am in the sessions with him (mmm)
… I feel strong
… and sort of I just hold the space. I don‘t have any great wisdom to
impart, I‘m not there to give him advice, I‘m not his friend, but I‘m I hold
the space…where he can just be…
ME: So you hold the space of being, of allowing him to be (mhm) The
shepherd of being.
A: Yes.
… He cried during our last session and uh, he‘s never done that in therapy
before (mmm) and for him it was a big deal, um…and I said…I said
something, anyway he said to me that he feels safe (hmm)
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… I don‘t know, (he feels safe, he feels safe) I like him and you know I
saw him actually, I was driving down [a street] and I saw him walking with
his girlfriend to this restaurant the other day I‘ve never seen him outside of
here…and my heart is just a warm feeling like I just it was so nice to drive
by and just see him sort of randomly and be like I know him, and my heart
sort of went out for him went out to him like, have a good lunch (mutual
laughter) and I saw his girlfriend and she seemed really nice (mmm) she
had this nice…she just seems like a nice person (mmm) and I honestly, I
felt like…wished him well
93
A: Exactly, it was a benediction.
94
… I don‘t know with other clients I think it would be a little weird to see
them, like oh it‘s, I don‘t know, but with him, I just feel like that‘s that kind
of therapy I want to be doing with my other clients
95
A: and there‘s some feeling level that….that we have together, that is really
powerful (mmm) uh…
96
A: ah, ok……..the word respect is coming (respect)…..deep mutual respect
(mmm)
97
… oh there‘s something else…
ME: so there‘s a deep mutual respect but there‘s something else
A: it‘s just….a little bit of pain there…(hmm, a little pain) here (in your
sternum) yeah…huh not a pain it‘s not a pain but like a….tightness or some
kind of something (a pressure?) I think it‘s a diaphragm thing…..like I
can‘t fully exhale it…(mmm) umm……yeah, w- it‘s not just that I say that
we‘re doing good work there is a sense of like….I feel like I‘m…..there is a
pressure I‘m putting on myself to, save him (ahh)
98
… and I say that not because I believe that I can save someone but….he is
so wracked with anxiety….[….] and there is this sense of like…putting
pressure on myself to…untangle it all before that time comes […]

99
100
101

102

… I‘m not worried about like letting him go from our therapy it‘s more
that….I want him to have a better life, like deeply and truly, and I feel that
way about my other clients but more so with him…
ME: deeply well-wishing
A: You know there‘s a lot that I actually I have in common with him that‘s
especially when I was his age, like….this….deep sense of mission and
purpose that he has…and this wanting to do something important with his
life…
… […] he‘s very young and there‘s this sense of like really questioning
like what is this life about and how best should I lead my life? When I see
my other clients not asking that it‘s hard for me to connect to them
sometimes
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ME: so you feel a little bit blocked from your other clients because you
don‘t you don‘t resonate with their lack of purpose
A: yeah, that‘s part of it. (mhm) Um….
104
ME; but you do resonate with his
A: I do, I do,
105
… and I think, yeah……I just feel that he‘s also my…one of my the
youngest clients oh that‘s not true….no that‘s not part of it, really…..
106
A: I‘m thinking back to that sensation I had earlier…like you know right
now, I feel very good, I feel that my body is the size it is on the couch, I
can feel myself on the couch,
107
… on the beginning of the session this happens many times when I‘m
Focusing with Robin, I feel this way in which I‘m leaving my body, Not
leaving, but I‘m in my body but my body is either flattened it‘s
simultaneously flattened down to the couch and so huge that I‘m about to
explode almost like filling up the whole room (mm)
108
… and I like it, that‘s the thing…
109
… it‘s scary and it‘s almost painful and Robin has been frightened by it I
think or at least, like worried about it (mhm),
110
… and she always asks like do you want to stop, and I always say no, let‘s
go (laugh) cause I wanna go there I wanna like face this thing or like I
wanna explode or like I wanna push it to the limit (mmm).
111
A: yeah…but it is interesting how….do you get that ex, that….I…it‘s just
it‘s interesting and I always think back to when I was little lying in my bed
at night and I would do that with my body
112
… but I would also imagine these little things right above me like I could
always see in my mind things being crushed (hmm), like almost like fingers
could crush things like could take a whole thing….and they could just be
crushed and not crushed, not crushed, crushed like a bubble like not
crushed like bones crushing like destroying, but like disappeared (hm).
113
ME: so you could just disappear things
A: and it was negative, too there was like the whole thing that once was
could be like…and I remember like the enormity of that think thinking like
about how things could be gone in a heartbeat (hmmm) could just be…in
my mind I would just crush things, I would just…anyway I don‘t know
why I always think about that but that‘s the sensation I get like
114
A: that‘s that‘s what I would do in the sessions, the Focusing sessions it‘s
um… I‘d try to make myself disappear,
115
… um and not just like disappear but like be crushed down to nothing so
I‘m just this flat thing dead thing lying on the couch (mm)
116
… you can‘t even see me or like I‘m not even there, you might be able to
see me, but you know what, even though you can see me, I‘m somewhere
else
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… and you know, it could have been a response to trauma when I was
younger for sure,
118
… but…I do that, you know, oftentimes just…like I though I find ways to
do it when I‘m out in social circumstances (mmm) when I‘m around other
people and I don‘t want to be there, I can just go somewhere else
completely, you know.
119
120

121
122
123
124
125
126
127

128
129

… People know when I leave (mm) it‘s like they get, they just know that
I‘m there with them but I‘m not there (mhm)
… and actually it‘s interesting cause when I‘ve been in therapy when I‘m
the therapist I have to work…it used to used to be this way it‘s not so much
this way anymore. I used to have to work on….staying there (mmm, you
had to work to be present) Not just like cause my mind would go
somewhere else, but literally I would almost leave my body (mmm) and by
that I don‘t mean like a radical dissociation but I mean like because it
would be nerve wracking not because I was bored, (mmm) I‘m never
bored, it‘s because there‘s something about the environ the situation that
was I it was like I would I just had to remind myself that I am here.
… It‘s very strange but I don‘t need to do that with that young man (mhm)
… and I haven‘t needed to do that in general very much in therapy now
because I‘m not as ennerved ennerved made nervous I don‘t know what the
word is but um (it freaked you out) yeah, I was freaked out.
… Um….and I never really was that nervous in therapy it was never that
hard, but…
… I want to stay in touch with my felt-sense in therapy more (mmm).
ME: and with this young man you are more (I am.) able to do that
A: I am
… and doing the Focusing with Robin has really helped me learn how to
stay present to it even though I want to disappear myself, (mm)
… um….disappearing myself isn‘t just a response to wanting to get away
from the felt-sense, that could be part of it, but so much of my felt-sense is
disappearing (right that‘s a felt-sense itself right)
… Yes, it‘s not just a sensation in the body it‘s literally what happens to
you when you close your eyes and you‘re not trying to make sense of it
intellectually (mmm),
… it‘s just what happens to you (what‘s happening) it‘s not just a sensation
here that travels (right) which is what I used to think it‘s supposed to be
(mmm) Like what what happens to yer to your being?
A: My being simultaneously becomes a big bubble pushed to the limit and
gets flattened down on the couch, that‘s where I go…most of the time
(mmm).
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ME: I‘m getting this sound that‘s like the disappearing sound for me, it‘s
like brrrup! (mutual laughter) Or something like brrrup! You know, like,
and then like sort of like pop! Or something (yeah). (Like it‘s the it‘s the
Pop!)
A: do you know that sound do you know Skype (Yeah!) (that‘s what) that‘s
what‘ it is
ME: mrrrrup! I can‘t I can‘t do it (yes!) mutual laughter
131
A: or like maybe I have to get to that place cause it is so painful where I
can actually feel something like I‘m not even really trying to leave my
body but feel more deeply in my body so that I can contact something
(mmm) sometimes I feel like things have gone dead >laugh< (mhm)
that…oh I just, yeah, yeah…uh
132
A: yeah, yeah this feels like a good transition point.
133
A: I feel like I exaggerated some things (mm) about that that young man
(mmm)
134
… but um, there‘s some sweetness there between us and it was really sweet
and therapeutically good and that I want to have moreso in my life at large
and in other therapies (mhm)
135
… I think he just represents goodness to me in some way (mhm) I need ta
need to look at that cause he‘s a lot of other things besides goodness (mhm)
136

ME: today he‘s really coming up for you as sweetness and goodness
A: he is. […] kind, but that‘s part of his suffering, you know (mmm), is
he‘s too kind, (mmm) and he always has a smile on his face, he hides
behind his […]

137

A: Yeah, that was helpful to me. It was interesting, um. I think that this will
inform future Focusing sessions (mm) uh…and definitely
… I mean, I want to start doing more of the…more of the more of the the
Focusing work with clients but I‘m the the the word that comes up is
embarrassed to do it (hm) this idea of like ―ok would you like to transition
to lying down on the couch‖ or even sitting there and closing your eyes and
tuning in there‘s something.
… What I am afraid of it‘s not so much me looking foolish but the it it it
flopping, like (mmm) them not being able to contact anything and me not
knowing how to help them contact something (mm) or not knowing what to
do with it.

138

139

140

… A lack of, official training in Focusing, um. Although I think I use that
as a crutch as an excuse for not doing because I‘m nervous about just
getting started doing it with clients,
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… but I use the excuse that I haven‘t been formally trained, although I
think that‘s part of it because I think that I am, I mean I‘ve read the
Focusing book, I‘ve read the Ann Cornell Weiser book, but um…it‘s still
uncomfortable doing it with Robin (mm) trying to lead her through
Focusing I still don‘t know really what I‘m doing.
142
… So I allow her to take it where she needs to take it. She kind of selffocuses in my presence, uh, that‘s kind of how the sessions go. She does
more leading with me, but uh…..
143
A: She gets she gets when that happens to me she gets nervous (right)
144
ME: … but it seems to me that what you were talking about today is really
about being able to be present (mhm) and to really just allow that in all of
it‘s complexity (mhm) and ambivalence and
A: and not trying to fix it or make sense of it (mhm)
145
ME: and it seems like with the with the client that you‘re working with
today this young man that you can feel your own presence with and your
own helpfulness and your own sweetness with there‘s something about
(mhm) you‘re relationship with him and it does seem to be related to the
Focusing practice in some way (mm), like it‘s been helpful there‘s some
way in which you‘re moving into that (Yes.) and you‘re helping him move
into it too but you know I‘m one of the things I‘m hearing from you is that
you‘d like to be able to do it more and all that (Yes.) but it‘s like but you‘re
but you‘re already moving into it like that‘s the thing I want to ____ like
146
A: Yeah, I think the Focusing has helped me slow down (mm)
147
… and…you know my my uh my supervisor talks to me about really
um…allowing the psyche to take it‘s time (mmm) and that the psyche has
its own schedule (mhm) and it‘s the same thing with Focusing cause the
Focusing is the psyche I mean this the felt-sense is the psyche (mhm) in
part (mhm),
148
… and … I mean so much of therapy is about slowness and that‘s sort of
the remedy to what ails us in the outside world,
149
… I mean, cause so much of the suffering, suffering today at least is is
about the fast paced-ness
150
… and the trying to make sense of things rationally
151
… be as efficient as possible
152
… have answers for everything and (gestures and mututal laughter)
153
… Focusing is like…just moment to moment sort of arisings
154
… and, like, meditation you know, not that I know much about meditation
but…
155
ME: yeah, slowing down and just attending, right?
A: and there is an intimacy,
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… I didn‘t talk about ti before but there is, something about lying
down…and talking about yourself and your experience on a level, that‘s
very intimate (mhm) and it‘s very……yeah.
157
… This this young man that I spoke about, ―client X‖ (laughing) he, um, I
think that might be part of what it is that‘s so special about our therapy, is
… we almost move into a s- I don‘t know if he would agree with this at all,
I feel like we move into an altered zone a little bit (hm) whereas with other
clients I‘m just having a conversation (mm).
158
… With one client that I‘ve had for a long time almost three years now, I
still feel like we‘re having a tea party (hmm) that‘s how I describe it yeah,
yeah, and she‘s telling the events of her week (mhm), um, there‘s no soul
(mm)
159
… you know like like there‘s not it‘s not that there‘s none—we have
moments of clearly cause otherwise she wouldn‘t keep coming back there‘s
something that … she‘s being moved by by the therapy maybe
160
… or maybe she‘s coming back just cause I‘m colluding with her (laugh)
(laughing) need to keep it at tea party level
161
… No, but her life is getting better, and her life has gotten a lot worse
before it‘s gotten better that‘s for sure, and she‘s in the shit of it all, but uh,
things are good for her, I think she‘s on a good path, maybe,
162
ME: But it still doesn‘t feel as intimate somehow
A: No. It doesn‘t feel as intimate and soulful
163
… and that corny word is coming up because I love that word
164
… and its that is a lot of what…Focusing is about it‘s not just about
like..tapping into the pre-reflective felt-sen- you know, it‘s like the body,
you know, the body is the soul, like like there‘s something…
165
… you know you‘ve done soul work, that corny phrase bay area, whatever,
(just l-) you know you‘ve done soul work when the person, when you feel
moved. Whether for ill or for…the opposite of ill, positive.
ME: good
A: good
166
A: like y- when when someone has had an encounter it doesn‘t feel like
there‘s been violence done, but there has been an encounter with something
… and you feel slightly different walking out of the room.
167
… You don‘t feel like you‘ve just built up the bulwark >laughs< it‘s the
right word though, you you you‘ve you‘ve strengthened the um, the coping
mechanism when you feel like that‘s not what therapy‘s done, but
you‘ve…the world seems a little different when you walk out of that room
(mhm),
168
… and if I don‘t feel that way as a therapist, too, then I feel like the- that it
hasn‘t been good therapy (right).
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… I have to walk out feeling a little disoriented in a good way or a pos a
negative way, like I have to walk out feeling, a little tiny bit like like my
view of myself and the world has shifted.
170
… And maybe that‘s too much pressure to put on the therapy, but, that‘s
how I feel with…a lot of the sessions with this client that I‘m talking about.
ME: It seems like that‘s what you‘re identifying as as knowing as knowing
when you‘re of use, like like when you‘re really able to be in there (uhuh)
and hold that space and create that altered situation where the encounter
between the two (Yes.)
171
A: yeah, and I‘m there‘s another client I‘m thinking of where it‘s happened
too […] …almost every session we had felt like…there was a significance
there (mhm)
172
173

174
175
176

177

178
179

180

181

… and maybe what I‘m really thinking about is clients who have more
pathology, like deeper pathology like something is more urgent or
something and maybe I‘m getting confused, but….I I don‘t know,
… no it‘s not just my confusion, there‘s something with certain at certain
sessions, and I don‘t just mean certain clients and then not certain clients
but there‘s certain sessions
… and it‘s got to do with Focusing because there‘s…
… and silence has a lot to do with it too.
… I‘ve been thinking a lot about silence lately in my own work […]
yeah…..there‘s something about allowing silence in therapy and allowing
things to…come up at their own pace (mm) (the psyche has its own time)
that‘s right.
… And that‘s what I‘m doing more with my own clients lately, allowing
them to take their time, and I‘m not if I ask them a question and they don‘t
respond immediately, I don‘t get embarrassed and feel like I have to
immediately like (gesturing) maybe that wasn‘t like you know
ME: you don‘t have to like back pedal or make it ok, or
A: I can allow them….
… and that‘s what I wasn‘t doing with the client that I got from […] (mm)
and that wasn‘t the most successful therapy.
… It was, there were some good things that happened in there, but she sort
of stands out as a client who…i-it‘s too easy to say this but if I could go
back now and if I started working with her now, I would work with her
very differently.
ME: … this this particular Focusing practice it seems like has really helped
you to, like gain a stability in an openness.
A: Trust.
A: It‘s like a trust that….it‘s this it‘s like with Jeff when I was talking
about that incident about…I know what I should do
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… I mean of course things are never clear cut, but I know more so what I
should do than less so (mhm! Laugh) you know?
183
A: But I didn‘t have the the balls or like the ability at that time to do
something about it (mhm)
184
… Um, but I knew that I was betraying myself as I kept the relationship
going at some level,
185
… and so, clients….most of the time know, they don‘t have ta rely on the
therapist to call them on something or even try to figure out
186
… like yes, the client the therapist can help them point out the patterns and
stuff and the triangular connections between the present day person the
childhood person and that sort of thing,
187
… and that‘s important, but that‘s not all of therapy, it‘s like a third of
therapy, you know, it‘s like half of therapy, making sense of the story and
how it all connects, but the other half I don‘t think it‘s a hundred percent, I
don‘t‘ think it‘s even eighty percent, but a good half of therapy is ah….
188
… and that‘s why I like this guy this this this young man that I speak of.
He…he moves the therapy, like he knows how to do therapy
189
… and this is kudos to his ex-therapist as much as he didn‘t connect with
him, I‘m sure he partly learned how to do that from him.
190
ME; sounds like maybe he is a natural focuser.
A: He‘s, yeah.
ME: like somebody who knows how to speak transformatively
A: Yes. And you know he‘s a psychology major and he does meditation
and stuff like that and so like he‘s drawn to like that world so I think he
does have
ME; some talent
A: He has talent.
191
… Oh and he‘s a questioner, you know, I feel like he‘s my son in a way,
you know, not like he‘s my son but like how I I speak about him like I
would speak about a son that I‘m proud of, you know, in in some way,
192
… it‘s weird. I‘ve never had that feeling before with a client.
193
ME: I was I was gonna say that that that particular sweetness right it‘s this
it‘s like I keep getting benediction, I keep getting
A: Yes, I wanna send him off into the world (uhuh) with a blessing
(mmhm)
194

195

ME; and that‘s a very special kind of feeling and it‘s very intimate right
(Yes.) and it‘s not ―erotic transference‖
A: no, it‘s not and it‘s not completely maternal either, it‘s not too easy to
say that, it‘s like, but it‘s not friend, either, it‘s not a friend thing
A: Yes! Absolutely, it‘s unconditional, it‘s like I even said to him in the
last session something like ―I think you‘re fine just the way you are and I
want you to have a better life,‖
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… you know, like as much as he‘s anxious and nervous and has to do all
these ritual things, and yeah, and it‘s like…that‘s who you are and that‘s
where you‘re at right now (mhm)….you‘re ok, you know.
197
ME: That‘s that‘s COOL, right? I mean how often? (that‘s really cool)
198
A: Cause I obviously mean it, I‘m not just doing it, like theoretically
ME: Yeah, you‘re not just like
―UNCONDITIONAL POSITIVE REGARD‖ –In unison (mutual laughter)
199
ME: Yes, I‘m going to apply unconditional positive regard. You‘re
actually, You‘re actually reaching that reaching that feeling.
A: I do,
200
… I I I feeling like everything‘s going to be ok. Like even though like, like,
with my other clients, or at least the woman I‘m thinking of the long term
client, I have the sense that everything‘s not gonna be ok.
201
… Like…there‘s like this icky feeling (hm)….like I care for her but I don‘t,
like,... there isn‘t like a like a goodness between us, something‘s blocked
there.
202
… I‘m trying to figure that out with my supervisor right now, as to what
the hell is going on there. Uh…
203
ME: Like that, it seems like that sweetness and that benediction isn‘t there.
And that sense of like you‘re not able to be in that place of just truly
appreciating her (mhm)
A: The word competitiveness is coming to mind. I don‘t want this to be
true, but I think it‘s true…
204
205

206
207
208

209
210

… And I don‘t feel consciously at all that it‘s coming from me to her—
there might be something there unconsciously.
… I feel like it‘s going the other way (with her to you) that she‘s not letting
me in that she‘s not allowing me to touch her, um…..you know…resentful,
―I‘m not gonna allow you‖
… and that‘s how she is with people in her life—that‘s her suffering, you
know….
A: You know actually, she……I think she‘d be an excellent candidate for
Focusing (ok)
… and I‘ve asked her. What I planned to talk about in here was her and
how I asked her to tune into her felt-sense and how frightening it was for
her, (mm)
… and the one time she was able to tune into it we got so many images and
memories that came out of it (mm)
… and I want to do more of that with her (mm). And I‘m afraid somehow
to do that.
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ME; Maybe, you know, maybe it‘s right to go slow with that. In the sense
that I‘m getting the sense that in terms of your own practice, there‘s like a
couple things that are happening. We‘re doing this for a little while now
and you‘re starting to get sort of the hang of it, (mhm) you‘re starting to be
less self-conscious (mmm). It sounds like you have a really good
supervisory relationship right now and it‘s really helping you (very good
yeah) Focusing practice is also helping you be present and spacious and
trusting (yeah) and sort of witness firsthand the slowness of the psyche
(yes.) and you‘re in your own therapy (yes.)and you‘re dropping into some
of those places as well (yes.), and maybe you know, it it even seems to me
like, um, that experience of being able to feel that benediction feeling
maybe as something as you are able to hold a little toward yourself like
(yeah.) you‘re able to be a little bit in that space.
212
… and maybe you know, it it even seems to me like, um, that experience of
being able to feel that benediction feeling maybe as something as you are
able to hold a little toward yourself like (yeah.) you‘re able to be a little bit
in that space.
A: and the slowness thing. And the benedicition and the slowness go hand
in hand and the trust (mhm). They all go hand in hand (mhm).
213
… Yeah, towards myself because I‘ve part of what I‘ve been working on
over the last year is trying to remove the gun that‘s to my head. Yeah (urgh,
ugh ah ahah that‘s so rrraaaah)
214
… Robin‘s actually helped me very much with that
215
… and I‘ve been very resentful towards her (mm) for her pressure in that
way (hmm). Like ―you don‘t know what it‘s like‖ kinda thing,
216
… but she‘s ultimately like, and I think you know, that‘s what I also what I
really wanted to focus on here and talk about was how because Robin‘s my
friend, there was just something about that last Focusing time that I did
with her two weeks ago when I was being focused, where, I basically like,
told her to stop. Don‘t do that.
217
… Like, and we have a very nice relationship me and her, and I had
ta…say to her ―no, I don‘t want to go in that direction and no. Stop, leave
me alone‖ like I had to really draw the line with her
218
… and I had ta and I did t
219
… and it was so powerful to be able to do that (mm) cause that‘s so much
what I‘m not able to do with my clients (hm)—like speak directly to them
(hmm)
220
… and speak directly to my own therapist (hmm)
221
… and because I could try it out with her, and I knew and I told her later, I
said ―I knew you could handle it‖ (mhm)
222
… I checked in with her, I said ―are we ok?‖ like, and it was like ―I did
that, and I trusted that you were ok (mhm) and that you could handle it,‖
223
… and she could handle it,
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… and I think that there was that was part of why it‘s been good for us to
have like a student group that‘s amongst students, because I‘ve been able to
try out a new way of being therapeutically in the context of a friendship
(mm).
225
… It‘s also made it a little bit hairy at times, not really, but…you know
ME: like it‘s not seamless (yeah) or perfect all the time
A: Yeah, that‘s right.
226
… And also like she‘s she is my friend, she‘s not ultimately my therapist,
um, and so the dual roles thing…
227
… but it‘s worked out quite nicely
228
… and and I think…a lot of my problem with my therap therapy in being a
therapist has been my difficulty confronting clients (hm)
229
… um, and of course it, of course, it‘s cause it‘s life all things fit
together—it it‘s it‘s the problem I‘m having in my own therapy, being able
to confront my therapist.
230
ME: and just kind of come out and say what you wanna say, right?
A: and that‘s exactly the problem with ____ that I wasn‘t able to say.
231
… And so I think that being able to do that here with her and trust that she
wasn‘t gonna take off or hurt me back or not be my friend anymore
or…close off.
232
… In fact I think it helped our therap- er relationship er Friendship.
233
… ―our therapy‖ our friendship, our therapy, cause we are doing therapy, in
a way, um…
234
… it‘s deepened it and complexified it because we‘ve in some ways kept
our relationship on the nice and nice (mhm) on the nicer and nicer.
235
A:Yes, and so letting a little bit of darkness in and confrontation and line
drawing, um…I don‘t know it was good, it was helpful and I had a really
good Focusing session.
236
… and that‘s not what we were Focusing about but, of course, what we
were Focusing about was my difficulty in, we were Focusing about how I
am really nervous to approach people to talk about my dissertation topic
(mm). And, again, it‘s similar, because it has to do with speaking directly,
not confronting, but … (using your voice) Using my voice! that‘s that‘s it,
that‘s the theme, that‘s the overarching….
237
ME: I got the sense when you were talking about her there I actually felt
that blessing stance from you.
A: I I really like her, that‘s the thing,
238
… like I…oh, but there‘s been so much pressure on me, self-imposed
pressure to…heal her (mm) liberate her (mm)
239
… and I‘ve tried every which way but loose as far as theory goes
(laughing) it‘s gotta be the mother it‘s gotta be the this and the that and the
oedipal this
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… and I tried every paper I wrote for fucking classes you know has been
about her—every theoretical manoever (mhm) to try to figure out
241
… and hell, I got it right every time I got an A (mutual laughing) I got an A
that was a brilliant interpretation.
242
… Did it actually help? I‘m not gonna say no altogether, but it got in the
way in some ways. (laugh) ―BRILLIANT‖ ―BRILLIANT‖ (mutual
gesturing and laughing)
243
ME: So yeah, I mean, I think It seems like you‘re really moving in a
direction with all of these different practices, right there‘s the practice of
being a therapist, the practice of working with Robin in this you know peer
Focusing thing which is a form of therapy but it‘s also a sort or role- like a
living role play (mhm) in some you know in some ways (yes) it‘s sort of a
weird way, I don‘t know exactly how to characterize that (yes), there‘s
your relationship with your supervisor (mhm) and the relationship with
your own therapist (mhm) and then your life in the world (mhm). Right,
and each of these areas you‘re addressing this this theme about using your
voice. (That‘s right) and being present
244
… Right, and each of these areas you‘re addressing this this theme about
using your voice. (That‘s right) and being present
A: That‘s right. That‘s it, yeah, that‘s right.
245
ME: and helping like this woman, for example, the tea party lady, seems
terrifying to touch that.
A: Very much so (mhm). Very very much so.
246
… Uh, the few times I did have her it really…she she she said she felt a
[…] and she‘s really scared
247
248

249
250

251

… and I said, I said ―I bet‖ and I don‘t know if this was the right thing to
say or whatever,
… I said ―I bet you‘d find if we were to sit with it and move closer to it
that…i-i- you wouldn‘t be swallowed up by it—in in fact, it‘s it‘s part of
you (hm), and, maybe it‘s actually a good part of you (hm), you know,
maybe maybe it‘s‖ I don‘t know, like I tried to tell her like, you know I
don‘t think that uh, I think that if you actually went into it it might be a
little scary but ultimately you‘d find that it‘s not such a big deal or
something (right yeah right).
… But she, uh, she‘s afraid of falling into it, you know.
A: Gentle, but also like it‘s been hard for me to find that balance between
gentle and also trying to push someone a little bit beyond their comfort
zone (Like insistent?) Yeah. (right but)
… and like also like I can go there, like like to make sure that she knows
that I‘m not trying to back up from it,
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… which I think has helped, Focusing has helped like me not back up from
things and to know that the silence and the staying put isn‘t gonna bring
about nothing,
253
… which is actually a big fear of mine, the nothing, there‘ll be deadness
there.
254
… Like there is something there is a something….…..Yeah, that‘s uh uh I
just I hesitated cause that‘s really there‘s something to that, like this the
something.
255
ME: Right it‘s like being silent, there‘s still the presencing of being, right?
(Yeah) It‘s still totally happening.
A: And even moreso because language doesn‘t get in the way, concepts
don‘t get in the way, history doesn‘t get in the way as much, which is
language, you know, like….
256
257

258

259
260
261
262

ME: and you can feel it, right?
A: yeah, and if you can share that with another person,
… and I‘m not, listen I don‘t believe in the whole idea of inter…inter-being
inter… like that idea that when a when a client feels something you‘re
tuning into the same feeling.
… In theory it sounds good on paper, but I don‘t actually believe that that‘s
what human beings are doing. I think that like, of course you feel
something as the client is, but to say that you‘re sharing in the exact same
zone of, in some way you‘re tuning into the same frequency, I don‘t, I think
that‘s too idealistic and it‘s getting away from sort of the…I don‘t I- don‘t
think that‘s what‘s happening,
… but I think…that there can be you know it‘s like Nancy McWilliams
does her therapy sitting back with her eyes shut, not looking at the client.
She‘s entering into an altered state of consciousness with the client (mhm).
… She‘s not feeling what they‘re feeling, but she‘s entering a
similar…imaginary zone (mhm)
… where she‘s loosening her own thoughts she‘s looser more receptive
(mhm), more…diffused consciousness (mhm)…
… and so I think that‘s what..we‘ve been doing in the Focusing me and
Robin, cause we‘re as we‘ve even when we‘re the focuser we‘re sort of
sitting back and closing our eyes oftentimes feeling into it (mhm)…ah I
don‘t know where I was going with that.
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ME: Yeah, but I‘ve just started recently (the veil of soulmaking) right well
and that‘s when you were talking about soul work and soul making and
stuff I was thinking of Hillman there, um, but like you know, entering
into…imaginal reality right? (yeah) like you do that together with someone
there‘s something about that (mhm) that‘s tremendously powerful and it‘s
like the…sort of the zone where psychological transformation can happen
or something, you know it‘s like
A: It‘s what like when I was talking about leaving the therapy room and
things feeling shifted (mhm)…it‘s because we went into that that space of
264
A: yeah, and um….Well, I mean I could just go on but we have to stay I
was just thinking about the massage session I had this weekend but like
what is the difference but that‘s more theoretical trying to think about the
differences there, because I did feel of course different and more spacious
when I left (right)….
265
… but of course there were no words exchanged between us I had no sense
of her experience of what happened (no sense?)….well that‘s right, I did
have a sense, I mean I could feel it in her hands, but, she was in her own
little world, you know?
266
… And that‘s kind of nice you know, I like….my interest in solitude you
know that Rilke quote the two solitudes protecting and bordering and
greeting each other (hm) with the infinite kindness and love and softness
(hm) and gentleness (mmm)…
267
268

269
270
271
272
273

ME: I don‘t know if I‘m off on this but, some of what it‘s about to be in
this benediction space is about really truly letting the other person be.
A: Absolutely.
ME: and that‘s intimate but it‘s also about like this deep respect that‘s
about not (yes) messing with the other person‘s thing, like
A: cause the other person has their own integral, integrous integrous being
they are their own…that‘s it, that‘s really good,
… and there‘s something about how I am with that woman that I was
talking about with the tea party like, where I‘m not coming from that space
(mhm) I‘m trying ta fix her (mmm) I‘m trying ta help her I‘m trying ta
… and she asking me to help her and she‘s kind of being like this with me
… so there‘s this whole dynamic there,
… whereas he I get the sense with him like he‘s doing his work, I‘m
holding the space for him,
… and it actually frees me up to be a better therapist in the sense of like,
asking more poignant questions…
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… being, because I trust that he‘s doing his own things (mhm) and maybe
you know what Gendlin said at the beginning of the Focusing book how
some whether someone is successful in therapy or not he was able to
correlate that with whether they were able to tap into that feeling and go
with it (mhm)…and…I don‘t know I‘m just thinking about the distinction
between those two clients, um…her difficulties with tapping into that
275
… might obviously be part of why the therapy hasn‘t been as successful as
I would have liked it to have been, provided her more peace and freedom
(mhm).
276
… And I only have until […] to work with her if she continues coming in
and so I would like to shift more into a body-based, you know, um, or into
a more soul-based, how bout that? That‘s better I think, ahh type of work.
277
ME: it sounds like she kind of pulls you into this particular interpersonal
drama (she does) and you become unseated and you‘re not able to feel your
278
A: I feel like this around her
279
… and I feel like I have to perform or something (right)
280
… with him, I don‘t know I just,
281
… that‘s right, and I think I could actually as you mention that I, I feel
myself like I would be able to do that in some small way (mm)….bring that
to her (mm)…I think I could more so
282
A: Yeah, and looser, gosh…yeah it‘s not appropriate here to talk about
necessarily all the ways in which she‘s like this in her life, but it‘s exactly
that looseness that she craves (and it‘s terrifying) it‘s terrifying
283
ME: But I I think the thing that‘s really striking me about all of our, today
you and me together and things that you‘ve had to say is that when you are
more present and comfortable in your own like ongoing presencing of
being, it‘s that it‘s a dynamic presence (yeah) that isn‘t just about thinking
you know it‘s isn‘t just about feeling (mhm), there‘s all of this stuff going
on (mhm), when you‘re able to do that and you‘re able to be there gently
instead of, you know like ordering yourself around (yes) then this feeling
for other people…this really pure…really clean love feeling (mhm) that‘s
not about it‘s not sticky (mhm) it‘s not anything like that (yes) gluey
feeling (yes), it‘s just this free, (yes) like, blessing feeling like (yes) and a
patience you know
284
A: and that‘s how I wanna be, I mean that‘s it‘s not just an ideal, but like
that benediction space…
285
and that‘s feel that‘s who I feel I am on a deep deep level, not a sticky
cloying or even loving necessarily…it‘s not love, that‘s not the word
(right), cause that doesn‘t fit (right) it‘s like a, it‘s a blessing space, that‘s
that‘s…yeah.
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ME: it seems like when you‘re able to be in that space, when you‘re able to
hold that space, then all this transformation is possible (mhm), and this
young man probably is a gift of a client in the sense that he‘s able to help
you (mhm) establish yourself more (yes) in that space because he‘s not
creating certain kinds of demands that throw you off (yes) so you can just
deepen it and deepen it (yes) and deepen it but it‘s also something that you
may be able to work with with your other clients as you figure out how to
resist the way that they call you out (yes) of that space (yes that‘s right) and
as you occupy that space, you‘ll be inviting them there (mhm), right?
287
and deepen it but it‘s also something that you may be able to work with
with your other clients as you figure out how to resist the way that they call
you out (yes) of that space (yes that‘s right)
288
A: I think that also if I if I started doing more of my own personal Focusing
practice or meditation practice in some way, um, that will really help me do
that,
289
… because it is what you say like that there‘s little cues in what they‘re
doing that call me out of that (mhm).., that grounded, uh…that‘s exactly it
290
… I used to work with a woman who‘d do therapy and she‘d do a
meditation like in her office she‘d close the door, light a candle and do a
meditation before she did each session (hm), um…she was still a graduate
student so she this was a long time ago in DC and so she it‘s not like she
had back to back clients but she had to go see a client at four o‘clock (right)
so at three fifteen (hm) she would do that she would just be in a certain
state to receive the client (mhm) [gesture?]
291
A: That‘s it, yeah, you not gonna like ―just [inaudible] it‖.
292
ME: I think, if a client comes to you and you‘re able to be in that receiving
space where…you have that blessing attitude (mm) and you also allow
your voice your own voice to come from that from being grounded in that,
(mhm) what you say whether you‘re inviting somebody to be gentle or
whether you‘re holding them somewhere like (mhm) where you‘re asking
them not to back down (mhm), all of that stuff genuinely is of use, right
(mhm), because it‘s so deeply respectful (mhm) and well wishing
293
A: And it‘s so rare, like if you think about therapy as a corrective in some
way to what they don‘t get in the outside world, or never got,
294
… I mean…people are always trying to analyze other people. people are
always trying to figure out other people (here‘s what you need to do) yeah,
and offer advice.
295
… What they don‘t get is that…that deep…I hate that phrase unconditional
positive regard cause it‘s not that, it‘s not just positive…niceness it‘s it‘s
uh…yeah just a permission to be you know without collusion (mhm) (right,
right)
296

… now, I‘m not sure that there‘s a fine line there (mhm), you know. I don‘t
know.
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ME: kind of point at a way that we can be so present with another person
and there‘s something that‘s about just this real appreciation of the other
person (mhm) but that‘s unflinching in really noticing the conflicts (mhm)
298
A: You know it‘s like a deep respect for life (mmm) and life is complicated
and messy and dirty and beautiful and
299
…and when we‘re in here, in in therapy it‘s like it is trying to make things
better…but it‘s also trying to just…appreciate and be curious about all of
the different tones and textures of experience and life and and…like
painting a vivid portrait, writing a really fucking great novel
300
… and I don‘t mean to say that…life is a narrative, I hate that idea (mutual
laughing) it‘s such bullshit, and yet it‘s very true at the same time, like it‘s
not a it‘s it‘s it‘s like
301
… and and and that‘s the felt-sense is very vague I still I don‘t necessarily
believe that there‘s a feeling in the body and oh that‘s the thing and we‘re
gonna
302
… I think it‘s it‘s a that that there‘s something there to that, but there‘s it‘s
almost like just a, it‘s like a technique it‘s like a way of like…accessing the
the texture of life in some way it‘s not like saying there‘s a pain here,
there‘s a thing here, we need to shift it like (right) physiological blockage,
although that could be part of it, you know.
303
ME: I mean there‘s somthing going on there (yes) that‘s about the nature of
meaning (yes) uh and it‘s like Focusing helps you pay attention to where
meaning begins (mhm) at its very rudiments before it‘s been symbolized
before you bring it into (yes) a clearer form
A: And so it cannot not be vulnerable and almost embarrassing for some
people especially who hide out in the higher levels of language (mm) and
rationality (hmm)
304
… like there‘s something terribly, uh, it‘s very vulnerable, especially as a
well educated you know person who‘s sort of (I know what I‘m talking
about) to talk to try to fumble through bringing language to a very base and
by base I don‘t mean dirty or bad, but like a very sort of basic um…animal
level of being
305
… um…instinctual, you know…like animals they they‘re in this situation
and they smell fea- danger by smell I mean a sensation in their body or
actually smell like another animal or (Right) something they get the fuck
outta there (yeah)
306

ME: like they operate according to their felt-sense all the time without
(yes) without ____ing it.
A: yeah that‘s right, and and by that I don‘t mean that human beings should
be like that, we have a cortex for a reason, we have higher cognitive
capacities for a reason, to build culture and symbolization and…being in
relationships that we don‘t wanna be in for the sake of the larger (mutual
laughter) balance right?
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ME: I mean well and it‘s possible (yeah) to get too cut off ( yeah, that‘s
right)
308
ME: I mean well and it‘s possible (yeah) to get too cut off ( yeah, that‘s
right) and when you think about or when I think about something like
civilization and its discontents (mhm) um, I think it it part of what Freud
was trying to do with his liberatory sort of agenda there was about that
right? (yeah) You know (yeah) and as much as I don‘t dig the whole id ego
superego thing as like my model I use as my understanding of the nature of
the psyche I think there‘s something sort of to that right (mhm) in the sense
that there are these dimensions of what we are that are meaningful but that
are visceral (mhm) and not reducible exactly to you know, right behind
(yeah) my boob or something (yeah, right) it‘s not located like that it‘s
located in psyche (yeah) , in the psychic space (yes) which is this really
crazy feeling (yes) like ongoing moving spaciousness (yes) which is you
know correlated with (yes) this somehow, but I don‘t know exactly how
(yes) it‘s like Merleau-Ponty‘s visible and invisible (mhm) right it‘s like
visibly I look like this (yes) but when I close my eyes I‘m like
whooooooshliesl (yeah, yeah that‘s right) you know and there‘s little things
in there (yeah) you know it‘s like it‘s like there‘s a tension right here (ahh
auhuh) and then that becomes an image (yes) or a word, it‘s like how the
hell did that happen
309
ME: … it‘s not located like that it‘s located in psyche (yeah) , in the
psychic space (yes) which is this really crazy feeling (yes) like ongoing
moving spaciousness (yes) which is you know correlated with (yes) this
somehow, but I don‘t know exactly how (yes) it‘s like Merleau-Ponty‘s
visible and invisible (mhm) right it‘s like visibly I look like this (yes) but
when I close my eyes I‘m like whooooooshliesl (yeah, yeah that‘s right)
310
ME: … you know and there‘s little things in there (yeah) you know it‘s like
it‘s like there‘s a tension right here (ahh auhuh) and then that becomes an
image (yes) or a word, it‘s like how the hell did that happen
A: And thank God, right? (yeah, yeah) I mean it‘s so wonderful (what) it‘s
just so wonderful (it‘s really wonderful, and wondrous, right?) and
wonderous
311
… and to be cut off from that because one has become numb or or one is
just living too much in the extraversion of the communicative languaged
world, the performative world,
312
… which is great, but it‘s very hard to do both things at once like, and
therapy is a place where you can like, hopefully,
313
… this is the problem with a lot of therapies, they still become they‘re still
performance (right), they‘re still language based completely you know
they‘re still r- role social role playing
314
A: Which is exactly why it‘s so fucked up can be so fucked up and weird to
see your clients outside of therapy (right)
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… and that that‘s not necessarily a bad thing (right) because you have a
different kind of space with them (that‘s right), and when you see them out
in the outside world, not that there should be shame or whatever, but that‘s
a different world, that‘s the world of performance and social roles (right)
316
… and, um, I mean it should also be a place of soul a space of soul, but
because the world we live in you know it these things are sort of sectioned
off for better or for worse,
317
… and uh…and so thinking about like you know me and Robin…like we
we‘re friends and we‘re colleagues, too, so we‘re sort of in competition
with each other in certain ways and we‘re still upholding the rules of the
establishment, but yet we‘re friends and we‘re also doing soul work
together, it‘s a very interesting
318
… you have to have a strong relationship you have to have an incredible
amount of trust for that to work (mm),
319
… like if if if it was almost any other person in in our uhh you know
amongst the students here I don‘t‘ think I could do it very well (mm), you
know, something would have to give somewhere (mmm), um…
320
… there has to be this really strong trust (yes.) to be able to allow those
different identities to be present in one relationship
A: Exactly, it‘s true.
321
… The dual relation relationship there‘s something really to that (mhm),
like, there has to be
322
… also I think because there wasn‘t a hierarchical structure really helps out
because we‘re both doing this thing together (hm). It‘s not like she has a
skill that she‘s (mhm) bringing to me or vice versa, we‘re really sort of
fumbling through this thing together (mhm), which makes it very, a very
unique situation (mhm), um…
323
A: mhm, we really are peers, and yet we respect the abilities of the other
person like, it‘s not just like we‘re friends hanging out,
324
… it‘s like…she‘s got real…you know I re I, when we‘re doing the
Focusing together it‘s not just like we‘re peers doing Focusing like I have
to when I‘m on the couch believe that she has some abilities or some not
(mhm) totally but there‘s gotta be some way there‘s some way that…..I I
don‘t know if that‘s really a part of it, but there‘s
325
ME: It sounds like you‘re saying that she really actually does have to
support you in that process (yes, she does),
326
… right like (yeah) and you have to trust that she‘ll do that
A: for me to be able to let go and do it (right) because a person‘s gotta hold
the space for the other person
327
ME and that‘s a different kind of relating than it is to just be in a friendship
A: oh absolutely
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ME: because that space holding is like that soul space like she‘s holding
that soul space (yes.)
329
… but you don‘t like have a practice with that person (mhm, that‘s right)
necessarily A: That‘s right, that‘s right…..
330
… So yes, I recommend Focusing (laughs), in the graduate programs
(mutual laughter)
331
ME: Well although but you but you also I think you also said pretty clearly
that you can‘t just expect people to be able to do this together
A: No,
332
[discussed trust issues in relation to other students in the program]

333

334

335

ME: … sort of an equality of power (yeah) in some sense where there was
nobody who was really more powerful than anybody else
A: that‘s right there were people who were more knowledgeable and skilled
experience-wise, but, um, it wasn‘t like someone was the the really smart
one or like the really (the leader) or like the leader y you know it wasn‘t, no
it wasn‘t like that.
ME: And I had the sense that when we shifted into the dyads right where
we‘re um, we sort of paired up according to like experience level (mhm),
um, that seemed to be great (yeah.) in the sense that we are still doing this
together (yeah) the four of us, and it‘s something that we sort of nurture
each other with, but it also allows it allows us it allows us to relax into that
peer ness (yeah) and we were lucky to have that balance
A: Yeah, we were. That worked out really nicely
A: I feel good, I feel complete, I feel like I said…pretty much not like what
I needed to say, but yeah, I feel good.
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1
R: It‘s weird that um we‘ve got sort of organically I don‘t know if you and
CJ sort of stretch out or lay down at all when you focus, but Anna and I
always do (laugh).
2
… Yeah she just assumes the position (mutual laughing).
3
… There‘s two but I think one is a little bit…is a little bit more,
um…palpable….Umm, and I can‘t remember the date on this…It was last
year…ah um…but, I was working with Anna and she was
getting…this…ffa if I recall it was a hotness, it was an unpleasant
sensation,
4

5

… um … and she started out Focusing on like this kind of yeah, this warm,
it was a warm maybe heavy place in her chest and as we continued to work
with it it got bigger and…
… (it was warm and heavy you said)…I think so, I actually didn‘t consult
my notes before I came in, but this…cause it‘s more about my reaction to
what happened for her (mhm)

6

… um….in short she was having an nn you know her her what was opening
for her was something that was really uncomfortable and it was getting
bigger (mhm) as our session continued and it was really distressing for
me….

7

… Yeah, and the…I mean………………I was feeling with her…a sort of
mm…low grade panic
… I didn‘t know what to do in this situation whether I should try and and
invite her ta make space and come away from it (mm) or whether or not it
was something productive that would come from this fact it was getting
bigger?

8

9

10

… She was still…working with it and I checked in with her a couple of
times, um…about how she was doing and whether it was ok for us to be
working with what we were working with.
… She said yes, but it was…like…physically uncomfortable for her and
she was…saying it was really uncomfortable and it was getting bigger and
it was like moving in her body (mm) from her chest into her throat like and
expanding and it was…
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… so she was saying yeah it‘s ok for us to work with this but she was
visibly distressed (mhm), and I really…yeah, I think….I was panicky
and……felt like……shit what did I do? You know there was the I just I‘m
so confused I just didn‘t know whether it was really ok for us to be working
on this even though she said it was ok,
12
… and I didn‘t know how to assess whether or not it was really ok for us,
13
and my own anxiety about leading people into places of pain was just really
strong and um
14
… that experience…really showed me,
15
… partly because she….you know she, as the focuser in some ways was
more autonomous than working with a client (hm) and so part of me felt
like I could trust her more to mean it when she said it was ok for us to be
working on it (mhm) and so in some ways it felt safer for me to allow some
things to open up or get uncomfortable,
16
17
18

19

20
21

… but, on the other hand, it didn‘t feel safe..like I just I just….that feeling
of like ‗oh shit‘
… this is my this is an area for me that, um
… Well I‘ll stick with that experience for now, like that, that experience
really put me in touch with my own…some of my most salient limitations
as a therapist
… which is feeling like I can trust myself to know how to invite people to
be with things that are really hard (mhm) when or how to invite people to
deepen (mhm) and that when it might be helpful and when it might be
harmful (right)
… um…I really…I‘ve struggled with this and the workshops over the last
week were really really helpful for that, um
… but…I feel like…when I look at my clinical work thus far…I‘ve very
much erred on the side of not inviting clients to go very much deeper,

22

… I mean people bring themselves deeper in the context of therapy, and I
attribute their willingness to go to really painful places to the strength of
our relationship and um the implicit invitation that it‘s ok to go there in my
presence and that they‘re getting that that

23

… there have been times to where I‘ve felt like maybe it would be helpful
to ―get underneath the story‖ (mutual laughing) you know, to sort of like,
bring em deeper, and…and now I mean
…….I‘m still really working out how to assess that,

24
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… but this, this session for me with her was a real opening of this is
something that I want to work on as a therapist in the really beginning of
the realization how freaked out (hmm) I got when things get scary for my
client, in this case my f my focuser (mhm), um
26

… and I just don‘t think that I would‘ve risked things getting that
uncomfortable with a client, but because it was Anna, and I trust her to
know herself and her limits (hm) and I know she‘s in therapy and I know
that she‘s got support (hm), and she wasn‘t, you know….she wasn‘t to my
memory, although I wasn‘t really attuned to this as much, regressing
(mhm)….she was seeming to be with what was happening for her in a
pretty adult way (so she was still present, her observing was still going on)

27

… yeah she was still observing but she was clearly distressed (mhm),
and…I just haven‘t gotten that scared with a client and I I don‘t think I‘ve,
you know I think I‘ve just been….really cautious, and I think the caution is
good, but that session put me in touch with my own fear (mm)…and that
isn‘t helpful (hmm).

28

… My fear of being…responsible (mm) for hurting someone

29

… or helping them drop into something very painful and then not know
how to deal with it (mhm), cause with Anna in that moment like I really
didn‘t know what to do.

30

ME: Re it sounds like you were really caught between not…just really not
knowing whether it was right to keep on going or not and also you said you
didn‘t have sort of criteria by which to assess where to go, so (yeah) you
were there and you could tell something was happening it seemed like
maybe it was ok but also maybe it wasn‘t and you didn‘t know how to tell.
R: Yeah and I was really confused because…because there was so much
not okayness coming from me (mm) you know
… and I think…you know that that can get into some pretty personal stuff
around, you know Anna and I are really close friends and…and I
think…I‘m not sure how different but I…….I‘m not sure…you know I
don‘t know if it would be different with a client
… but I was really frightened to see her struggling with something
and…the sensation for me of being overwhelmed by what someone else is
dealing with (mm) is something that‘s very familiar, very old

31
32

33
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ME: and at at some level it sounds like you were maybe being attuned to
that phenomenon that you didn‘t have a name for which is like is she just
dropping into a trauma? (mm) right like is she just dropping into something
that‘s going to be not shifting is this (yeah) is this going to be
uncontainable is this going to destroy is this going to further damage
35
R: Yeah, destroy was too strong, but really hurt (really hurt)…is this gonna
get is she is it just gonna be stuck (mm)
36
… that‘s what that‘s the feeling I had I didn‘t feel like she was really
dropping in…because she kept ment like she kept with the sensation and
was telling where it was going and what was happening with it, so there
was a relationality to it (mhm)
37

… so it didn‘t seem like she was totally dropped into it but it was like…are
we gonna be able to get a shift in this (right) or is are we gonna end this
session and she‘s got all these really uncomfortable somatic feelings that I
haven‘t been able to help her shift because my skill isn‘t great enough
(right)

38
39

… and I didn‘t know how to relate to it, you know,
… and then that responsibility of helping her get to somewhere but not
knowing not having the skills to deal with it then (mhm), to take the next
step, and to know how to skillfully relate (right).
… Yeah, like, well…hmm…….I think the most confusing part and the
most overwhelming part….was that I was surprised by like how the thing
was growing
… (surprised)…yeah, like I mean….I had this preconception that we would
sort of work with it and it would shift (mm) and so it was surprising and
distressing when it seemed to be getting bigger
… and when it seemed to be getting bigger, that started triggering like
a…you know the checking in, the…like just a lot of confusion between is
this ok for her, is it ok for me? (mhm) Is this tolerable for her is this
tolerable for me (mm)?

40

41
42

43
44

45
46

… Like confusion between what‘s going on for her and what‘s going on for
me (mm), cause her struggling was….
… I mean I think if you were to look at a video of me in that session, I
probably wouldn‘t look like I was freaking out (mhm) but, when I think
back to being in that situation I just get this like, ―I just don‘t know what to
do and it‘s‖ um
… there‘s like yeah there‘s like the undifferentiation there (mm), there‘s
something about…my own reaction to other people like that‘s the point
where it gets harder for me to tell like who‘s distress is whose? (mm)
… If someone that I‘m close to is suddenly overwhelmed and in this case, I
didn‘t like it wasn‘t a plan…
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… wasn‘t like a therapeutic plan that you know, I think this person really
needs to experience this thing (right) and therefore and if they and and and
if and when they do I‘ll know how to deal with it like I‘ve talked with my
supervisor (mm) about what helpful way it would be (mhm) to to move you
know help them work with this
48
… it wasn‘t like that it was just like surprising and I wasn‘t prepared for it
(mhm) and I didn‘t have a plan
49
… and it‘s a friend, but…….but there‘s something generalizeable (mm) to
my relationship with my clients because I‘m really reluctant….ta push (hm)
50
… mean that that session was a big part I think of…or at least it was a was
a an important contributor to my real salient awareness of what it‘s like for
me to be with someone that I really care about and who I‘m supposed to be
leading in some way (hmm)….and then I feel like befuddled and I‘m not
sure how to do that (mm) and scared (mm) of the possibility of not keeping
them safe…
51
… and having led them into something difficult and not knowing how to
lead them out (mhm),
52
… um… and and it showed me both (mhm) the ways that I‘m cautious and
that‘s good but also that I‘m scared (right) and that‘s about me and that‘s a
lim that‘s a limitation that I‘m bringing into my therapeutic work (right)
because I haven‘t been able to judge skillfully when it‘s ok to push a little
or to invite a little bit more regression or invite a bit more experiencing of
some painful things (mhm)
53
… because I don‘t feel mean it‘s it‘s….it especially then and still now, but
I‘m working on it,
54
… explicitly I don‘t…feel confident in my own ability ta hold that (mhm).
55
… yeah because I get confused I mean a question for me is like, ―are we
not going there because I‘m protecting the client or because I‘m protecting
myself (ahh, mhm)?‖ That‘s the point of confusion (mhm).
56
ME: ―are we not going here because I‘m protecting the client or I‘m
protecting myself?‖.....I wonder if there‘s anything….
R: what comes immediately is ah the thought of the conference last week
and…like…I forget who was saying Joanie probably or I mean Joanie and
Jeanie and John in their own way No Joanie it was who said something
like….something just about having to be ok….with the fact that like other
people‘s trauma exists (right) and having to really just be ok with that
(mhm) to really have an acceptance of the fact that like painful things
happen to people
57
… and I don‘t have that (mm). Like…I remember thinking like that‘s that‘s
an edge for me like I can‘t, it‘s upsetting to me
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… and I noticed because of the way I mean through all of those
presentations and even in the vicarious trauma, I just I noticed how my
inclination how I identified I would get (mm) with like if we were watching
a video or even just you know when John was doing his thing you know,
59
… like I have a harder time I found myself really wanting to sit forward
and really be there with him (mm) and it was like….yeah there‘s like and I
more identification than…than would be supported by if I was really sitting
back being ok
60
61

62
63

64
65

66

67

… like holding that space of yeah this happened to you and it‘s really shitty
and, you‘re ok
… you know it‘s like and what‘s missing is the and you‘re ok (right) and
that‘s there‘s an identification part there (mm) like is it the you that‘s not
ok is it me that‘s not ok, I‘m not sure,
… not ok watching you be this not ok (right) you know
… and in the session the thing is in the sessions I think I am, the few times
where clients have gone somewhere it‘s been really disturbing in the
session I‘m ok, like I hold it together (mm) but it‘s an afterwards stuff
comes rushing in (mm) for me and
…so I don‘t think you know I‘ve never had a situation where I haven‘t
been able to hold it in the session
… but the fact that I‘m not holding it in the way that I wanna hold it and I
know that if it‘s rushing in afterwards you know I think it is that vicarious
trauma thing (mhm) that‘s happened
… and that informs me about where I go (mm) or don‘t go with clients and
that contributes to that confusion and that identification …
ME: (mm, so, yeah right because you‘re identified with them at that level
or in some in some way)
R: … Yeah
… it‘s and it‘s weird cause I can hold the space in the session but it‘s like
everything is coming into me and I feel like it‘s a like a really genuine
connection (mm) because I‘m there with them in their little outpost of hell
(right, laugh)

68

… but then they leave and you know there‘s been a few times where I‘ve
had extremely…vivid palpable somatic symptoms (mm) for like the rest of
the evening (so you‘re sort of still that outpost of hell in a way) yeah, like
I‘m carrying it

69

… and it‘s and it‘s you know this classic vicarious trauma thing in my head
I‘m like ok, why am I feeling this way, and after a couple of times I‘m like
I know that this isn‘t me, but I don‘t know how to get rid of these feelings
(right) I don‘t know how to liberate (right) this discomfort.
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… Well I guess I just want ta say like…this was one of my goals for my
supervision (hm) I mean this whole piece about…working with clients and
pushing a little, or I don‘t know if I framed it in terms of differentiation but
that‘s implicit (mm) with my difficulty being ok (mm) with intensity
71
… but I mean that made its way into my supervision (mm) because I knew
at the outset like I need help like letting more negative stuff come up in
therapy (mm) and specifically I was I said like clients being mad at me
72
… but that‘s that‘s a a another part of it (mm)
73
… I think that‘s like another layer there‘s been fear about am I gonna be
ok and be able to hold the space, but then if we go there are they gonna be
pissed off at me (mhm) and mad because I didn‘t protect them (hm)
74
… or so that‘s kind of how I framed it in therapy is realizing that I‘m trying
to be a nice therapist (hm) and trying to keep things kosher (hm) you know
to some extent
75
… and I‘m not necessarily…I feel like I‘m guarding against a certain range
of experiences of them toward me (mhm) implicitly in how I am
76
… and I don‘t wanna do that (mm) cause I want them to be able to have
their whole shebang and maybe that actually feels like a separate issue
(hm) but connected
77
… there‘s the them being like there‘s the my fear about not being able to
really hold the space (mhm) if they drop into something (right) and be able
to keep my own wits about me you know help help them close things up
well
78

… and then there‘s a separate like are they gonna be mad (mm) at me if I
push (mm) or if if I…you know…am…imperfect in ways that really rub
them the wrong way (mhm) and get them mad

79

… that might be and that might be really helpful in a lot of cases (right
mutual laughter) you know what I mean? (yes, I do.)
… but I am so nice like I‘m so schooled (mm) in being like sweet and
diffusing (mm) their anger and I think that is fucking with them (yeah,
right) in some cases (yeah) because I‘m not I‘m blocking against them
having certain reactions to me (right) which then probably causing them to
like not bring it up in therapy
ME: … (right it doesn‘t it doesn‘t help them to sort that out)
R: … it doesn‘t help them at all and so I think both of those things (mhm)
are tied up in in that
… so we might have time and if like and if you wanna follow up I don‘t
know how you‘re I mean I‘d be willing if you wanted to like follow up on
the second one if we don‘t have time now to have a like addendum to the
interview (all right) if it‘s important for you

80

81

82
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ME: yeah yeah we can think about that. I think ahh you know as I‘ve been
listening to you it‘s been this is really been quite a complex experience
right? (oh yeah) and that uh something very powerful that you discovered
in part in your experience with Anna that‘s about the way in which the fact
that people experience traumas and very painful experiences, there‘s some
way in which you‘re not ok with that (yeah) and that that gets in the way
cause you don‘t quite know what to do when when that‘s happening (yeah)
and there‘s a way in which you really move toward wanting to share that
burden with someone but then you‘ve got it (mutual laughter, and it hurts)
84
ME: and it‘s and it‘s sort of not yours to share in that way (yeah) I mean it
is and it isn‘t right (right) where how do you do that how do you be with
someone and not abandon them but also not go home with it in that way
right? (yeah, totally)
85
86
87
88

89

90

91

R: I have one (laugh) it‘s really it‘s really directly i-it‘s almost analogous
… I mean its and it‘s something I‘ve been working with a lot so, let me just
check for a second longer and see that‘s the one that comes up first but let
me just check and see if there‘s anything else (ok) a little more implicit
… no this one it‘s like no it‘s it‘s been so thematized it‘s been something
I‘ve been working on in supervision a lot actually one of my main….cases
… and it‘s with a young woman […] she‘s really the only client that I‘ve
felt comfortable doing a little preliminary Focusing with so
(hmm)…um…and I‘ve been seeing her since January of my first year (mm,
so) no that‘s wrong that‘s wrong January of my second year (so that‘s like
what, two and a half years?) mhm

… um… and … she………is uh like…I was taking the [inaudible] about a
year into working with her (she was taking the what?) the Lacan class (ah
huh) and like she was kind of classically hysterical (laugh) you know she
had no contact with her own desire (mmm) um, in the sense that she did
what other people wanted (hm), you know, and um…..there‘s all these
other things going into it but what what I‘d been trying to work with her on
she would say like ―I don‘t know I don‘t know I don‘t know how I feel I
don‘t know how I feel about this situation‖ (mm) I don‘t know what I think
about this situation there was just this like aporia (mm) for her this gap
… and over the years as we were working on it, she started to talk about
like I would just invite her to attend inwardly (mhm) and see if there was
some kind of….um feeling or, if she could get a sense of wh- what that not
knowing felt like (mhm) and she came up with like, it‘s a mucky area
… it‘s like…a..i- for awhile she was using that to describe it this muck
(mhm) and she didn‘t wanna go into it (hmm) and she was pretty clear
about that like ―I don‘t wanna go into that‖
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… (a muck that she didn‘t wanna go into) yeah but we would sort of circle
around it and she started getting a little bit more familiar with the feeling of
that muck coming up (mm) and so we could start to refer to it (hmm) like
she‘s getting close like ―oh I felt that muck‖ (mhm) or ―oh we‘re close to
that‖ (mhm), you know, um
93
… and…you know, I was, I had the agenda for awhile of like she‘s gotta go
into the muck (laugh) she‘s gotta go into the muck…[details about client‘s
family history]

94

[more details about client‘s family history]

95

… I mean there‘s like early childhood invalidation (mm) and uh…like she
feels something but then the situation is cast in a totally different light from
an important other (mm) where she‘s just totally invalidated and her
feelings don‘t make any sense (right), they‘re not taken up,
… and then there‘s this other level of her [mother‘s way of treating the
client]

96

97
98
99

100

… and she has no or very little capacity has had very little capacity to read
what‘s true for her in a situation (mm) because her reference is so much in
what the other person says or wants
… there‘s just like I felt like this real gap of her own in touchness with wwhat she‘s experiencing (mm) so that‘s what when I wanted her to go in
the muck like I wanted her to have her own experience
… and..over the….gosh it‘s what November? (mhm) …over the last couple
of months I‘ve been working with her a little bit more to Focus…sort
of…depending you know how things were going in her life, sometimes we
would do things in a Focusing way and sometimes we (mutual laugh) and
sometimes we wouldn‘t.
… Um, but in supervision, like…I‘d been working with…‖how much do I
push‖? (mm) You know, (with this client) with this client (toward the
muck) yeah, toward the muck,
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… she‘s not calling it that anymore
102
… but like, a couple of months ago we had a session…well so, she get‘s
really s- scared sometimes when she comes in and she doesn‘t have
something to talk about (hm)…because….often unexpected things come up
(hmm) and..she‘s got a very ambivalent relationship with this,
103
… so (mhm) one time she came in and I invited her to do something like
Focusing, she had these tremendous shifts and realizations and she was all
about it
104
… and then she came in next time and was like I didn‘t bring anything in
today (mhm) I wanna do what we did the last time (hm) and all these
expect had all these expectations about how she would have an experience
105
… and I also had expectations (mhm) which weren‘t totally clear to me
(mhm).
106
… I was excited about her being on board with like working this
way…and…uh it seemed like it had been really helpful to her
107
… to really intend inwardly attend inwardly because sh- intend and attend
(hm) I intended
108
… um… but then…you know she‘d be like ―I can‘t, I don‘t know how I
feel I don‘t know I don‘t know I don‘t know‖, and then I‘d invite her to
stay with the I don‘t know what that was like and she would get really
panicky (mm) she got really panicky a couple of times
109
… It was like, she just had to not do it, (right) you know that was at the
point which with her it was like ok why don‘t we just, you know drop that,
take a step back (right) (mutual laughter) get the hell outta here
110
… um…she she‘s and she told me she felt kind of manipulated basically
(hmm) she‘s like ―I know that you‘re not trying to‖…like…I don‘t know
she used the word manipulated in terms of ―it reminds me of my friend
who use to manipulate me‖
111

… ―do you feel like I‘m manipulating you?‖ ―I know you‘re not trying to I
know that you‘re I know that that‘s not what you wanta do but I do feel‖
she did feel like I was pushing her (mm), and I was (mhm)….and so it‘s
like

112

… Yeah………mean it‘s subsequently become clear that….I wasn‘t…you
know, I was full of expectation (mmm)…and she was picking up she was
picking up on
…like ―YES I think this would help‖ and that‘s why I‘m encouraging her
to do this (hm) I really want her to feel her own experience (mhm), you
know.

113
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… And and she‘s has said you know we did it in a session it worked, it
worked, (mm) and…she was able to touch her own experience and touch
some of her own grief, specifically (mm) that she realized she‘s still
holding onto (mm).
ME: So it was successful
R: yeah, we had some success,
115
116
117

118
119
120
121

122
123
124

125

… like…..(but there‘s a but in there) yeah, there‘s a but, because then we
both wanted that again (ahh, sort of attachment)
… yeah, and she…she‘s really critical really self-critical and whereas the
first time it was kind of spontaneous and she didn‘t have expectations
(mm), the second time those expectations were very powerful
… and I didn‘t know how to…you know I…I didn‘t know how
to…just…really be with her with w- what was there. You know I did have
an agenda
… and that was ―I want I want to I wanna help you like like we did last
time‖ (right). (laugh) ―I wanna I want you to get back‖
… I like I was my hope was that she‘d learned something (mm) that she‘d
learned that she could drop into (mm) her experience, actually have it
… and then we would work with it like the way I learned Focusing
ME: so it was like ahh an interesting there was ahh the feeling helpful
(mhm) and there was also the she feeling like something had worked
(mhm) the two of you recognizing together that something worked (mhm)
but then also the a sort of rush to do it again on her part with expectations
(mhm) of being a good client or learning more and you hoping that she had
made a big leap that was allowing her to drop into her experience and you
really wanting to go there and being excited by that (mhm) and sort of
happy about it but also holding onto that expectation (mhm) and then the
two of you kind of spun into this panicky place where you were pushing
and she went too far and then you had to work together to figure out what
happened then, right, like?.
R: Well it wasn‘t like we, we didn‘t go too far, she actually pushed me off
which was really good
… I mean, she got panicky really fast (mm)…because…she couldn‘t find
like a feeling she couldn‘t find anything
… and instead of saying what kind of blank is it? (laugh) which might have
been helpful, I think I asked her to like…Focus on the part that really
wanted or that was really worried about finding something (mm) or
something like that
… and it and it led to her getting really really anxious oh you know, she
doesn‘t necessarily have her eyes closed but she just brought herself out of
it (right right) and that‘s and so it‘s she didn‘t go into a place
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… she was like…I mean there was a panicky but I think it was the panicky
was a keeping her out of (hmm)…somewhere she didn‘t wanna go
127
ME: right, so you actually weren‘t able to push her into a place that was
really dangerous. (No I was trying >laugh< inadvertently)
128
… but you weren‘t able to, which is interesting.
R: Well that was where the backing off came (mm). That was when she
looked panicked, like…I didn‘t I mean it was evident,
129
… maybe if it was Anna I woulda said is it ok to like Focus on this take a
breath and is it ok for us to ask what‘s so scary about not finding? (mm)
You know,
130
… but with her, with my client, she was like, ―oh I can feel my heart
beating really fast and‖ you know her eyes open, and…and she is upset
(mm). She doesn‘t wanna do it. So I mean……there‘s something about I
wasn‘t able to push her…I think that….in this situation I backed off
131
ME: So you saw….you saw that it was ok like that backing off might be a
good thing (laugh).
R: yeah, but I didn‘t see it in that sort of measured way, I mean I saw it in a
little bit, not as much of the oh shit feeling with Anna, but like….ok she‘s
really upset (right laugh) (like that automatic like ―Whoa‖) yeah
132
… and it wasn‘t I mean I might be making it sound more dramatic than it
was but, but you know how things can happen (mhm) in a short space
133
… and then the fact that she that then I went to like does this remind
you..er actually I don‘t even remember if I asked that she might have
spontaneously gone to this feels like that friend when I was little who
would…you know manipulate me into feeling stuff (hm), feeling
something different (hm) and then (hm)…you know it‘s like huh, I‘m
wondering if you feel manipulated now (mm) and that opened that up.
134
… And she wasn‘t mad at me you know, like, I was afraid she wasn‘t
gonna come back the next session, I was afraid she was gonna skip (hm). I
don‘t think she did (hm). I think she like was fine, she didn‘t attach to
me..that manipulation (hm). It was something she felt but…
135
… yeah…she like…you know she‘s very split like out here so she knew in
her head (mhm) I‘m not trying to hurt her and we have a good relationship
(mhm)…but she felt like she was being asked to do something really
uncomfortable (mm) and she wouldn‘t let it happen
136
… so now I‘m really like all of these questions I mean….like this is a very
salient case for me with her because we don‘t have very much time left to
work together (hm), and….I think…….it‘s the irony both um, I
mean………in the time that I have left with this woman…….I‘m
wondering what I can…like what‘s the best path (mm)...for her…to get
somewhere helpful
137
… and it‘s…the question of pushing or not pushing (mm) a certain kind of
inviting or making space (mm)
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… I mean pushing is just wrong, you know I really appreciate that (mhm,
probe) the probe, yeah,
139
… I mean but she and I even in our therapy like she has said a couple of
times ―sometimes I need you to push me‖ (mm, right) you know?
140
… and and she she might have said that I don‘t remember who introduced
the word push (mm) …I might have said I don‘t wanna push you (mm) she
might have said like it‘s ok
141
…but she has she has said, acknowledged that there are places that she
doesn‘t wanna go (mhm), but she finds it helpful when she goes there
(mhm), she feels better like, throughout the week (mhm)…but she needs
me to help push her because she won‘t go there on her own
142
… And that‘s I mean it‘s really similar in that sense to the Anna situation
(mm) and it‘s like a real similar like, she‘s saying yeah, it‘s ok I wanna
keep working with this (mhm) but I‘m thinkin, is it? (mhm) Is it really ok?
(mhm) You know?
143
… And then the same thing happens in our therapy, I end up feeling a little
hoodwinked or something like she‘s saying ―please push me….I need that,
and that was really helpful last week (mhm)…and and let‘s do more of that
let‘s work that way‖ (mhm) and then I try to, and she feels she tells me
she‘s feeling manipulated
144
… and I know that it‘s an old thing I know that for her it‘s not about me
(mhm, right)…I know that, like that‘s her child part of whatever (and even
she knows that) and she knows that too (mhm)….
145
ME: so there‘s a confusion it‘s like ok so you want me to push and I‘m
pushing but then you don‘t want me to push and dammit what the hell?
(Yeah) (mutual laughter) (Yeah) and also you know and and it‘s ok to go
into the difficult places but it‘s also not ok and how it is it ok and not ok
and when is the not ok ok and when is the ok not ok? Uhh!
R: yeah yes! Exactly
146
… And it‘s not that I don‘t expect my client not to be ambivalent about
stuff (mm) but it‘s this specific issue of how do I relate to that ambivalence
(mhm), you know?
147

148

ME: And what do you know about when it‘s when things are and are not ok
no matter what the person is telling you about em. (right) You know like
what do you know about when to push and when not to push even if the
other person is ambivalent (mhm), you know, what is your judgment and
where is that where is that salient, where is that…where does that work?
(yeah) How do you actually lead when someone says push me and you say
I don‘t wanna push right now because I don‘t think that‘s gonna be helpful
or if somebody says no I don‘t wanna go there and you say no I think it‘s
important that we do, right? (mhm) That moment, those moments.
R: Because she‘s intact, I mean, she‘s….she‘s a fundamentally like
grounded, like integrated person (mhm) I don‘t fear that decompensation
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… I don‘t think that she‘s gonna flip but she fears that (mhm)[client
details]
150
[Client details]

151
152

R: were you gonna recollect or did you (I don‘t know go ahead I um)
R: … well I‘m I‘m thinking about you were sort of reflecting back certainty
that I have about (mhm right) [client‘s potential for decompensation]
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[client details]
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[client details]
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[client details]
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[client details]
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[client details]
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[client details]
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[client details]
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ME: in this sense there is actually more precision to your understanding
(mhm), and I just wonder if we invite recognizing that or just dwelling in
that for a moment (hm)…if that might…say anything about that question of
when and where to push and when to hold back and when to lead by
pushing and when to lead by hanging back…..
R: Mmm…………………..Yeah, I mean, I think [R‘s supervisor] is right
(laugh), I think I think really….staying in touch with really following her
(mm) and
161
….you know and our dynamic we‘ve sort of worked up this scenario where
in some ways I become another person in her life (mm) y- you know,
thinking I know what‘s gonna be, like, the the good decision (aha)..and, her
tendency is to go along with that
162
… and…it‘s tempting, it‘s like I know you‘re strong and I know you‘re in
there and so I think you can handle it if I push, but on the other hand, the
very task for her is ta is ta for lack of a better term like take up her own
desire about what she wants (mhm) and to trust that (mhm), and so
163
… you know I I‘m not gonna suddenly get all Lacanian on her, I can‘t do
that (hm laugh)…um, personally and interpersonally (mm), but…I need to
find a way to like, encourage her ta lead (mmm) what we‘re doing (mhm)
and really
164

165

166

167

… and I‘m trying to think of what, there‘s a feeling with ―and really‖
(mhm), like…because already I think I was feeling myself slip into ―yes
this is what we must do‖ (aha), you know it‘s so easy, so easy (so easy,
right) and she invites that (mhm) with her not knowing (mhm) you know
(that not knowing is very strong with her) it‘s very powerful. She gets other
people to know lotsa stuff
… because sh because in some ways in some ways too it feels it‘s obstinate
(mhm) there‘s like an obstinacy to it sometimes (I Don‘t Know) I mean she
doesn‘t say it like that, but it‘s like it‘s so resistant and it can be frustrating
(mhm), you know, like, it‘s a refusal (mmm) (mhm) (like I won‘t know) I
won‘t know, yeah
… And so, when I said…‖to really‖ I was feeling myself slip into like…I
wonder what it would be like if I came in there profoundly not knowing
(ahh, mm that‘s an interesting question) (hmm)….I think it‘d be really
disturbing for her, just like [R‘s supervisor] says
… (he knows some things, right) He so like totally knows some things
(yeah), he totally does, and I think this is a case where, uh….
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ME: Well I guess, you know here‘s the question I have and I mean, this
may be totally off the mark right, but, there‘s a way in which like Gendlin
right, he doesn‘t know either (yeah) but his not knowing is very different
than [R‘s supervisor‘s] not knowing, in a way…and I don‘t know if it
strikes you as a different no knowing (yeah it does) the what‘s knowing
there is that in the Gendlin knowing it seems to me is sort of like the
knowing, the knowing that we‘re just gonna work with what‘s here (laugh)
that‘s what I know but I don‘t know what‘s here laugh, you know, like
(laugh)
R: and the and the trust I mean there‘s such a trust in the client rather than
in like a a…..there‘s a trust that what‘s manifest will unfold (mhm) on its
own if you stay with it
169
… I think the main thing is just to really remember and let
that….awareness stay about how easy it is, especially with her…to take
charge
170
… and how t- like weirdly twisty that can get (hm), um…take charge in
terms of finding ways to let her take charge (mhm, right), like..the agenda
slips in there
171
ME: right, the agenda can be even in a really sort of a seemingly sort of
passive agenda you know like like ―you‘re gonna lead (mutual laughter)
R: Right (right) exactly (mhm), yeah, that‘s it…….
172
ME: I had a question for you…I wonder…to what degree does checking in
with your own felt-sense of the other person, so like, when you were
talking about Anna, she was clearly very distressed…but she was also
saying it was ok, and then you were sort of thrown into that position of
confusion, do you think maybe some of that confusion was about
being…like as if you were alone there? Instead of like, um, like allowing
yourself to relax into responding to her? (mm)
R: Well I think that‘s….it‘s like the felt-sense is the path and the fruit right,
its..if I‘m totally confused I don‘t remember to check in with my felt-sense
173
… like I wasn‘t checking in with my felt-sense, I was much more…I was in
my felt-sense like (in a different part of the felt-sense) yeah, I was in it,
174
… I mean I had I had an observer self for her…but…in terms of like…ok
let‘s just see what‘s there, like, let‘s take a second to just…see
175
… there was too much going on for me that‘s the undifferentiated part
(mm). It was hard for me to tell what was my what was going on for my
felt-sense of me and my felt-sense of her (mhm) and that‘s the point I
realize needs to be teased out (mhm) cause I couldn‘t tell the difference.
176
ME: … or I mean when they talk about observer self I always just go
straight to what happens when you do like a vipassana practice right (hm),
like that‘s what I think.
R: That‘s what I I I understand them to be talking about something very
similar.
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ME: … but for me it‘s about that ability to stay present you know (mhm)
and aware and it‘s like in that moment you know you got caught up without
being able to stay aware, right? Which is
R: there‘s a little there was a little bit of awareness (mhm)…but, it wasn‘t
like strong enough to go inside here,
178
… it was like if I...it was strong enough to be like (mhm)…to check to do
that sort of very perfunctory (mhm) but you know sincere (mhm), but…it
didn‘t take a lot of like intuitive felt sensing to check and see if she was ok
(mhm)
179
… but it wasn‘t strong enough to….go into the chaos that I was feeling it
would‘ve been it would‘ve dropped into it
180
… uh..that was a that was a point at which it needed to be strengthened
181
… and also I mean and that‘s a point also… insofar as it … with my
observer self….was a little stronger in particular situations I think I could
hang with (hm) the okayness of people (in the uh the not okayness) yeah,
182
… and that‘s a point where I feel like it‘s a growth edge and I have my own
unresolved things that I‘m working through
183
… around how what happens for me when someone that I care about is
really distressed and I I fall into that little person
184
… you know that little person being like ―but I‘m only 6 and I don‘t know
what to say and I don‘t know how to make this better and you‘re just upset
and why won‘t you feel better and I‘m onna try really hard but I don‘t I
don‘t know how to make this better‖ (that‘s really) you know ―I don‘t
know I can‘t I can‘t really fix this (right) I can‘t do anything here‖ (mm)
185
… and I‘m trying but I really don‘t I really can‘t tolerate this (mhm)
enough
186
… You know that‘s the part that I drop into (right) and that‘s the part that
needs to be like…just worked worked with and that‘s I‘m working with it
187
… but I don‘t think that I would be working with it or who knows but that
was a part of coming to realize …
188
ME: the working with Anna, that experience with Anna. (Yeah, that)
189
R: like I think about myself as someone who‘s really good at hanging in
with all sorts of people‘s suffering (sure) like, um you know my life has
trained me for that (right), but it‘s also trained me that in some situations I
feel really overwhelmed and I slip into the part of me that doesn‘t know
how to handle it
190
… like the the, you know…of course you‘re gonna fail at doing that
191
… There‘s consequences for me, there‘s imagined, like my little person
consequences have to be worked through
192
… Like what do I imagine will happen for me with this person, or…for me
like existentially…when I see my the limits to my, when I really feel the
limits to my capacity to hang with (mhm) someone in something (mhm).
And that‘s where my fear my sort of……
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… yeah, yeah, I don‘t feel…you know one of the thoughts that I think
came up for me was like, like a realization that we‘re toying with
something like really powerful
194
… you know, but also, you know…playing there‘s an element of, I think
195
… there‘s toying which has a certain connotation but then it‘s really close
to playing, too,
196
… and…I might be toying with it if I was doing it with a client but with her
there is an element of play
197
… and we‘re both you know I mean we‘re both self-conscious about
leading (mhm), and so…we both know that there‘s an experimental we
both know that the other person isn‘t an expert (right) in doing this
198
… and so..there‘s a little bit more freedom there where I don‘t…it‘s
acknowledged that I don‘t hafta be the one that‘s responsible…
199
… yeah, you know versus if I do something like that with a client that‘s
what I am and they‘re relying on me for that.
200
R: Anna knows that I‘m you know, fumbling through it (right) you know
like she‘s getting what she expects (right) and I‘m not betraying her in any
way by going into something that then it turns out I‘m not expertly skilled
enough to handle
201

202

203
204

205

… you know…and that was that‘s what made it possible with
her…um…because of the sharing, I think I think the power of sharing is a
big part of that, where I don‘t feel as responsible for her I may feel closer
emotionally … but I don‘t feel as responsible.
… She‘s a big girl,(mhm) and I know that she would…stop with me (mhm)
if she didn‘t want to and that and in that way I can really trust her to hold
herself in some ways
…um…and I…and I really didn‘t…feel comfortable like experimenting
with clients with this stuff…
… Right, and I can ask, like…you know…I can yeah, I can check in with
her and and see…how she‘s doing with something and I don‘t have to wait
until the next week (right) to sort of see, and so the process is much more
fluid and there‘s more room to respond as need be.
ME: So if it‘s a little more serious you‘re not constrained by the therapeutic
frame
R: Yeah and and…we also you know in that session have more time and
it‘s not uncommon that we might continue the conversation (mhm)…stuff
comes up maybe she needs more time to kind of come back (mhm) to
grounding and part of the way we do that is by having a conversation like
this about what she was experiencing so there‘s more freedom that way,
too. There‘s no ―the hour‘s up‖ (right, see you next week) (mutual
laughter)
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206
… I mean, on one hand I feel like I could…there‘s always more, but you
know, in terms of like themes can open up onto themes and and I‘m
confident that I could fill up two, two and half hours (mhm), but…
207
…in terms of the main questions like how like what is a way in which the
Focusing practice with a peer has influenced my therapeutic work I mean
this is really, I think the best example that I‘m aware of um…that really
stands out for me
208
… This particular client and that experience and then my work and how
that ties into my work into supervision
209
… and and it really had some really clear…consequences of going through
that particular session and encountering those particular things that I‘m
really thankful, um…didn‘t happen for the first time…well, and and and I
don‘t even know maybe they did happen in therapy, but…not in that…not
in that way, not those, you know, nothing...quite…as…building and
confusing
210
R: I think there‘s something about the quality of watching somebody go
deeper (mm)…shit hap comes up in therapy that I‘m not prepared with, but
it‘s not like I‘m watching them go down and there‘s a choice about
(laugh)…do I interrupt this you know...and and in Focusing you do have
some times of choice about that
211
… Yeah, so I mean I feel like I feel like we‘ve really hit on some of the
heart of the matter
212
… Can we just say I feel fine with this but if in the course of your analysis
or whatever you‘re like I really think we could do with another hour, you
know I would be open (ok) to to meeting to follow up (thank you thank
you) Cause I don‘t want yer…I don‘t wanna short change you either cause
I‘m really committed ta…participating with you in this process and I think
the work you‘re doing is really important
213
… and you know I think that is even more salient for me after having done
this interview with you.
214
ME: Do you feel like you‘ve gotten something?
R: Mhm. Yeah. I mean you‘ve really given me a chance to thematize how
the practice is…um….you‘ve given me a chance to answer those questions
in some depth, and that‘s been helpful.
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1
CJ: There‘s so many [felt-senses regarding times in the Focusing group that
were particularly significant to her clinical practice]
2
…but…there‘s one in particular that I can, that kind of just hold pretty
clearly
3
…um there‘s a lot…
4
… Yeah there is one that kind of stands out
5
… It was um a time earlier on when the four of us met and I was Focusing
Anna
6
…..And um…there‘s a lot of…a lot of worrying, I remember,
about…doing a good job
7
… and being able to really…I wanted ta do Focusing kind of by the book.
Yeah. I wanted to do it the way Gendlin described doing it. I wanted ta
kind of be close to the way and the language that he used
8
… and I was Focusing with Anna and I found , I found it really hard to
have the book in my hand and do it that way as I was trying to
think…while I was being the focuser.
9
… I was trying to read….and I-I felt disconnected from her,
10
… I felt like I couldn‘t reach her cause I was trying ta…I was selfconscious and I wanted to make sure I was doing it the right way
11
….and then I found that if I when I stopped trying to do the book, when I
stopped trying ta do it by the book and I closed my eyes and I let myself
just…reach out with my feeling, like how I feel, that I could find her,
12
that I could sense the things she was doing and how to kind of move with
her and what was coming from her and what she was talking about
13
… (breathing)…I remember feeling…like a stream you know that‘s
blocked up and then as soon as I put the book down it would flow.
14
And I when I closed my eyes I could see more than I could with them open
…… I was able to let go of being self-conscious I was able to kind of reach
out with my feeling and really meet….meet where she was
15
… and also….feel in some ways what she was feeling. I know that sounds
strange, but….I felt like I was able ta encounter something…where she was
by letting go of myself. (pause) And, really just being…being in my
body…being…not in my eyes or in my thoughts.
16
… (pause) And, it was the contrast between the trying to read and the
letting go of that that really stood out for me. ‗cause I‘d tried to do both,
and one was not working and the other one felt better….
17
CJ: I member she had…a flower there was a….flower that was opening
and revealing
18
… it was right at her heart I remember feeling in my own, right sort of,
right in my own heart, y‘no this this warmth and this unfolding and this
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vitality
19
… ms and and I was at the same time as I was kind of surrounding and
moving into the feeling within her I had new feelings within myself
20
… (mmm) that were about…a a feeling really touched, and engaged with
her, and….feelings in my, like in my in my stomach…that were were
something (exhale) like excitement (exhale) but, ummm, a just tenderness,
a that seems better, tenderness a a…and some kind of joy and recognition
to feel the…for her to encounter that within her self
21
… It was a precious…opening…this flower. Really beautiful and poignant.
And vulnerable. (pause) But vital and alive.
22
… And I knew…that she was it was hard to do the Focusing at first and I
wanted so much to do a good job for her.
23
… And then letting go of…my own self-consciousness and letting go of by
the bookness…allowed me to meet her there. closing my eyes so that I
could see
24
… And I remember (exhale) feeling (exhale) when we stopped just how
close I felt to her
25
… and to you and to Robin, too. (Hmm) Because we were together there
with her.
26
… And just remember feeling really just re- huge amounts of gratitude.
(Exhale) and an apology, too, for being clunky
27
… Hmmmhnm. And that feeling was reinforced again of how much
….strength and wisdom was in that collective with us (ME: Hmmm). The
support…and just the sense of discovery in each other (ME:
hmmm.)….Exhale. Even remembering it now I feel some of those those
feelings that I had….And I‘m crying because it‘s just really (sniff) really
moving. I‘m filled with that gratitude again….
28
ME: Gratitude…for togetherness, closeness, strength, wisdom
CJ: Yes……courage
ME: Gratitude…for togetherness, closeness, strength, wisdom
CJ: Yes……courage : ….and trust And safety ta to go…exploring…really
tied in somehow….to each other… Because we‘re tied in somehow to each
other
29
… And then there‘s a witnessing in the way of feeling….not a witnessing in
a watching kind of way.
30
… Just the fact that I feel a sense of calm now and that feeling of gratitude
is is kind of here with me now
31
… I'm drawing a line through that experience with Anna to this experience
I had with a client
32
….who…came into session and was unable to kind of gather himself there
was just there just was you know he would start a sentence and drift off and
then start another sentence and drift off and he hadn‘t been feeling good, he
had been sick, and there was just a kind of darkness to it and just feeling
just low and depressed and unable to kind of finish sentences and thoughts
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33
… and I asked him if she‘d like to try Focusing with me a little bit and he
did want to
34
….um…and…we started out relaxing and centering ….and just moving
into his body and allowing himself to kind of linger in places that were that
had something there that had some kind of sensation or….that were
needing…attention or something of him.
35
… I remember there was a…it took some time to do this. It took some time
to kind of settle. And permission to settle. (mmm).
36
… He was unclear about or uncertain about being able to be with each other
in that way cause that wasn‘t what he thought of as therapy
37
… and and needing…to just kind of not have a plan for the day or not have
an agenda for the session or not even really know where to begin
38
….and attending to himself she discovered a very high wall. (hmmm) a
thick wall.
39
… A wall that he felt had been there for so long
40
….and as he described it and…he he just sort of being on one side of it and
me being on the other,
41
… and me being is like with the rest of world is sort of wanting to get to
him, his mother, you know his girlfriend (me; hmm)
42
… but him being on this other side of the wall and feeling really lonely
(me; hmm) and really lost but not wanting at all that wall to come down
(me; Hmm) but that recognizing that this wall had a purpose and a function
and that it was there for a reason.
43
… And that made it change for him. The idea that and the feeling that the
wall….made sense on er it was it it was there for him. Yeah. And,
AND…that he was lonely .
44
… and we found the wall
45
… we created the wall …
46
… we welcomed the wall ….
47
… and we came up with (laughing) stuff about throwing stuff over the wall
(mutual laughter) umm and he liked that (mmmm)
48
… like doing like reconnaissance, supplies, like air drops (mutual laughter)
you know, he liked that he could be reached and he in some ways and he
liked that he could also be safely protected (mmmhmm)….and he also
liked that he c was looked for (mmm)….
49
… and I sat with him and I felt myself on this other side of the wall
(hmmm) I felt the wall, I felt the texture of the wall, and the…it was a red
brick (mmm)…high..solid masonry (MMMMmm).
50
… And he invited me to see it and to feel it
51
… and I felt it in my own body (hmmm).
52
… And…for awhile he was so sick and he was feeling so bad….we we
talked to each other from other sides of the wall, like our backs pressed up
against this wall (hhhmmm)
53
… and talked to each other bridging this loneliness for a little while until he
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became so calm and relaxed that he almost fell asleep (Wow.)
54
… and there was silence for awhile in our session, there was a good, I mean
it was a long time, for a session, like a solid 20 minutes (wow) of silence
but it was the kind of silence that was not uncomfortable….and it was not it
was not it was a peaceful silence like our backs were both pressed up
against the wall and we were just there together.
55
… Yeah. We were able to be with each other in relationship to the
wall…..and used it both of us used it for support (hmm) to lean against.
56
… (And to touch) to touch…so that he could just relax and be looked for
and be…just be calm. (mmm) and just be there cause that wall mm need
that wall, we needed that wall, he needed that wall, it had a purpose (And it
wasn‘t goin anywhere) and it wasn‘t goin anywhere.
57
… It became a friendly wall for a little while (mmm) instead of one to trap
him outside and separate him (mmm)
58
… and I remember when he opened his eyes…..his face was so
different….we smiled at each other…and the whole room had changed
(mmmm).
59
… He, it was like, waking up after a really good sleep and just feeling
like….okhhhhh…..and he was…he smiled, you know…he had come in
so….so sort of scattered and upset and just sick and down and
60
…and in those moments with each other, leaning against this wall, and we
really feeling the wall and him too, just ta we felt like we‘d done something
together like we were we had shared something
61
… and it really had deepened our trust, his trust in me
62
… and me the trust in this intelligent and wisdom to the things that he needs
(hmmm)…..
63
… and you know it did change on some level how we were able to work
together afterwards
64
… He when we were in session would pause and reflect and ask herself
questions (hmm)
65
… there would be silence, more silences. But…friendly silences. (Hmm)
66
… the idea that we could just be with each other he could kind of he could
just reflect (hmmm)….we didn‘t need to rush in and fill in all the gaps.
(right—he was supported in his …)
67
…he knew I was looking for him still (hmmm) and it helped him look for
himself
68
… and I I iit came from, in some ways, our group and sort of being able to
clo-close my eyes and trust in the things that I‘m feeling…..With my
clients…
69
… That I‘m I‘m able to encounter them and they are able to be encountered
and to encounter me….in types certain types of ways.
70
… And the they the movement of gentleness and welcoming and
acceptance of what is there what the feeling is that you HAVE. ….iis…..a…..I guess kind of an entering into a relationship a body relationship
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(mmm) with the other person.
71
… The witnessing again (mmm—witnessing without seeing like looking)
right, right (witnessing through feeling) yes……………….it‘s incredibly
intimate…..(the witnessing through feeling)
72
… It IS [incredibly intimate?], and that‘s not easy…ta do. (Not easy) No.
73
… And I don‘t imagine the….everyone would be able to do it or want to do
it
74
… but I do think that even without necessarily doing it that way, for me to
know….in….being with others what my body is feeling is important
information (hmmm).
75
… I‘m still witnessing (hmmm)….on a bodily level and if I listen really
closely to what I‘m feeling, you know what my body is saying, I‘m able
to….meet them where they are. (mmm). And sense where they wanna
go…(mmmhmm) (without thinking too much) Without having it
be…language or anything that‘s necessarily a figured out thing
(mmm)…….
76
… I‘m when I my clients cry and I cry, when grief comes it comes in
me….(mmm)….when anger comes it comes in me (mmm)
77
… when I know that….that‘s coming from a really deep places within them
(mhm) and I‘m able to know what‘s within me and what‘s coming from us
being together (mhm)…it helps me meet them. (right) (meeting them
within yourself) Yeah. (mm)……(breathing)……..Yeah. (ohhh).
78
… and th-there‘s also when we started [the interview] each part of the body
had a memory (hmm) from different parts that I‘ve that you and I‘ve
worked with (hmm) belly button, (hmm) diaphragm, lungs, ALL of it.
79
… there was like images like we would scan and maybe it‘s because of the
way like we‘re doing it in-t context of this project (right) but that there was
an associated thing, like hey pick me (laugh), pick me, what about me
(laugh), you know and then and then just coming up through the top, and
then just, all right then let‘s just do whatever (laugh) me first (right), you
know, (right) or what‘s…
80
… I mean there‘s so many things you could draw a line through (mmhmm),
you know yeah, that were from our group that were from our work together
or from you know clinical stuff that, you know, that was just, you
know….you could all come
81
… There‘s so many. And it wasn‘t even that I was connecting them
necessarily at first, but the thing the idea of you know….just the difference
between…like thinking….about things and…feeling them. (mmhm)….And
really deep trust.
82
… yeah yeah, it‘s not a NOT thinking, right.,(but) yeah
83
ME: the thinking is so integrated with the feeling that it‘s not…like selfconsciously intruding, right?
CJ: right, it doesn‘t have (like) that
84
… There‘s not another spectating going on (mmhmm), there‘s not sort of a
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superimposed anal-analysis (mmhmm)….On top of it, you know
(mmhmm)….Instead of being up here it‘s here-in
85
… And I don‘t know if that would‘ve always been the way it was…you
know, like when I was first learning Focusing I don‘t know if it was always
that way
86
… maybe there was parts of it that, you know…I really got into when I was
being focused, you know, like this is great, you know like
87
…not that I‘m saying to myself [that Focusing is great] when I‘m in it, but
or maybe I was, you know, like, the tree thing was freakin awesome, my
first the first time I ever focused with Hannah Feldman (mmm) in the
Focusing workshop and I was in a tree (Wow)
ME: I think I remember you telling me something about that.
CJ: was the tree. (mmhmm)
ME: like it was all through you
CJ: Everything
88
ME: I mean sounds like what you‘re saying right now is that there may
be…some difference between your ability to experience that kind of [nonspectating] presence as the [Focusing guide], rather than being the Focuser,
because of your amount of experience with Focusing.
CJ: Umm, I think, just….I guess just if having been able ta do this f-and
really get to know…myself on the one hand as the Focuser (mmhm) like
have some familiarity or baseline or not mmm not sure what I mean by that
baseline (mutual laughter) but like that there‘s something like an ―oh
yeah!‖
89
ME: like you have something to refer (ye) to like actual experience (right)
CJ: like in our work where this belly button thing happened and I would
have the volcano (mmhmm) and then all and then that was something I
could keep coming back to and there was and there was th-feeling there
(mm) but it was also on the way to something (mmhmm)…and so it would
change (mm), you know there was a seedling and a sprout there, and a
volcano (laugh) and there was (Super sensitive mustard seed thing) Right
(laugh) Yeah.
90
… but then as the [Focusing guide], umm…mmm f-f-figuring out, or not
figuring out, but, feeling my own part in the Focusing, like, that there‘s
something being taken up, ta I‘m taking it up in my body (mhm) in being
with another person (mhm)…in that way (mhm).
91
… So….it‘s…uh…it‘s a totally different way of knowing or being with
somebody
92
and I‘ve been able to cultivate that you know not
93
… like oh maybe I‘m hungry (laugh) or I‘m really you know, cause that
happened, you know when you‘re hungry because your stomach is loud
and obnoxious, but if I feel something in my stomach when I‘m with
somebody and we‘re Focusing, it‘s different than…feed me or…ouch, I‘m
gonna menstruate, or whatever. Yeah, not just stuff that I can explain, like
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oh clearly I‘m getting my period, I just ovulated, whatever (right right) you
know (laugh) so it‘s like there‘s something else taking up residence
(hmm)….and….(go ahead)
94
… and just trusting the…trusting to know the difference (mhm) you know,
being able to distinguish
95
ME: It seems like you know that the experience, I remember that day with
Anna, and I remember you like Grrrahh (mutual laughter), sort of really
nervous, (yeah, yeah) and I think that was like one of th-our earliest
sessions as I recall, I think it was maybe like, was that the first time Anna
was willing to Focus (I think so) and I think that you‘d done a demo on me
and I had done a demo on you (right, right) and then this was like maybe
the first shot and I remember Anna and Robin being so nervous (yeah) you
know also and there was a lot of intensity in the room
CJ: yeah, and I just wanted to do a good job
96
ME: and it was just sort of like that theme of like you don‘t have to force it
you don‘t have to get it right you don‘t have to push it hard which is what
you were taking up for yourself there was also part of what she was taking
up, and your ability to shift out of that brought her to her ability to shift out
of that (yeah) you know what I mean?
CJ: Yeah, I do, I do know that there was something really kind of…I don‘t
know there was there was some mutuality in the unfolding (mmm)…that
there was a way that we were we were all with each other (mhm) that you
know, was able to kind of bring that about with her you know
97
…just being able to let go and allow and ALLOW (mhm). And that‘s that
feeling of gentleness and patience and welcoming and allowing whatever is
to BE (mhm).
98
… that way of being with yourself and with other people is so unfamiliar to
us, typically
99
… (mhm)…we all have w-we don‘t even know that we‘re expecting
anything of ourselves until we s-just put things down (mhm) and just put
the book down (right) you know and just start to just be with each other.
100
ME: like I was wondering when you were talking about Anna, but it‘s
almost like I mean it‘s not almost like I can actually feel you guys like out
here, it‘s not just in here, but it‘s also like palpably in here,
CJ: It‘s in the space between
ME: It‘s in the space between
CJ: yes
ME: And it‘s literally like like touching from ten feet away (exactly) in the
sense of like it‘s in here but it‘s also like palpably out here too (right)
CJ: I‘m I‘m sure, I‘m sure of it, yeah.
101
… And I ye I feel it on real basic levels like I said with you know when
some when the grief comes and you feel grief coming in the room with
clients like or anybody like oh you feel it rising, it‘s coming, and it comes
within me too. It‘s it‘s not you over there feeling your stuff (right exactly)
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it‘s in me, too (mhm).
102
… And, that, and is is essential for me to be a good clinician (hmm), If I in
some ways am not able to feel that rising or get a s- get an idea that there of
what I‘m holding of what‘s being held in the room, what‘s being invited
(mm) what is needed, and you know, whatever those may like whether it‘s
anger (mm), whether it‘s grief, whether it‘s just frustration, you know all of
those things we have access to (mmm mm), and that that provides so much
good information.
103
… And it‘s shared (mmhm).
104
ME: you were just saying that being able to feel what‘s present in here is
essential to you being a good clinician
CJ: Mmm hmm. Yeah. I…it has to be an embodied experience it HAS to
be….if I….am just thinking about what somebody says to me then…I‘m
not giving them I‘m not really being fully present
105
…I‘m and that‘s the type of clinician that I am…but I don‘t really know
how else to be…umm,
106
… you know I think that we all are that way but we may….what Focusing
has taught me is to rely on and trust these things that I have at that are you
know just access that I have
107
…you know when I was doing family therapy I was there was I had [a
family who had experienced a tragedy] and I was asking them I thought
really gently…um.. it probably was gently…but uh how if they had shared
that with [other family members] and the mom said I‘m not talking about
that in here, we‘re just not going there (hmm) She just like, that was it, and
I said and I felt in my stomach like ohhh. And I looked at the [other family
members] and they also were punched in the stomach they knew that they
knew that feeling very that they knew that they and
108
… so there was scrambling after wards, so the [other family members] were
like shurhshshshurhshsurh,
109
… but I said to em, I said wow, you know, something just changed in here
when that happened, when you said that that‘s not for here,
110
… and I told em that I respected that she couldn‘t bring that here that that
was something that was sacred and private to her
111
… but still wondering you know if that‘s something that could be on the
table for them to discuss not in the kaleidoscopic with the team of
therapists behind the window
112
… but acknowledging that that was there and that I felt that and that we‘d
all felt that and that was a point where we need and and as a therapist that‘s
what I needed to do I needed to say WHoooo. Wow. That‘s IMPORTANT.
I felt this thing do you guys feel that too? And they did,
113
… and…but it was and it was totally understandable I wouldn‘t want to talk
about [that sensitive issue] in a room with people crrrr you know (And with
a therapist you don‘t know really) exactly and not knowing you know and
it‘s sacred. It‘s sacred and so.
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114
… She was totally fine with it, but she but one of the things was that they
weren‘t talking about it at home either but me bringing it up in therapy was
um…really difficult
115
… BUT on the way out….she looked at me in the eyes and said ―we‘ll see
you next week‖ she was telling me and I knew this in my feeling of
it….that….it was ok that we did that but that it wasn‘t ok to talk about it
there and….and I respected that
116
… but there‘s all this stuff that was going on that I if I wasn‘t in touch with
it in my body you could I could either have freaked out and run from the
room like holy crap what did I do, did I just say something wrong (help me
help me) Did you see that?
117
… But you know, it‘s it‘s instead of like…freaking out or scrambling with
it, really being able to access what I felt…and what they all feel around this
topic. Which is don‘t go there. Let‘s not talk about it, it‘s too painful. (And
it‘s super important) and it‘s super important.
118
… Like I knew like you know this is in my body, this is important
119
…this fee this has has a information that is….meaning
120
… And that‘s different.
121
…Information is abstraction in some ways because you can you can do
stuff with it, you can take information and apply it to other things and you
can generalize and you can create concepts and thematic structures and you
can do you know you know you can package it in different ways, you can
you know, you can decontextualize it,
122
… but meaning is situated….it is something that has to live somewhere
123
…and it‘s relative…you know the meaning I had even a fraction of what I
felt in my stomach with them was this much of the whole meaning and that
was I was because with them, not I‘m on the phone this is IN the room.
And we say that bring it in the room, but we mean like literally it is in the
room, in my body, it is visceral, and that‘s a fraction of what they felt, and
they feel all the time
124
… That‘s what so awesome about family therapy because it‘s all right
there, you got all the players…you know on the team in the room and so
the feeling in it is like even more
125
… you know cause you‘ve got like just like in our group we have each
other‘s you know visceral experiencing going on, you know, in family
you‘ve got that as well, it‘s it‘s it‘s bringing it literally in the room.
126
… And I don‘t know if I would have had the courage to say something like
that to them (To say what?) This is here. I‘m feeling this way. Am I off
base? If we hadn‘t been able to…and I say because I think it was important
that I said that.
127
… Yeah, no I told them, I feel this thing, and they concurred…you know,
but we‘re not bringing that up here, we‘re not doing that.
128
… It was touching it it was touching it and that was really scary and….her
saying we‘ll be back next week let me know…she was talking about that…
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129
ME: Right. Like sort of like maybe ―you didn‘t fuck me over today.‖
CJ: Yes. I saw where you were going no we‘re not talking about it here, but
we can talk about other things…and she had also maybe also we can‘t ever
NEVER talk about that I mean I mean we can it‘s not that we can‘t ever
talk about it, but, um….yeah.
130
ME: Do you think that that like her, you know his umm goodbye to you
there do you think that that did that sort of tell you that she trusted you a
little bit?
CJ: Yeah? Yeah. Because if I hadn‘t been able to feel it and acknowledge it
and say that this is important and that you know it‘s like if I had been like
―You know well you guys have this secret about this and I have to keep
talking about that clearly that‘s where the issues is because it‘s closeted‖ if
I was like thing like that that was the information that I was getting then,
there‘s no way they would come back because I would have disrespected
them
131
and…I wouldn‘t have acknowledged the poignancy that there‘s not just this
is a thing that happened to some people but this is a very sacred very
important thing that happened to our family and it‘s not to be trifled with
it‘s not to be taken lightly it‘s not just sort of stuff that you‘re going to put
down in your treatment plan.
132
Right, right but I did intrude, BUT I was able to keep, stay with it
133
…. I did intrude, there‘s no question, umm… I had the information from
you know files that I can get they didn‘t tell me that (oh, I see, I see) I
intruded…and they told somebody that, they didn‘t tell me that, so…but
also….you know being able to say I get it that this is important and that this
is, you know, not just any other thing that we can just talk about, was
enough to point to it and to touch it.
134
ME: its like you in your working with a client you kind of discover where
the problem is by like bumping into them in sensitive places.
CJ: Yeah, ,yeah, they call it probes, I don‘t like the word probes in the
family systems they‘re like we‘d better probe in and see (mutual laughter)
135
… all that sounds disgusting you know it‘s actually that is the definition of
intrusiveness is the word probe (mutual laughter)
136
ME: All these really disgusting images that involve lubrication
CJ: Exactly you need a buffer
137
…but um…yeah it‘s you do bump against things that‘s different than I‘m
deliberately consciously fishing for information here and sticking in a
probe to see what the whole entire system does when I say that which is
where I kind of get bristly with it, you know.
138
Yeah, and so…and the what‘s fortunate especially just in the context of
family therapy, that‘s not how they practice it that‘s not how they do it.
139
… They just talk about it like that, like hhhar, now I have to translate that
cause I this is that‘s not what I see you doing, but I see you talking about it
like that.
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140
… Umm and things get messed up when you talk about stuff like that and
stop to look and stop looking at what those things mean. Ummm.
141
… And I do think that but the kind of part of this Focusing and part of this
you know, really fundamental place of being a you know a clinician who‘s
respectful and who has a real sense of being a student of the client…which
is a really important position is that you you‘ve been able to do it so that
I‘m learning from you you‘re teaching me what is….what it‘s like for you.
142
… And I need to do that learning with my body…with my being
143
…and in you know so it‘s a different so once you do it that way, you‘re like
being the pupil, I have a question, what about this? Is that it? and then
they‘re like y‘know if you‘re a good teacher, if you‘re really teaching me,
―thank you there are no stupid questions‖ you know and then they help
kind of bring you along with it…ummm
144
…but you do it from a place of respect and really honoring their you know
what it‘s like for them to struggle and what it‘s like for them to be, you
know.
145
… [Focusing] helps me get good questions in just a really general sense,
you know if there‘s something that‘s sticking me or you know and I‘m like
or there‘s something that‘s coming for me I‘m able to sort of find it and say
―is this how you‘re feeling?‖ you know, I I‘m getting this, is that what‘s
going on for you?
146
[Focusing] just like really it helps me sort of….it if I‘m really doing it, and
it‘s not always I‘m not always there and I notice it I‘m not always within
that
147
but when I am [there in a Focusing way] I notice that it goes really well,
umm. And I say that not just to be like ―doing a great job‖ but just to say
you know…I‘m meeting them,
148
I feel like I‘m meeting them, and they‘re really not only letting me
question but questioning themselves and finding what comes there too.
149
And and that atmosphere of gentleness, patience, and allowing and
welcoming kind of has an overall sort of it has a long fingers it reaches
pretty far….
150
ME: Sounds like it sort of transforms the experience of working with your
clients….into this kind of really intimate space where the two of you or the
however many of you are…just engaged in the exploration and sort of
almost when it‘s working really well like literally like in the same
landscape either you or the client could say, Hey do you see that mountain
over there? (yeah, yeah)
151
ME: Am I the only one who sees that mountain or do you see it or you
know it‘s like you know it‘s like you‘re sharing that sort of I don‘t even
know if I want to call it imaginal space cause I don‘t think it‘s just an
imaginal space I think it‘s also a this space.
CJ: Well the reason you hesitate from imaginal space is because we think
that means not real. And that‘s the flavor that imaginal space has but that‘s
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giving it total short change
152
… you know is that you know how do we know any of this is real for god‘s
sakes I mean and not to be super hippyish about it ―oh man, I‘m
hallucinating all the time‖ (I‘m like in the matrix man) (mutual laughter)
153
… not sci fi, but like why do some things that we see with our eyes get all
the credit? You know why does that stuff have to be prioritized you know?
I mean, this like natural science if I can‘t measure it it doesn‘t exist.
154
… You know, if we‘d really want to go this way we have to give
everything equal playing ground, we have to be able to say you know, yeah
I just thought of I had this image of this thing that just came to me out of
the blue,
155
… like is it out of the blue really? No, it‘s like ME, I‘ve got this.
156
And that‘s real, that‘s real. That‘s not like imaginary. You know, like,
157
It‘s real, man, it‘s real, I mean, I just think that it‘s I just I don‘t know why
we have those really sharp delineations about what gets to have priority,
like what gets credence, you know.
158
… And…the biggest thing for therapy is trusting yourself.
159
… I mean, I mean not blind trust like whatever I do is fine, but like (but
that‘s like false confidence) yeah, yeah,
160
… it it‘s a real trust in…what you are being taught by the client that this is
what they‘re teaching you this is what they are evoking or you know in you
and that listening really carefully to those things helps you to really meet
them…..
161
ME: Right, like you know something about how to respond to that sharing
in such a way that‘s going to be healing instead of like manipulative or
something.
CJ: Right, it‘s checking in with them it‘s really using it, using it to keep
coming back to them keep coming back to them and keep coming back to
them, help me, help me this is what I‘m feeling is this what you‘re feeling
is that what it‘s like its using that information to keep coming back to them
162
… and…you know and you‘re right the trust so multifaceted it‘s like you
and them them and you
163
… and not just trust as faith in another person‘s good intentions it‘s
something a lot more deep
ME: it‘s actually like this person, it‘s not about good intentions, cause good
intentions can fail all the time, but it‘s like I can actually count on this
person (right)
CJ: and even when I blow it
164
ME: … actually no even with your client with the wall it‘s the same thing
like you can‘t stand with your back up against a wall with somebody else‘s
back up against the wall sort of talking to each other over this wall and
maybe throwing things back and forth without the trust in the fact that that
person is just going to stay right there
CJ:Not going to try to tear down the wall
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165
ME: … there‘s like a difference between intruding and harming you know
you can hit somebody‘s sensitive spot and it might hurt them for a minute
or you know or even you know like a little bit it‘s not the same as just
going in there
CJ: It‘s not demolition, it‘s not demolition
166
That‘s why the ethics underneath are the foundation, you know,
you…always ask who is it for.
167
… And…w….invariably, I get something out of it. I get this amazing not
just the honor of being trusted which is inordinate…but…I gr, I become I
change, I‘m transformed in the process, never to be the same again in a
good way.
168
CJ: Well, I get into that a lot of different ways, real simple I could say
healing is mattering to each other enough to struggle inside each other‘s
pain………….
169
… Um...healing..is……I mean and this may feel like I‘m hedging it a little
bit, but, it‘s not something that you will.
170
… It‘s something that comes through you.
171
… [Healing] It‘s a p it‘s a journey it‘s a process,
172
… and you have different ways of opening to that coming through you
173
… and we do that for each other
[…]
174
175
… but you can also, but but you can also but when it‘s there‘s something
really unique about that human touch.
176
… You know, like you said the touching that‘s not touching
177
… it‘s this really there‘s something you know…just huge about what we do
for each other in that way.
178
… Umm….it‘s like no other kind of healing in some ways
179
and there‘s lots of ways to go about THAT too…friendship, um…you
know, therapy is one way to do it, you know, there‘s a…those places where
you share something with another person
180
it‘s it‘s yeah, those are those kinds of that can be huge healing being able to
just…you know just meet somebody in the middle of a goof, you know or
whatever,
181
… or laughing at a joke, god that‘s so awesome, that‘s so healing. You
know, just think about how much you can change from laughing, you know
and that‘s like a good joke can take you you know pretty far in terms of
you know but
182
… there‘s all kinds of so what is healing, I don‘t know, it‘s all kinds of stuff
183
ME: but I think it‘s like thinking about it in terms of Focusing and sort of
thinking about what you‘ve said so far….it seems like you know….one of
the things that you keep mentioning about the Focusing practice that we
haven‘t specifically thematized exactly is that there‘s something about the
gentleness and the welcoming that makes it possible for people to get
together within that space.
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CJ: mmhmm, yeah. Yeah. I mean that‘s it‘s an invitation, you know. That‘s
it‘s being able to say….ok, come on, you know,
184
… and there‘s something about you know, being well met, you know
where, you know where,
185
… because inherent because inevitably we have positions about certain
things to start out with and that set us up in ways in certain ways to go
about things, you know, if I any task that I undertake if I‘m like ―ahhgur I
gotta do this‖ I‘ve already got a position set up for myself around how I‘m
going to go about the whole thing,
186
… and it‘s not just sort of positive psychology stuff, like power of positive
thinking, no this is
187
… yeah I mean it‘s really just about an openness a cultivated openness to
what is
188
… and the only way those things of what is and what‘s there and present
and sort of manifesting all the time, the 'more' stuff is gonna come is if it
has some kind of invitation.
189
You know, and you know when I did like the I did like the pseudoFocusing thing with my class like going through the steps with them like on
a collective level and some people were like what is this mumbo jumbo and
leave the class room are you trying to [inaudible] me? But the thing that a
lot of folks came up to me afterwards and said was that I didn‘t know I
needed to give myself permission I had no idea about the stuff I needed to
give myself permission for
190
… and how that just alone, that saying it‘s ok come, what‘s here you know
that is the the the cultivation of receptivity
191
… is as active and ongoing and never ending process. And it‘s you
know…something we continuously have to keep working with. Um….
192
ME: Cause it even allows defensiveness to be present right, in the sense
that you don‘t have to give up even your defenses, right, like, you can just
be defensive, right, let‘s just do that.
CJ: or, trusting in the inherent intelligibility of the things that we do. That
there‘s a really good reason for it,
193
… and that it‘s not like YOU‘RE BEING DEFENSIVE
194
… or you know you are fundamentally flawed for the following reasons,
and your mother is also fundamentally flawed because she did that to you,
Sorry (no, that‘s ok) in my direction (no, that‘s cool)
195
… but you know this whole idea that you know we carry this stuff within us
but you know there‘s no admittance for so much of it,
196
… and how much does that stuff haunt us or how much does it sort of kind
of become cancerous at some level that we you know really the stuff that
we say you don‘t get to come but‘s there anyway.
197
ME: And that‘s I think like that sort of hits right on the head what healing
is in the sense that…you know there‘s pretty much nothing that can‘t be
worked with there‘s nothing that can‘t be worked with I mean even really,
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really bad psychosis can be worked with I mean anything can be worked
with if it‘s allowed to be present when it‘s present and as it‘s present but
when it‘s not allowed to be present then it does its work without being
integrated (yeah) and that causes all sorts of secondary problems (right
right) because it‘s there for a reason like and if it‘s not addressed then
whatever it is that it‘s addressing goes unaddressed
CJ: Right, It snowballs. Yeah, it it gives rise to all kinds of craziness where
we organize around it we organize to not have it you know and
198
…you know and just like pain, you know if you feel pain, that is very good
information, you know that‘s like I mean don‘t touch the stove it is hot it
also means ahhh this is something that is hurting for me, I need to figure
out what that is,
199
… it can be psychological, childbirth, where you, but you do know that if
you tense and organize against not feeling the pain the pain gets bigger,
you know, it becomes a bowhemouth
200
… and it takes on a life of its own you can also give it its own name and
characteristics and almost another personality it can be split off from you
201
… and you can give it tremendous power you know where it started out as
this like seedling of things you know which is just like hey, look at me, I‘m
over here, that sucks, this is sucking o wow o wow ow
202
… so embracing it and really like saying whew that‘s there, that is just
there, even if it‘s horrible to see it….but to say you get to come and that
doesn‘t end
203
… with the trauma stuff that you‘ll be check in out the nature of trauma is
to cleave it off,
204
… but this is like and how do you work with trauma so that you can bring it
back in and have it come after a period of time that you‘ve needed, which
makes sense as well, and to come back in and to integrate.
205
ME: I feel like we could go on all day.
CJ: I know we could. We will we‘re going to this Focusing thing next
week, we‘re going to be goin off on it.
206
No, I mean I just it‘s been a really enjoyable conversation, it‘s just
awesome, and that feeling that we started out with, other, I have to pee,
that‘s also there, too. So I know that that‘s what that is, but there‘s also the
feeling that I had of gratitude has been lingering ever since you know, we
stopped and it‘s that it‘s like this warmth in of, it‘s it‘s been there this
whole entire time.
207
ME:what you need in therapy is available to you, it‘s right there.
CJ: It is. It is.
208
CJ: And you know this whole thing with trying to be a family therapist, is
just even the first two months is just like hey wait a minute I know you‘re
talking like that you‘re talking like that wrrr
209
… I know things, I have to trust myself and I have to trust myself
differently
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210
… I have to learn how to do this differently, but I have to trust myself, but I
have to find a way and only when I‘ve been able to do that will I be able to
be trusted. Umm and so
211
ME: Did they give you any shit for saying the thing about your stomach.
CJ: No they were into it they were like ―I can‘t believe you said that, what
are you doing, what‘s going on, it never occurred to me to say something
like that,‖
212
… and I was like it didn‘t occur to me either until I was in there and I got
punched in the belly
ME: And you‘ve been doing all this Focusing
CJ: Yeah, yeah. And it and and I knowing that there‘s good information
there and that when it‘s like that dramatic,
213
… I mean there‘s stuff that‘s going on all the time that we get stuff on, we
get reads bodily reads on things all the time that are not as dramatic as that
and we don‘t like oh, you know, indigestion? Or or? (Sometimes it‘s super
subtle right?) Yeah, yeah, but there is stuff going on, there‘s information
there at all times.
214
… You know and it‘s you know the more I guess if we really become like
zen masters of the Focusing at some point like Sister Josepha (wooooo,
she‘s like yoda) she‘s vibrating with it. She knows all kinds of stuff that‘s
happening with it,
215
… and her take on that is really interesting too, which I, I really appreciate,
you know, um….that there‘s that that‘s a spiritual piece,
216
… you know, and that we all have access to it, all the time, any given
moment.
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Appendix B: Participant Feedback
Feedback: Anna
Dear Amanda,
I found your initial interpretive finding, overall, to resonate very strongly with my
experience. I must admit that I had a difficult time at first recalling the details of both the
interview and the experience I was speaking about during the interview since they both
took place so long ago. But nonetheless, your text was evocative and richly descriptive
enough to help me recall most of what needed to be recalled. It was very interesting and
enjoyable to see myself mirrored back so clearly. I am very impressed by your work.
Themes 1,2, and 4 resonate very strongly overall. Theme 1 (Moving beyond
defense…) was right on. My work with Robin provided me with a safe, comfortable
enough space to really get into the emotional/visceral level of the defensive pattern in a
way that my personal psychotherapy couldn‘t – because I didn‘t feel safe enough with my
therapist and it was too much of an intellectually-oriented space. There was nothing in
that section that was at odds with my experience. Theme 2 (Deepening trust) was also
very resonant with my experience, as was Theme 4 (Appreciation for…). The only place
in Theme 4 that was somewhat at odds with my experience was on page 16, in the
sentence beginning ―However, it is important…‖ I don‘t remember the exact details of
what I spoke about in the interview, but the phrase ―Anna‘s intense interpersonal anxiety‖
didn‘t quite fit for me or sit well-enough for me. I had to ask myself whether I just didn‘t
want to admit this to be true about myself (that I have intense interpersonal anxiety) or
whether it truly didn‘t fit with what I can recall from our interview and the Focusing
sessions with Robin. I think both are true to some extent but that the latter is more so
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relevant here. I think it was more than interpersonal anxiety that was coming forth during
my session with Robin. If what this was referring to was the ―disappearing‖ defense, I
know that that wasn‘t just about interpersonal anxiety, it was also and maybe more
fundamentally about not wanting to enter life somehow, to face those monsters, whether
personal, impersonal, spiritual, or what have you. And I think the phrase ―Anna‘s intense
interpersonal anxiety‖ struck an off chord because it makes it sound like it was solely my
personal internalized problem (or even a ―problem‖ in the first place rather than a felt
presence, whether good or bad). Beyond the ―anxiety‖ that came up for me during the
focusing session, there was also something between me and Robin in the room that had
an anxious quality. I remember that feeling of really wanting to ―go there‖ and really
experience that anxiety (or whatever you would call the over-arching felt-sense I had)
and I remember feeling somewhat frustrated with Robin – with how she seemed almost
afraid of it and didn‘t seem to want me to go there and let me just feel what I was feeling,
that she was treating it and me with kid gloves out of possible fears of her own, or
something like that. I am wondering if what Robin said in her interview might be
coloring your analysis of my experience in some way? This was the only time that I
wondered whether your assumptions (not exactly about the phenomenon though) might
be influencing your analysis of the interview. Other than this small issue, Theme 4 was
very resonant overall.
Theme 3 (Inhabiting…) was the only one that didn‘t hit the mark strongly.
Everything you wrote fit quite well, it was just the way it was worded that seemed a little
disjointed or as if it didn‘t capture the flavor of my experience quite correctly. I think the
problem might be with the main title: Inhabiting an authentic presence: blessing and
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holding the space. I don‘t know what authentic means here. You do mention later that I
use the word ―natural‖ to describe the kind of therapy I‘m doing with Jake, so maybe
that‘s what you mean, but it doesn‘t really fit with the rest of what you write about in the
theme. You write mostly about my way of being toward my clients as one of blessing
and benediction. More like an attitude and way of being toward the person that is more
sacred and soul-oriented than psychological. More like a reverence for the wisdom and
process of psyche or soul – rather than trying to analyze a person‘s psychological life or
even develop an interpersonal relationship with the person – and myself as witness and
container for the client‘s own soul-making process, a process of which I am a part but
never an equal partner in. I‘m not sure what I‘m trying to articulate here, but what you
touch on in this theme seems to be about more than ―authenticity.‖ Blessing and
benediction, as you say, imply a ―spiritual frame of reference‖ and there does seem to be
something that happens in Focusing that is tapping into the ―invisibles‖ that are always
with us but rarely are accorded center stage… an acknowledgement of the presences that
are more than ego, narrative, or memory; an acknowledgement of and a way of
comporting ourselves toward the ineffable. Of course, I don‘t mean to imply that
Focusing is like doing a séance, but there is something about it that usually feels more
―sacred‖ than traditional talk therapy. I am not sure what exactly to suggest here except
that it seems appropriate in the title, at least, to thematize this sacred quality more than
you currently do. Blessing and benediction aren‘t, to me, just about wanting good things
for the client or even just about compassion but about comporting myself in such as way,
not only toward the client‘s psychological life, but also toward her deeper being, which is
in a sense ―in‖ her but also in the room and felt almost as a presence of its own. And we
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both greet that presence, visit and dwell with it, at least for a little while. That‘s the
magic I felt with Jake but not with Sandy.
Great job, Amanda, and thanks for sharing this with me!
- Anna

Feedback: Robin
First, I want to say that this was lovely to get to read, and thank you for your
effort.
1. Findings that were particularly resonant included ―fear of hurting someone
while trying to help,‖ ―working with identification and differentiation‖ and ―different
responsibility, greater freedom to explore‖. As for the first two of themes, I recognized
my continued progress as a therapist as coming out of these, and they felt familiar-- and
yet more clearly and succinctly stated than I am used to finding them in my own
thoughts!
As for the first theme, it‘s kept unfolding and shifting into a deepened awareness
of my fears and fantasies about being a therapist. Revisiting it here underscored what an
important encounter this was, and how much it set off for me in my clinical development.
As for the second, this too continues to be an active space of development. I am finding
different places in my body sense from which I can listen which provide me with more
distance, without breaking contact. Again, reading your description highlighted the
fundamental quality of this issue for me in my development.
As I read the final theme I mention here, I was filled with such a sense of
gratitude. I am glad you highlighted the distinction between toying and playing. Grad
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school was not a very playful time, but in this group, even though it was challenging,
there was some play. Serious play! It‘s remarkable to have had the chance to explore and
have adventures and even get into some scrapes with each other--follow the leader for
psychologists in training, where the focuser is the leader. Yes, there are dangers to be
alert to, but the possibility of exploration is something that I don‘t think I encountered in
the same way anywhere else.
2. I tried to come up with some critical feedback where I felt like the findings
were at odds, but to no avail.
3. This one is tricky, because I think we probably share a lot of assumptions
about this phenomenon. Chief among them is that we take Focusing deeply seriously,
find it profoundly helpful and illuminating, and feel like it could be really beneficial for
other training clinicians and people in general. I‘m not sure if these are evidently your
assumptions, though, or whether I‘m struggling with differentiation again. 

Feedback: CJ
Overall: Amanda described and analyzed my responses to the questions with
precision and accuracy. She gathered the essential elements of our conversation into a
cohesive and beautifully expressed gestalt. I found her summary to honor, deepen and
consolidate the complex movement of our work together.
A few points of notice:


The section, ―clarifying what it means to be present‖: contrasting thinking about
and feeling, particularly stands out as an important theme to highlight for
therapists in training. The times when I have been most anxious and even
panicked in my clinical work have been times when I have been caught up in
thinking and unable to allow myself to feel what is going on in the room. Making
the distinction between thinking about or being more technical and ―by the book,‖
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and learning how to trust what one is feeling in the present moment with the
client, is a core issue in training to become a therapist.


The section ―active receptivity in the therapeutic encounter‖ is beautifully
articulated. To elaborate this section about the ―long fingers,‖ I would say that
having a participatory experience in the focusing work with the client in the room,
is a way of being invited to some degree into the client‘s experiential world
beyond the therapy room. In other words, it allows for an increased opportunity
for the client to internalize the therapist as they move in the world.



Using Focusing helped make my family therapy practicum be one of the most
powerful training experiences I have ever had.



Theme 4 is a very important foundation for everything we do as clinicians such
that I would state this even more strongly. The inherent vulnerability of neophyte
therapists requires that we have communities of safety and support. It is critical
to the personal and professional growth of the student because we are undergoing
a process of radical personal and professional transformation. This process of
transformation commands a commensurate ethical response of firm foundation
and support in order for the student to truly trust themselves in movement with the
vulnerability of their clients.



On a personal note, at the time of the interview, I was living in a state of intense
stress, exhaustion, and prolonged emotional fatigue. The focusing group became
a real haven of friendship, community, and even healing for me during a time
when I was in real need of that. Spending the time with these powerful and
compassionate women truly sustained me while I learned and grew with them.



In this description, I greatly missed the voice of my partner‘s experience and her
voice in co-creating the movement of these thoughts in the moment. My
relationship with Amanda has been one of the most profound personal and
professional blessings of my life, which continues to shape and support me. The
bonds we have forged will continue to inspire my creative life as long as I live.



My experiences with this focusing group continue to influence my clinical work
today in my sense of confidence and trust in myself and in my clients, and being
able to ―let go of the book‖ more and more.
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Idea #
1
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Questions and Ideas

What is my interest….
I am interested in how experiential practices such as Focusing can be used in
training contexts, and how best to use such practices for the greatest safety
and benefit of the students (and their clients). As such, I am curious about the
specific positive or negative ways that Focusing as an experiential practice
done in a peer relationship context has influenced—or not—each participants‘
clinical development.
I think this is important because I view psychotherapy and other similar
clinical practices as requiring the ability to embody a specific kind of healing
presence and attention that may be cultivated primarily through experiential
practices.
Focusing used between peers provides the opportunity to develop attention
and presence skills while simultaneously facilitating one‘s own healing and
that of a peer. In my view, the greater transparency possible in the peer
relationship makes it a great opportunity for learning as well as providing real
support during the training years. I think this could be very beneficial, but it
also carries real risk due to the intimacy of the process.
I am interested in how working with one‘s own psychological development
impacts one‘s clinical development. I am curious to see how this is—or
isn‘t—described in participants‘ accounts.
This interest involves a belief that one must work with one‘s own
psychological development in order to develop clinically and to be an ethical
practitioner. As such, I am interested in Focusing in particular because it is an
experiential practice that trains both attentional/presence skills and qualities as
well as directly developing the practitioner‘s psychological position.
Going back and forth between guiding and Focusing sort of breaks down the
therapist/client distinction in that one practices being in both roles equally—
and I‘m curious about the effects of that on clinical development.
I am also specifically interested in how this particular peer Focusing group
affected the clinical development of the specific students involved. I‘d like to
know more about whether our group was successful in helping to facilitate our
clinical development, as that was a key part of the goal in creating it.
What are my expectations, hopes, and fears?
My expectations are that Focusing in the context of the peer Focusing group
will have had a significantly helpful impact on the development of at least one
aspect of each participant‘s clinical expertise.
My expectations also include some sense that each participant will be able to
describe in some ways the limitations of the peer focusing context and also
perhaps the focusing practice itself on influencing their clinical expertise.
My hopes are that Focusing in the context of the peer group will have been
wildly helpful in all sorts of rich ways that intertwine personal and
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Idea #

11
12
13

14

15

16

17

Questions and Ideas

professional development. As such, I very much hope that the data will be
multi-layered and will make sense in non-linear ways.
I also hope that the participants will describe problems, limitations, or
difficulties that the peer focusing practice had for them.
My fears are that I will have difficulty being able to explicate participants‘
accounts clearly and in a way that does each of them justice.
While I am not specifically fearful that Focusing and/or the peer Focusing
group context will not have some significant positive impact on one or more
of the participants, I am somewhat fearful that the data generation procedures
I have created will not elucidate the phenomenon well enough. I am fearful
that the findings I produce will have a mediocre, ―so what‖ quality that will
not be of any contribution to the field.
I am fearful that the small number of participants in this study will limit the
variation in findings and as such will not be very useful. I am fearful that the
findings may not be respected by people who find the small n of the study to
be a serious limitation.
Am I aware of any personal interests or motivations that predispose me
to act defensively?
Yes. I value Focusing and I have had the personal experience that Focusing
practice has been very helpful to me and to the other participants in the peer
Focusing group. If any of the participants say that it hasn‘t been helpful to
them—in the sense of focusing being neutral/ineffective, that will be difficult
for me to take. However, I would also find that to be deeply interesting
because it goes against my sense of what will happen, and that would ―spice
up‖ the findings.
I very much would like to advocate for experiential practices that are
therapeutic or quasi therapeutic to be used in training, so it will be difficult to
take it if I discover something in one of the participants‘ accounts that
indicates that such an approach would be contraindicated because it is
harmful. However, I understand very clearly that Focusing practice could be
dangerous without certain kinds of safety structures in place, so I would hope
that I would be able to use that as good information that would inform me
(and others) about how NOT to structure such groups.
At a more basic level, I want very much for my work and my interests in
practices like focusing and the personal psychological development of clinical
students to be respected in the field. As such, I might be tempted to inflate the
significance of what is present so that it validates my interest in this topic. At
one level, I believe I will be able to see anything each participant might say
could be interesting and fruitful, on another I know that I would like to see the
process be helpful. I have a deep commitment to scientific integrity, and I
hope that this serves as a strong enough counterbalance that I will be able to
admit things that I find hard to deal with because they play on my fears.
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A Priori Reflexive Document
Access Question 1.1: “What is my interest in the impact of peer-group Focusing
experience on clinical psychology graduate students’ developing senses of their
clinical expertise?”
I am interested in the impact of peer-group Focusing experience on clinical
psychology graduate students‘ developing senses of their clinical expertise for several
key reasons.
I am interested in how experiential practices like Focusing can be used in training
contexts, and how best to use such practices for the greatest safety and benefit of the
students (and their clients). As such, I am curious about the specific positive or negative
ways that focusing as an experiential practice done in a peer relationship context has
influenced—or not—each participants‘ clinical development. I think this is important
because I view psychotherapy and other similar clinical practices as requiring the ability
to embody a specific kind of healing presence and attention that is cultivated primarily
through experiential practices. Focusing used between peers provides the opportunity to
develop attention and presence skills while simultaneously facilitating one‘s own healing
and that of a peer. In my view, the greater transparency possible in the peer relationship
makes it a great opportunity for learning as well as providing real support during the
training years. I think this could be very beneficial, but it also carries real risk due to the
intimacy of the process.
I am interested in how working with one‘s own psychological development
impacts one‘s clinical development. I am curious to see how this is—or isn‘t—described
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in participants‘ accounts. This interest involves a belief that one must work with one‘s
own psychological development in order to develop clinically and to be an ethical
practitioner. As such, I am interested in Focusing in particular because it is an
experiential practice that trains both attentional/presence skills and qualities as well as
directly developing the practitioner‘s psychological position. Going back and forth
between guiding and Focusing sort of breaks down the therapist/client distinction in that
one practices being in both roles equally—and I‘m curious about the effects of that on
clinical development.
I am also specifically interested in how this particular peer Focusing group
affected the clinical development of the specific students involved. I‘d like to know more
about whether our group was successful in helping to facilitate our clinical development,
as that was a key part of the goal in creating it.
Access Question 1.2: “What are my expectations, hopes, and fears for the findings
that will emerge from this study?”
My expectations are that Focusing in the context of the Focusing group will have
had a significantly helpful impact on the development of at least one aspect of each
participant‘s clinical expertise. My expectations also include some sense that each
participant will be able to describe in some ways the limitations of the peer Focusing
context, and also perhaps the Focusing practice itself, on influencing their clinical
expertise.
My hopes are that Focusing in the context of the Focusing group will have been
wildly helpful in all sorts of rich ways that intertwine personal and professional
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development. As such, I very much hope that the data will be multi-layered and will
make sense in non-linear ways. I also hope that the participants will describe problems,
limitations, or difficulties that the peer Focusing practice had for them.
My fears are that I will have difficulty being able to explicate participants‘
accounts clearly and in a way that does each of them justice. While I am not specifically
fearful that Focusing and/or the Focusing group context will not have some significant
positive impact on one or more of the participants, I am somewhat fearful that the data
generation procedures I have created will not elucidate the phenomenon well enough. I
am fearful that the findings I produce will have a mediocre, ―so what‖ quality that will
not be of any contribution to the field. I am fearful that the small number of participants
in this study will severely limit the variation in findings and as such will not be very
useful. I am fearful that the findings will not be respected by people who find the small n
of the study to be an egregious limitation.
Access Question 1.3: “Am I aware of any personal interests or motivations that
predispose me to act defensively in the face of disconfirming participant accounts or
research findings?”
Yes. I value Focusing and I have had the personal experience that Focusing
practice has been very helpful to me and to the other participants in the Focusing group,
and if any of the participants say that it hasn‘t been helpful to them—in the sense of
Focusing being neutral/ineffective, that will be difficult for me to take. However, I would
also find that to be deeply interesting because it goes against my sense of what will
happen, and that would ―spice up‖ the findings.
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I very much would like to advocate for experiential practices that are therapeutic
or quasi therapeutic to be used in training, so it will be difficult to take it if I discover
something in one of the participants‘ accounts that indicates that such an approach would
be contraindicated because it is harmful. However, I understand very clearly that
Focusing practice could be dangerous without certain kinds of safety structures in place,
so I would hope that I would be able to use that as good information that would inform
me (and others) about how NOT to structure such groups.
At a more basic level, I want very much for my work and my interests in practices
like Focusing and the personal psychological development of clinical students to be
respected in the field. As such, I might be tempted to inflate the significance of what is
present so that it validates my interest in this topic. At one level, I believe I will be able to
see anything each participant might say could be interesting and fruitful; on another I
know that I would like to see the process be helpful. I have a deep commitment to
scientific integrity, and I hope that this serves as a strong enough counterbalance that I
will be able to admit things that I find hard to deal with because they play on my fears.
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Appendix D: Consent Forms
Note: This form was provided to participants printed on Duquesne University letterhead.
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY
TITLE:

Reflective Practice in Psychology Training: A
Phenomenological Study of Student Peer-Group
Focusing

INVESTIGATOR:

Amanda B. Lowe, M.A.
3337 Ligonier St., Pittsburgh, PA 15201
lowea@duq.edu; 412-398-1439

ADVISOR: (if applicable:)

Will Adams, Ph.D
Psychology Department
412-396-4348

SOURCE OF SUPPORT:

This study is being performed as partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the doctoral degree in
Clinical Psychology at Duquesne University.

PURPOSE:

You are being asked to participate in a research
project that seeks to investigate the influence of
peer group focusing practice on clinical psychology
graduate students‘ understandings of their
developing clinical expertise. You will be asked to
participate in one interview with the researcher.
During this interview, you will be asked to recount
a significant experience you had in a peer focusing
group and a clinical situation which the peer
focusing group experience influenced. The
interview will be approximately 1-3 hours in length,
and will take place in a confidential consulting
room at the Duquesne University Psychology
Clinic. The interview will be videotaped and
transcribed by the researcher. The transcription will
be used as a research protocol.
After the researcher completes the initial
interpretation of your protocol, you will be provided
with a copy to read on your own time. The
researcher will include a cover letter asking you to
create a short written response providing specific
feedback regarding the interpretation. After you
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have read the interpretation and written your
feedback, the researcher will schedule a meeting
with you to discuss your feedback. This meeting
will last approximately 1 hour. The researcher will
take notes of this session and will keep your written
response.
These are the only requests that will be made of
you.
RISKS AND BENEFITS:

Potential risks for your participation in this study
stem from the potential revelation of sensitive
personal material to faculty members on the
researcher‘s dissertation committee, who are also
faculty members who may be in an evaluative
position regarding your work as a graduate student
in the psychology department. Measures to
counteract this dual relationship risk will be
addressed in the confidentiality procedures below.
A potential benefit from this study is an enhanced
understanding of the way(s) that your focusing
practice influences your professional development
as a psychologist-in-training. Another potential
benefit of this study is an enhanced understanding
of some aspect of your development as a clinical
psychologist-in-training.

COMPENSATION:

You will not be compensated for your participation
in this study.

CONFIDENTIALITY:

Your name will never appear on any research
documents, including the transcribed protocols,
their interpretations, or in any part of the final
dissertation document. You will be referred to by a
pseudonym. The researcher will make every effort
to de-identify personal material in order to
minimize, as much as possible, chances that you
will be recognized by readers. Additionally, at any
time during the research, you may request that
specific personal material be removed from the data
to be interpreted. All written materials and consent
forms will be stored in a locked file in the
researcher's home. All materials will be destroyed at
the completion of the research.
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RIGHT TO WITHDRAW:

You are under no obligation to participate in this
study. You are free to withdraw your consent to
participate at any time.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS:

A summary of the results of this research will be
supplied to you, at no cost, upon request.

VOLUNTARY CONSENT:

I have read the above statements and understand
what is being requested of me. I also understand
that my participation is voluntary and that I am free
to withdraw my consent at any time, for any reason.
On these terms, I certify that I am willing to
participate in this research project.
I understand that should I have any further
questions about my participation in this study, I
may call Amanda B. Lowe, M.A. (412)-398-1439,
Dr. Will Adams (412) 396-4348, and Dr. Paul
Richer, Chair of the Duquesne University
Institutional Review Board 412-396-6326.

_________________________________________
Participant's Signature

__________________
Date

_________________________________________
Researcher's Signature

__________________
Date
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